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Abstract
This is an interpretative phenomenological study that explores what it is like to be an
adoptive parent in the context of open adoption. It focuses on the dominant form of
adoption in the United Kingdom which is domestic non-kin adoption of children from care.
The focus of UK adoption policy is on securing the welfare of Looked After Children when
their birth family cannot care for them effectively. Adoptive parents are crucial to achieving
this aim and this study explores their subjective lived experience with a view to informing
adoption policy and practice.
Open communication with the child about their adoptive status is now widely accepted as
important for their identity development. Coinciding with increased use of adoption for
children in care, arrangements for ongoing contact between the adoptee and their birth
relatives have also become more common. The need to understand adoptive parents'
perspectives on these practices of open adoption was identified as a research priority by
the Care Pathways and Outcomes Study, and is the origin of this PhD project.
Twenty nine adoptive parents participated in semi-structured interviews. Joint interviews
were conducted with thirteen mother/father couples, and individual interviews with three
adoptive mothers. This purposively selected sample was identified via the Care Pathways
and Outcomes Study and recruited through the five Health and Social Care Trusts in
Northern Ireland. Ethical approval was granted by ORECNI. Detailed ideographic analysis of
interview transcripts was

carried

out

following the

principles of Interpretative

Phenomenological Analysis.
The findings convey the sense of 'being' an adoptive parent, or parental entitlement,
derived from 'doing' parenting, and demonstrate the complexities of communicative,
structural and public openness as relational experiences. Dominant themes include the
constraining cultural importance of blood ties, stigma, family boundary work and the child's
life course. At an interpretative level, the sociological concepts of family configuration,
family practices and family display are applied to explore how birth relatives are positioned
as kin. The thesis concludes with suggestions for research and social work practice.
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1. Setting the Scene
Introduction
This study aims to explore what it is like to be an adoptive parent in the context of
contemporary open adoption. It does so through an analysis of the accounts of parenthood
given by current adopters in a research interview. This approach is premised on a
methodological and ethical assumption that an effective way to find out what a
phenomenon is like is to ask those who directly experience it (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009).
The terms 'adoptive parenthood' and 'open adoption' are seemingly straightforward.
However, these phenomena are embedded in a complex historical, political and social
world and derive from 'culture-specific sets of legal functions' (O'Halloran, 2001, pl3).
Adoption and adoptive parenthood therefore manifest different features, and serve
different social functions, in different cultures at different times.
The purpose of this chapter is to take a two-fold approach to rigour. Firstly, by locating the
phenomenon under investigation, adoptive parenthood, and the study in their wider social,
historical and policy context (Becker et al, 2006). To this end, the meaning and main
features of adoptive parenthood and open adoption as they presented themselves in this
study are specified below. An overview is also given of the legal, policy and social
considerations that interact to shape modern adoption practice, and the existing research
literature on adoptive parents' perspectives on open adoption is summarised.
The second approach to rigour is to reflexively document (Koch and Harrington, 1998) the
motivations and prior assumptions with which the topic is approached. In the latter half of
the chapter a series of reflections are presented that highlight the importance of both
personal and epistemological reflexivity (Willig, 2001) to the conception of quality (Yardley,
2000; Koch and Harrington, 1998) applied throughout the project. Reflections on the
personal social work motivations and research interests that provided the starting point for
the study are also presented. A more epistemological reflection is then developed on the
theoretical orientation of the study, its design and methodology and how these have
shaped the construction of the data and the new knowledge that is 'found'. The chapter
concludes with an overview of the structure and content of the thesis.
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What is meant by adoption and adoptive parenthood
Most definitions of adoption emphasise its foundation in law whereby a legal order made
by the Court 'effects a complete and irrevocable transfer of legal parentage' (Lowe, 1997,
p5) from the child's biological parents to another adult or committed couple, thereby
creating a legal replica (Smith and Logan, 2002) of a biological family. In the United
Kingdom, Adoption Orders can be made in favour of a range of individuals including the
child's relatives or step-parents, referred to in policy and practice as family adoptions, or
non-relatives, referred to as stranger adoptions. Adoption can be with the agreement of
the child's birth parents, or may be contested and made via legal provisions that dispense
with parental consent. Adoption placements may also be domestic (within-country), or
international (inter-country). This study is concerned with the main route to adoption in
Northern Ireland which is domestic stranger adoption, initiated by social services for
children in state care, and fulfilled with or without parental consent.
In the United Kingdom, an Adoption Order extinguishes the birth parents' right to parent
the child and associated responsibility for their welfare. Adoptive parents exclusively and
irrevocably assume the legal parental rights and responsibilities relinquished by the birth
parents, and the legal expectation is that they will love and care for the child as if he or she
was born to them. In contrast to other UK legislation relating to children and families, this
transference of parenthood is total and permanent. Adoption therefore, qualitatively
differs from other forms of child welfare provision, such as fostering or residential care, as
it releases the Local Authority or Health and Social Care Trust from its parental
responsibility by creating for the child a new and independent set of parents. Given that
adoption involves the State regulating the breaking and making of families, it is an area
where society interacts with individual experience in a particularly potent way.
Consequently, adoption has far-reaching implications for the child, their biological parents,
their adoptive parents, and their respective kinship networks, and should be understood as
a life-long process (Rustin, 2008). For the child, adoption fundamentally alters and
'determines his or her identity and family relationships throughout life' (Review of
Adoption Law, 1992, para 3.6). It entails the simultaneous loss of legal relationship with
birth family and gaining of full legal membership of an alternative family.
Until recently adoption has, in the majority of cases, meant a complete termination of any
relationship between the child and their birth parents. However, while an Adoption Order
cuts legal links, it does not necessarily cut any emotional, psychological or memory ties that
may exist (Bridge and Swindells, 2003), and the child and their birth parents may continue
15

to be emotionally and psychologically present to one another (Triseliotis et al.,2005; Neil,
2012; McSherry, et al., 2013). To what extent legally severed relationships should be kept
alive through the ongoing interactions of the adoptive and birth family is a key question for
the welfare of the adopted child (Grotevant, 2000).
All adoption practice in the UK is fully state-regulated, governed by the Adoption and
Children Act 2002 in England and Wales, and the Adoption (Nl) Order 1987 in Northern
Ireland. This legislation places a statutory duty on Local Authorities and Health and Social
Care Trusts to ensure that all prospective adopters are assessed and approved and all
proposed placements are scrutinised and sanctioned. Birth parents who wish to have their
child adopted are prohibited from making independent arrangements with non-relatives.
Likewise, prospective adopters cannot independently seek out a child, but are subject to
the adoption agency assessment and matching process.

The characteristics of contemporary adoption
The central principle which influences UK policy and legislation, in relation to social work
with children, is that every child has a right to belong to a family (NIA, 2010). This principle
is influenced by attachment theory, and enshrined in the United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child (1989) which was ratified by the UK in 1991. The primary focus of this
policy is on enabling children to be cared for by their birth families. The Children Act 1989,
and the Northern Ireland equivalent Children (Nl) Order 1995, place a duty on social
services departments to provide services to prevent children coming into care, and to
facilitate re-unification with their parents when they do.
Care planning for 'Looked After' Children is premised on the principle that children should
not grow up in care. The 2000 White Paper, 'Adoption: a New Approach’ proposed that
when children cannot live with their birth families, adoption should be considered the best
alternative for securing stable, permanent family life. This has been enacted in the
subsequent Northern Ireland regional policy on permanence planning (DHSS circular, May
1999) and statutory regulations attached to the Children (Nl) Order 1995 require a plan for
achieving a permanent placement to be considered at every statutory review for a Looked
After Child. The Northern Ireland regional policy on permanence planning specifies a
hierarchy of options for permanent placement that places birth parents first, then other
kin, then adoption as the next best option ahead of all other forms of out of home care.
As a result of these policies, the majority of children adopted in the United Kingdom over
the past two decades will have been looked after by an Health and Social Care Trust (in
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Northern Ireland), or in Local Authority care, most usually in a foster care placement, prior
to their move to adoptive parents. Lowe et al.'s (1999) survey of all adoption agencies in
England and Wales conducted in 1994 found that of the 2,396 approved for adoption that
year all had been looked after in Local Authority care, three quarters the subject of a Care
Order. The Prime Minister's Review of Adoption (DOH, 2000) set adoption targets for local
authorities and initiated a major drive across the UK to further increase the rate of
adoptions from care. While Northern Ireland was slower to embrace adoption for looked
after children (Kelly and McSherry, 2003), more recently the UK trend has been reflected
here. Of a total population sample of 374 children who were in care in Northern Ireland
and aged under 5 on 31st March 2000, 38% were adopted by 2004 (McSherry et al, 2008),
increasing to 43% by 2007 (McSherry et al, 2013). In the year ending 31st March 2010, 50
children were adopted from care in Northern Ireland, representing 2.0% of the total
Looked After child population (DHSSPS, 2011). Adoption in this context functions as a
means of securing alternative families for children in care whose birth family are unwilling,
unable or legally prohibited from caring for them (DHSSPS, 2003), and places the emphasis
of adoption policy firmly on meeting the child's needs rather than the adopters' needs.
The strong explicit policy and legislative emphasis on keeping children with their birth
families means that most adopted children will have lived with their birth parents, often
with social work support, for some period prior to adoption. In a sample of children
adopted between 2000 and 2004 in Northern Ireland, 70% were under one year old when
they entered care, while the remainder lived with their birth family up to four years before
becoming Looked After (McSherry et al, 2008). When children are admitted to foster care it
is mainly because they have suffered, or are likely to suffer, significant harm which impairs,
or is likely to impair, their health or development (Children (Nl) Order 1995). Common
factors precipitating young children's admission to care in Northern Ireland include neglect,
abuse, domestic violence, parents' mental health problems and alcohol abuse (McSherry et
al, 2008). As a consequence, many children adopted from care will have experienced
trauma or adversity while living at home.
Once in foster care, extensive efforts will be made to reunite the child with their birth
parents, before the making of an adoption care plan which then marks the beginning of
lengthy and rigorous legal proceedings. Currently in Northern Ireland only a small minority
of children in care are adopted with the consent of their birth parents (O'Halloran, 2001),
therefore the majority of adoption proceedings are contested, and achieved via Freeing
Orders which allow for the dispensing of parental consent to the adoption (Kelly and
17

McSherry, 2003). The use of Freeing Orders may be justified on the basis of securing the
child's welfare, but does not sit easily with the principles of 'no Order' and 'partnership
with parents' that are foundational to the Children (Nl) Order (1995), and Northern Ireland
was initially slow to use the Freeing provision to move children out of long-term care (Kelly
and Coulter, 1997). All adoption, but particularly the use of Freeing Orders, raises wider
issues that question the core of society's notions about the 'ownership' and belonging of
children and the limits of the State's intervention in family life (DHSSPS, 2003).
Contested adoptions require an intensive, and often lengthy, process of multi-disciplinary
assessment, consultation, and debate, and provoke greater public scrutiny of adoption
practice generally. As a result, many children may spend months or years in the care of
temporary foster carers before being adopted, and adoption in infancy is rare. Kelly and
McSherry's (2003) review of Freeing Order processes in Northern Ireland revealed that
children spent an average of more than five years in care before a Freeing Order was made.
While 65% of their sample was adopted by their foster carers, the remainder lived with
alternative carers for a significant period before meeting their adoptive parents. From
entry into care, the average length of time for a child to be adopted in 2010, was 3 years 5
months, and their average age at adoption was 4 years 8 months (DFISSPS, 2011). Some of
these children will have had placement moves in this time, with the associated disruption
of their attachment to their carer. A survey of children in care in Northern Ireland in 20082009 showed that almost one quarter (23%) had changed placement at least once in that
year, and 3% of those had changed placement three times or more (DFISSPS, 2010).
Attachment difficulties are likely to emerge for many older children adopted from care who
have experienced distorted or disrupted relationships with multiple care givers (Rushton et
al, 2006). They are also likely to be suffering developmental complications caused by
drug/alcohol misuse by their mother during pregnancy (Northern Ireland Assembly, NIA,
2010), and to have experienced multiple adversity prior to adoption (Rushton et al, 2006),
the effects of which can be enduring, with continuing developmental, behavioural and
social difficulties in evidence up to 6 years post-adoption (Rushton and Dance, 2004). For
this reason, adoption has been referred to as a therapeutic intervention for children who
may have been traumatised by early childhood experiences (Simmonds, 2008), with the
love and care of ordinary adoptive parents providing a form of environmental therapy.
As the particular needs and difficulties of children adopted from care are given increasing
recognition, so there has been a growing emphasis on the need to develop specialist
support services for adoptive families. In 2000, a government review of adoption support
18

revealed a widespread lack of services, and those that existed were under-developed and
poorly advertised (Rushton et al, 2006). However, the Adoption and Children Act 2002
placed new duties on local authorities in England and Wales to ensure greater consistency
and quality in adoption support, and gave adoptive families the right to request an
assessment in respect of such services. The aim was to improve the success of adoptive
placements, and encourage more people to come forward as prospective adopters for
children in care (Luckock and Hart, 2005). Similar legislation is currently under
consideration in Northern Ireland but has yet to be implemented.
While seemingly pragmatic, the implementation of specialist adoption support services has
revealed an ambiguity about the nature of adoptive family life. An Adoption Order creates
an autonomous family who traditionally have had no need of public support (Lowe, 1997),
yet child welfare policy views adoptive families as providers of therapeutic parenting to
vulnerable children. Luckock and Hart (2005) contend that this sends mixed messages
about the social role of adoptive families that may inhibit the effective implementation of
support services.
Adoption from care arguably introduces a new dimension of stigma to adoption. Prior to
the 1970's, the social stigma attached to illegitimate birth was the motivating factor behind
large numbers of adoptions. Adoption was thought to provide an alternative for unwed
mothers who might otherwise struggle against social norms to rear their child, to protect
illegitimate children from stigma and financial hardship, and to relieve infertile couples of
their socially stigmatised childlessness. While pregnancy outside of marriage is no longer
considered deviant or problematic (DHSSPS, 2003), the current situation in which adoption
secures alternative care for children who have been removed from 'defaulting' parents
(O'Halloran, 2001) risks birth parents being viewed even more negatively. This may inhibit
adoptive parents from seeing the potential benefit a relationship with the birth family for
the child.

What is meant by open adoption
Until the late 1970's adoption was characterised by secrecy and many adopted people
knew little about their birth family, or did not find out their adoptive status until
adolescence or even adulthood. Since then there has been widespread acceptance that
adopted people have a right to know about their origins, and a steady evolution in
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adoption practice towards 'openness in adoption' (Brodzinsky, 2006, pl49) characterised
by honesty about birth family origins and willingness to discuss adoption-related issues.
This has been influenced by research showing the importance of origins to the adopted
person's healthy identity formation (Triseliotis, 1973).
For children in long-term care the prevalence, up until the 1980's, was for a 'clean break'
from birth family that was often outworked in a termination of their contact with birth
family (Rushton, 1999). However, the Children Act (1989) emphasised the value of
continued birth family relationships and introduced a presumption of contact for children
in care. Therefore, many children adopted from care arrive in their adoptive placement
with some knowledge of their circumstances, and existing relationships with birth family.
Consideration of the loss associated with severing significant relationships, and recognition
of the child's right to their continuation, led to the policy position that maintenance of links
with birth family should be favoured as humane and sensible as long as this does not
undermine the prospect of a secure and stable adoption.
As a result of these legislative and policy developments there has, since the introduction of
the Children Act (1989), been a steady and significant increase in 'open adoption'
(Brodzinsky, 2006, pl49) characterised by ongoing contact to maintain an active link
between the child and their birth relatives post-adoption. This contact may be indirect via
written communication, or direct face-to-face meetings between the child and any
combination of birth relatives.
The two dimensions of 'open adoption' and 'openness in adoption' are now commonly
referred to using Brodzinsky's (2005) categorisation of structural openness, which refers to
arrangements for information-sharing or contact between birth and adoptive family, and
communication openness, which refers to sensitively attuned family dialogue about
adoption, whether or not there is birth family contact. This study is concerned with both
forms of openness, and makes a novel contribution to understandings of open adoption by
identifying also the significance of openness in public spheres.
The overarching introduction of the Human Rights Act (1998) has led to a more thorough
consideration of contact during adoption proceedings. Post-adoption contact is often seen
as consistent with both the child and birth parent's right to family life. However, it can be
difficult for the Courts to reconcile post-adoption contact with birth parents with the
complete severance of their parental rights (Bridge and Swindells, 2003). If the child would
benefit from an ongoing relationship with the birth parent then the Courts must question
whether a complete legal termination of that relationship is appropriate. This debate
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contributed to the range of orders, particularly Special Guardianship, available under the
Adoption and Children Act 2002.
Since 1976 the courts have had the ability to impose conditions of contact on an Adoption
Order. Case law has held that no condition should be imposed upon the adoption order
that would impinge upon the autonomy of adoptive parents (Fratter, 1996). However,
whether reluctant adoptive parents should be constrained to maintain birth family contact
for the benefit of the child is the subject of ongoing debate (Luckock and Hart, 2005).
Adoptive families currently display a wide variety of contact arrangements, ranging from
confidential or closed adoptions where there is no contact with the birth family, through to
fully-disclosed or open adoptions which involve direct contact between the child and their
birth family. In the middle of this continuum are semi-open or mediated adoptions in which
birth and adoptive families have contact via an intermediary, usually an adoption agency
Grotevant (2000). It is unknown exactly how many adoptive families agree to and maintain
contact. The percentage of the sample of adoptive families having some form of contact
with a birth relative in recent UK studies ranges from just 7% (Thoburn, 2004) to between a
half (Sinclair et al, 2005) and more than three quarters (McSherry et al, 2008). Levels of
direct fact-to-face contact with a birth parent were much lower (McSherry et al, 2008), but
lowest levels of contact were found to be with the birth father and paternal relatives
(Sinclair et al, 2005).
Most studies emphasise that arrangements should remain flexible and variable to take into
account the changing needs of all parties, in particular the child. The child's wishes should
be a factor in deciding on contact, and no one form of contact should be prescribed but
arrangements need to be assessed on a case by case basis and reviewed over time
(MacDonald and McSherry, 2011).

Research evidence for the benefits of openness
While adoptive parents have for some time been encouraged to talk openly with their child
about all aspects of adoption, structural openness is a more recent and contentious issue.
Openness in adoption was initially viewed as a means of counteracting the disadvantages
associated with secrecy (Fratter, 1996) however, Wrobel et al (2003) highlighted that post
adoption contact should not be considered a panacea, but as a complex issue that brings its
own potential risks and difficulties. Urging caution, Rushton (2003, p.25) suggested that
adoption practitioners had allowed their "enthusiasm to run ahead of the evidence" in
claiming the beneficial effects of post-adoption contact, in the absence of robust research
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evidence to support this trend. While post-adoption contact, in some form, has become the
expected norm in Northern Ireland (McSherry et al, 2008), research investigating its
outcomes is still evolving (Neil, 2002).
There is some research evidence (Brodzinsky, 2006; Beckett et al, 2008) to support
Brodzinsky's (2005) contention that communication openness, that is 'open, honest, non
defensive and emotionally attuned family dialogue' (p!51) will have a greater influence on
the child's healthy adjustment than the nature of structural arrangements such as contact
with birth family, although the empirical evidence is limited (Neil, 2009a). Among adoptees
aged 8-13 years old, Brodzinsky (2006) found that while structural openness did not predict
self-esteem or behaviour, higher ratings of communication openness were associated with
higher self-esteem and fewer behaviour problems. In comparisons of domestic and inter
country adoptions Beckett et al (2008) similarly found that open communication was
associated with higher self-esteem for children and greater family integration. In a study of
families with children aged 7-9 years however, Neil (2009a) found no significant association
between levels of communicative openness and ratings of the child's emotional and
behavioural development. Neil highlighted that we need to understand the fit between
children's variable interest in adoption and parental communication openness across
different stages of child development.
The opening of adoption has been driven by consideration of the welfare of adoptees
(Quinton et al, 1997), and the main purpose of post-adoption contact is to help meet the
adopted child's developmental needs (Neil and Howe, 2004). Determining what structural
arrangements are appropriate for which children has been key question for adoption
research (Grotevant, 2000). While some advocates of post-adoption contact view it as
beneficial to the adopted child's development, there has been widespread concern that it
may be harmful (Neil, 2004a). Overall, however, the effect of contact on the adopted child
has been found to be benign or neutral (Fratter, 1996; Neil, 2004a; Thoburn, 2004; Sinclair
et al, 2005), and Quinton and Selwyn (2006) conclude from a review of the research that
neither contact, nor lack of it, inevitably leads to psychosocial difficulties.
However, this finding may be due to the typically low levels of contact and adoptive
parents' ability to adjust arrangements to maximise the comfort for the child, or terminate
contact when problems arose (Neil, 2004a; Sinclair et al, 2005). Furthermore, it is difficult
to empirically examine the relationship between contact and child outcomes which are
influenced by a wide variety of factors, particularly when measurement of adjustment prior
to adoption or contact is generally unavailable for comparison (Quinton et al, 1997). Also, it
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masks the findings that contact can raise a number of potentially difficult issues, and be
stressful for all involved. Children have been reported to be unsettled and anxious before,
during and after contact visits, manifest by bed wetting, nightmares and behavioural
difficulties (Selwyn et al, 2003). On the whole, it has been found that while contact can
present risks, and in some situations will be too risky to proceed, in other situations it can
bring benefits to all involved (Neil and Howe, 2004).
Contact has also been supported as being beneficial to birth parents offering reassurance
of the child's welfare, promoting acceptance of the adoption, alleviating feelings of loss
(Grotevant, 2000), and enhancing self-esteem (Fratter, 1996; Neil, 2002; Smith and Logan,
2004). However, research has identified challenges to birth parents (Young and Neil, 2004).
In the absence of effective support for contact, many were found to opt out of
arrangements as feelings of loss, anger, guilt and low self-worth militated against them
keeping in touch with their children (Neil, 2002) as did the challenge of negotiating
relationships with adopters (Smith and Logan, 2004).

Adopters’ perspectives on openness - existing knowledge base
Arrangements for contact tend to be established at the time the adoption is made, with
social workers influential in negotiating agreements. However, there is a lack of consensus
among adoption professionals as to what type of arrangements might help or hinder
adopters in their task of communicative openness, or best support relationships in the
adoptive kinship network (Logan, 2010).
Adoptive parents' satisfaction with contact has been linked to the extent of their control
over arrangements (McSherry et al, 2013). Arrangements have been found to be less likely
to succeed if adopters feel pressurised (Siegel and Smith, 2012), or do not feel positive
about, and committed to, the contact (Neil, 2002). However, many adoptive parents have
reported mistakenly believing that contact plans were non-negotiable (Selwyn, 2004), or
were 'part of the package' (Logan and Smith, 2005, pl5), with imposed arrangements
leading to a perceived lack of parental control in the early stage of placement (Sykes,
2000). This lack of involvement of adopters in planning for contact is at odds with the
importance to adopters of retaining a sense of control over contact arrangements (Smith
and Logan, 2004; McSherry et al, 2008), and the finding that contact works well when they
are allowed to do so (Fratter, 1996; Neil et al, 2003).
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Siegel's work (Siegel, 1993; 2003; 2008; Siegel and Smith, 2012) has consistently
encouraged adoption professionals to ethically promote the self-determination of adoptive
and birth families, and to assist them to negotiate an arrangement that is mutually
satisfactory, rather than impose formulaic arrangements or engage in coercive practices for
or against openness. This message of empowerment echoes suggestions for ongoing
support for contact that is facilitative, rather than controlling, that is sensitive to the needs
and feelings of all parties (Neil, 2002; Neil et al, 2011), and that looks beyond structural
arrangements to consider how communication, negotiation and flexibility can be facilitated
over time (Logan, 2010).
While patterns of contact can change over time (Neil et al, 2011), adoptive families may
lack formal or relational mechanisms to negotiate changes to contact in response to the
child's changing needs (MacDonald and McSherry, 2011). Adolescence is a time of
particular change for families as children are maturing physically and emotionally,
developing their identity and negotiating greater autonomy (Coleman and Hendry, 1999).
Adoptees are likely to want and need something different from birth family contact in
adolescence than they do earlier in childhood.

Satisfaction with contact
Contact can be emotionally challenging (Sykes, 2000; Smith and Logan, 2004) and
practically burdensome. Adoptive parents have reported assuming responsibility for
complex contact arrangements that they felt complicated their day to day life (McSherry et
al, 2008), requiring them to take time off work, arrange child care for siblings, re-arrange
special family celebrations such as birthdays, and manage the child receiving excessive and
inappropriate gifts (Smith and Logan, 2004). A focus on maintaining birth family links may
not fit with adopters' priority for adoptive family integration and establishing the child's
sense of belonging and security, particularly early in placement (Thoburn, 2004). Therefore,
adopters may view face-to-face contact as primarily benefiting the birth family and the
child. Despite this, there were few adopters in any of the studies reviewed who opted out
of contact, and the majority kept to the contact agreement made at the time the child was
placed.
Siegel's (1993; 2003; 2008) longitudinal study of 21 couples who adopted infants via private
agencies consistently reported comfort and satisfaction with a diverse range of contact
arrangements. These adopters considered contact beneficial to their child through middle
childhood and into adolescence and have not reported it as threatening, intrusive or
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compounding of adolescent challenges. While difficulties and obstacles have arisen in
relationships with birth family, the adopters have managed these as part of the normal
strain of family life. Siegel and Smith's (2012) review of the findings of several large-scale
US studies concurs that the majority of adopters expressed satisfaction with open adoption
arrangements.
However, this review and Siegel's own work are based mainly on private infant adoptions.
Similarly Grotevant and colleagues extensive work on the Minnesota Texas Adoption
Research Project is based on cases of voluntarily relinquished infants placed prior to their
first birthday via mainly private adoption agencies. In comparison to private infant
adoptions, contact is less common in adoptions from care, where children are more likely
to have experienced harm while living with birth parents (Faulkner and Madden, 2012), and
adoptions are more likely to be contested (Kelly and McSherry, 2003). Grotevant (2009)
acknowledges that whether birth parental rights are terminated with consent or
involuntarily is likely to influence the relationship dynamic between birth and adoptive
families. Similarly, these relationships may be affected by the consequences of early
adversity for the child, and the variety of difficulties experienced by the birth family leading
to involuntary adoption.
Adoptive parents in McSherry and colleagues' (2013) study adoptions from care in
Northern Ireland reported mixed views and feelings about contact with birth relatives.
Some were satisfied with arrangements and had developed family-like relationships with
birth relatives. Others were more ambivalent, preferring a more closed arrangements, or
were reluctant to facilitate contact because they feared it would have a detrimental effect
on their child.
For some children adopted from care contact has been reported as stressful, resulting in
temporarily heightened social, emotional and behavioural difficulties (Fratter, 1996; Neil,
2004b; Thoburn, 2004; Sinclair et al, 2005; Schofield and Beek, 2006) that can leave
adopters feeling exhausted and defeated (Sykes, 2000). One small scale UK study of contact
in adoptions from care found that adopters feared for their own and their child's emotional
and physical safety, particularly in response to birth fathers (Sykes, 2000).
In study of 'complex' contact arrangements following adoptions from care Neil et al (2011),
found that over half of the children were having direct contact with a birth relative that had
previously neglected or abused them. The adoptive parents reported challenges in these
situations that centred on the child's negative reaction to contact, the quality of
interactions during contact, managing risks, boundaries and relationships and their own
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emotional responses. Motivation to pursue contact was maintained on the basis of
perceived benefits in terms of identity development and continuity of relationships for the
child, and confirmation of their own parental status and promoting trust in family
relationships.
Smith and Logan (2004) examined adoptive parents' motivation to maintain contact for the
sake of their child despite the stress it caused. They analysed adopters' responses to
contact in terms of their personal comfort, which could be eroded if birth family acted in a
way that diminished their confidence as parents, and parental comfort which could be
eroded if they felt that their child was distressed by the contact. They found that adoptive
parents would tolerate personal discomfort if they perceived benefits to the child, and
would tolerate parental discomfort if the long-term benefits to the child were perceived to
outweigh the short-term disadvantages.
Letterbox contact has been considered a less controversial form of contact (Logan, 1999)
but has been reported by adopters to be particularly unsatisfactory, causing upset to the
child if not reciprocated by birth family or if inappropriate messages were received. Many
found it challenging to communicate with a virtual stranger on such an emotive subject
(Neil, 2004a; Selwyn, 2004).
Most of the supports for contact available in the UK are structural systems that support
letter exchange (Neil et al, 2011). However, professional mediation of this indirect contact
may magnify the potential for miscommunication (Dunbar et al, 2006) and has been found
to render the contact unnatural or 'unfamily-like' thus promoting distance and diminishing
adopters' sense of birth family as kin (Jones and Hackett, 2012, p292). Logan (1999)
highlighted the importance of relationship, rather than agency systems, for making this an
effective form of communication.
Given the psychological and emotional complexity inherent in post-adoption contact, and
the variety in individual's changing needs, more sophisticated supports are needed that
understand the relationship dynamics in the adoptive kinship network and that facilitate
collaboration and relationship building. While social work support tends to focus on the
needs of the child (Neil, 2008), it might more effectively support contact if it also
recognised and supported the emotional needs of adopters (Neil et al, 2011).

Overlap between communicative and structural openness
Structural openness, or post-adoption contact, does not necessarily lead to communication
openness (Brodzinsky, 2005) and, likewise, adoptive parents in structurally closed
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adoptions have been found to engage in communicative processes that are very open
(MacDonald and McSherry, 2011). However, differences in family communicative openness
have been noted according to level of structural openness, with adopters in fully-disclosed
arrangements reportedly talking with their children more openly about adoption than
those in confidential adoptions (Grotevant et al, 1994). Both Brodzinsky (2006) and Neil
(2009a) also found that structurally more open arrangements were associated with greater
communicative openness. This may be partly mediated by child curiosity since Wrobel et al
(1998) found that children who were involved in mediated indirect contact, and who knew
more about birth family, also reported being more curious, asked a broader range of
questions about adoption and elicited more active communication from their adoptive
parents. Child curiosity has also been reported as a motivator for adoptive parents seeking
greater openness and more birth family contact (Grotevant et al, 1994). It may also be that
contact raises adoption-related issues more frequently, with face-to-face meetings,
particularly, prompting more questioning by the child and necessitating more open
dialogue (Brodzinsky, 2006; Neil, 2009a). The more frequent adoption-talk stimulated by
contact arrangements has in turn been found to mediate the association between contact
and positive adolescent identity (Von Korff and Grotevant, 2011).
However, it may also be that adopters who have a more open and empathic personality
style are more likely to choose or accept more structurally open arrangements than those
with a more closed, cautious or self-protective personality style (Brodzinsky, 2006; Neil,
2009a). An open and inclusive attitude to family life was characteristic of those in
Thoburn's (2004) study who described contact as unproblematic. Mendenhall et al (1996)
found that couples who changed the level of openness from mediated to fully-disclosed
demonstrated higher communication skills and than those who remained in mediated
arrangements. While their research could not determine cause and effect, the authors
suggest that adoptive parents with higher communication skills and more open attitude to
communication are more likely to successfully manage the increasing complexity and
boundary negotiation in their family system that arises from increased birth family contact.
Hart and Luckock (2004) propose that a primary purpose of birth family contact is to
underpin and facilitate the creation of the family narrative, to which birth family may wish
to contribute their perspective (Wrobel et al, 2004). However, while structural openness
may facilitate communication within the adoptive family, it does not necessarily equate to
communication openness at an inter-family level. Adopters in MacDonald and McSherry's
(2011) study reported that neither direct nor indirect birth family contact led to any
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meaningful dialogue about adoption with birth family, or exchange of anything more than
the most basic and superficial information. Communication openness with birth family can
be particularly difficult to achieve when contact is limited to letter exchange (MacDonald
and McSherry, 2011; Hart and Luckock, 2004; Neil, 2004a).
Structurally open arrangements can equip adoptive parents with the birth family
information they need to satisfy their child's curiosity (Wrobel et al, 2004), and access to
information is reported as a significant motivator for adopters to maintain birth family
contact (Ryburn, 1996; Smith and Logan, 2004; Neil, 2004a; McSherry et al, 2008).
However, contact does not necessarily facilitate exchange of the types of information
adopters and their children desire (MacDonald and McSherry, 2011), particularly since birth
family networks are often diverse and fragmented, making detailed information on
individual's circumstances difficult to obtain, even by the members of that network (Hart
and Luckock, 2004).
Ongoing research is needed on contact in adoptive kinship networks formed around older
children adopted from care to understand the relationship dynamics, the types of contact
that might facilitate collaborative relationships and the ways these arrangements might
best be support.

Reflections on motivations
Personal professional interests
My interest in the topic of this study derives from my experience as a Senior Social Worker
for Adoption and Permanence in a Health and Social Care Trust. In this role I was
responsible for monitoring care plans for 'Looked After' Children, ensuring that permanent
placements were identified according to the hierarchy of options mentioned above. I was
also responsible for social work case management in respect of children for whom the
Trust were seeking a Freeing Order, and for the subsequent matching and placement of the
children with adoptive parents.
In the course of this work I encountered a number of practice dilemmas for which I could
find no ready answers in the existing literature. I also made observations about the
complexity of family life for the individuals whose most significant relationships were
made, unmade and permanently altered through the process of Freeing and adoption. I
wanted to find out more about the experiences of those for whom my professional
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intervention had such far reaching consequences. I hoped to contribute to the
development of more sensitive, ethical and effective social work practice.
I have summarised below the key observations and practice dilemmas that served as
motivators to undertake this study. Further reflections on the impact of my personal values
and social identity on the process of the research are documented in the Methodology
chapter.
My foremost professional query in relation to open adoption was whether children should
have ongoing contact with their birth family and what form that contact should take.
Because this is also a key consideration for the Court, the question was answered for
individual children during Freeing Order proceedings, and arrangements were negotiated
prior to the making of the Adoption Order. It struck me that the choices about post
adoption contact that were made prior to the legal formation of the adoptive family
established a context that might shape their subsequent experience of family life. I wanted
to find out from adoptive parents whether the context of openness established from the
beginning of placement, and over which they had limited influence, affected their
experience of adoptive parenthood. I hoped to add to the body of research findings and
practice wisdom that social workers, Guardians ad Litem and the Court can draw on to
determine the best contact plan for individual children.
I had experience of facilitating direct and indirect post-adoption contact and had witnessed
meetings between adoptive and birth families. I had been struck by the emotional and
social complexity of these meetings and felt that none of our cultural norms of social
interaction were fully adequate to help any of the parties know how to behave or feel. I
therefore felt a professional imperative to find ways of facilitating comfortable interaction
between these connected but separate individuals.
I found my practice observation that many adopters are primarily motivated to achieve
parenthood, create a family and enjoy the benefits of a loving parent-child relationship
echoed in research literature (Smith and Logan, 2002; Triseliotis et al, 2005; McSherry et al,
2008). It struck me that practices of open adoption might conflict with these parental
motivations and with adopters' concept of, or aspirations for, adoptive parenthood (Logan,
1999). I wondered what it is like to be an adoptive parent and facilitate your child's links
with another parent. I therefore hoped to illuminate the effect of openness on adopters'
parental identity and concept of their parental role.
It was evident to me that adoptive parents are crucial to successfully achieving the aim of
current adoption policy which is to 'deliver stable, permanent new families' for children
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who cannot live with their birth families (DHSSPS, 2006, p5). Developmental outcomes for
children in all types of families are influenced by the quality and style of parenting they
receive (Howe, 1998).Therefore, the adopted child should not be viewed in isolation from
the adoptive family system into which they are placed, and from whom it is anticipated
they will receive nurturing, love and support throughout their lifespan. However, it was
unclear from existing literature what effect open adoption has on the capacity of adoptive
parents to meet the child's complex developmental needs, and to fulfill the additional
parenting tasks associated with adoption.
Given that the sole and enduring responsibility for the welfare of adopted children is
invested in their adoptive parents, I considered it important to ask adopters about their
parenting experiences. In particular, I wanted to explore how professionally driven
practices of openness helped or hindered them in fulfilling the parenting tasks with which
they were charged. I hoped to inform planning and provision of post-adoption support by
giving voice to the intended recipients of those services.
At noted above, domestic adoption of young babies is now rare, and the children who
require adoption tend to be older and experience a range of health, emotional or
behavioural difficulties. However, my adoption colleagues were reporting that the wish of
many prospective adopters was to parent healthy infants. This mismatch between what
domestic adoption offered, and what many adopters wanted, led to an increase in inter
country adoption (Bridge and Swindells, 2003) and a shortage of adopters for children in
care. In a climate where there were insufficient adopters for the numbers of vulnerable
children needing placements, it was feared that the increasing practice of birth family
contact would further deter potential adopters and diminish children's chances of securing
a permanent home (Bridge and Swindells, 2003). Anecdotally, this has been the case, with
many inter-country adopters indicating that part of the rationale for their choice to adopt
from overseas was to avoid the presumption of birth family contact in domestic adoption.
Part of my motivation for undertaking this study was to contribute to effective recruitment
of adopters for children in care in the UK. I hoped that by offering further insight into the
realities of open domestic adoption I could help inform prospective adopters' choices
about how they formed their family.
The choice of an interpretative phenomenological methodology, as discussed below, fits
with important ethical considerations in social work that drive efforts to involve 'users' of
services in the design, implementation and regulation of those services. Rather than
subject the experience of adoptive parents to service-led agendas, this study gives adopters
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a voice in shaping the research agenda and through this to subsequently influence the
'services' that affect their lives and ultimately shape their experience. Thus the
hermeneutic circle that is the process of the research will hopefully be reflected in the
circle of influence that represents the outcomes of the research

Reflection on research interests
I found that my practice questions about open adoption were echoed in the research
priorities identified by longitudinal study of 'Looked After' Children, by adoption experts
and representatives of adoptive families. This study arose from an ESRC Case studentship
co-supervised by the Institute of Child Care Research at Queen's University, and the British
Association for Adoption and Fostering (Northern Ireland) based on a need for research on
post-adoption contact identified from the Care Pathways and Outcomes Study (McSherry
etal, 2008).
Early debates about post-adoption contact focused on whether it was good or bad overall
for the child and whether contact should or should not be promoted. Since the research to
date has found no clear association between contact and child outcomes, more subtle
questions are being asked about the factors associated with beneficial contact. Some
studies have looked at how the practicalities of contact might facilitate this, and have
produced helpful good practice guidance to managing contact (Macaskill, 2002; Thomas et
al, 1999).
In part fulfillment of a Masters in Research Methods, undertaken in the first year of the
PhD CASE studentship, I completed a project (MacDonald and McSherry, 2011) that aimed
to contribute to this body of research. This was based on secondary analysis of interviews
with adoptive parents that had been conducted during Phase 2 of the Care Pathways and
Outcomes Study (McSherry et al, 2008). From this project I identified that while the
adopters discussed adoption sensitively with their child, they expressed concerns about the
impact of difficult birth family histories on their child's self-esteem and emotional well
being. The adopters were committed to making birth family contact work for the child's
benefit, but all forms of contact were reported as emotionally and practically burdensome.
The study also revealed the need for a mechanism to facilitate negotiations to amend
contact in response to the child's developmentally changing needs.
These conclusions echoed Selwyn's (2004) suggestion that post-adoption birth family
contact should not be considered an end in itself but as the means through which all
parties can work at relationships. I therefore argued that future research and adoption
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practice should pay particular attention to the relationship dynamics in open adoption in
order to reveal ways to facilitate positive interactions between the birth and adoptive
families, and scaffold delicate and complex relationships.
My earlier project, like the literature cited above, examined the perspective of adoptive
parents on open adoption. Family communication or contact arrangements were the
phenomena under investigation, explored from the adopters' view point. The initial
motivations for the current study also arise from practice-related questions about
arrangements for post-adoption contact. However, in this study I shift my focus to examine
adoptive parenthood as the phenomenon of interest, or 'the thing itself.

Epistemological reflections
The epistemological direction of the study, and its ontological foundation, shape both
'what we can know and what we might want to know' (King and Horrocks, 2010, p8). Based
on this, the choice of research methodology is as much a choice about 'what the job is' as it
is a selection of the right tool for the job (Smith et al, 2009). My purpose in this section is to
outline the philosophical theory of knowledge that shapes the research approach taken
towards the topic of interest, and upon which methodological choices have been based.
This will establish what the reader can expect to learn from the project. It will also identify
how the design of the study is not merely idiosyncratic, but based on rigorous application
of scientific theory. The detailed, transparent (Yardley, 2000) step-by-step descriptions of
the research process in the Methodology (Chapter 3) will allow the reader to further judge
the epistemological integrity (King and Horrocks, 2010) of the study.
The ontological position of this study, that is the claims it makes about the nature of social
reality, is a critical realist perspective. This position holds that aspects of reality are real and
'out there', but that experience is contextually located and shaped by its cultural frame of
reference and by social interaction (King and Horrocks, 2010). In keeping with this, the
study aims to develop an empathic understanding of adoptive parenthood as a
phenomenon of human social behaviour, rather than explain the underlying forces or
structures that act on it (Bryman, 2004). It contends that social reality is meaningful in that
individuals attribute meaning to their own behaviour and that of others, and that they act
on the basis of these meanings. It also accepts that the phenomenon and the meanings
attached to it are specific to the context in which they are experienced. Thus the
phenomenon of adoptive parenthood which is being explored is specific to the context of
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open adoption, and further specified as domestic stranger adoption of children in care in
the UK.
In keeping with this ontological position, I have chosen a methodology based on an
interpretive epistemology that aims to understand the subjective meaning of social
experience, rather than measure, explain or make predictions about that experience, and
to locate this within a specific context. The sampling, data collection and analysis are
designed around the methodological framework of Interpretative Phenomenological
Analysis (IPA) (Smith, 1996; Smith et al, 2009), which is concerned with the individual's
subjective report of experience, seeking to understand the phenomenon and its meanings
from the participants' point of view. The main features of an IPA study are that it is
ideographic, phenomenological and interpretative (Smith, 2011). I have outlined briefly
below how each of these features applies to this study, and provide a more detailed
examination of these foundational principles and their practical application in the
Methodology chapter.
The ideographic focus of IPA, and this study, is in keeping with the tradition of
interpretative research (King and Horrocks, 2010). In order to develop a detailed account of
a particular aspect of social experience, adoptive parenthood, within a specific setting,
open adoption, I have drawn upon the accounts of a small number of participants who are
located in a similar socio-cultural context. This ideographic commitment is carried through
to the analysis, where the account of each individual participant is analysed in fine detail
before looking for common themes across the sample. It also shapes the write-up in the
findings chapters where extensive use is made of direct quotations and detailed description
from participants' accounts.
Talking to individuals about their experience is a methodology consistent with the critical
realist ontology (King and Horrocks, 2010). Within IPA, language is taken to be a
conventionalised expression of experience, and interpretation of a spoken or written
account provides the researcher with a means to share that experience (Willig, 2001).
Therefore, interviews have been chosen as the main method of data collection.
A critical realist view is taken of the status of the data produced by the research interview. I
accept that the data are actively constructed in the process of interaction between
researcher and interviewee (Rapley, 2007), but also contend that the experience described
in the interview is not merely a linguistic construction, but gives access to actual lived
experience (Smith et al, 2009).
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This exploration of the lived human experience of adoptive parents, and how they make
sense of that experience, follows the two central principles of phenomenological research
identified by Willig (2001). Firstly, that phenomena should be understood from within, with
no preconceptions imposed in advance; and secondly, that people are not passive
perceivers of an objective reality but that human consciousness actively constructs the
objects of experience.
The first of these principles, as it applies to IRA, derives from the work of Husserl (1927,
1970, 1982, cited in Moran, 2000 and Smith et al, 2009, pl75) who proposed that when
examining a phenomenon we should not approach it with any scientific hypothesis but
should attend to the phenomenon, the 'thing itself as it is given to us, or in its 'mode of
giveness'. Husserl's (1927; 1970; 1982) thinking referred to a phenomenological
examination of one's own experience, and was therefore directed towards introspection.
Dennet (cited in Moran, 2000, p.15) refers to this as 'auto-phenomenology' which is
replaced for the social scientist by 'heterophenomenlogy', or the examination of
phenomena as they are experienced by other people.
For the researcher seeking to undertake phenomenological research, an alteration of
viewpoint is needed, or a 'suspension of the natural attitude' (Moran, 2000, p.ll) to
prevent theoretical or common sense preconceptions from distorting the view of the
phenomenon. This requires all scientific, cultural and everyday assumptions about the
phenomenon to be 'bracketed' or set aside.
In keeping with this phenomenological attitude, this study asks the question 'what is it like
to be an adoptive parent in the context of open adoption?' rather than testing any
particular theoretically or empirically derived hypothesis. Thus, I have framed the research
aims (see Chapter 3) in exploratory terms in an attempt to avoid the imposition of a priori
theoretical constructs on the phenomenon of investigation in advance of the analysis of the
data. An attempt has also been made to 'bracket' prior knowledge by postponing a
thorough literature review on adoptive parenthood until after the first stage of analysis of
indentifying emergent themes in each participant's interview account had been completed.
At this stage, further literature beyond the adoption-specific work reviewed in Chapter 2
was sought out to inform interpretation of new and unexpected aspects of the
phenomenon, not previously anticipated, that emerged from the participant's accounts.
This secondary literature is presented in Chapter 8.
The second principle of phenomenological research relates to the sense-making of
participants and the interpretative function of the researcher, and derives from the work of
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Alfred Schutz (1899 - 1959, cited in Bryman, 2004, plB). Schutz noted that the individual
approaches the life world with a stock of images, theories, values and ideas that are social
in origin and which are applied to experience to make it meaningful. These stocks of
knowledge are resources that individuals use to interpret experience, grasp the intentions
and motivations of others, achieve inter-subjective understanding, and co-ordinate action
(Gubrium and Holstein, 1998).
The interpretative aspect of this study is informed by the idea of the 'hermeneutic circle'
(Smith et al, 2009) whereby the participant draws on these cultural resources to interpret
and make sense of their experience and the researcher, in turn, draws on their own
knowledge resources to interpret the participants' sense-making efforts. The interpretative
analysis has been influenced by the adoption-specific literature relating to adoptive
parenthood and open adoption as summarised in this and the next chapter, and by wider
sociological theories relating to family life as outlined in Chapter 8. Together, these
chapters enhance the rigour of the study by transparently and reflexively (Yardley, 2000)
documenting the influences that have shaped the interpretation of the data. Another
influence has been the idea that when studying experiences of family relationships, such as
adoptive parenthood, it is important to consider both what participants do and how they
think (Smart, 2007, 2011). Attempts are made, therefore, to illuminate the cultural
schemas or 'mental maps for action' (Johnson-Hanks et al, 2011), that are the participants'
taken for granted ways of perceiving the world which guide their actions and their sense
making and thus shape their experience of parenthood.

The structure of the thesis
This introductory chapter presents an overview of the context in which the phenomenon of
interest, adoptive parenthood, and the study itself are located. This includes a review of
the existing research knowledge on adoptive parents' experience of open adoption.
Chapter 2 presents a review of the research literature on adoptive parenthood. Chapter 3
details the principles and processes of each stage of the research, including ethical
considerations and a comment on the quality criteria used and how these are met.
In the second section of the thesis, the findings are presented. This section is prefaced by
tables setting out the over-arching, super-ordinate and sub-ordinate themes that arose
from the analysis of the interview data. The chapters that follow are organised according to
the over-arching themes. Chapter 4 relates to participants' sense of parental entitlement
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derived from both 'being' a parent and 'doing' parenting. Chapter 5 presents the diverse
ways in which structural openness was experienced and expands our understanding of the
complexity of this concept. In Chapter 6 the themes that relate to communication
openness are presented. This chapter identifies the importance of knowledge about birth
family origins and the various functions that knowledge serves. It also identifies the child's
life story as multi-faceted, constructed by multiple actors and somewhat elusive. The
significance of living as adoptive parents in public social spheres is highlighted in Chapter 7
where the themes relate to the comparisons the participants make between their own
experience and cultural notions of parenthood. The social visibility of adoptive parents and
their exposure to stigma in the form of micro-aggressions are highlighted. At the end of
each findings chapter there is a discussion that links the themes in that chapter to the
literature reviewed in Chapters 1 and 2 and that identifies the cultural schemas apparent in
the themes.
A dominant feature to emerge across all of the themes is the essentially relational nature
of adoptive parenthood. Parental entitlement is developed in relation to the incapacity of
the birth parent and in relation to cultural notions of parenthood. Experiences of structural,
communicative and public openness are embedded in relationships with birth relatives, the
child and wider society. Therefore, Chapter 8 presents an interpretation of the data
through the lens of relational sociology, and provides an overview of the literature drawn
on in this interpretation and a rationale for this choice. I explore how relationships in the
adoptive kinship network are constituted and maintained through the 'rules' participants
use to configure family relationships, and the practices involved in family boundary work
and family display. Chapter 9 draws together the conclusions made from the preceding
chapters and offers final reflections on the contribution of this study for knowledge and
practice.

A note on terminology
Throughout this thesis the term birth parent has been used to refer to the biological
mother and father of the adopted child, and the term birth relatives to refer to the
grandparents, full and half siblings, aunts and uncles with whom they have a genetic
connection. The participants have been referred to as adoptive parents. These terms have
been used for the sake of clarity and to reflect the focus of the research which is on
adoptive parenthood. However, it is acknowledged that all of these terms may be
contested. Indeed, the reference to participants as 'adoptive' directly contradicts their
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preference, highlighted in the findings, not to be labeled in this way, but to be considered
as 'just a parent'.
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2. Perspectives on Adoptive
Parenthood
Introduction
The aim of this literature review is to establish an awareness of the key concepts,
theoretical models, and empirical research that have been applied, in the existing academic
literature, to understanding the phenomenon of adoptive parenthood. This study
supposes, as stated reflexively in the introduction, that all aspects of the state of being an
adoptive parent will potentially be touched and influenced by the context of openness in
which it is experienced. This literature review is therefore broad in its scope and aims to
provide a summary of what other researchers have written about adoptive parenthood,
some of which also addresses questions of adoption openness, and some of which does
not.
The review is organised around broad themes identified in the literature which falls mainly
into two categories: sociological and anthropological understandings of adoptive kinship
and psychological exploration of family processes and adaptation.

The scope of the review
Selected for review is literature reporting on empirical research and peer reviewed
theoretical work which focus on domestic, non-kin adoption. Peer reviewed papers that
report on UK based practice and policy initiatives, and books aimed at advising and
supporting UK adoptive parents are also included. A number of considerations, as outlined
below, informed the choice of what should and should not be included in the review. The
search strategy and methodology were informed by Higgins and Pinkerton's (1998) sixstage approach to a rigorous literature review, and Wallace and Wray's (2011) format for
critical literature synopsis and thematic review. The detail of the search strategy is provided
in Appendix 10.
This review is specific to adoption and is therefore limited to studies and commentaries
that specifically examine adoptive parenthood and its distinctive features. It would be a
mammoth, if not impossible, task to document how each of the facets of parenthood is
distinctively shaped by the experience of adoption. Therefore this review identifies the
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aspects of parenthood researchers interested in adoption consider to be most salient, or in
other words, what aspects of parenthood are considered to be most affected by and most
unique to adoption.
This review focuses on domestic adoption and includes only a small proportion of the
extensive literature that addresses inter-country adoption. This is because the context of
openness in which domestic adoption is experienced is qualitatively different from that of
inter-country adoption where, while practice is evolving, the context is more closed and
'the birth parents emerge only as minor characters in the adoptees' personal trajectory'
(Howell, 2003, p481). Furthermore, family processes can be complicated by cultural and
ethnic differences between parent and child, particularly in trans-racial adoption where the
tension between 'real' family and 'adoptive' family, discussed throughout the reviewed
literature, is intensified by issues of racial identity (Yngvesson, 2007). Therefore, this review
excludes literature that explores issues specific to inter-country adoption, but includes
studies that involve inter-country adopters which seek to illuminate more universal aspects
of adoptive parenthood. If a cited study has examined a sample of inter-country adopters
or adoptees, this is indicated in the review. All other studies are of domestic adoption or do
not specify the type of adoption.
Literature that deals exclusively with family adoption, e.g. adoptions by grandparents or
step-parents, is similarly excluded on the basis of an assumption that the experience of
adoptive parenthood will be different in a context of pre-existing family connection with
the child and/or one or both parents.
As highlighted in Chapter 1, adoption of children from care may be a qualitatively different
experience in many respects from adoption of children voluntarily relinquished by birth
parents. While the latter is rare in the UK, many adoptions in the United States are
consensual and made via private adoption agencies. The literature reviewed relates to both
types of adoption. Where the study is specific to children adopted from care, this has been
indicated.
The literature in this review has been published mainly over the past three decades. Such a
historical breadth was included because it contextualises the key ideas and theoretical
thinking about adoptive parenthood. Some earlier studies were written in a context of
greater secrecy in adoption (Kirk, 1964; 1985), but are included because their ideas remain
influential and are heavily referenced in contemporary work.
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Purpose of the literature review
This review builds on the sensitivity to the research topic (Yardley, 2000) already
established through practice as an adoption social worker, and an earlier Masters' research
project, to provide a more rigorous platform for the current study, and establish the
knowledge base to which this study contributes. This literature was initially read on a
surface level for an initial awareness of research findings concepts, theories and methods,
which informed the choice of approach to the study topic. This literature was then
deliberately set aside or 'bracketed off (Smith et al, 2009) during the early stages of data
analysis, consistent with the phenomenological approach as discussed in the methods
chapter. This literature was later re-read in more detail and synthesised into this review.
The ideas summarised here informed the interpretative stage of data analysis. At that
stage other literature, not specifically addressing adoption, was also drawn upon. This
literature is reported on in the discussion of the themes and in the interpretative discussion
in Chapter 8. This separation of earlier-read and later-read literature is a deliberate attempt
to reflect the stages of the analytical process, and the hermeneutic circle of seeking to
make sense of the participants' sense-making.

Understandings of adoptive kinship
Parenthood, whether ascribed by law or achieved through procreation, needs to be
understood as socially constructed within a particular historical, political, social and cultural
context. Terrell and Modell (1994) review the limited anthropological literature that
explores adoption across cultures and conclude that adoption is a culturally and historically
relative term, that 'kinship is not "natural" but "cultural"' (pl57), and that the notion of
adoptive parents as 'different' is therefore culturally determined. While blood connections
are almost universally referred to in definitions of kinship,

in some cultures where

adoption is a more commonplace form of parenthood it is less associated with deviance
and loss (Leon, 2002), and 'constitutes less of a psychological strain' (Wegar, 1992, p96).
This section considers the sociological and anthropological literature that examines the
distinctive features of adoptive parenthood as a socially constructed phenomenon, within
broader considerations of kinship generally. Most of this literature considers the position of
adoption as a minority, or not typical, form of parenthood in Western culture where the
central importance of biological connections dominates ideas of kinship. This is reflected,
for example, in commonplace understandings that 'blood is thicker than water', the
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conflating of child bearing with parenthood (Miall and March, 2006), and the dominance of
the nuclear biological family as typical or ideal. Within this cultural terms of reference
adoptive parenthood is considered artificial, unnatural and risky (Terrell and Modell, 1994)
and second-best to parent-child relationships based on blood or birth ties which are
considered real, inevitable and indestructible (e.g. Schneider, 1980,cited in Carsten, 2004,
pl87). Berebitsky (2006) suggests that the historical insistence on matching children with
adopters in such a way as to replicate 'normal' families reinforced this dominant family
ideal.
Much of the current thinking in adoption and advice to adopters is influenced by Kirk's
(1964) seminal 'Shared Fate' theory of adoptive relations, developed from sociological
research on traditional, closed infant adoption in Canada and America, and from personal
reflections as an adoptive parent. Kirk contended that how adopters perceive themselves
as parents, their acceptance of the difference between adoptive and biological parenthood,
and the extent to which they acknowledge the unique challenges associated with adoptive
family life, determines the pattern of adjustment of all the family members.
Terrell and Modell (1994) suggest that the legal 'imitation' of biological parental bonds,
with adoptive parents raising their child 'as if begotten' by them, is problematic because it
results in adoptive parent-child relationships considered 'as if kin, positioned ambiguously
as kin and yet also not kin in the traditionally accepted sense. The creation of 'as if kinship
is more complicated in trans-racial adoption, where the child and parent's different racial
origins may be physically obvious (Yngvesson, 2007). Adoption by lesbians and gay men
introduces an additional element of difference in that these adoptive kin relationships are
based on relationships that are not generally socially sanctioned, as well as lacking a
biological basis (Hicks, 2006).
Logan (2013) notes a scarcity of attention to adoption in the sociological or anthropological
literature on kinship and attributes this to an assumption that the adoptive family operates
just like a traditional biological family. Historically, closed adoption promoted the invisibility
of adoptive families, while more recent practices of birth family contact have made
apparent the relationship sub-systems that are unique to adoptive families (Grotevant et
al, 1994). The literature that does focus on adoption emphasises that adoptive parenthood
is 'different' in that it is 'a contractual arrangement based on law in a culture in which
parenthood is created by birth' (Logan, 2013, p38). Adoption research largely accepts this
as a given and research has focused on what this difference means to adopters and how it
impacts on parental and family functioning. For example, the early work of Kirk (1964),
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discussed below, on adopters' psychological adaptation to their 'different' status as parents
continues to have currency and influence in the literature, particularly psychological
research on adoptive family functioning and adjustment.
The sense of difference associated with adoption seems out of proportion to the simple
fact of it being atypical. Although globally there is wide variation in the way that familial
bonds are made, maintained and dissolved, discussions of adoption in the West emphasise
a dichotomy between birth and adoptive parents, and Riley and Van Vleet (2011) argue
that this reinforces the normalcy of the former. The insistence on positioning adoption as
different may also be due to the challenge it presents to understandings of fundamental
aspects of human relationships such as blood, belonging and identity (Terrell and Modell,
1994) and the primacy of biology in the construction of parenthood. While adoptive
families differ in their origin from traditional families, they successfully create a context in
which children receive effective parenting and adults fulfill their goal of parenthood,
demonstrating that while blood bonds may be of enduring significance, particularly to an
individual's sense of 'ontological security' (Smart, 2007), they are not absolutely necessary
to the development of satisfying, permanent, committed family relationships.
Social constructs and cultural discourses are potentially mutable and Leon (2002) suggests
that all parties to adoption would be best served by a more flexible definition of
parenthood that emphasises the importance of the day-to-day parenting and active
nurturing of the child. This definition reflects attachment theory and would allow the care
giving of adoptive parents to be understood as a 'natural' process of bonding to the needy
child, thus reducing their experience of stigma and facilitating their sense of entitlement.

New Kinship Studies
Recent decades have seen a greater acceptance of diverse family forms including nevermarried, divorced, lone-parent, step, blended, gay and lesbian families, and the
opportunity to have biological children extended to a widening range of individuals via
surrogacy and new technologies of assisted reproduction. New conceptualisations of
kinship are emerging to complement traditional ideas which are increasingly inadequate to
capture the diversity of individual experience (Jones and Logan, 2013).
Some sociological literature compares adoption with conception via assisted reproductive
technologies (ART) (e.g. Brakman and Scholz, 2006), both 'roads less travelled' to
parenthood (Smock and Greenland, 2010, p.580), within which adoption is considered a
form of assisted procreation (Melhuus and Howell, 2009). For example, Herrera's (2011)
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narrative analysis found that adopters emphasised the importance of 'care, love and time'
(p34) for constructing parenthood and validating parent child bonds, while ART parents
took their biological connection to the child as an assurance of enduring family bonds, and
this explained their preference of ART over adoption.
Jones and Logan (2013) highlight the value to adoption of recent sociological and
anthropological understandings of all forms of kinship as socially constructed rather than
biologically given or legally ascribed. Jones and Logan (2013) specifically draw social work
attention to the work of Weston (1991), Carsten (2000, 2004) and Morgan (1999, 2011).
Weston's (1991) study of the 'families of choice' of gays and lesbians challenged the
assumed inevitability of relationships based on biological connection alone. This work
instead emphasised choice and permanence as central features of kin relationships
between individuals who are significant to one another in a family-like way regardless of
the presence or absence of biological or legal connection. Carsten's (2004) work which
draws on adoptive experiences of family, moves beyond the dichotomy of social and
biological kinship to explore broader understandings of 'relatedness'. Carsten and Weston
concur that it is endurance and permanence that authenticates kin relationships, allowing
non-biological kinship to be understood as "'really real'" (Carsten, 2000, p695). Carsten
(2000) concluded that biology is an insufficient basis for kinship ties which must be actively
produced and sustained, and are therefore not a given even in blood relationships. Her
work inverted suggestions of adoptive kinship as 'fictive' arguing that the idea 'that biology
encapsulates the relation' (p700) is fictitious, while 'real' kinship is that which is
authenticated by its endurance over time. Morgan (1999, 2011) examined the day-to-day
activities involved in 'doing' family within the reality of social and structural constraints. His
work on family practices, emphasised the active nature of family relationships as made
through the engagement and interaction of those who consider themselves to be kin,
rather than an inevitable consequence of biological or legal connections, and is therefore
relevant to the study of adoptive kinship (Jones and Logan, 2013). This new sociology of
kinship emphasises that all forms of kinship have to be actively made and remade over
time, and have the potential to be lost or endure, thus erasing social and biological
distinctions, allowing adoption to be less starkly contrasted to other forms of parenthood
(Finley, 2004), and thereby potentially reducing its stigma.
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How adopters construct adoptive kinship
The concept of family practices (Morgan, 1999, 2011) has been applied to explorations of
the ways in which adoptive parents construct their kinship relationships through every-day,
commonplace activities (Jones and Hackett, 2011). Jones and Hackett identified the central
role of shared family activities, spending time together, and the importance of routinely
repeated activities or family rituals, in the maintenance of relationships. These rituals and
special events were woven into family stories that were retold within the family and to
outsiders as a form of 'family display' (Finch, 2007). Jones' study of the deployment of
family practices by these adopters in relationships with birth family is discussed below.
Howell (2003; Howell and Marre, 2006) described adopters' use of kinning devices to
establish a family relationship with the previously unconnected child. These include
references to the adoption process in terms of pregnancy and birth, thereby 'biologising'
the parent-child relationship (deGraeve, 2010), and discursive practices that describe the
coming together of adoptive parent and child in terms of fate or destiny, encouraging a
sense of belonging. Howell and Marre also described adopters' practice of commenting on
resemblances between parent and child as an effort to naturalise their relationship and
negate differences. Adopters have been found to minimise the importance of physical
similarities, and to emphasise shared talents and character traits, with this promoting a
sense of the child's belonging and perceived family bonds (Baumann, 1999). Howell argues
that the effectiveness of this process of kinning invalidates distinctions between social and
biological parenthood as it enables adopters to transform biologically unrelated children
into their own kin.
Adoptive families can only come into being through a formal process of professional
assessment and sanctioning. Logan (Logan, 2010, 2013; Smith and Logan, 2004) identifies
legal security, and resultant sense of ownership and control conferred by adoption as
centrally important in enabling adopters to construct parenthood and kinship. Hart and
Luckock (2004), however, highlight that the involvement of professionals makes the
construction of adoptive kinship 'an especially complex process, more deliberate, explicit
and formally negotiated than in almost any other case' (p35). They identify family
narratives, or 'family scripting' (pl38), as an important component in the construction of
family relationships. This creative narrative process requires open family communication
and is complicated in adoption by the need to incorporate the separate histories and prior
family experiences of parents and child into one new family story.
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The adoptive kinship network
Under UK adoption law the only parents who have legal parental responsibility for the
child, with associated parental rights, are the adoptive parents and, legally, the adopted
child has no family other than their adoptive family. This legal situation is referred to widely
as a fiction in that it does not accurately reflect the social and psychological reality that the
child does have another family in which they originated, with whom they experienced
kinship to varying extents, and which does not cease to exist after adoption. Leon (2002)
summarises this contradiction between legal exclusivity and social dual connection,
'Adoption in infancy is defined as parenting a child with one set of (adoptive) parents and
two (adoptive and birth) families' (p.652).
The understanding that the child simultaneously is connected to two families, the birth
family to whom they have full biological but limited social connection and their adoptive
family where their position is the reverse, raises questions about the respective positions of
the birth and adoptive parents in the child's life, as well as their relationship to one
another. This section outlines the efforts that have been made to conceptualise adoptive
kinship in a way that accounts for the child's dual connection, and summarise research on
how relationships in the adoptive kinship network are actually experienced by adoptive
parents.
Adoptive kinship is commonly referred to using the metaphor of the triangle, or the
adoption triad of child, adoptive parents and birth parents (usually birth mother)
represented by the figure of an equilateral triangle. This metaphor is intended to give
recognition to birth parents and the child's ongoing connection to them after adoption.
Despite its widespread acceptance in the language of adoption, the notion of the adoption
triad is inadequate for capturing the complexity of adoptive relationships and the various
power imbalances that exist between the parties.
Palacios expands this idea to include professionals, referring to the 'adoption quadrangle'
(Palacios, 2009, p82). This is appropriate since adoptive kinship originates in collaboration
between adopters and formal authorities who determine whether or not the family can be
constituted at all (Luckock and Hart, 2005), and in the early stages of placement the social
worker is involved in family practices through ongoing support and monitoring, thereby
influencing the constitution of the family relationships (Hart and Luckock, 2004).
Grand (2010) suggests that adoptive kinship should be thought of systemically as a
constellation of relationships, the pattern of which changes over time as the circumstances
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of individuals and the needs and dynamics of their families develop and shift, and certain
relationships become heightened or diminish in terms of their emotional significance.
Most influential in the adoption literature has been Grotevant's (2006) conceptualisation of
the adoptive kinship network (AKN) which is formed of birth and adoptive family members
joined together, or yoked (Grotevant et al, 1994), by their common connection with the
child who is in central position, and who provides the purpose and motivation for the adult
relationships. Each AKN is a unique combination of persons and contexts to which the
various individuals bring their separate developmental history, expectations about
relationships and adoption, relationship skills, and changing needs and wants. Therefore
management of relationships between the members of the AKN cannot be standardised
but is described by Grotevant (2006) as a complex dance in which the roles, needs and
desires of the participants change over time, each affecting the other. Adoptive kinship
relationships therefore need to be understood in a lifespan context (Wrobel et al, 2004).

The positions of 'birth' and 'adoptive' parents in the 'adoptive kinship
network’
Fravel et al (2000) highlight the ambiguous position of the birth parent who, after adoption,
has no socially agreed role in the child's life, 'a parent but not the parent' (p431). The
position of adoptive parents, while legitimised and more socially accepted, can be similarly
ambiguous. Smith and Logan (2002) identify a current strand of thinking that the
transference of legal parental rights should not necessarily confer on adopters the same
status and features that are taken for granted in biological parenthood. This centres on
questions of judicial control over birth family contact after adoption and whether and how
this should be legally enforced. Smith and Logan, however, argue that the experience of
parenthood afforded by the 'legal fiction' of adoption serves to facilitate adoptive kinship
relationships. It is because the legal status confirms adopters' position and felt security as
the child's social and emotional parents, that they can facilitate beneficial contact.
Lowe (1997) suggested that adoption should be understood as contract between the birth
parents, adoptive parents and social services that specifies the obligations of each party in
the ongoing care of the child. This model proposes that all parties should have, if not legally
then morally, some say in the child's upbringing. The consequence of this for adoptive
parents would be a relinquishment of some of their exclusive control in parenting the child,
with a greater assurance of post-adoption support. While this contract model has been
effectively rejected in UK policy (Luckock and Hart, 2005), some commentators have
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criticised the Adoption and Children Act 2002 for its implicit support for an exclusive
construction of adoptive parenthood that underestimates the significance of ongoing
connection between the child and their birth family (Logan, 2013).
From extensive anthropological study with birth and adoptive parents, Modell (1999) noted
that adoption rhetoric represents the child as a 'gift', with the social rules governing the
transfer of the child from birth to adoptive family similar to those pertaining to the giving
and receiving of gifts. She argued that this 'gift' rhetoric supports a move to more open
adoption as the child, as a gift, creates a link between, and remains linked to, both the giver
and the receiver. Modell noted that this does not suggest that birth and adoptive parents
share parenting, or constitute one family, rather the nature of this link is a common
'concern with the child's wellbeing' (p.58).
Smith et al (2006) argued for revising cultural understandings of adoptive and birth
mothers as mutually excluding of one another. They suggested replacing ideas of
ownership with the notion of 'collaborative parenting' and 'empathic care' for the child as a
foundation for adoptive relationships. They suggest that this may lessen the mutual fear
and perception of threat that inhibits relationships between adoptive and birth mothers.
Rosnati (2005) echoed this idea of shared connection to the child that challenges
traditional ideas of parenthood equating to ownership. The challenge for adopters is to
accept that 'the adoptive child is at the same time one's own child (through adoption) and
another's child (by birth)' (Rosnati, 2005, p.197).

Relationships in the adoptive kinship network
This section reviews those studies that examine how the characteristics of adoptive and
birth family members combine to shape interactions and relationship dynamics in the
adoptive kinship network. A diverse range of relationships are possible (Jones and Hackett,
2012), and negotiating these involves ongoing management of boundaries that requires
'communication, flexibility, commitment to the process, mutual respect and commitment
to meeting the child's needs above all' (Grotevant, 2000, p51).
No one structural arrangement is right for every family, or will remain best for an individual
family over time (Grotevant, 2000). Rather, relationships in the adoptive kinship network
are dynamic and transactional (Neil and Howe, 2004), with the changing needs and
expectations of each of the individuals involved affecting the quality of their interactions
over time. These changing needs and wishes are often out of synchrony with one another.
For example, the birth parent may desire contact for reassurance of the child's welfare in
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the early stage of placement when adoptive parents are focused on family integration, but
may be less engaged several years later when the adopters' desire contact in response to
their child's growing curiosity (Wrobel et al, 2003). An understanding of this asynchrony of
changing needs may help the parties accept and respect one another's variously contact
seeking and resistant behaviour.
Neil's (2003; 2009b) work focused on families where there is direct face-to-face contact.
Exploring adoptive parents' empathy for their child and the child's birth relatives Neil
(2003) refered to adopters' reflective functioning and their ability to look beyond their own
feelings and the others' behaviour to discern their mental state, motivations, feelings, and
needs. High empathy for the child was characterised by an understanding of adoption from
the child's point of view, and of their feelings both now and in the future, regardless of the
child's apparent disinterest in adoption-related issues. Elsewhere, contact has been found
to promote sensitive parenting by affording insight into the child's past, and illuminating
possible origins of present behaviours (Sykes, 2000).
Empathy for birth relatives was characterised by 'a sympathetic but realistic' (p.17) view of
the birth family, an understanding of possible reasons for behaviour that led to the child's
adoption or that proved difficult in contact meetings, referring to their difficult histories
and misfortunes (Neil et al, 2003). For empathic adopters, contact led to a more positive
view of birth relatives and lower sense of threat or rivalry for the child's affection. This
emanated from the opportunity to get to know them as 'real people' (Grotevant et al,
1994; Grotevant, 2000), recognise their positive qualities, and hear their expressions of
approval for the adoption. This reflects similar findings in the earlier work of Silverstein and
Demick (1994) and Grotevant et al (1994). More empathic adopters were more likely to
maintain even very challenging contact arrangements over time, seeking resolutions to
difficulties that led to the termination of contact by less empathic parents.
Pre-adoptive agency preparation can help adoptive parents identify with the birth relative's
experience (Logan, 2010), and mediated meetings have been found effective in promoting
adoptive fathers' empathy for birth fathers and countering negative media stereo-types
(Baumann, 1999).
Neil's (2009) study of matched cases of adoptions from care found that when adoptive
mothers were rated high on communicative openness and their child's birth relative was
accepting of the placement, face-to-face contact was experienced as more satisfying and
beneficial. Relationships in networks with this mutually supportive combination of
characteristics were typified by collaboration, tolerance and flexibility, and contact
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arrangements were positively re-negotiated over time and were more likely to involve the
child. Contact was more difficult and either failed to realise its potential, or stalled
completely in situations where lower adoptive parent openness was combined with less
acceptance by birth parents. In these situations, adult relationships were difficult and the
children tended to be excluded from contact. Central to the maintenance of relationships
were the emotional competence of both adopters and birth relatives, their relationship
skills, and a belief in the value of contact. Also important was recognition by all parties of
the power inequalities inherent in adoptive kinship relationships and mutual comfort with
the extent to which power was sought from and shared by adoptive parents.
Logan and Smith's (2004; 2005) comparison of the perspectives of linked 'triangles' of
adoptive parents, birth relative and child found that relationships involved a complex range
of positive and negative emotion, with adults managing their feelings towards one another
in order to maintain contact for the sake of the child. Particularly important for facilitating
relationships were sympathy and acceptance on the part of the adopters, and gratitude on
the part of the birth relative. The most satisfying relationships were between adults who
reported feeling mutual respect and liking, however this was more likely between adopters
and extended birth relatives, rather than birth parents. Emotional tensions were
particularly notable between adoptive and birth mothers who experienced what the
authors refer to as a 'conflict of motherhood' (Logan and Smith, 2005, p21). The authors
highlight the central importance of open and direct communication between adults for
facilitating relationship development.
Grotevant (2009) described individual characteristics and external ecological factors that
influence dynamics in the adoptive kinship system, focusing on the regulation of distancecloseness in these relationships over time. Grotevant described this process of emotional
distance regulation as a 'relationship dance' (p.298) to which participants bring their
individual tolerance of separation and connection based on their unique relationship
history, expectations, and relational skills. Grotevant concluded that positive interactions
encourage participants to engage more closely with one another, while difficult or
challenging interactions cause individuals to erect barriers or withdraw from one another.
This seemingly obvious comment is borne out by longitudinal research with adoptive and
birth parents and children in 190 families across confidential, mediated and fully-disclosed
arrangements. The dance is also influenced by how the adoption is structured from the
start, through social work attitudes and contact agreements, and by change in any part of
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the system such as the birth or adoption of new children, marriage to new partners, or
normative developmental changes, for example in adolescence.
Grotevant refers to individuals in open adoptions as 'relationship pioneers' (2009, pBll)
since there is no cultural script to guide their interactions. Relating in the absence of
consensus about the rules of engagement requires particularly skilful communication and
negotiation of boundaries and roles. It may be unrealistic to expect members of the
network to possess these skills, but they might be taught by adoption professionals who
might also scaffold emergent relationships.
Dunbar et al (2006) highlighted the importance of viewing the adoptive kinship system as a
whole, combining the accounts of the multiple individuals involved to generate family-level
understanding of dynamics. They identified different roles and engagements in the
maintenance of relationships, with adoptive mothers assuming most responsibility, acting
as 'kin-keepers' (Grotevant, 2009, p309), and this balance shifting towards the adoptee in
adolescence. Satisfaction with the degree of openness for everyone was linked to their
perceived control over arrangements and extent to which their boundaries were respected
by the other parties. Miscommunication and misperception of one another's intentions
was evident in cases where contact had decreased or stopped. The potential for
misunderstanding and speculation where there is a lack of meaningful dialogue is also
evident in MacDonald and McSherry's (2011) finding that, in the absence of opportunity to
check out motivations, adopters assumed that birth parent failure to pursue contact was
due to indifference towards the child.
Smith and Logan (2004) suggested that for mutually satisfying relationships to develop
within the kinship network, adults need to be able to agree upon the purpose of contact,
the rules of engagement, and the claims they can make on the child's loyalties and
affections. Crucial to the effective management of these relationships is the notion of
collaboration, or the idea that birth and adoptive parents will work together on behalf of
the child's well-being, respecting each others' views and being willing to listen and
compromise. Collaboration does not necessarily mean an equality of roles, indeed
McSherry et al (2008) report that adoptive parents preferred to retain a sense of control
over contact arrangements, and Dunbar et al (2006) found that contact was more
successful when the adoptive family took the initiative.
Adoptive kinship relationships are established around the child and maintained for the
good of the child, rather than because the adults want to be in relationship with one
another (Grotevant, 2009). Therefore, demonstrations of trust-worthiness, care and
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commitment in respect of the child, rather than directed adult to adult, will be of central
importance. This is reflected in Jones and Hackett's (2012) exploration of how adopters
'redraw the boundaries of kinship' (p287) after adoption. They emphasised that ongoing
connection between adoptive and birth family is not inevitable, but needs to be actively
maintained through practices that evidence such care and commitment to the child. These
authors noted the fragility of relationships between birth and adoptive family, exacerbated
by ambiguity about their respective roles and positions and by the perceived risk to the
child posed by birth family circumstances, and unresolved difficult histories.

Kinship by design
Adoptive parents and children are brought together as kin via the social work assessment
involved in the matching process with the ultimate sanction of the court. This professional
management of the making of adoptive families has been referred to as 'kinship by design'
(Herman, 2003, 2008) which historically aimed to make socially constructed adoptive
families look like biological families. While this was an attempt to reduce the stigma of
adoption by increasing its authenticity, Herman (2003) argues that it served to reinforce
the blood bias in cultural notions of kinship.
Early matching was a scientific enterprise that sought to employ insights from psychology
and psychiatry in order to eliminate the risks associated with adoption, particularly the risk
of placement breakdown (Herman, 2001), by creating 'scientifically perfect' families
(Berebitsky, 2006, p.39). Mentally and physically sound children were matched with
psychologically, emotionally and financially stable parents. Child and parents were
preferably also similar in appearance, with the assumption that this would facilitate close
enduring relationships.
The adoption of children from care alters the way in which professionals regulate adoptive
kinship (Kirton, 2013). The focus has shifted to increasing the availability, and maximising
the resources, of adopters who are able and willing to meet the complex welfare needs of
the children needing adoption. Rushton (2010) suggests that social work matching
decisions should aim for compatibility between the child's strengths and difficulties and the
characteristics and capabilities of their adoptive parents.
Kinship by design proscribes who can and cannot become adoptive parents, excluding
some prospective adopters who do not demonstrate appropriate parenting capacity, and
certain categories of individuals on the basis of marital status and sexual orientation. The
definition of an acceptable adoptive parent has however, widened in recent years, not only
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as a way of increasing the pool of adopters, but also in reflection of changing societal
attitudes, particularly towards single mothers and lesbian and gay parents (Riley and Van
Vleet, 2011). The Adoption and Children Act 2002 allowed

unmarried couples,

controversially including same sex couples, in England and Wales to adopt jointly for the
first time. In Northern Ireland individuals in same sex partnerships can adopt as individuals
with the non-adoptive partner usually seeking a residence order to secure parental
responsibility. Despite legal changes, single and same sex prospective adopters across the
UK continue to experience discrimination and delay (Kirton, 2013).
The assessment and matching process not only selects out certain characteristics among
adopters, but also helps shape their expectations of adoptive family life (Brodzinsky and
Pinderhughes, 2002). In the current context of openness, adoption agencies are seeking to
recruit adopters who can manage birth family contact post-adoption. Contact is now
addressed in the assessment process, and agencies are reluctant to recruit those who are
resistant to this idea (Lowe et al, 1999; Smith and Logan, 2004). Adopters have reported
agreeing to contact arrangements about which they had reservations for fear of
jeopardising their chances of approval (Logan, 1999; 2010; Neil, 2002; Smith and Logan,
2004).
Notwithstanding this tension, prospective adopters' attitude to contact may be a justifiable
component of the assessment of their suitability to adopt. Neil (2003) found that those
adoptive parents who demonstrated higher empathy for their child were also more
empathic towards their birth relatives and more likely to sustain face-to-face contact. This
suggests that prospective adopters' willingness to consider contact may also be indicative
of their capacity for the reflective functioning and perspective taking associated with the
empathic parenting style that promotes secure attachment (Schofield and Beek, 2006).

Stigma
There have been calls for greater acknowledgement of the stigma associated with
adoption, and explorations of adoptive parenthood that consider the impact of social
factors on their experience (Wegar, 2000). This section therefore examines literature on
the nature of the stigma experienced by adoptive parents and their coping responses to
this.
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Public attitudes to adoption
It has been suggested that adoptive parenthood is measured unfavourably against cultural
convictions that biogenetic connections between parent and child are the most 'natural'
and normal basis for kinship (Miall and March, 2006). These blood ties are assumed to be
indissoluble and transcending all other forms of kinship, even when the biological parents’
actions are the antithesis of parenting (Smith, Surrey and Watkins, 2006). In comparison,
adoptive parenthood is considered second-best, or not fully equivalent to biological
parenthood, and as a result adopters experience stigma and marginalising attitudes
(Wegar, 2006).
While the making of a legal adoption is a time-bounded one-off event, the individuals
continue to be referred to thereafter in terms that assert adoption as a significant identity;
as being adoptive parents or being an adoptee, spotlighting the lack of genetic connection
between parent and child (Katz Rothman, 2006). The idea that adopted children can never
be the adopters' 'own' is strengthened by scientific and popular interest in genetics and
genealogy (Katz Rothman, 2006). The negative public discourse in media coverage of
adoption may prevent its acceptance as an equally legitimate family form (Potter, 2013).
Miall’s work on public attitudes (Miall and March, 2005; 2006) identified the community in
which the adoptive family is situated as a stakeholder in the adoption with the potential to
provide approval and supportive resources and/or stigma and discrimination. Miall
suggested that the development of a sense of parental entitlement may be inhibited by
adopters' experience of stigma based on the importance of blood ties (Miall, 1987).
Adoptive mothers have reported incidents of informal social sanctioning where they felt
that they were perceived as inferior to their child's biological parent despite their extensive
social parenting (Miall, 1987).
In contrast, Miall's survey of Canadian public attitudes to adoption a decade later (Miall,
1996) found that participants considered adoptive to be the same as biological parenthood
in terms of feelings for their children, and parental rewards and challenges. They
emphasised family functioning and parental commitment as more important than
biological connection. Miall tentatively suggested that her findings reflected a shift in
cultural values towards evaluating families in terms of how they function rather than how
they are formed. However, citing falling adoption rates and fewer applications by
prospective adopters in the US, Fisher (2003) inferred that, while Americans reported
positive attitudes to adoption, their adoption-avoidant behaviour suggested that adoptive
parenthood is a devalued status, accepted in the abstract but preferably avoided.
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Fisher (2003) examined the nature of the stigma experienced by adoptive parents.
Referring to broad definitions of stigma as discrediting and resulting in social exclusion and
discrimination (Goffman, 1963; Link and Pelan, 2001) he concluded that there was no
evidence to suggest that these accurately described the experience of most adopters,
whose encounters with social stigma resembled what Kirk (1985) earlier referred to as
'benign discrimination'. Kirk's study, conducted at time of greater secrecy, reported
adopters encountering discriminatory attitudes couched in inoffensive language that
nonetheless defined them as different and set apart from the main stream.

Adopters’ response to stigma
In seeking to understand what makes for successful adoption, we should consider adopters'
ability to actively resist stigma and its effects (Weger, 2006). Writing from experience as
adoptive mothers, Smith et al (2006) suggested that adoption professionals should
empower adopters by helping them identify and disengage from dominant cultural
ideologies of parenthood, and to assert the validity of their own system of kinship.
Adoptive parents have been found to resist stigma by seeking equality of rights, for
example entitlement to adoption leave comparable to maternity leave (Smith, Surrey and
Watkins , 2006), asserting pride in adoptive status (Palacios, 2009), using creative
combinations of normalising and resistance strategies (Woodford et al, 2010). The twentytwo UK adoptive parents in Jones and Hackett's (2011) study resisted devaluing attitudes
by 'displaying' (Finch, 2007) their family relationships as legitimate, highlighting the quality
of parent child relationships characterised by 'intimacy, care, affection, pride, concern,
belonging, and longevity' (p.47).
Weir's (2002) detailed examination of adoptive parents' revelation of their adoptive status
in social situations outside of the family identified a difference between private family
communication about adoption and more public social disclosure. Weir referred to
Coffman's (1959, cited in Weir, 2002, p.63) concept of 'front-stage' and 'back-stage' roles
to account for this. Similarly, in contrast to the imperative for open honest family
communication, advice to adoptive parents encourages the creation of 'cover stories' that
child and parent can use to respond to awkward or unwanted questions from
acquaintances (Morrison, 2012).
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Social role theory - acknowledgement or rejection of difference
Kirk's (1964) 'Shared Fate' theory was based on the premise that one learns the cultural
script associated with the social role of 'parent' through socialisation. Kirk contended that
because of its minority status there is not an agreed cultural script for the role of adoptive
parent and, in this absence, adopters assimilate into their parental self-concept the
culturally dominant view that a biological connection is necessary for optimal parent-child
relationships. This situational discrepancy between the reality of adopters' parenting
experience and what they have been brought up to expect, along with the devaluing of
adoptive family bonds in a culture that values blood ties, means that adopters are deprived
of cultural and social supports that normally enable parents to carry out their role
effectively. Kirk (1964) referred to this lack of cultural goods as a 'role handicap' for
adoptive parents.
Kirk proposed that adoptive parents may choose to either deny, or acknowledge, the
fundamental differences between adoptive and biological family relationships as a way of
coping with this role handicap. A key question for Kirk was which strategy, rejection or
acceptance of difference, would best facilitate the child's integration in the family and the
development of family bonds. He concluded that acknowledgement of difference enabled
adoptive parents to empathise with the child's potential loss and confusion, and to engage
in the open family communication that builds trust and strengthens parent child bonds.
Adopters who employed a rejection of difference strategy, in contrast, encouraged the
family to forget about the adoption and all its implications. At the early stages of placement
this denial or 'rejection of difference' strategy may facilitate the transition to adoptive
parenthood, the establishment of a sense of entitlement to parent, and the integration of
the child into the family. However, while there may be initial gratification from this
strategy, Kirk proposed that it inhibits family communication and therefore may result in a
poorer relationship with the adopted child in the longer-term.
Kirk's model suggests a linear relationship between adopters' concept of adoptive
parenthood and the psychological well-being of family members, with rejection of
difference thought to be much less beneficial for promoting positive psychological
adjustment. Drawing on clinical observations, Brodzinsky's (1987) later explorations of
these concepts expanded on Kirk's (1964) formulation to propose a more complex
curvilinear relationship between parental beliefs and family functioning, in which family
maladjustment is associated with communication patterns at the extremes of the
continuum. An 'insistence of difference' coping strategy may lead adoptive parents to
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emphasise differences to the point where they become the primary focus of the family.
Insistence on difference has been associated with higher levels of parental stress in
adoptive mothers (Palacios and Sanchez-Sandoval, 2006; Sanchez-Sandoval and Palacios,
2012). Those who are moderately acknowledging of difference can acknowledge and
openly discuss adoption-related issues but not attach central importance to them.
At the time of Kirk's original research, rejection of difference was institutionalised and
reflected in professional and institutional practices of secrecy (Kirk, 1985). Research
conducted in a context of greater adoption openness (Kaye and Warren, 1988; Kaye, 1990)
supported Kirk's dimensions of acknowledgement and rejection of difference. However, to
avoid attributing value-laden assumptions of honesty and denial to the dimensions, Kaye
rephrased this as a continuum ranging from high to low 'distinguishing'. In research with
adoptive family groups of parents and adolescents Kaye found that participants used a
mixture of high and low distinguishing strategies. Families were low distinguishing in terms
of asserting the normality of their family roles and bonds, but high distinguishing in terms
of acknowledging the child's birth family origins and dual connection.
Like Kirk, Kaye identified a link between adoptive parents' position on the high/low
distinguishing continuum, and the quality of adoptive family relationships, concurring with
Brodzinsky (1987) that those moderately distinguishing families most effectively facilitated
adaptation.
Rosnati (2005) suggested that the nature of adoptive family bonds, or the adoptive 'pact'
made reciprocally between parents and child, depends on the way the issue of difference is
treated. Based on separate in-depth interviews with inter-country adoptive parents and
their adolescent children, and jointly created family drawings, she described four types of
pact emanating from different stances towards difference. Rosnati concluded that adoptive
family relationships are built on a simultaneous acknowledgment of the child's belonging
and their different origin.
It seems likely that contact with birth family would make it difficult to deny the child's dual
connection and adoptive status. Indeed, Berry et al (1998) noted a higher degree of
acknowledgement of difference among adoptive parents in more open arrangements.
However, there is little discussion in the adoption literature of the relationship between
openness and adopters' position on the rejection/acknowledgement of difference
continuum.
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The Psychological well-being of adoptive parents
The focus of much current adoption research is to account for the psychosocial well-being
of adoptees and adoptive parents by examining the underlying processes and dynamics
operating in adoptive families (Palacios and Brodzinksy, 2010). It is generally accepted that
'the experience of adoption exposes parents and children to a unique set of psychosocial
conflicts or tasks that interact with and complicate the more universal developmental tasks
of family life (Brodzinsky, 1987, p25), increasing their vulnerability to psychological
problems. However, studies of adopter well-being highlight their considerable strengths
and resilience to adoption-related stressors. Timm et al (2011) surveyed adoptive mothers
on their experience of core adoption-related challenges listed as: managing loss and grief;
developing parental entitlement; claiming the child; coping with unmatched expectations;
facilitating family integration; bonding and attachment; developing parental identity; and a
sense of mastery of the parental role. They found that while all the core challenges were
relevant, they were not a universal feature of adoptive parenthood. Unmatched
expectations and loss of control and mastery were reported by the highest percentage and
represented a significant challenge to couple relationships. Notwithstanding the additional
challenges, adopters have been found to compare favourably to parents in other family
forms on a range of measures. Ceballo et al (2004) found that adopters reported greater
marital and family satisfaction over time, and greater family cohesion than biological or
step parents, suggesting that adoption causes less marital strain and disharmony than
other routes to parenthood. Similarly, the co-parenting relationships of adoptive parents
may be more stable and resilient to external factors than other groups (Hock and
Mooradian, 2012). Borders (1998) found that adoptive parents were at no more risk of low
self-esteem, poor overall well-being or depression than their biological counterparts.
Similarly, recent comparison of Italian non-adoptive and inter-country adoptive parents
(Rosnati et al, 2013) showed positive well-being and relationships in both family types with
adopters scoring slightly higher on measures of perceived marital quality, self-esteem and
parental satisfaction and lower on measures of anxiety and parental stress.
Studies of parental investment have found that adoptive parents allocate more economic,
cultural, social and interpersonal resources to their children (Hamilton et al, 2007; Gibson,
2009). Adoptive mothers have reported spending more time with their children and higher
family cohesion (Lansford et al, 2001). Hamilton et al (2007) argue that the additional
challenges faced by adopters motivate them to prove themselves as parents and intensify
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their commitment to creating an ideal family and thus increase investment in their
children.
Favourable comparisons between adoptive and biological parents on measures of well
being challenge pathological assumptions, and suggest that adoption may potentially even
be a protective factor (Finley and Chiang, 2001; Timm et al, 2011). The potential benefits,
rather than the deficits, associated with adoption could be emphasised to prospective
adopters (Ceballo et al, 2004), who could be helped to recognise and mobilise the
individual, relational and social resources they possess (Rosnati, Ranieri and Barni, 2013).

Parenting stress
Adoption-specific research has examined adopters' scores on standardised measures of
parenting-related stress, comparing these with general population norms. Palacios and
Sanchez-Sandoval examined correlations between parental acknowledgment/rejection of
difference (Kirk, 1964), parenting style, and parental stress in families with children below
the age of 12 (Palacios and Sanchez-Sandoval, 2006), and, in a later study, in families of
adolescents (Sanchez-Sandoval and Palacios, 2012). Both studies found that adoptive
parental stress levels were similar or lower than normative values. Parental 'insistence on
difference' (Brodzinsky, 1987), and a less communicative parenting style, were correlated
with higher maternal stress scores. Fligher stress levels were linked to sibling adoptions and
seeking professional support. The authors concluded in both studies that, while adoptive
status is not irrelevant, it does not necessarily lead to poor adjustment or problematic
stress, and suggested that ongoing flexible supports should recognise and bolster adopters'
effective coping resources.
Other studies have similarly shown adoptive parental stress similar to normative levels,
with associations between parental stress, parenting style and child behaviour problems
mirroring patterns of family relationships found in non-adoptive families (Xing Tan et al,
2011). Adoptive parents have been found to experience lower levels of parenting stress
than foster-carers or kinship carers looking after age-matched children from care, despite
higher levels of cognitive, health and behavioural difficulties among the adoptees
(McSherry et al, 2013).
Correlations have been noted between higher parenting stress and pre-adoptive maternal
depressive symptoms; un-matched pre-adoptive expectations of the child (Viana and
Welsh, 2010); unanticipated developmental, behavioural and emotional difficulties (Viana
and Welsh, 2010; Judge, 2003; Xing Tan et al, 2012); larger families and multiple adopted
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children (Viana and Welsh, 2010; Bird et al, 2000); authoritarian parenting style (Xing Tan
et al, 2012); lower perceived social support; and older child age at adoption (Bird et al
2000; Tornello et al, 2011). Tornello et al's (2011) study of gay adoptive fathers further
found a link between higher sensitivity to stigma and higher parenting stress.
Lower levels of parenting stress are associated with higher child acceptance and perceived
social support pre-adoption (Viana and Welsh, 2010); authoritative parenting style and
fewer child behavioural problems (Xing Tan el al, 2012); and more realistic expectations of
the child (Reilly and Platz, 2003).
Adoptive parents are not immune from 'normal' stressors unrelated to adoption, and as
Seigel's (2008) longitudinal study of open adoption demonstrates, are likely to encounter a
wide range of domestic, marital, family and employment major life events that eclipse
adoption-related issues and considerations of openness in everyday life. It has been
suggested that adopters will suffer a 'double-jeopardy', with the early experience of
adoption amplifying the negative effects of the later stressful life events. However, from a
review of the limited literature on adoptive family divorce, Finley and Chiang (2001) found
no empirical evidence to support this and further proposed an alternative 'protective'
hypothesis that coping with adoption might buffer adoptive families from similar
challenging experiences. Similarly, adoptive mothers have reported that the process of
coping with adoption-related challenges strengthened their marriages over time (Timm et
al, 2011). A focus on adopters' compensatory mechanisms would acknowledge the
additional stressors they face, but also identify this challenge as setting the stage for them
to excel in their parenting endeavours (Hamilton et al, 2007).

Transition to parenthood
Extensive study of the transition to parenthood reports a complex and potentially difficult
adjustment period following the introduction of any child into the family (Ceballo et al,
2004). For adoptive parents this period of adjustment is potentially further complicated by
specific adoption related tasks and challenges including: resolving issues of infertility; the
assessment, approval and matching process; managing the uncertainty around the timing
of the child's arrival in the family; and lack of role models (Brodzinsky and Huffman, 1988),
which can lead to anxiety and diminished self-confidence (Brodzinsky and Pinderhughes,
2002). The abrupt transition to parenthood in adoption leads to rapid change in adopters'
social relationships, resulting in greater social compatibility with peers who are parents and
with whom they suddenly 'catch up' (Weir, 2004). One systematic review of 11 different
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research studies (McKay et al, 2010) found depression to be relatively common among new
adopters, suggesting that mental health problems may complicate the transition to
adoptive parenthood. Goldberg and Smith (2009) found that depressive symptoms and
relationship conflict were linked to lower perceived parenting skill pre-adoption.
The decline in marital satisfaction reported by new adoptive parents of older-placed
children was compounded by the strain of managing behavioural difficulties (Castle et al,
2000). Weir (2004b) found a 'magnifying' effect with those couples who reported solid
marital relationships pre-adoption increasing their family satisfaction post-adoption, and
those with troubled marital relationships finding that the addition of a child 'magnified'
their difficulties. Therefore support during the transition to parenthood could usefully look
beyond parent-child interactions to supporting the couple's relationship (Ward, 1998).
The degree of openness in the adoption has been positively correlated with adoptive
parents' early post-placement satisfaction (Ge et al, 2008). There is evidence that this
finding is not simply due to 'honeymoon' effects. In a study of 700 adoptive families 4 years
post-placement, Berry et al (1998) found no significant differences in adjustment or level of
closeness to their child between those in open and closed adoptions, and both groups
reported being very satisfied with how the adoption was progressing.

Adoption and loss
Adoption is commonly thought of as representing loss for all involved (Leon, 2002), and this
experience of loss as a primary source of adoption-related stress and psychological
vulnerability (Brodzinsky, 1990). The idea of the enduring 'primal wound' (Verrier, 1993)
that is inflicted on the adoptee, even those adopted in early infancy, through disruption of
pre-natal attachment to the birth mother resonates with adoptees and practitioners. Leon
(2002), however, argues a need to distinguish between the adoptee's existential sense of
loss and the grief associated with the loss of actual attachment relationships. Brodzinsky
(1990) refers to the infant's loss of never-known birth parents as 'covert' and involving
more subtle experience of loss than the more 'overt' loss experienced through separations
from attachment figures in older child adoption.
Leon (2002) argues that the magnitude of the 'covert' loss experienced by both child and
parent will be determined in part by the meaning that they attribute to that which is lost,
and cautions against discourse that tells the child that their birth parent, who is not
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available to them as a parent, is more 'real' than their adoptive parent who provides
nurturance and care-giving.
Some adoptees do experience loss of actual attachment relationships with birth parents
and/or previous foster carers. Adopters are expected to mitigate these 'overt' losses
through sensitive, responsive care-giving, and active efforts to promote new secure
attachments (Rushton et al, 2006), for example by availing of adoption leave to facilitate
physical and emotional availability (MacDonald, 2013).

Ambiguous Loss
The losses involved in adoption can be thought of as ambiguous in that the birth parent
and child are 'lost' to one another but still exist and, depending on the level of post
adoption openness, continue to have some degree of relationship to one another. For this
reason the concepts of ambiguous loss (Boss, 1999) and boundary ambiguity (Boss and
Greenberg, 1984) have been applied to adoptive families.

Adoptees who experienced

restricted parental communication have been found to have higher levels of ambiguous
loss, while those who did not express any loss reported greater communication openness
with their adoptive parents (Powell and Afifi, 2005).
Boundary ambiguity can occur in situations where the physical presence of a family
member is incongruent with their psychological presence. Fravel, McRoy and Grotevant
(2000) suggested that for adoptive parents this refers to the birth parents not being
physically present in everyday family life, but being "'in the heart" or "on the mind'"
(p425). Evidence of the psychological presence of birth family (MacDonald and McSherry,
2011) and boundary ambiguity (Clark et al, 2006) has been noted in the accounts of
adoptive parents with thoughts about birth family characterised by wariness and self
protection as well as empathy and openness (MacDonald and McSherry, 2011).
Studying adoptive parents, Fravel (1995 cited in Fravel et al, 2000) found that psychological
presence of the birth mother differed according to the level of adoption openness with
lowest levels of psychological presence in confidential adoptions and highest in fully
disclosed adoptions. While boundary ambiguity can be experienced as a source of stress
and has been found to be predictive of depression, the psychological presence of birth
family was not reported as negative by adopters in this study.
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The process of family-forming
The early stages of adoption involve a process of family forming and integration of the
child, coupled with acknowledging their connection to their birth family. Adopters need to
develop family boundaries that are permeable enough to incorporate the child's
connections to birth family and previous care givers, yet rigid enough to provide family
autonomy, security and family cohesion. In addition to creating a recognisable identity as a
family, adopters need to develop a sense of entitlement facilitated by affirmation of their
parental role by the agency, the child and outside others.

Dual connection
A primary task for adoptive parents is to achieve the psychological integration of the child
into the family (Brodzinsky and Pinderhughes, 2002), characterised by 'rewarding
relationships between parent and child, mutual feelings of family belonging, and a
subjective sense of permanence' (Neil, 2012). This foundational task of promoting family
membership facilitates new attachment relationships (Schofield and Beek, 2006), but is
complicated by the legacy of the parent and child's separate pasts and different preadoptive experiences of family relationships (Hart and Luckock, 2004). Clark et al (2006)
found that for adopters of older children with special needs, the act of parenting and
nurturing, and the perception of this being reciprocated by the child were the most salient
features of the process of integrating the child into the family.
As the child develops the capacity for symbolic thought a further task is family
differentiation, helping the child understand their connection to the birth family, and their
adoptive status (Brodzinsky and Pinderhughes, 2002), and enabling them to feel
comfortable with belonging to two families (Shofield and Beek, 2006). Adoptive parents
can help the child negotiate the twin tasks of family integration and differentiation through
open, timely and developmentally sensitive communication (Neil, 2012).
Family integration and differentiation present adopters with incongruous role obligations
and awareness of the child's dual connection, or 'holding multiple families in mind' (Rustin,
1999), can be challenging for adoptive parents for whom relationship with the child,
particularly early in placement, can feel fragile (Hart and Luckock, 2004). Hart and Luckock
(2004) suggested that this tension might be resolved through the creation of a joint
adoptive family narrative that incorporates the histories of all its' members.
Adopters who experience the child's emotional connection to birth family as a threat to
family integration may inhibit or prohibit the child's open discussion of their feelings about
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being separated from their birth family (Brodzinsky and Pinderhughes, 2002). Elbow (1986)
suggested that birth family contact might be experienced as a challenge to boundary
establishment, but also may support family integration through open and full acceptance of
the child and their history.

Parental entitlement
A key issue that has been identified for adoptive parents is whether they perceive
themselves as a 'real' family, with a both a legal and emotional right to parent the child
(Fratter, 1996; Logan and Smith, 2005). While courts can confer the legal right by way of an
Adoption Order, the emotional right must be appropriated through a process of internal
attribution. This is commonly referred to as a sense of entitlement, which is understood as
the development of identity as an adoptive parent, of a sense of security in parent-child
relationships and a perception of being in control that coincides with legally conferred
autonomy (Grotevant et al, 1994). While the term has perhaps unhelpful connotations of
ownership, entitlement is not about possessing the child but about creating a sense of
family belonging (Smith and Logan, 2004) and negotiating rights and responsibilities. It is
linked to the idea of 'claiming' the child (Timm et al, 2011) by which parents confer on the
child the rights and status of a family member, often facilitated by family rituals, e.g.
naming ceremonies. While difficulty with entitlement was reported by the lowest
percentage of the mothers in Timm et al's (2011) survey of adoption-related stressors, it is
a concept that is referred to widely in the adoption literature.
Fratter (1996) proposed that problems in developing a sense of entitlement can inhibit the
attachment between parent and child. Adoptive parents who feel little sense of
entitlement have been found to perceive the placement as less secure and their bond with
the child to be weaker (Raynor, 1980, cited in Fratter, 1996, p.21). Conversely, Grotevant et
al (1994) found that adoptive parents who had a clear sense of entitlement tended to feel
more confident that the relationship with their adopted child would endure across time,
and had greater clarity about their parental identity.
New biological parents also must accomplish an inner legitimisation of their parenting role,
but Rosnati (2005) suggested that for adopters this can be confounded by, among other
things, their thoughts and feelings regarding the child's birth family. There is little empirical
evidence that problems of entitlement are unique to adopters (Cohen et al, 1996) or
exploration of whether birth family contact enhances or diminishes adopters' sense of
entitlement (Fratter, 1996), however, Rosnati suggests that a healthier sense of
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entitlement comes when adopters can acknowledge and accept the child's dual connection
to two families.
While contact, in particular face-to-face contact, can challenge adopters' parental role
identity (Logan and Smith, 2005; McSherry et al, 2008), and sense of ownership of the child
(Sykes, 2000), it has also been reported to enhance their sense of entitlement to parent
(Fratter, 1996; Grotevant, 2000; Neil et al, 2003). Post-adoption contact can allow birth
relatives to give their consent to adopters to parent the child allowing them to feel more
secure in their parental role (Siegel, 2003). Logan and Smith (2005) identified a reciprocal
process whereby adopters' sense of entitlement was enhanced when birth relatives
expressed permission for their parental role, but this in turn was more forthcoming when
adopters communicated permission for the birth relatives' ongoing involvement in the
child's life. Where the birth family did not accept the adopters' role, adoptive mothers in
particular were more sensitive about the legitimacy of their parental position. Sykes (2000)
suggests that the access to information afforded by contact allows adopters to take
ownership of the child's past and recognise their status as 'parents in the present' (p28).
Rosnati (2005) noted that creation of family bonds is a mutual and reciprocal process, or
'joint enterprise' (pl97), between parent and child. Just as the parents need to develop a
sense of entitlement to parent their particular child, so the child needs to engage in a
process of becoming the child of these particular parents, or developing a sense of filiation.
Rosnati's work suggested a link between entitlement and filiation and the quality of family
communication. The children of adoptive parents who had a stronger sense of their own
parenthood displayed a greater sense of belonging in the adoptive family. A greater sense
of filiation for adolescent adoptees, and greater parental entitlement were associated with
younger age at adoption. Rosnati suggested that adopters' sense of parental entitlement
may be threatened by the conscious or unconscious feelings of guilt arising from a sense of
having taken a child that rightfully belonged to the birth parent, or having committed a
'theft'.

Family communication as a crucial family process
Communicating with the child about adoption is a key task of adoptive parenthood
(Brodzinsky and

Pinderhughes,

2002),

is

universally

recommended

by

adoption

professionals, and is viewed as morally compulsory for adoptive parents (Palacios and
Sanchez-Sandoval, 2005). As Sales (2013) notes, 'whilst telling never became a legal
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directive, the force, with which it became an underpinning psychological necessity for the
adopted child, made it seem as if it had acquired such a status' (Sales, 2013, p3). How
adopters approach this is generally understood to be influenced by their acknowledgment
or rejection of the unique aspects of adoptive parenthood (Kirk, 1964). Brodzinsky's (1987)
suggestion that insistence on difference results in poorer outcomes has led to practitioner
advice for adoptive parents to demonstrate openness to talking about adoption by
occasionally introducing the topic but not to continually talk about adoption (Wrobel et al,
1998).
Rueter et al (Rueter and Koerner, 2008; Rueter et al, 2009) conclude from a review of
general population studies that parent-child interactions characterised by open, warm and
supportive communication positively influences child adjustment, while hostile, angry or
conflictual interactions are associated with poorer adjustment. Their comparisons of family
interactions across adoptive and non-adoptive families, and within families with adopted
and non-adopted children, support their proposition. Rueter and Koerner's work draws on
Koerner and Fitzpatrick's (2002, cited in Rueter and Koerner, 2008, p.716) Family
Communications Pattern Theory (FCPT) which asserts that the creation of a shared social
reality is central to family functioning. Families share social reality when their social
cognitions are accurate, congruent, and in agreement leading to greater ease of
understanding between family member and more efficient communication characterised
by fewer misunderstandings and less conflict. They suggested that creation of a shared
social reality may be more difficult and communication more important in adoptive families
where members are not temperamentally predisposed to perceive the world in the same
way.
Most of the literature on family communication focuses on parental interactions with
children who have reached the stage of being verbally competent. One exception is a study
of very early mother-infant interactions by Suwalsky et al (2008a; 2008b) who found that
adoptive and biological mothers differed in very subtle ways that may cumulate and result
in observable differences in child functioning later in childhood.
The concept of communicative openness (Brodzinsky, 2005) focuses on communication
processes within the individual (intrapersonal), between adoptive family members
(interpersonal), as well as between members of birth and adoptive families (systemic), and
is concerned not only with the exchange of information, but with the sharing of adoptionrelated emotions and the experience of emotional attunement.
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The Family Adoption Communication (FAC) model (Wrobel et al, 1998; Wrobel et al, 2004)
applied ecological systems theory (Bronfenbrenner,1992) to map how the nature of
information exchange reflects and determines the systemic position of the birth family
relative to the child. The adoptive and birth family micro-systems overlap to form a mesosystem linked by their connection to the child. If the child is involved in birth family contact,
direct or indirect, the child exists to a certain extent within both micro-systems and the
meso-system. If the child is not included, for example in situations where the birth and
adoptive parents exchange letters but without the child's knowledge or involvement, this
overlap is exo-systemic to the child, influencing the child's development but not directly
containing the child.
Hart and Luckock (2004) argued that parent-child communication and the process of family
scripting are constitutive of family relationships. They highlighted the importance in
adoption of focusing not only on the child's life-story, but on the creation of a joint family
life-story that incorporates the separate histories of parents and child, as well as the birth
family story, and is co-constructed by all family members over time.

Meeting children's developmentally changing communication needs
The most common recommendation to adoptive parents is to communicate with the child
about adoption as early as possible (Palacios and Sanchez-Sandoval, 2005) therefore the
'adoption story', comprising of the circumstances surrounding adoption and information
about the birth parents, is typically explained to the pre-school age child laying a
foundation for ongoing adoption-related communication (Wrobel et al, 2004). Adult
adoptees told at this stage have reported feeling that they have always known they were
adopted, and those dissatisfied with family communication wished that their parents had
disclosed their adoptive status at a younger age (Wydra et al, 2012), supporting the
wisdom of early telling.
However, children's ability to assimilate adoption knowledge has been found to undergo
clear, systematic changes with development, in keeping with their acquisition of social
knowledge generally (Brodzinsky et al, 1984). Ongoing open conversations about adoption
may be inhibited if adoptive parents over-estimate the outcome of their early disclosure,
believing that the young child has understood more than they are developmentally capable
of (Brodzinksy and Pinderhughes, 2002; Brodzinsky et al, 1984).Therefore, communication
about adoption is better conceptualised as occurring in a series of stages linked to the
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adoptive family life-cycle (Brodzinsky and Pinderhuges, 2002), and tailored to the child's
stage of cognitive and socio-emotional development (Wrobel et al, 2004).
Drawing on clinical experience and review of the research literature, Brodzinsky (1987)
adapted Erikson's psychosocial model of human development (Erikson, 1963, cited in
Brodzinsky, 1987) identifying specific parental communication tasks for each stage of the
child's psychosocial development. This model identifies middle childhood and adolescence
as particularly sensitive stages when adoptive parents need to respectively help the child
with adaptive grieving of adoption-related loss, and incorporate knowledge of origins into
their developing self-concept.
The empirically based Family Adoption Communication Model (FAC) (Wrobel et al, 2004)
describes the communication pathways through which adoptive families progress over the
course of childhood, focusing on exchange of adoption-related information between parent
and child. During stage 1, adoptive parents provide unsolicited information to the child,
telling the adoption story. Parents control the content of the narrative and as new
information is gained from birth family or social services the adoptive parents determine
what will be shared and how it will be communicated. In stage2 the child develops the
ability to ask questions thereby influencing the communicative process, and their adoptive
parents control how much information is divulged in the answer. They also have to decide
whether they will seek out information they do not possess in order to answer their child's
questions. By stage 3 the now young person has the ability to obtain new information
independently, and adoptive parents can choose to facilitate or block their information
gathering. Adopters in MacDonald and McSherry's (2011) study recognised their child's
developmentally changing information needs, perceiving themselves as guardians of birth
family information, managing increased access to information as the child became old
enough to understand it, and anticipating curiosity increasing with age.
The telling of the adoption story has also been found to serve multiple functions such as
emphasising the permanence of the family, allowing mothers to practice adoption talk with
the pre-verbal child (Flarrigan, 2010) and constituting adoptive relationships through the
display and recognition of their 'family' nature (Jones and Hackett, 2011). Wrobel et al
(2004) also acknowledge that family communication about adoption has a strong
emotional dimension that shapes the communicative process. They suggest, for example,
that where there is an ambiguous attitude to adoption or adoption-talk, children may seek
to maintain the status quo and be reluctant to express their curiosity with adoption-related
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questioning. Similarly, adoptive parents may be reluctant to share information that they
fear may elicit adverse emotional responses from their child.
Family communication is a transactional process with childrens' curiosity acting as a
catalyst for parental communication (Wrobel et al, 1998; Beckett et al, 2008). These
authors cautioned that adoptive parents may misconstrue their child's lack of questioning
to be the result of a lack of curiosity, and therefore may take a more passive approach to
adoption communication (Wrobel et al, 1998), or may under-estimate their child's difficulty
in talking about adoption (Beckett et al, 2008). However, adopters have described this
more purposefully as allowing the child to set a pace of communication that suits them and
ensuring that the information exchanged is developmentally appropriate (Wrobel et al,
2003).
Slight gender differences in communication have been noted in adoptive couples with
mothers generally more involved and 'brokering' adoption conversations across childhood
(Wrobel et al, 1998; Freeark, Rosenblum, Hus and Root, 2008), particularly if they were
strongly acknowledging of difference (Freeark et al, 2008) and fathers demonstrating more
communication when their children reached a stage of being verbally capable (Freeark et
al, 2008) or were more curious (Wrobel et al, 1998).

Family communication in adolescence
A stage of particular sensitivity about adoption has been identified at around 6 to 9 years of
age when the child begins to understand that belonging to a family implies biological links
to parents, and are therefore confronted with the loss of their own biological parents
(Brodzinsky, 1987; Palacios and Sanchez-Sandoval, 2005). However, most research on
adoptive family communication focuses on adolescence when curiosity about adoption is
commonly linked to the construction of identity (Wrobel et al, 2004), and parent-child
communication can facilitate the negotiation of changing roles and relationships at this
time of family transition (Rosnati, 2005).
Comparison of adolescents in non-adoptive and inter-country adoptive families (Rosnati
and Marta, 1997; Lanz et al, 1999) found that adopted children had lower self-esteem, but
perceived more open, positive, and less problematic communication with their parents
than their peers in both intact and separated biological families, and, in a later comparison,
than their peers in foster families (Rosnati et al, 2007).
Kaye's exploration of acknowledgment of difference in families with adopted adolescents
(Kaye and Warren, 1988; Kaye, 1990) found that each of the family members influenced
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the others to consensus on the topic of adoption, with adolescents as equally free as their
parents to shape conversations and family conclusions, and family members generally
shared a common degree of knowledge and curiosity about birth parents.
Rueter et al's (2008; 2009) comparisons of across adoptive and non-adoptive families, and
within families with adopted and non-adopted children, found an interaction effect
between family communication and adoptive status (Rueter and Koerner, 2008). Those
families who were oriented towards open communication and who also exercised
appropriate parental control mitigated adoption related risks for their adopted adolescents
who showed no greater adjustment problems than those in non-adoptive families.
However, adopted adolescents appeared more sensitive to parenting that was low in
communication, showing greater adjustment difficulties than their non-adopted peers in
families with similar communication patterns.

The challenges of adoption talk
While communicative openness will be influenced by individuals' general communication
style (Wrobel et al, 2004), adoptive parents also have to make conscious choices about how
they talk with their child, balancing ethical considerations of truth-telling and paternalistic
withholding of information (Reamer and Siegel, 2007). There is evidence that some
adoptive parents struggle to achieve the level of communication to which they aspire
(Jones and Hackett, 2007), and have been noted to withhold information. A variety of
reasons have been reported for this including: the stress of deciding what and how to share
(Wrobel et al, 2004); concerns about the younger child's ability to comprehend; and
waiting until the child is perceived to be better able to assimilate information (Wrobel et al,
1998). Of particular concern to some adopters is the potential emotional impact on the
child of difficult birth family histories, and uncertainty how to give accounts that are both
positive and honest (Jones and Hackett, 2008). Adoptive parents may therefore withhold
specific pieces of very difficult information and Wrobel at al (2004) highlighted the effect of
such family secrets on adoptive family communication as an area for future research.
Adoptive parents have reported an emotional cost in talking about adoption that is offset
by a belief in the importance of honesty in family relationships (MacDonald and McSherry,
2011). Engagement with the challenge of adoption communication can provide an
opportunity for the development of a shared family narrative (Jones and Hackett, 2007),
which in turn is constitutive of family relationships (Hart and Luckock, 2004).
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Paucity of meaningful communication between adoptive and birth family may impede
adopters' ability to meet the child's changing information needs (MacDonald and
McSherry, 2011). Parents can only share birth family information that is available to them
and decisions about sharing and withholding information are made within the context of
this limitation (Wrobel et al, 2004).
Literature aimed at helping adoptive parents communicate about adoption (Wolfs, 2008;
Wolfs et al, 2010; Morrison, 2012) emphasises the importance of honesty and openness for
developing parent-child bonds, and the potentially negative effect of family secrets both on
the child's identity development and the maintenance of trust in family relationships.
Advice on communication skills follows the child's age-related cognitive and socioemotional

developmental

stages, with

particular advice on

communicating

with

adolescents (Wolfs et al, 2010), although it recognises that it is unrealistic to expect that
adoptive parents will possess the specialist communication skills needed to discuss very
difficult birth family histories without expert support (Wolfs, 2008).

Therapeutic parenting of children adopted from care
Adoption has been referred to as therapeutic for children who may have been traumatised
by early childhood experiences (Simmonds, 2008), with the love and care of ordinary
adoptive parents providing a 'natural intervention' (Van Ijzendoorn and Juffer, 2005) that
has been found to be successful in enabling adopted children to recover from early
deprivation and developmental deficit (Van Ijzendoorn and Juffer, 2006). This 'catch up'
model identifies adoptive parent-child relationships as a protective factor that mitigates
the risks associated with early adversity, and a source of resilience for the adopted child
(Van Ijzendoorn and Juffer, 2006). Parent-child relationship quality has been associated
with reduced problem behaviours and improved school performance, even when
demographic variables and pre-placement abuse were controlled for (Whitten and Weaver,
2010). Similarly, warm, involved, authoritative child-centred adoptive parenting has been
found to counter the negative effect on behavioural development of cumulative risk arising
from the child's birth parental history of mental or physical illness, poor pre-natal care and
adverse experiences pre-adoption, with those children with the highest cumulative risk
benefitting most from child-centred parenting (Kriebel and Wentzel, 2011). In a series of
meta-analyses comparing physical and

psychological developmental outcomes for

adoptees with those of their peers or siblings left behind in adverse circumstances and with
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normative samples, Van Ijzendoorn and Juffer (2006) found that adopted children showed
greater growth catch-up, were more securely attached and had higher IQ scores than their
peers left behind. While they showed comparable IQ and self-esteem to normative peers
they performed less well at school and displayed more insecure and disorganised
attachment, and slightly more behavioural difficulty.
However, research into the developmental consequences of early adversity for children
also indicates that 'the fingerprints of the past do not simply disappear after adoption'
(Palacios and Brodzinsky, 2010, p.275), and has led to recognition of the 'immense
challenges' this presents to their adoptive parents (Rushton, 2010, p.39). Some of the
effects of adverse early childhood experiences may not be remedied by the stable
nurturing environment of the adoptive family, particularly for those children adopted after
infancy from care who may have experienced multiple adversities. Rushton and Dance
(2004) found that in a sample of children placed from care in middle childhood, over onethird displayed continuing developmental, behavioural and social difficulties 6 years post
adoption. Similarly, high levels of behavioural, health and cognitive difficulties have been
noted among adoptees aged 9-14 years who were adopted from care as young children
(McSherry et al, 2013), with many of these difficulties associated with Foetal Alcohol
Syndrome.

Attachment and bonding
Development of secure attachment by the child to their new adoptive parent/s is a crucial
factor in successful adoptive family integration (Rushton et al, 2006). However, early
experiences of loss and of abusive or neglectful parenting can cause children to distrust
close relationships (Schofield and Beek, 2006; Monck et al, 2006) leading to attachment
difficulties for many older children adopted from care. Adoptive parenting therefore,
involves 're-parenting' children who already have an internal model for attachment figures,
and an existing set of beliefs and expectations about the world (Cairns, 2008).
Attachment theory suggests that exposure to warm, consistent and reliable care-giving can
change a child's internal working model of care giving (Schofield and Beek, 2006). Rushton
et al (2003) comment that while mutually satisfying parent-child relationships develop in
the majority of adoptions, in their study of children placed from care after the age of 5,
27% had not formed an attachment relationship after the first year. These children also
displayed more conduct problems and emotional difficulties, were guarded in their
expression of affection or pleasure and rebuffed their parents' attempts to comfort them.
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Many adoptive parents may need an attachment-based understanding of their child's
distorted expression of emotions and defensive reactions in order to maintain warm,
affectionate parenting in the absence reciprocal warmth from the child.
Fratter (1996) noted a concern in the literature that birth family contact might impede
attachment to adoptive parents, but asserted that this is not necessarily the case since
attachment theory holds that children are able to attach to multiple care givers, and can
distinguish between the differing roles of the people involved in their lives, and is likely to
be influenced by a range of personal characteristics and social factors (Schofield and Beek,
2006). Adoptive parents in McSherry et al's (2013) study reported that placement of the
child at a young age promoted attachment security, while problematic birth family contact
was perceived as inhibiting attachment.

Supporting adoptive parenting
It has been questioned whether 'ordinary' parents can be expected to have the skills and
specialist knowledge necessary to provide effective therapeutic parenting (Simmonds,
2008). As the particular needs and difficulties of children adopted from care are given
increasing recognition, so there has been a growing emphasis on the need to develop
specialist support services for adoptive families. All of the studies commenting on the
support needs of adopters referred to in this section are based on samples who have
adopted children with special needs, that is children who were older when placed, who
experienced neglect or abuse pre-adoption and/or who have medical, behavioural,
emotional or developmental difficulties.
Parents of children described as 'very troubled' (Rushton and Monck, 2009, p4) have
reported feeling ill-equipped to manage their child's difficult behaviour since pre-adoptive
preparation, perceived as educational at the time, had not helped develop the necessary
parenting skills. The authors noted that the group model of pre-adoptive training cannot
address the skills needed to parent the particular child with their unique needs, and
suggested greater transfer of information about the child and more intense and tailored
supports in the early stage of placement.
With the increase in special needs adoptions has come a particular concern about
disruption, therefore supports focus on two main outcomes, placement stability and
parental satisfaction (Lightburn and Pine, 1996). Identified support needs have included
interventions designed to

promote attachment;

programmes aimed

at reducing

behavioural problems (Rushton et al, 2003); and prevention and treatment of stress
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disorders among adopters (Cairns, 2008). Available post-adoption supports fall into three
main categories: a) educational, such as parenting skills courses (e.g. Gilkes and Klimes,
2003); b) clinical services, such as individual or family counselling, supporting marital
relationships as a foundation for child and family well-being (e.g. Mooradian et al, 2011) or
oriented towards attachment theory (Van Ijzendoorn and Juffer, 2006); c) material support
such as adoption allowances, (Barth and Millar, 2000). Adoptive parents seeking support
with parenting issues generally have to rely on the same social work agencies that deal with
child protection and therefore may be reluctant to seek help because of fear or perceived
stigma (Schweiger and O'Brien, 2005), or feel that admitting to difficulties will lead to them
being viewed as unsuitable parents (Rushton et al, 2006).
While supports for adoptive parents are developing, there has been little evaluation of
their efficacy (Barth and Millar, 2000; Berry et al, 2007). An exception is Rushton and
Monck's (2009) randomised control trial of individualised parenting advice interventions
for adoptive parents of children with serious behavioural difficulties. This study found that
parents valued regular, home-based sessions tailored to their particular needs as they
offered the opportunity to work through problems with a trusted practitioner. Those who
completed the interventions reported greater satisfaction with their parenting experience
and used fewer negative parenting strategies than the non-intervention control group.
Both education and skills development were reported as useful by the parents. While the
children's psychosocial problems were not measurably reduced over the 6 months
following the intervention, the authors commented that increased parental satisfaction
may lay a foundation for greater placement stability in the longer term. Other programmes
for which there is documented evaluation include: a pilot of an educational programme
based around stories for adopted children and their parents which stimulated parent-child
communication and was successful in developing parental empathy for the child (Paver and
Alanis, 2012); and Intensive Family Preservation Services, offering adopters a 6 week
programme of home based education on issues of attachment and loss and positive
parenting skills which prevented adoption breakdown (Berry et al, 2007).
The dichotomy between acknowledgement and rejection of difference is reflected in policy
uncertainty as to the extent to which adopters should be treated as any other family with
'normal' access to support services, or whether they should be regarded as exceptional and
offered special support measures (Luckock and Hart, 2005). March and Miall (2000)
cautioned that if support to adoptive parents focuses on the 'difference' and potential
negatives of adoption, then support may 'inadvertently stigmatize them as a problematic
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family form in need of specialised intervention' (p.359). There may be times when adoptive
parents will prefer to emphasise their autonomy and the normality of their family lives and
times when they are more aware of their particular and different needs and seek specialist
services (Hart and Luckock, 2004).

Locating the current study
Locating adoptive parenthood in ‘family’ not ‘placement’
This review highlights three issues that would be of particular value to understanding the
experience of adoptive parenthood: first, insight into interaction processes in the adoptive
kinship network, particularly as they change and are negotiated over time; second, the
meaning of adoption to those who experience it in the context of contemporary society;
and third, the preparation and support needs of parents who adopted older children from
care. These issues concur with Palacios and Brodzinsky's (2010) analysis of fruitful future
directions for adoption research.
Given the child welfare responsibility associated with placing children in care with
adopters, the foundational purpose of most of the work reviewed has been to determine
what factors facilitate the well-being of adoptees, ensure permanent family cohesion and
avoid adoptive family breakdown.
Much of this literature approaches adoption as a placement option for the child, and the
adoptive parents as a caring resource that secures their positive outcomes. Within this
framework, considerations of parenting or family processes are directed towards
understanding what might lead to the best outcomes for the child. Therefore, while many
of the studies seek the self-reported perspective of adopters, there is little focus on
adoptive parents for their own sake.
The current study similarly has its roots firmly embedded in child welfare concerns, and, as
stated reflexively Chapter 1, originates in social work practice dilemmas associated with
permanence planning for vulnerable children in care. However, it also acknowledges that,
while adoptive parents are interested in the well-being of their children, the child welfare
policy and service agenda does not necessarily reflect the reality of their experience.
Adopters have expressed their own motivation to adopt in self-related, rather than
altruistic terms (Smith and Logan, 2002) and generally do not see themselves as offering a
child care solution or placement (Rustin, 2008). Rather, adoption is viewed by many
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adopters as a means of creating a family and enjoying the rewards of a loving parent-child
relationship (Smith and Logan, 2002; Triseliotis et al, 2005; McSherry el al, 2008).
The phenomenological approach taken by this study is an attempt to move away from a
policy, service or outcomes driven questions to focus on the person. It has the
straightforward aim of finding out what it is like to be an adoptive parent. This will reveal
what the most salient aspects of parenthood are from the adopters' perspective, and the
ways in which these coincide with or diverge from the perspectives of researchers,
practitioners and policy makers.
Because consideration of adoption is predominantly located in questions of child welfare
policy, practice and service delivery, it is viewed in the literature as a special case. This is
reflected in its near-invisibility in the general sociological, anthropological or family process
literature (Terrell and Modell, 1994; Logan, 2013). There is therefore a need to connect
adoptive parenthood with theory and evidence on parenthood generally. In order to do
this, research needs to approach adoptive parents, not as placement providers or carers,
but as parents first and foremost, or as parents by adoption rather than adoptive parents.
This is more accurately reflective of their legal position and stated motivations and desires.
The interpretative aspect of this study therefore looks to the work reviewed above, but
also beyond the adoption-specific literature in order to locate the experience of adoptive
parents both within the body of adoption research and within more general theories of
parenthood and family life.

The contribution of the phenomenological interpretative approach
Much of the reviewed research is based on an assumption of self-reflexivity of adopters
(Dunbar et al, 2006) and therefore asks them to comment on their own beliefs and
behaviours and those of others, guiding this reflection with structured or semi-structured
interview formats. The questions asked of the subsequent interview data are mostly based
on theory-driven hypotheses, or seek answers to particular practice or policy debates or
dilemmas. Many of the studies also, however, suppose that individuals are not necessarily
fully aware of, or able to comment on, the dynamics of the relationships in which they are
involved

(Grotevant,

2006). Self-report methods are therefore supplemented

by

standardised psychometric tests and observations of behaviour, e.g. Kaye's (Kaye and
Warren, 1988; Kaye, 1990) observations of family group discussions. These studies are
based on hypotheses of what the researchers expect might be happening at an individual,
dyadic or family level.
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The inductive phenomenological approach of IPA in the current study is useful for
unearthing aspects of the phenomenon that could not be conceived of or previously
anticipated by the researcher. The new insights revealed in this small scale study can then
be taken up in future research and subjected to larger-scale empirical testing.
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3. Methodology
Introduction
The aim of this chapter is to enhance the rigour of the study by ensuring transparency
(Yardley, 2000) through detailed descriptions of the guiding principles and methodological
practicalities of each stage of the research. The sections below systematically describe both
the theoretical underpinnings and practical outworking of the main stages of the research
project from its design and aims through the process of recruitment, data collection and
data analysis.

The aims of the study
The overarching question this study seeks to answer is 'what is it like to be an adoptive
parent in the context of open adoption?' The rationale for asking this question and the
definitions given to 'open adoption' and 'parenthood' within the study are set out in
Chapter 1. The focus of this study was on the participants' subjective experience of
adoptive parenthood, and the meanings they attribute to their experiences, rather than on
any measurable outcomes. The experience of this phenomenon within the contemporary
context of open adoption is a relatively unexplored area of social life. Therefore a
qualitative design and an inductive, exploratory research strategy were employed.
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (Smith, 1996; Smith et al, 2009) was chosen as
the research methodology because its phenomenological approach is useful for answering
'what is it like?' questions (Smith, 2011), and its interpretative focus allows the sense
making of the participants to be located within and linked to wider social meanings and
constructs. The need for further exploration of adoptive parents' experience of openness in
the form of post-adoption contact was identified from the findings of the Northern Ireland
Care Pathways and Outcomes Study (McSherry et al, 2008; McSherry et al, 2013). IPA was
the method of qualitative data analysis used in phase 2 of that study, therefore its use here
is also linked to the established research heritage on which this project builds.
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Aims
1.

To increase

an understanding of the experience of contemporary adoptive

parenthood;
2.

To increase

an understanding of the impact of changes in adoption policy and

practices of openness on adoptive family life;
3.

To allow the voices of adoptive parents to be heard;

4.

To generate new ways of conceptualising adoptive parenthood and open adoption;

5.

To identify and disseminate suggestions for good social work practice in adoption.

Within the broad research question there were areas of particular interest around which
the topic guide for the semi-structured interviews was designed. In relation to the context
of open adoption, the study was particularly interested in exploring the nature and extent
of birth family contact experienced by the sample of families and how arrangements had
evolved post-adoption. The areas of particular interest in relation to the experience of
adoptive parenthood were: whether adoptive parents' experiences of parenting differed
according to the type of post-adoption contact with birth family; adoptive parents'
communication with their adopted children and ability to satisfy their curiosity and
information needs; adoptive parents' experience of bonding with their adopted child; and
their satisfaction with the experience of adoption. Given the age of the participants'
adopted children at the time of the interview, of particular interest also were the benefits
and dilemmas associated with open adoption for families with children in early
adolescence.
These areas of interest arose from an initial scoping review of the literature on post
adoption contact and on adoptive parenting, from an earlier project exploring post
adoption contact (MacDonald and McSherry, 2011), from my own experience as an
adoption social worker, and from a process of consultation with a small number of
adoption agency practitioners and young adopted adults.

Ethical considerations
Because the adoptive parents were identified through HSC Trust records, and contacted
initially by Trust staff, ethical approval was sought and granted by The Office for Research
Ethics Committees

Northern

Ireland

(ORECNI). This broadened out the ethical

accountability of the study beyond the university. The different phases of the research
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project presented different ethical issues. At the recruitment stage the main ethical
considerations were to ensure the confidentiality of potential participants and to elicit fully
informed consent. During data collection, the protocol for interviewing was designed to:
minimise the potential for participants to be upset; provide confidentiality; respond to
potential child protection concerns; and ensure the safety of the researcher. At the stage of
analysis, the main ethical priorities were to maintain effective data protection procedures,
ensure a 'truthful' analysis by enabling ongoing auditing of the analysis by my supervisor,
and preserving the anonymity of participants in the write-up. The practical safeguards put
in place, in response to these ethical considerations, are detailed in the ORECNI application
form (Appendix 3, p.6-7 and p.12-16). Reflections on the outworking of these ethical
considerations at the various stages of the research are documented throughout this
chapter.
In order to identify and address ethical issues throughout the study more fully I consulted
broadly with the community of practice (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009), making the project
accountable to: the social work community by having the director of BAAF Nl participate as
third supervisor; the participant community by having adoptive parents review the
recruitment and consent literature and interview guide; and the academic community by
seeking peer review from university colleagues.
In my overall approach to ethics, I was guided by Connolly's (2003) principles for research
with vulnerable groups. Although adoptive parents would not necessarily be considered a
vulnerable group of research participants, the personal and sensitive nature of the topics
under investigation had the potential to be unsettling, or undermining of their confidence
and self-esteem. In designing and conducting the data collection I also referred to Kvale
and Brinkmann's (2009) guidance for ethical qualitative interviewing, and throughout the
analysis I found Willig's (2012) comments on the ethics of interpretation useful for
reflexively auditing my interpretative approach.

The Care Pathways and Outcomes Study
The topic of this research project was originally identified from the findings of phase 2 of
the Northern Ireland Care Pathways and Outcomes study (McSherry et al, 2008). This is a
longitudinal study which has been tracking outcomes for a full population of children
(n=374) who were under five years old and 'Looked After' by social services in Northern
Ireland on 31st March, 2000. Phase One of the study, Care Pathways and Outcomes:
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Multiple Placements (2000 - 2003), examined the placement outcomes for this population
of children and the factors which may influence the type of placement the children are
provided with. Phase two. Care Pathways and Outcomes: the Carer's Perspective, was
completed in 2006 and focused on the views and experiences of a sub-sample of the
children's current carers. By this stage almost all the children were established in long-term
placements, including adoption, long-term foster care or living with their birth family. The
study examined how the children were doing in each of these placements. Phase three of
study, Care Pathways and Outcomes: the Children's Perspective (McSherry et al., , 2013),
began in 2006 and examined the children's outcomes on a range of self-report and carerreport standardised measures, and examined the children's own views on issues such as
family relationships, sense of belonging and pathways through care.

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, which has its theoretical foundations in both
phenomenology and hermeneutics (Eatough and Smith, 2008), is concerned with the
individual's subjective report of the phenomenon under examination. In seeking to
understand experience from the participants' point of view, the researcher does not
approach the data with a specific hypothesis. Rather, the researcher must set aside their
preconceptions of the phenomenon in order to understand experience from the
participants' view point, only later drawing upon their own knowledge and experience to
make an interpretation of the participant's account.
Within this study IPA is conceptualised as a methodology (Silverman, 2006), rather than a
method of data analysis, in that it provided a set of principles that framed the general
approach to the research and steered the approach to sampling, data collection, data
analysis and presentation of the findings. The essential features of an IPA study are that it
is: a) phenomenological; b) interpretative; and c) ideographic (Smith et al, 2009). This
section sets out the theoretical foundations to each of these core aspects of the
methodology as they apply in this study. The way in which these were outworked is
described in the step-by-step description of the various stages of the research process that
follows.

Phenomenology
IPA is phenomenological in that it is concerned with individual subjective experience, and
seeks to access the personal worlds of others (Brocki and Wearden, 2006). Since social
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behaviour is meaningful to its actors it therefore needs to be understood from their point
of view (Bryman, 2004). To do this the researcher must set aside their view of the
phenomenon and engage with the other's account. Only once an understanding is reached
of the meaning of the experience of the phenomenon to the participant, does the
researcher then draw upon their own knowledge and experience to make an interpretation
and analysis of the accounts of individual participants, and to synthesise this analysis across
participants.
It is impossible for the researcher to gain direct access to participants' experience of the
phenomenon under investigation, so hermeneutics is employed to gain an understanding
of that experience via the language participants use to describe it (Willig, 2001). The
participant's account is the phenomenon with which the researcher engages, and their role
is to understand someone else's experience on the basis of their description of it. However,
to do this the researcher must suspend their own preconceptions about the phenomenon
through a process of 'bracketing'.
The idea of bracketing in phenomenology was introduced by Husserl (1927, cited in Smith
et al, 2009) to describe the individual setting to one side their taken-for-granted
experiencing of the world in order to focus on their perceptions of that world. For the
researcher this means setting aside their own ideas and scientific theories about the
phenomenon, which act as a 'screen' from the participants' lived experience (Smith et al,
2009, p.15), in order to engage with the participant's account. While this study does make
an assumption that the context of open adoption might shape the experience of the
phenomenon of adoptive parenthood, prior assumptions about the nature of the
contextual influence on experience are suspended.
It was helpful to think of the term 'bracketing' as a mathematical metaphor for the process
of phenomenological reduction (Gearing, 2004). Like in an equation, my assumptions,
theories, biases and prior experiences were placed outside of the brackets in order to
facilitate focused consideration of each interview transcript, and once an empathic
understanding of their experience (see below) was 'worked out' the components outside
the brackets could be reintegrated and applied to the analysis. This was achieved by
reflexively detailing my assumptions and experience on coming into the research, and by
avoiding research questions that posed specific hypotheses. In the early stages of the
analysis, a reflexive diary was used to 'bracket' emerging interpretations. This allowed
thoughts to

be

captured,

preserved

and then

relinquished, thereby freeing-up

concentration to pay close attention to the transcripts in order to actively engage with the
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participants. These notes were later referred to in order to develop an interpretative
understanding of the data, as part of a cyclical approach to bracketing (Smith, Flowers and
Larkin, 2009).
A thorough literature review was postponed until emergent themes had been identified for
each of the interview transcripts in turn.

Interpretation
It is impossible for the researcher to gain direct access to the life-worlds of others (Willig,
2001). The state of mind of the other individual cannot be reconstructed by the researcher,
so they must draw upon their own knowledge and experience in order to understand the
participant's account. Therefore the phenomenological analysis produced is always an
interpretation of the participant's experience. The dual approach which is signalled by the
term Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, is reflective of the work of Martin
Heidegger who married phenomenology with interpretive practice in his development of
hermeneutical phenomenology. This is based on the premise that the phenomena of
existence always require interpretation, with hermeneutics defined as the art of
interpretation (Moran, 2000).
Texts, including transcriptions of talk, provide the researcher with a means to access
participants' experience. An ethical criticism of IPA is that it is reliant on language and a
level of sophistication in verbal expression (Willig, 2007), potentially excluding those who
find it difficult to communicate their experiences verbally or in writing.
The aim of interpretation in IPA is to combine the hermeneutics of empathy (Ricoeur, 1970,
cited in Smith et al, 2009) with the hermeneutics of questioning in order to draw out or
uncover the meaning of experience (Smith, 2004). Thus, the researcher aims to find out
what the experience is like from the participant's view point, or stand in their place, but
also to stand alongside the participant and view their experience from a different angle,
asking questions derived from scientific theory in order to illuminate the experience from a
different perspective. The framing of the aims of this research project in terms of
'understanding' the experience of adoptive parenthood reflects both the empathic and the
inquisitive meanings of the verb 'to understand'. The research seeks to empathically
'understand' what adoptive parenthood is like for the participants, and to adopt a
questioning attitude in order to analyse and make sense of the phenomenon.
The IPA researcher engages in two levels of interpretation. The first involves making sense
of the experience of the participant who is in turn making sense of their own experience of
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the phenomenon, in what has been referred to as a 'double hermeneutic' (Smith and
Osborne, 2003). The researcher then develops a second-order interpretation of their own
analysis in the light of social scientific theory and others' research (Bryman, 2004). In this
way the researcher is able to offer a theoretically-informed perspective, or to bring addedvalue, by connecting the individual account to a larger data set and scientific theory (Smith
et al, 2009). Interpretation should be developed from within the text of the interview, and
the choice of theoretical constructs used to understand the phenomenon should be guided
by the data (Smith, 2004). As is detailed in the findings chapters, reference is made to
existing adoption-specific literature to guide interpretations, but the themes emerging
from the data highlighted the relational nature of adoptive parenthood. This required a
looking beyond familiar theory and research in order to develop an understanding of the
accounts.
A key tenet of IPA is that the interpretative analysis is iterative and new knowledge is
generated through repeated loops of the hermeneutic circle which describes the
relationship between the part and the whole at any given point in the analysis. To
understand the meaning of a word it needs to be interpreted in the context of a whole
sentence, the meaning of a section of talk is interpreted in the context of the whole
interview and each interview is linked to the whole body of data. As each new part is
analysed, the researcher looks back over the whole to see if new interpretations emerge.
Similarly, as prior knowledge and existing theory are applied to the interpretation of a part
of a participant's account, its validity is checked against the whole interview and the whole
set of transcripts is reviewed in light of this interpretative insight. How this was achieved in
practice is detailed later in this chapter.

Ideography
IPA is ideographic rather than nomothetic in that it is concerned with the particular rather
than with identifying general laws that apply at a population level (Smith et al, 2009). This
commitment to the particular is reflected in the depth and detail of the analysis that
involves a fine-grained, line by line examination of each interview transcript. It is also
reflected in the aim of understanding how the particular phenomenon (adoptive
parenthood) is experienced from the perspective of particular people (adoptive parents in
Northern Ireland) in a particular context (contemporary open adoption). The small,
purposively selected and similarly situated sample of participants recruited for this study
facilitated this ideographic approach.
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An ideographic focus is distinct from an idiosyncratic focus and emphasis on the particular
is distinct from emphasis on the individual (Smith et al, 2009). While each participant offers
a unique perspective on the phenomenon of interest, the aim of the research with a group
of participants is to foreground what is shared across accounts in order to better
understand the nature of the phenomenon and not just an individual's idiosyncratic
experiences of it (Willig, 2007). A key challenge in the current study was to represent the
voice of individuals alongside claims made at a group level. The use of direct quotations
and participant pseudonyms in the write-up of the findings is a deliberate attempt to retain
the focus on each 'particular' participant's experience, and capture and communicate the
emotional tone of their account (Willig, 2007).
The process of analysis, as detailed later in the chapter, was ideographic in that it began
with a detailed analysis of each case before moving to an examination of similarities and
differences across cases. The final analysis reflects the patterns of experience and meaning
that are shared across the whole group of participants, represented by the super-ordinate
themes, while retaining each participant's distinctive voice and their nuanced variations in
experience.

Sampling and recruitment
Qualitative research does not aim to estimate the distribution of a particular feature in a
population, but seeks to generalise about the nature of a social process (Gobo, 2007). In
keeping with this, studies using IPA take an ideographic approach to understanding the
basic features and social processes that comprise the phenomenon under investigation. In
this context the sample of participants were selected on the basis of their social
significance and, similar to most studies using IPA, there was no intention to achieve a
representative sample in terms of either population or probability (Brocki and Wearden,
2006). To include a sample size large enough to be representative would have
compromised the depth of the analysis (Yardley, 2000).
A small, purposively selected sample of participants was recruited on the basis of their
homogeneity of experience. All the participants had adopted unrelated children from care,
as is the norm in Northern Ireland (Kelly and McSherry, 2003), all within the same
legislative and policy framework, and all experienced adoption within a similar culture of
openness. Selecting a small, homogenous sample of participants is in keeping with the
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idiographic commitment of IPA, and facilitated the fine-grained hermeneutic analysis
required by the method (Eatough and Smith, 2008).
The sample was drawn from the population studied by the Care Pathways and Outcomes
Study. As noted earlier, this longitudinal research has tracked the placement histories of
the full population of children (n=374) who were aged under five years and in care in
Northern Ireland on the 31st March, 2000. Some children had no direct involvement at any
stage with the Care Pathways and Outcomes study because they were not included in sub
samples randomly selected for interviews in Phases two and three. Consequently, the
sample for this study was recruited from that group of adoptive parents, representing 85
children, who had not previously been approached. At the time of recruitment the children
ranged in age from 9yrs to 13yrs, with half in the 10-llyr age group. The majority (n=61)
were aged under lyr when they first became Looked After. Most of the children (n=73)
were adopted between 2000 and 2004, therefore the length of time adopted ranged from
2yrs to 8yrs.
Selecting from a full population on a specific date ensured that all the participants
experienced the phenomenon of adoptive parenthood in a similar socio-historical context
and that all variations of the phenomenon were likely to be represented (Gobo, 2007).
The research plan was to recruit the full sample of 85 families to take part in the first phase
of data collection. This was a telephone questionnaire (Appendix 7) designed to find out
what arrangements for birth family contact were in place across this full group of families.
From the telephone survey it was hoped to recruit a smaller sample to take part in phase
two of the research, the semi-structured interview.
Due to access difficulties outlined below, adoptive parents from 22 families completed the
telephone survey, 5 of these did not wish to take part in the semi-structured interview
phase, and in one case the semi-structured interview was not completed as the participant
was called out to work. Therefore, 29 adoptive parents from 16 families took part in semistructured interviews as detailed below. Two of these were lone mothers, and one
adoptive mother was interviewed alone as her husband was unwell. In the remaining 13
families the adoptive mother and father were interviewed jointly, as discussed below.
The original expectation of the study, based on classifications of structural openness in the
adoption literature (Grotevant, 2000), was that participants would be experiencing one of
three types of birth family contact arrangement: direct face-to-face contact, indirect letter
contact, or no contact. An underlying assumption of the original approach to recruitment
was that each of these three categories of contact would fundamentally alter the context
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of openness in which adoptive parenthood was experienced. Therefore, the plan was to
recruit three distinct groups of adoptive parents to participate in interviews, with fifteen
participants in each based on the type of birth family contact- direct, indirect and none.
The intention was to carry out three separate IPA analyses on the three distinct groups of
participants and to make a comparison of findings. However, during the first phase of data
collection, the telephone survey, it became apparent that participants' experience of
structural openness did not fall neatly into one of these categories. Due to the difficulty in
identifying discrete groups, it was decided to approach the 16 sets of adoptive parents as a
single sample. Table 1 below shows the contact that was taking place at the time of the
telephone survey. This illustrates the complexity of arrangements that made it difficult to
separate the participants into discrete groupings by contact type.

Table 1 - Contact arrangements
Adoptive

Dual approved

Short-term

total

fostering
Face-to-face

Julia

Birth parent

Laura + Kevin
Rebecca

+

4
Peter

Amanda + Arthur
Face-to-face

Mary + Brendan

Grandparent

Gail + Frank

3

Mia + Jack

Face-to-face

Loretta + Pedar

Amanda + Arthur

Gail + Frank

sibling

Valerie + Daniel

Rebecca + Peter

Margaret + Bert

Mary + Brendan

Mia + Jack

9

Grace+ Terry

Indirect

Andrea

Birth parent

Pat + Angela

Indirect

Wilma

Rebecca + Peter

3

1

Grand parent
Indirect

0

Sibling
No Contact

Jeremy+ Cora

2

Caroline + Chris
5

6

5
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During the interview the participants all told complex stories of changes in arrangements
over time, and the majority had experienced more or less contact, in different forms, with
different birth relatives at some time since their child was placed. Those families who
fostered their child on a dual approved basis prior to adoption all experienced direct birth
parent contact prior to adoption, therefore, all of the participants had experienced some
form of birth family contact at some stage.
The Care Pathways and Outcomes Study identified three distinct routes to adoption:
adoptive placements where adoption was the explicit care plan; dual approved placements
where prospective adopters cared for the child on a foster care basis pending the outcome
of court proceedings; and foster care placements that were originally intended to be short
term but where the child's care plan was changed to adoption. It was anticipated that the
particular route to adoption might influence the subsequent arrangements for structural
openness. However, as Table 1 illustrates, no distinct patterns of contact emerged across
these three groups.
The smaller the number of cases the more fine-grained and nuanced the analysis can be.
This is illustrated by the analysis of the accounts from the small group of participants who
experienced unplanned birth family contact during their child's adolescence (MacDonald
and McSherry, 2013). Although IPA research has recently moved towards smaller sample
sizes and case study approaches (Smith et al, 2009), the final sample size in this study
follows the trend in IPA research at the time the fieldwork was conducted, with numbers of
participants ranging from one to thirty (Brocki and Wearden, 2006) and a mean number of
participants of fifteen (Reid et al, 2005).
The sample were recruited from all five Health and Social Care Trusts in Northern Ireland
and this was important since regional variations in adoption practice have been noted
(McSherry et al, 2013), and it was deemed important to ensure that the context for the
experience of adoptive parenthood was not region-specific.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
All participants were recruited from the adoptive parents of a group (n=85) of the children
identified within the Care Pathways and Outcomes Study who had no prior direct
participation in that study. The main inclusion criteria were that they were adoptive
parents and that they gave full and informed consent to participate.
The method of analysis (IPA) requires a fine grained hermeneutic analysis of what the
participant says about their experience and this in turn requires the researcher to be able
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to fully understand the language used. It was expected that since all prospective
participants would have undergone the adoption assessment process in Northern Ireland
they were likely to be comfortable communicating in the researcher's first language which
is English. The research protocol established the proviso that if an individual were to
indicate that they would like to take part in an interview and that their first language was
not English, whether to include that person as a participant was to be decided on the basis
of their own assessment of the likelihood that they would be able to fully communicate
their views to the researcher. The use of translators was not considered practicable and
would have confounded the analysis process. Therefore the main exclusion criteria was
that participants would not be recruited if they were not comfortable being interviewed in
English.
The ethical implications of this are acknowledged in that it requires the interviewee to
conform to the language of the researcher which is also the dominant language of
Northern Irish society. No prospective participants were excluded from the research on the
basis of this criterion. However, reflective of the inclusion and exclusion criteria, all letters
of invitation and the participant information sheet were written in English with no
translations available. It may be that some potential participants, for whom English was not
their first language, were discouraged from responding to these communications, thereby
restricting the ethnic diversity of the research.

Ethical Recruitment
The process of recruitment was designed to ensure the confidentiality of potential
participants and to elicit fully informed consent. In order to protect the confidentiality of
prospective participants, all were initially contacted via gate keepers in each of the HSC
Trusts for Northern Ireland, and their contact details only given to the researcher after
their informed consent had been given. The flowchart (Appendix 2) outlines the stages and
timescales of the process of recruitment. An account of how this recruitment strategy was
implemented is detailed in the Research Protocol (Appendix 1, p.5).
Full and comprehensive information on the nature and purpose of the study was given to
potential participants to allow them to make an informed choice about participation. This
included what the study aimed to achieve, what was expected from participants in terms of
time commitment and personal disclosure, what would happen to the data, and the
procedures in place for maintaining confidentiality. The potential value of the study was
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highlighted to participants in order to encourage them to take part. It was made clear that
there was personal gain for the researcher in the form of achieving a PhD.
Participants were then given the opportunity to opt into or out of the research at three
explicit time points and also told that if they chose to take part that they could
subsequently withdraw at any time without needing to provide a reason.
Very few of the adoptive families were receiving formal post-adoption social work services,
and many had had no contact with the adoption agency since the Adoption Order had been
made, in some cases up to eight years previously. It was considered unethical to send
introductory letters unless the social work manager was sure that the address on file was
still correct or had been updated. Therefore, many fewer than the anticipated 85 families
were contacted, although the majority who received a letter did consent to participate in
the telephone questionnaire. As a consequence of this, the sample was mainly comprised
of adoptive parents who have had some ongoing contact with social services following their
child's adoption, either because they had adopted further children or because they sought
assistance with contact arrangements.

Data Collection
The first phase of data collection was to profile the type and extent of birth family contact
experienced by the participants via a brief telephone survey. The data on contact
arrangements gathered via this survey are presented in Table 1 above. While this gave a
preliminary overview of the context of structural openness for the sample, the small
number of participants who completed it (n=22), and the fact that these were mainly
families who had remained in contact with social services post-adoption, meant that the
data generated by the survey cannot be taken as indicative of the type and level of birth
family contact across adoptive families in Northern Ireland. The telephone conversation to
complete the questionnaire provided an important opportunity to explain the study,
answer queries and recruit participants to the second and main phase of data collection via
semi-structured interview, which is detailed in the following section.

Rationale for choosing interviews
The analysis and findings of any study are dependent on the data produced. Within IPA, as
with other phenomenological approaches, the goal is to uncover individual subjective
experience, accessed via what the individual says about it. Therefore, the participants
should be facilitated to talk freely and at length and to reflectively develop their ideas in
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order to produce 'rich data' (Smith et al, 2009). Interviews are suited to phenomenological
research as they allow participants to give lengthy and detailed descriptions of experience
and for these to be probed and explored by the interviewer (Wimpenny and Gass, 2000).
The majority of published qualitative research has collected data via interviews (Silverman,
2006), and the originators of IPA have anticipated that the majority of studies that use this
qualitative method will do likewise (Smith et al, 2009). Interviews are considered
appropriate for data capture in IPA studies since:
'they are easily managed; allow rapport to be developed; allow participants to
think, speak and be heard; and are well suited to in-depth and personal discussion'
(Reid et al, 2005, p.22).
A further advantage of semi-structured interviews is that, by organising the talk in the same
way for all cases, they facilitate analysis of larger numbers of interview transcripts, and the
identification of shared themes across accounts.
The quality of data produced by semi-structured interviews, and thus the extent to which
the experience can be understood and interpreted, is then bounded by the participant's
ability to use language to articulate their thoughts, feelings and experiences (Brocki and
Wearden, 2006), and by the interviewers ability to assist them in that process. Irrespective
of the style of questioning employed, the use of interviews to gain an account of the
authentic experience of the subject remains problematic. Respondents can give 'unreliable'
accounts through poor recall or through wishing to present themselves as a good
interviewee or as "a specific type of person in relation to this specific topic" (Rapley, 2007,
p.16). Additionally, words have the potential for misinterpretation no matter how carefully
questions are formulated and responses analysed.
This study accepts the constructionist view that "interviews are not neutral tools of data
gathering but active interactions between two....people leading to negotiated, contextually
based results"(Fontana and Frey, 2000, p.646). Also, that the nature of the social dynamic
created between interviewer and interviewee inevitably shapes the account that is
generated (Rapley, 2007). What any of us say about any particular experience differs
according to who we are talking to, where we are and what has been said before, or the
local interactional context of the interview, which is in turn embedded in the wider
historical and cultural context (Rapley, 2007). The interview data should not therefore be
read as a set of facts, or the account of experience, but as a version of reality, an account
that is constructed within a specific context. However, I would argue that these accounts
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do reveal something of the personal relevance and meaning of the phenomenon for the
participant (Eatough and Smith, 2008), albeit in a given context, at a given time.
At the core of IPA is a belief that that an individual's lifeworld is not merely a linguistic
construction, but that the stories participants tell about their lives have personal relevance
and significance. IPA shares with realism the belief that there is an external reality that can
be accessed through what those who experience that reality say about it (Reid, Flowers and
Larkin, 2005) while also acknowledging that the interview produces one of a number of
possible different accounts of that reality, and one which is not constructed by the
participant alone but is also shaped by the researcher.

Interviewing couples
Parenting in many adoptive families in Northern Ireland is jointly undertaken and
experienced by the adoptive mother and adoptive father, therefore parenthood, like most
household realities (Valentine, 1999), was a shared experience for the majority of the
participants. Therefore, in two parent families, both were invited to participate jointly, and
all but one couple arranged to be interviewed jointly.
This is an approach used in previous IPA studies (see for example, Touroni and Coyle, 2002;
DeVisser and McDonald, 2007), and in qualitative family research. A review by Beitin (2008)
of the top three marriage and family therapy journals found that in 36% of studies
published between 1990 and 2006 data was collected through interviews with couples or
families together. An earlier review of studies using joint interviewing (Arksey, 1996) found
that couples engage in collaboration and rhetorical practices that produce a consensual
account of shared reality. Based on their own research experience, Seymour et al (1995)
noted that joint interviews are generally favoured by couples, and participants report
feeling more comfortable and confident with their partner present.
The joint interviews produced a single account constructed from two view points. This is
appropriate to the aim of the study which is to examine adoptive parenthood, not
motherhood or fatherhood, recognising parenthood in two parent families to be a
collaborative endeavour. Most households tend to have an informal spokesperson on
family matters (Valentine, 1999) and interviewing mother/father couples allowed
parenthood to be explored with both the individuals jointly involved in it, and avoided
obtaining only the spokesperson's account of the shared experience.
Interview questions were posed to the couple, rather than to either individual or to each in
turn. This was designed to encourage a negotiated account to which each partner could
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contribute their perspective (Touroni and Coyle, 2002). In most of the interviews both the
mother and father contributed more or less equally to the conversation. In situations
where one partner dominated and tended to act as spokesperson, the quieter partner's
perspective was elicited by directing the same question again to them specifically or asking
explicitly if their perspective was different in any way from their partner's.
The potential for the interview to generate an acceptable 'public' account, noted above, is
potentially exacerbated in couple interviews where, in addition to the researcher, each
partner becomes an audience for the other's account, with each needing to present
themselves favourably to the other (Seymour et al, 1995). However, the joint interview also
allowed couples to validate one another's accounts by corroborating, or by challenging and
modifying one another's statements (Valentine, 1999). The participants often sought
validation from their partner with questions such as 'isn't that right' and 'do you agree'.
These were most often responded to affirmatively and with supplementary detail.
However, on occasions the partner replied with a divergent perspective that led to
negotiation between the couple to combine both view-points into a single collaborative
position. Any significant disagreements between partners are reported in the findings
(Beitin, 2008), although very few occurred. The dynamics of the joint interview elicited
more detailed talk because partners encouraged one another to expand on their version of
events.
It is acknowledged, that since mothers and fathers tend to have different roles in families
their perspectives on family life may at times differ greatly (Grotevant, 2000). However, it
was not an aim of the research to compare the experiences of mothers and fathers, which
would have required separate interviews (Beitin, 2008). Therefore, couples were
interviewed jointly but given explicit permission at the beginning of the interview to voice
any divergent views.
Detailing the practical and resource considerations that influence the research design is an
important component of reflexivity (Seymour et al, 1995). The choice to interview couples
jointly made more onerous demands on participants' time and child care arrangements.
Some chose to take time out of work in order to be interviewed together while their
children were out at school. Others chose to be interviewed in the evening and this
disrupted family time for participants, their children and for the researcher's family. Finding
a time that suited both partners was more difficult and led to a protracted period of
fieldwork. Since joint interviews were more demanding and difficult to arrange follow-up
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interviews that might have generated greater depth of data were ruled out on ethical and
practical grounds.

The interview guide
In guiding the direction of the conversation through their choice of questions and by
deciding what responses to follow up on, the interviewer retains overarching control of the
direction of the interview (Rapley, 2007). By formulating topic areas for discussion in the
interview they are, in effect, structuring the analysis, and therefore the results, before the
data collection begins (Brocki and Wearden, 2006).
With the relatively large, in IPA terms, sample in this study there was a need to maintain
some consistency across the interviews to ensure that all participants were being asked
about the same phenomena. The unstructured interview allows participant selfdetermination, but might result in interviews that are about such disparate topics that they
become impossible to analyse as a group. A tightly structured interview format would not
have facilitated the exploratory questioning that is the core aim of the study and an
essential feature of the methodology. Therefore, as a means of bridging these two
positions, a semi-structure interview format was employed based around an interview
guide followed with all participants, but loosely so.
The interview guide (Appendix 9) was based on a personal pre-existing conceptual map of
the phenomenon (Wimpenny and Gass, 2000) which had also shaped the research aims.
The guide was used as an aide-memoir (Smith et al, 2009) to the topics to be covered
rather than a questionnaire to be followed rigidly in each case. Thus the interview
remained flexible to allow participants to raise issues of importance to themselves, but that
had not previously been considered.
Having a stock of pre-considered and carefully worded prompts facilitated the flow of the
interview as they freed me up from having to formulate my questions 'on the spot',
allowing me to be a more attentive and responsive interviewer. Using the guide helped me
avoid questioning that was unhelpfully leading, suggestive or unclear (Kadushin and
Kadushin, 1997, cited in Trevithick, 2005, pl59).
Each question and prompt was carefully evaluated to ensure that it contributed
thematically to the research by eliciting responses that would meet the research aims, and
dynamically by promoting the flow of the interaction and stimulating talk (Kvale and
Brinkmann, 2009). The interview guide was also reviewed by adoption social workers,
adoptive parents and academic colleagues to check that it would elicit data likely to meet
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the research aims, that it was sensitively and clearly worded, an) to identify any relevant
topic or areas of investigation that had been overlooked.
Following basic principles of interviewing learned through socialwork training (Trevithick,
2005), and Kvale and Brinkmann's (2009) guidance on conducing qualitative research
interviews, the interview guide was composed of open-ended ron-leading questions that
allowed the participants freedom of choice over what to divulge aid freedom of expression
to answer in their own words and in their own time. These vere supplemented with
prompts that allowed me to probe deeper the meaning of certairresponses. The questions
and prompts were designed to elicit nuanced descriptions of actial experience of adoptive
parenthood, rather than general opinion or attitudes (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009),
therefore they had an experiential focus (Willig, 2007). If paricipants talked of issues
related to adoption or parenthood generally they were promptedto give examples of these
from their own lives.
The questions were intended to encourage participants to assime what Husserl (1927,
cited in Smith et al, 2009, p.12) refers to as a 'phenomenologcal attitude' in order to
reflexively turn their gaze inward to consider their own perceptons of their experiences.
This allowed the participants to develop new insights and awireness in the course of
talking about their experience, and this opportunity for change s identified by Kvale and
Brinkmann (2009) as an essential feature of qualitative interviewiig.
Following the guide loosely and flexibly, rather than in a strictly stuctured way, allowed me
to modify my questions in light of responses and to enquire furtier about issues raised by
participants, while also sticking to the point of the interview.

Conducting the interviews
All of the interviews took place in the participants' home, althoigh they were offered the
option of an alternative location of their choice, and all lasted appoximately 1.5 hours.
I started the interview by recapping the information they had gi\en me in response to the
telephone survey and this helped build rapport by providing assuance that the information
they were giving was valued. My first question asked participant to recount key moments
in their adoptive experience. I suggested to all participants that hey could use a time line
drawing (Guenette and Marshall, 2009) to aid recollection and stricture their recounting of
their 'story', and demonstrated what this might look like. Howexer, none wished to frame
their answers around this representational activity, and seemedto be able to freely recall
the narrative of the child's placement and their development ;s a family to date. Once
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factual information had been elicited through this introductory concrete question (Kvale
and Brinkmann, 2009) the participants seemed to settle into a more reflective state of
mind and subsequent questions and probes encouraged then to talk in more depth about
experiences beyond the simple re-telling of facts.
Adoptive parents will have experienced numerous social work interviews for the purposes
of assessment. In order to avoid the perception of the research interview as an assessment,
given my social work background, I assured participants that I no longer worked in
adoption service provision and gave assurances about anonymity and the boundaries of
confidentiality. I also gave them explicit permission to deviate from my questions and to
raise topics of their own.
A basic requirement for interviewers in phenomenological studies is that they are
interested in what participants have to say (Wimpenny and Gass, 2000). My interest in the
participants and their stories emanated from my personal and professional motivations for
embarking on the research, as outlined in Chapter 1, and was actualised through skills of
active listening honed through social work practice. I demonstrated respect through a
gentle approach to questioning and probing, allowing participants to finish what they
wished to say without interrupting, and allowing silence and time for complex ideas to be
put into words. Sensitive, empathic listening to the emotional content of what was said
enabled me to judge whether a topic provoked difficult emotions and when to offer a
pause. Active listening encouraged the participants to talk more fully and helped to
produce quality interview data as I used paraphrasing to ensure that the meaning of
statements was understood and reflecting-back to encourage elaboration on statements
made.
I debriefed (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009) participants at the end of the interview by
recapping briefly the topics we had discussed, indicating that I had no further specific
questions, and asking if there was anything further that they wished to add. I then asked
participants if they were happy for the recording to stop and showed them that the digital
recorder was switched off. All participants at this stage entered into conversations about
their children and their achievements and pointed out family photographs that were on
display.
At the end of each interview I felt that the participants had given a great deal of themselves
to my research project and I was immensely grateful for their generosity, both in terms of
their time and the consideration they gave to their responses. Immediately following each
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interview the participants were sent a hand-written card thanking them for their
participation.

Ethical interviewing
This study touched on subjects that were of a personal and sensitive nature. The interviews
therefore had the potential to be unsettling, upsetting or undermining of participant's selfconfidence. The primary ethical concern during data collection was to minimise the
potential for upset for participants. It was also possible that in the course of the study
information may have been disclosed that caused me to be concerned for the safety or
welfare of a child or vulnerable adult. In order to responsibly take account of the personal
consequences of the interview for participants (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009), and manage
issues of confidentiality and risk, a number of safeguards were put in place and these are
detailed on Pagel2 of the ORECNI application form (Appendix 3). Since I conducted
interviews unaccompanied in participants' homes, a protocol was put in place that would
help ensure my own safety while protecting participant confidentiality (Appendix 4).
The research protocol stated that if a participant became upset then the interview would
be stopped, the voice recorder switched off and they would be given time to compose
themselves. The participant would then be given the choice to either resume or terminate
the interview at that point. None of the participants needed to pause or terminate the
interview in this way. However, during the first interview the participants had to pause the
interview briefly to deal with requests from their children and other routine family matters,
so subsequent participants were given reassurance that it would be acceptable to interrupt
the interview in this way if necessary. While this may have altered the flow of the interview
and subsequently the data collected, I considered it ethically important to allow
participants to prioritise their family commitments in this way. Any interruptions were only
very brief and I gave a brief recap of the recent content of the discussion to facilitate the
participants' re-engagement with the interview.
There is an inherent power asymmetry in research interviews in that the interviewer begins
and ends the conversation, determines the interview topic, poses the questions and
decides which answers to follow up. Rather than seek to eliminate power, which is a
feature of all social interaction, Kvale and Brinkmann (2009) suggest that the research
should deal responsibly with the power asymmetry in the interview. Giving explicit
permission to participants to divulge or withhold information as they wished, to refuse to
answer questions or terminate or pause the interview at any time, was an effort to reduce
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power imbalance by overtly handing over some control of the interview to the participants.
Participation in the research was also potentially beneficial to participants and I hoped that
by creating a context for reflection, they might find the interview an enriching experience
(Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009). Most made comments such as 'I've never really thought
about it like this before', 'now I come to think about it' and 'I'm only just now realising',
suggesting that the interview added a new dimension to their awareness of their own lived
experience.

Ethics of joint interviews
Interviewing couples added an additional ethical dimension in that the research had the
potential to inadvertently expose tensions between partners (Valentine, 1999), or even
provoke friction (Arksey, 1996), in which situation the interviewer must make a judgment
whether to draw attention to and explore disagreements. However, interviewing partners
separately would have raised different and equally difficult ethical issues in that this could
generate anxiety as to the impression of themselves being given by the other partner
without their input or control (Valentine, 1999). Furthermore, interviewing connected
individuals separately also leads to difficulty in maintaining confidentiality as each is likely
to be able to identify their partner's contribution in the final write-up even where this is
anonymised (Peters et al, 2008).
By giving participants explicit permission from the outset to withhold information they
were not happy to divulge, or to pass over any question, I allowed individuals control over
how openly they talked in the hearing of their partner (Beitin, 2008). Consistent with
Arksey's (1996) review of studies using joint interviewing, there was little overt conflict or
disagreement between the partners during the interviews.

Recording and Transcription
Effective IPA analysis requires a verbatim transcript of each entire interview (Smith et al,
2009). With the permission of the participants, the semi-structured interviews were audio
recorded and transcribed. Given the length and intensity of interviews it would not have
been possible to fully and accurately capture what participants said without a recording.
Therefore, participants were told that only recorded interviews would be included in the
analysis. If a participant wished to participate in an interview, but did not want this to be
recorded, they were informed that their views would help inform the researchers'
understanding of the topic but would not be included in the data analysis.
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Prior to transcription pseudonyms were allocated to each participant and their children to
preserve anonymity. The contribution of each partner to the joint interview account was
delineated (Seymour et al, 1995) by starting a new paragraph for each new speaker headed
by their pseudonym.
I chose to transcribe the interviews myself, partly driven by financial constraints, but mainly
because this allowed the detailed familiarity with and immersion in the data (Smith et al,
2009) that is required by the IPA method. Concentrating on the detail of each interview in
order to accurately transcribe it, while listening to the participants talk, allowed me to
reflect on both what was said, and the emotional tone and interactional context in which it
was said. While transcribing the interviews I was able to focus on nuances in the
participants' accounts that I had not been able to notice during the interview where I was
simultaneously listening and formulating my next question. The process of transcription
was, however, very time-consuming and delayed completion of the study. Towards the
end of data collection transcription of two interviews was therefore out-sourced to a typist
experienced in dealing confidentially with research data.
The analytical focus of IPA is on the content rather than the process of participants' talk,
therefore detailed transcription of all linguistic features, for example length of pauses, non
verbal utterances, was not required. Each transcript was a semantic record (Smith et al,
2009) that represented all words spoken and by whom, and significant non-verbal features
such as lengthy pauses or laughter. In order to retain the authenticity of the accounts,
participants' actual talk was recorded including grammatical errors, repetitions and verbal
tics. The latter two were removed from the quotations in the final write up to avoid
distracting the reader.
Early in the data collection, interviews were transcribed immediately following the
interview and were used as a learning tool to refine my interview skills. I reviewed my
questions and probes and highlighted any instances where I had halted the flow of the
interaction, had failed to pursue the participants' line of talk or had diverted them towards
my own agenda. The transcripts were shared with my supervisor who could then audit the
data collection and check that the interviews were being used effectively to answer the
research questions.

Confidentiality
Once data was collected my priority was to ensure ethical management of the personal
information and interview data that participants had entrusted to me. This required
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protocols to be put in place to ensure both the confidentiality and anonymity of
participants. Confidentiality, that is ensuring that participant information was not disclosed
to anyone not authorised to have it (Clark, 2006), was protected through rigorous
adherence to data security measures. These protocols are detailed in Appendix 3, p.16.

Data Analysis
The authors of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis emphasise that the method is not
prescriptive and that there is no definitive way of carrying out this type of analysis.
However, in addition to the theoretical principles outlined above, IPA provides a set of
common processes that guide the analysis from a focus on the particular to identification
of shared themes across participants, and from a descriptive to an interpretative reading of
the data (Smith et al, 2009). The analysis in this study followed the guidance that IPA
originators have found particularly useful for analysing a relatively large sample of
transcripts and integrating themes across a larger number of cases (Smith et al, 1999; Smith
et al, 2009).
The data analysis took the form of an iterative and inductive cycle that involved the
following processes: repeated reading of transcripts; detailed line-by-line analysis of each
participant's transcript; identification of emergent themes for each transcript separately;
identification of shared themes across the corpus of data; dialogue with theory and
literature leading to the development of more interpretative understandings; the
organisation of themes into a hierarchical frame; the use of supervision to audit and test
the credibility of the interpretation; the write-up of a theme-by-theme account of the
interpretative analysis.
The stages of the analysis were designed to facilitate bracketing by directing the analytical
focus in the early stages towards individual participants, then in later stages towards the
group of participants, with a dialogue between the data and theory introduced only after
emergent themes had been identified (Smith et al, 2009). Each of the analytical stages is
detailed in this section, and the final table of themes is presented at the start of Section 2
'The Findings'.

Use of MaxQda
Use of computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software (CAQDAS) to manage the
manual tasks associated with coding and retrieval of themes has become commonplace in
qualitative research (Bryman, 2004). My purpose in using a software package in my analysis
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was four-fold. I aimed to increase the transparency of the study by maintaining a clear
audit trail of analytical decisions; to avoid making mistakes when managing a relatively
large amount of data; to facilitate the organising and re-organising of themes at the various
stages of the analysis; and to make readily obvious recurrences of the themes across the
corpus of data.
I chose the MAXQDA package because of its intuitive user interface that replicates pen and
paper analysis. This package allowed me to annotate each transcript using text memos
(which appear as yellow 'post-it' notes) against sections of the data, and to preserve my
interpretative thoughts in memos attached to each theme for each participant. Thus all the
data, the emergent themes and my conceptual notes on both were available in the one
place and could be viewed simultaneously. A screen shot of the user interface (Appendix
12) illustrates these functions.
The functions of MaxQda also avoids fragmentation and de-contextualisation of the data,
criticisms that have been levelled at the use of CAQDAS generally (Bryman, 2004). Within
the package each transcript, with themes identified, was retained as a whole at all times.
Thus the whole analysis for one participant, or a group of selected participants, or the
whole group could be easily retrieved and viewed at any stage. The package also allowed
the data to be reviewed thematically with the ability to retrieve the data extracts attached
to a particular theme across all or selected participants.
Three versions of the analysis were saved in MAXQDA, each building on the one before and
corresponding to the stages of identification of individual themes, identification of shared
themes, and developing the interpretation. These allow each stage of the analysis to be
mapped back to the data.

Reading the data
Once each interview had been transcribed I read through the transcript while listening to
the audio recording. This allowed me to check for accuracy, familiarise myself with the
overall structure and tone of each separate interview and gain an overview of the corpus of
data. At this stage I recorded my initial responses to and observations about each separate
interview in a note book. This allowed me to set aside and preserve, or bracket off, my
initial analytical thoughts. I returned to these notes when developing a more interpretative
analysis later in the process. Smith et al (2009) note a general research propensity to
reduce and summarise data as quickly as possible, and this repeated reading of each
transcript aims to slow down the analysis in order to focus on the detail of the data.
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Identification of emergent themes in each transcript
Once all interviews were transcribed, read and initial notes made, each transcript was
taken in turn and analysed for emergent themes. This involved a close line-by-line reading
of the transcript aimed at highlighting the key concerns and the most pertinent aspects of
experience for the participant, and exploring the language used to describe these. I made
descriptive notes to highlight subjects that were repeated or emphasised in the account,
linguistic notes on the use of language noting repeated use of adjectives or metaphors, and
conceptual notes that were mainly posed as questions or initial propositions about
meanings.
I then re-read the transcript line-by-line and attributed tentative emergent themes to
sections of the data which were listed chronologically. Once themes had been identified
through the whole transcript, I reviewed each theme separately, alongside the sections of
talk attributed to it, and clustered together related themes under provisional super
ordinate headings (Smith et al, 2009). Some themes were organised through a process of
abstraction whereby similar themes were gathered and, after reading them as a whole, I
identified a new super-ordinate heading that identified the key element that linked them.
Other themes were of distinctive significance in the transcript, either because of their
frequency or the force with which they were stated. These became super-ordinate themes
under which, through a process of subsumption (Smith et al, 2009), I drew together related
sub-themes. In the choice of theme names at this stage I aimed to reflect the descriptive
essence of the actual words used by participants as well as my own early interpretations.
Attached to each theme I created a memo within MaxQda in which I documented
reflections and observations and tentative interpretations of the data.
Each transcript was analysed in turn in this way. Within MaxQda this resulted in each
transcript, viewable separately, with themes noted alongside sections of talk identifiable by
line number, and a separate table of themes for each transcript, with a memo for each
theme. I endeavoured to view each transcript afresh, however, as Smith et al (1999)
acknowledge, the nature of analysing a larger data set meant that, early analyses primed
me to take note of particular features and themes in later transcripts. As new themes
emerged, I reviewed earlier transcripts to check that aspects of that text had not been
overlooked. This process of comparison helped me to refine the theme names as the
different ways that related aspects of experience were expressed by different participants
shed light on the essence of the theme. Therefore, once all transcripts had been separately
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analysed the list of emergent themes for each shared some similar names. A screen shot of
the emergent themes for one transcript is presented in Appendix 13.

Identification of shared themes
The focus of the analysis widened out at this stage to examine commonalities across the
group without contradicting any individual's experience. At this stage the analysis moved
away from individual transcripts to focus on separate themes, the sections of transcript
attached to each, and my associated notes. The aim of this stage was to identify patterns in
themes across cases and to reconfigure and rename the themes to reflect the essence of
how they were expressed across the group. This resulted in a table of nested super
ordinate and sub-themes attributed to each transcript.
Shared themes were identified on the basis of their recurrence across the corpus of the
data. There is no specified rule for what counts as a recurrent theme in IPA (Smith et al,
2009) and the stringency of determining whether a theme can be considered 'shared' is left
to the judgment of the researcher. I determined that super-ordinate themes would only be
reported on if they occurred in the majority, that is in all but two or three, of the
transcripts. The super-ordinate themes can be expressed very differently in the different
accounts (Smith et al, 2009), and this is reflected in sub-themes that are more specific and
therefore, less likely to be recurrent across the group. With this in mind I chose to report
sub-themes that occurred in the transcripts of at least half the sample.
The names of super-ordinate themes were the same for each transcript and this made the
frequency of these, and whether or not it occurred in any particular account, readily
obvious. Shared names were also given to sub-themes but there was more diversity in
these because they were more specific. Each super-ordinate theme, along with its related
sub-themes, was identified in a different colour to facilitate reading of the analysis. Within
MaxQda this allowed me to pull out, and view as a whole, all sections of data coded a
particular colour, for example all green sections related to the theme of 'family', for all or
selected transcripts.
A narrative account of these themes, evidenced by copious data quotations, was presented
to the study supervisors at this stage to check that the analysis was credible and logically
consistent and to provoke interpretative discussion of the data.

Developing an interpretative analysis
Some degree of researcher interpretation was inevitable in the identification of emergent
themes since it was impossible to forget what had been learnt from prior experience and
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knowledge of the adoption literature, or to completely avoid the influence of what was
already known on the understanding of what was being read. However, in an effort to stay
true to the phenomenological position of IPA, it was only once the themes were identified
that I sought out literature that would help guide interpretation, and illuminate a more
theoretical understanding of what the participants meant by their descriptions of
experience.
I created separate files that collated all of the verbatim data extracts for each super
ordinate and sub-theme. This allowed me to read the data at the level of separate themes.
At this stage I referred again to my theme memos and to the notes made during my initial
readings. I also returned to reading widely from adoption-specific and sociological
literature on parenthood and family relationships. I undertook a detailed literature review
on adoptive parenthood as presented in ChapterZ. As I read, I reflected on how the
theoretical suggestions and empirical findings in this literature related to my data, and
reviewed the themes and participants' talk. The themes were re-named and re-organised
at this stage into the hierarchical table of over-arching, super-ordinate and sub-themes that
is presented as a preface to Section 2 - the Findings. The full table of themes for each
participant with the number of data extracts attributed to each theme is presented in
Appendix 14. As Smith et al (2009) suggest, the writing-up and the analysis were
intertwined, therefore the organisation and naming of themes was further refined at the
next stage in order to bring greater clarity to the meaning of each theme in the final
account.

Ethics of interpretation
Highlighting the social consequences of interpretative analysis for research participants,
Willig (2012) suggests that unethical interpretation can be avoided by ensuring the
participant's voice is not lost in the analysis, and by remaining open to alternative theories
and explanations for findings. In the absence of ongoing collaboration in developing an
interpretation of the data, I sought to retain participants' voices firstly by respecting the
integrity of each separate account, and secondly by developing all the themes around
extracts from the transcripts and using direct quotations liberally throughout the report.
The use of the MaxQda software facilitated this, as it allowed me to access each transcript
separately and in its entirety at all stages of the analysis. The software also allowed me to
attach themes to each separate transcript and to view the data extracts associated with
each theme for each transcript separately, or for all or selected participants. As
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interpretative themes were developed, this enabled me to check that these remained
consistent with, and did not misrepresent, either the meaning or emphasis given to
different aspects of experience within each participant's transcript taken as a whole. In
reporting the findings I have acknowledged the distance between the participants'
accounts and my interpretation of them, explicitly owning the interpretation as mine. I
have also acknowledged that mine is one interpretation among potentially numerous
others that could be developed by another researcher with different theoretical and social
perspectives. The process of bracketing and reflexivity helped produce an analysis that
remained open to a range of alternative explanations, and that is reflective of participants'
concerns.

Writing up the analysis
In writing-up the themes into a credible account of the analysis my challenge was two-fold.
Firstly, I aimed to produce a narrative that would allow the reader access to the life world
of the participants while making a convincing argument for my interpretation of their
accounts of experience. Secondly, I aimed to make claims for the whole group of
participants while retaining the voice of separate participants. In drawing together and
presenting the themes, an attempt has been made to stay true to the language the
participants used to describe and make sense of their experience. The presentation of the
themes holds to the ideographic commitment of IPA by detailing the nuanced way in which
each of the participants talked about each of the themes, reflecting fine-grained
differences in individual experiences. I also aimed to give voice to all participants in the
final write-up by including evidence from each transcript. Each quotation from the data is
attributed to its owner identified by their pseudonym. The aim of this is to allow the reader
to follow the voice of the separate participants through the account of each of the themes.
I have organised the account of the findings thematically, that is I have taken each theme in
turn, given an account of the theme generally and evidenced this using data from a range
of participants. I selected quotations that exemplified the essence of each theme or that
concisely communicated the various dimensions of the theme and used these as primary
illustrators for each thematic section of the write-up. I then aimed to select data from
approximately half of the sample, to present this, either verbatim or in summarised form,
as evidence for the theme and to illustrate the nuanced ways in which the theme was
expressed across the group.
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Ethical writing-up
Preserving participant anonymity and ensuring that the data could not be attributed to an
identifiable individual (Clark, 2006) was particularly important in this research context
where the community of adoptive parents and adoption social workers is small and
relatively close-knit. This raised the likelihood that participants could be identifiable
through the stories and circumstances reported in the findings, and simply omitting names
might not be sufficient to ensure anonymity. However, the ideographic focus of the
method requires detailed analysis of the particular and for the voices and accounts of
individual participants to be reflected. Holding this ideographic commitment in tension
with an ethical commitment to anonymity was a significant challenge in the analysis and
write-up of the findings. I took care not to disclose the particular characteristics of
participant circumstances, or sequences of events that would lead to their identification.
I chose to attribute a pseudonym to each participant, and use these in the write-up, to
allow the reader to follow how the different themes were expressed in the accounts of
each of the participants. Names, and likewise pseudonyms, have social and cultural
significance (Clark, 2006) and can convey implied information about the individual's
ethnicity, religion, age and class background. These characteristics were not a primary
focus of the research questions and therefore I did not consider it necessary to attempt to
choose pseudonyms that would reflect these. Furthermore, such a strategy would have
risked imposing my own presumptions and stereotyping participants. I therefore chose
pseudonyms dissimilar to the original names, chosen from a broad selection of names
commonly used in Northern Ireland, with no attempt made to either preserve or conceal
participants' social and cultural background.
While the research location has been clearly identified as Northern Ireland, recruiting
participants from all Health and Social Care Trust regions, reduced the likelihood of
identification. I also omitted all contextual references such as place names, using instead
generic terms, for example 'nearest large town'.
All of the participants used birth relatives' first and surnames when talking about them.
Since the focus of the research was not on birth relatives, I did not consider it appropriate
to highlight their 'personality' in the write up, and was aware of an additional ethical
responsibility to protect the anonymity of individuals who were referred to as third parties
but had not consented to making any contribution to the research. I therefore chose not to
attribute pseudonyms to birth relatives, replacing their names instead with generic titles
such as 'birth mum'. However, I acknowledge that this was not how participants referred to
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these individuals, and that anonymising in this way does not reflect the personal nature of
participants' relationships with birth relatives.

Quality control: rigour, transparency and impact
It was not the objective of this study to produce results that are representative of, or
generalised to all adoptive families, but to conduct a piece of research that is of high
quality and credible (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). There is no single set of agreed criteria for
assessing the quality of qualitative research (Armour et al, 2009). However, credibility,
defined by Guba and Lincoln (1994) as the extent to which the findings of a study are
believable, and not excessively influenced by the researcher's personal biases, has been
endorsed as a key quality criterion by social scientists (Becker et al, 2006). In addition to
preserving my own reputation as a researcher, I viewed the credibility of the research as
essentially linked to an ethical imperative to do justice to the participants and respect their
giving of time, effort and self, by using their data in a way that would have impact. In
seeking to achieve this I audited my research practices at every stage of the study, not just
at the end (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009) primarily against Smith's (2011) criteria for
evaluating the quality of IPA studies and Yardley's (2000) criteria for assessing the validity
of qualitative analysis, in particular rigour, transparency and impact, which are generally
accepted as useful quality criteria (Becker et al, 2006).

Rigour
Rigour is generally understood in terms of methodology and defined by the use of methods
and techniques that are appropriate to the research questions and are of a standard
recognised by the research community (Becker et al, 2006), combined with methodological
competence and researcher skill (Yardley, 2000). IPA was first introduced as a methodology
by Smith (1996), but was based on well-respected and extensively debated philosophical
traditions. Since the inception of IPA a substantial body of work using the method has been
published, initially in the field of health psychology and latterly broadening out into diverse
cognate disciplines in the health and social science (Smith et al, 2009). The method was not
intended to provide a rigid set of procedures, but to offer a set of principles and core
features. As an increasing volume of IPA studies have experimented with the method, and
have been subjected to peer review and critique (Smith, 2011), the originators have drawn
on this research practice wisdom to develop detailed guidance for novice IPA researchers
(Smith et al, 2009) which I used as a format for my analysis.
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Within qualitative interviewing, the craftsmanship of the interviewer influences the quality
of the data obtained (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009; Rapley, 2007), therefore the credibility of
the interviewer, as a research tool, and the research are intertwined. I sought to enhance
my research skills and thereby the quality of the research through relevant training before
embarking on data collection. This included a Masters in Research Methods with an
advanced module in qualitative research, a two day training course on Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis which focused on interview techniques, and a two day course
on using MaxQda software for analysis. My extensive experience of social work interviews
helped me to structure the research interviews to ensure that the objectives were met and
to test the reliability and validity of what participants said by assessing their words against
observational evidence of body language and the emotional tone.
Within IPA studies contextual sensitivity, or foreknowledge of the phenomenon and the life
world of participants, is considered a key component of rigour (Yardley, 2000; Armour et al,
2009; Smith et al, 2009). A challenge in this study was to strike a balance between knowing
enough to devise useful and important research questions that would ensure the study has
impact, and knowing too much resulting in a foreclosed attitude to the analysis and
interpretations dominated by assumptions and prior knowledge. Contextual sensitivity to
the research was achieved through my experience as an adoption social worker, and an
earlier Masters' project on adoptive parents' experiences of post-adoption contact
(MacDonald and McSherry, 2011).
My contextual sensitivity to the research was central to the viability of the study. Because
participants were to be accessed via gate keepers in the HSC Trusts, I had to gain the trust
of social work managers and develop working relationships with key collaborators in each
of the five organisations. My experience of adoption social work, knowledge of the
questions of importance to practitioners, and familiarity of working within social work
codes of ethics enhanced my presentation of the proposed research to potential
collaborators. This, along with the trust and co-operation I had already established in my
working relationships with managers and practitioners prior to embarking on the study,
eased the process of securing co-operation of gate-keepers to access participants.
Prolonged and in-depth engagement with the data (Yardley, 2000; Armour et al, 2009) was
achieved in that I conducted all the interviews, transcribed all but two recordings and read
and re-read each transcript repeatedly in the process of analysis.
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Transparency
Transparency can be thought of as a component of rigour since it enables readers to judge
the appropriateness of the methods and whether they have been implemented effectively
(Becker et al, 2006), and to follow the researchers’ reasoning throughout the study to
check for internal logical consistency (Armour et al, 2009), and epistemological integrity
(King and Horrocks, 2010). Transparency incorporates a detailed account of the research
process, reflexivity, and quoting sufficient data extracts in the write-up to allow the reader
to judge the interpretative analysis (Yardley, 2000). This chapter presents rich description
of the process of the research, including theoretical considerations and disclosure of
practical constraints to allow readers to assess whether the methods employed are
appropriate to the research questions and of a standard acceptable to the research
community.
Since IPA acknowledges that a number of different interpretations of the data are possible,
the purpose of transparency in the analysis is to reveal how this particular account had
been achieved one (Smith et al, 2009). I sought to achieve transparency by maintaining a
clear audit trail that documented the process of interpretation and analysis from the
original account and allows others, including the thesis supervisors, to confirm whether the
understanding and conclusions proposed are credible. The purpose of this audit trail was to
allow the study supervisors to check that the account produced was a credible one, not to
achieve consensus that the analysis was the definitive one. The use of MaxQda facilitated
external audit as all stages of the analysis, and all analytical notes, remained accessible
alongside each participant's original transcript. Thus the chain of evidence (Armour et al,
2009) for the findings was preserved, and the influences on my interpretation of each
account and each section of talk attributed to a theme were documented.
Rigour in hermeneutic phenomenological research has also been defined as intellectual
honesty and thoroughness of reasoning (Armour et al, 2009), the extent to which the final
account is believable and plausible (Koch and Harrington, 1998). The extensive use of
verbatim extracts in the write-up grounds the analysis in the data and provides a level of
'thick description' (Bryman, 2004) upon which the reader can base their assessment of the
interpretations offered.
In writing up the findings I followed Smith's (2011) guidelines for good IPA reports that
would be suitable for publication. In the findings chapters I only report on super-ordinate
themes that occur in the majority of the interview transcripts, and on sub-themes that
occur in at least half of the accounts. These are evidenced by direct quotations or
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descriptions of experience from enough participants to demonstrate the full variety of how
the theme is manifest in particular and nuanced ways across the sample.

Impact
For research to have impact it needs to address issues that are of importance, and to be
able to influence thinking on the topic in a way that may eventually lead to changes in
policy or practice (Becker et al, 2006). In the UK access to adoptive parenthood is
controlled and managed by adoption agencies, staffed largely by social workers, who work
to legislative and formal procedural requirements. Changes in openness practices have
been driven jointly by developments in research, social policy and local social work
practice. Thus adoptive parents can be understood as the end users of social policy and
social work practice in relation to child welfare and adoption, and it is these domains that
this study aims to impact, as well as influencing the adoption research and academic
community.
The importance of involving service users in research into the policies and interventions of
which they are on the receiving end is widely acknowledged (Becker et al, 2006). Asking
adoptive parents directly about their experiences will help ensure that any impact this
study has on policy and practice is grounded in the everyday reality of service users and is
therefore more likely to be relevant to their needs.
In order to have impact the findings of the study need to be disseminated to interested
audiences. I have already shared part of the findings with adoption practitioners via
training events, to service managers, and to the international academic community
interested in adoption and child welfare via conference presentations and a peer-reviewed
journal article. The details of these are listed in the preface.

Reflexivity
Clarification of potential researcher bias is an important feature of credible research
(Armour et al, 2009). I approached reflexivity as a way of acknowledging that my
conception of the research project and my interpretative analysis exist within a matrix of
numerous alternative approaches to and understandings of the phenomenon of study
(Koch and Harrington, 1998). Reflexivity was therefore a way of locating this study in a
complex map made up of my own prior experience, the existing literature and the historical
and contemporary socio-political context. This required more than a superficial 'glancing at'
my own thoughts and feelings, but a 'deliberate controlled reflection' (Smith et al, 2009,
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pl89) through which I sought to actively identify and document my own thoughts,
prejudices and motivations at all stages of the research project.
As a social worker undertaking social work research I initially had a professional research
agenda, and wanted answers to dilemmas that I and my colleagues grappled with in
practice. I also felt a sense of accountability to my social work peers, and the profession
generally, and felt a pressure to deliver research outcomes that would have an obvious and
immediate utility for adoption practice. While this framed my contextual sensitivity to the
research topic (Yardley, 2000) it also presented the risk that I would only go looking for
answers to these professional questions and therefore be blinkered to all the data had to
offer. I considered this methodologically and ethically unacceptable as it would contradict
the exploratory phenomenological method, and over-ride the participant voice. Completing
a full-time Masters in Social Research Methods course in the first year of the PhD
studentship, allowed me to put some distance between my research and social work
practice and allowed me time to focus on broader academic literature.
Prior to undertaking this study my social work role had been to monitor permanence plans
for Looked After children, to manage Freeing Order applications via the High Court, and to
manage the placing of children with their adoptive parents. I was professionally in favour of
adoption for children who could not live with their birth family, and had rehearsed the
merits of this option many times privately and in public forums. I had also developed a
distaste for the way arrangements for post-adoption contact were negotiated which struck
me as being akin to business bargaining. I was also acutely aware of the absence of the
prospective adoptive parents from negotiations in the court arena, and was aware that I
had developed an advocacy stance towards prospective adopters.
In order to minimise the impact of these biases on the research I framed the research
question and aims in broad exploratory language and took care to focus them on adoptive
parent experience rather than social work practice. The supervisory process helped me
identify when an empathic approach to hermeneutic enquiry (Smith et al, 2009) coupled
with my professional bias to favour adoptive parents meant that I needed to adopt a more
questioning approach and interrogate the data more deeply.
In order to maintain an attitude of deliberate naivety (Kvale and Brinkmann, 2009) during
the interviews I needed to bracket off my presuppositions and biases in order to be open to
new and unanticipated aspects of the phenomenon emerging. During the interviews it was
my role as a mother that came to the fore, and I found myself identifying with participants
as parents. Many of their statements caused me to reflect on my own parenting practices.
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All of the participants had a wealth of experience in managing school and behavioural
difficulties in particular and I had to guard against the temptation to ask questions that
would meet my agenda as a parent, rather than researcher. I was also aware of the need
for sensitivity around my own parenthood which was not achieved through adoption. I
therefore chose not to offer information on my own status as a parent unless explicitly
asked. I did feel, however, that my experience of parenthood enabled me to empathise and
engage with participants' talk of their children, particularly with their sense of pride in their
achievements and concern for their welfare.
It was clear during the interviews that the participants related to me, not as a like-minded
parent, but as a social worker and researcher with some expertise and knowledge overview
of post-adoption contact, and sought my professional and academic opinion on the merits
and demerits of this. I did not want this to skew the direction of the interview talk so I
gently directed the focus of the interaction back to participants' experiences and avoided
giving any opinion until after the interview had ended.
In addition to acknowledging motivations and preconceptions on entering the research,
Koch and Harrington (1998) argue that reflexive research requires ongoing self-appraisal. I
monitored my responses to the interviews and the thoughts and perceptions that were
influencing my reading of the data throughout the process of analysis with the use of a
reflexive journal. As I developed my interpretative analysis I made repeated use of the
Oxford English Dictionary as a check that the meaning I was ascribing to what participants'
said was valid, and to explore the various possible meanings of key words in order expand
the interpretative possibilities beyond my incomplete grasp of language.
From my earlier project on adoptive parents' experience of structural and communicative
openness (MacDonald and McSherry, 2011) I was familiar with some of the academic and
research literature. I was particularly influenced by Kirk's (1964) Shared Fate Theory,
Grotevant's (2006) conceptualisation of the Adoptive Kinship Network, Brodzinsky's (2005)
distinction between structural and communication openness and Neil and Howe's (2004)
work on the transactional nature of relationships between the adoptive family and birth
relatives. I used my reflexive diary and theme notes within MaxQda to record and set aside
my early interpretations based on these theories and concepts that were foremost in my
mind. The process of writing a thorough literature review on adoptive parenthood was a
deliberate attempt to broaden out the range of my thinking and interpretive options. In the
findings chapters that follow, the reader will recognise the influence of my 'favourite'
literature on my interpretive analysis. The reader will also hopefully identify how a breadth
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of literature has been drawn upon to produce a richer and more nuanced analytical
account.
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Part 2 - The Findings
Table 2 - Over-arching, super-ordinate and sub-ordinate
themes
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normalised contact

psychological
contact

unplanned contact

diverse journeys: structural
openness

diverse forms of contact
social media

overlapping worlds

anticipated contact
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ethical relationships

Truth telling

empowering
knowledge
benign truth
witholding
'rose tinted glasses'

occluded pasts
distorted vision
frozen images

corrective knowledge

Knowing where they come
from?: communication openness

by child

by adoptive parents
constructing
biographies
by birth family

by contact

embodied biography
genealogy
knowledge as building
blocks of identity
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4. 'We are the parents now'
Parental Entitlement
Introduction
The over-arching theme of 'Parental Entitlement' clusters the adopters' talk of their sense
of their right and responsibility to parent their children as they see fit. The right to consider
oneself, and be recognised by others as the parent primarily emanates from fulfilling the
responsibilities of a parent in day-to-day care-giving. The formal approval process and
making of an Adoption Order entitles the adopters to parent, but this right is actualised in
the context of social interactions through which they receive informal approval, and assert
their 'rightful' position as parents. This theme also represents the participants' talk of how
entitlement is outworked in their efforts to facilitate positive outcomes for their children,
and set priorities for their welfare, and of the factors that constrain and conflict with them
doing so.

The foundation of parenthood: 'doing' parenting
The participants talk about their parental identity being founded in their understanding of
what a parent is. Parenthood is repeatedly talked about in terms of 'doing' parenting. In
their accounts, reliably 'being there' for the child, evidenced through tangible, practical acts
of care-giving, is talked about as more important, and more constitutive of parenthood,
than genetic or biological connection. The biological fact of parenthood is not sufficient to
confer the rights of parenthood if its inherent responsibilities are not 'exercised properly'.
Parental entitlement is therefore earned through the effective discharge of parental rights
and responsibilities. 'Being the parent' is talked about not as an absolute right, but as
contingent upon fulfilling the care-giving functions of a parent, and a large parts of their
accounts are given to descriptions of the ways in which they carry out their myriad day-today responsibilities, and the pleasure they derive in doing so.
The question of what constitutes a 'real' parent is raised in talk of the children's references
to 'real mum and dad'. Mia talks about how she refutes her daughter's comments that she
is not a 'real mum', asserting that adoptive mothering is as real as any other sort, and
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denying that not giving birth to Willow makes her any less her 'own child' than the children
she did give birth to. Mia makes a link, albeit in a light-hearted way, between the 'realness'
of her parenthood and her right to direct Willow, or command compliance:

You do get thrown in your face. "You're not my real mummy anyway." And I just go
"I'm as real as it gets." So you do as I say (laughs).

Andrea describes an incident related to letterbox contact that represents a vying for
position and place, symbolised by the birth mother asking her to sign just her name and not
refer to herself as 'adoptive mother' at the end of the letters. Andrea interprets this as a
challenge to her parenthood, and a challenge to her autonomy, of 'being told what to do'.
Andrea is aware of the option of asserting her position but chooses, motivated by empathy
and compassion for the birth mother, not to do so and to accede to her wishes. This small
but symbolic act of relinquishing position does not appear to undermine Andrea's position
or parental identity because she strongly states that these are based on performing the
role of parent:

We have reared them and bathed them and educated them nursed them through
sickness and loved them and it’s funny, I don't see... I do feel nearly like I gave birth
to them. I am aware that I didn't. It's about the closeness of this particular
relationship.

The adopters contrast their own parenting activities with the birth parents' inability to fulfil
their idea of what a parent is. Andrea articulates the idea that because of her difficult
lifestyle the birth mother does not pose a threat to her parental identity and position
because she knows that, despite biologically 'being' the mother, she could not fulfil the
role of mother, she could not 'do' mother:

Andrea: Of course all adoptive mothers would worry about the future in terms of
will this woman usurp my role or whatever.
Mandi: Do you feel that?
Andrea: No, I just don't think it will happen in this situation because of the
mother's problems and the mothering role, she just doesn't really have the skills,
yes she would love them and things like that as their birth mother, but I don't think
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she would be in a position to mother them because she's never really been mother.
I think that if their birth mother maybe wasn't an alcoholic would I maybe have
worried more. Say she was an intelligent woman who could maybe have more of
an influence do you understand what I'm saying? Say their mommy was a nurse
who had given them up would I worry more about that? Do you know what I mean,
would I worry more that she would have a greater part in their lives?

Alongside the assertion that parenthood is constituted through the proper 'doing' of
parenting, the adopters talk about how parental entitlement can be forfeited if it is not
exercised appropriately.

Jeremy and Cora's quotation illustrates how the forfeiting of

rights is linked to improper exercise of those rights in their talk:

Cora: While we respect the natural parents, looking to have contact and all, we can
respect that, but when they weren't exercising it properly.
Jeremy: if you forfeit that right.

Loretta talks about the birth parents' mal-treatment of her daughter Deidre as the
antithesis of parenthood. She suggests that, as a consequence of this, they forfeit their
entitlement to be part of Deidre's family and have contact with her. For Loretta, the
entitlement that comes with biological parenthood can be forfeited through not fulfilling
the social responsibilities and expectations that come with parenthood. An essential part of
parenthood is being available to the child and Loretta says she would be upset if Deidre
sought out the parents that have not been 'here for her'.
While all of the participants talk about the sense of being a parent as rooted in the doing of
parenting, and relegate the importance of biological connection, they also query this
position, primarily in the form of imaginings about the future. Throughout the accounts
they wonder about the potential strength of 'blood bonds' and express anxiety about their
child 'being drawn to' birth parents when older. Wilma's observations as a foster carer
shape her belief about parenthood that the biological bond is stronger than the bond
derived from social parenthood. She expresses a deeply felt sense of insecurity that
emanates from a belief that biological parenthood, even in the absence of care-giving, may
hold a greater 'draw' for the child than well-exercised adoptive parenting. When Simon's
birth mother seeks out new contact, Wilma is resistant because she percieves this as a
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threat to her parental identity and her 'ammunition' in the ensuing power struggle is her
legal position.

Conferred Parenthood: Formal and Informal Approval
Throughout the participants' accounts, becoming a parent is referred to in terms of
receiving something good. They repeatedly refer to themselves as 'privileged', 'blessed',
'gifted', 'lucky' and 'grateful' for being 'given the opportunity', or 'given a chance', to fulfil
their goal of parenthood. The following quotations from Wilma and Cora typify this theme
that is evident in all of the transcripts:

Wilma: I'm just a very lucky person who got the opportunity to adopt a child and
also very lucky that it's worked out for me.

Cora: We just feel so happy and lucky and gifted.

There is a sense in the accounts that achieving their goal of parenthood is not down to
anything that they have done, but that parenthood is a condition that is conferred upon
them. It is also a state that can be acknowledged and affirmed, or denied and undermined
by the birth family. The language used in this theme is suggestive of a lack of personal
agency and of themselves as recipients.

Formal Approval
The participants talk about how, during the pre-adoptive period, they were dependent on
the decision making of social services and the courts to confer parenthood on them. While
formal approval constructs parenthood and confers parental entitlement, it is also
described as undermining of adopter's internal assimilation of that entitlement. In their
talk, this is associated with anxiety and insecurity, and constrained decision-making in
relation to contact.
There is a notable difference between Cora's and Jeremy's recounting of the period prior to
the making of the Adoption Order. Cora's comments focus on the' power of social services
to create parenthood, and descriptions of feeling anxious and uncertain about this, and
lacking influence over circumstances. In contrast, Jeremy talks about feeling 'confident',
seems less threatened by his lack of agency, and the focus of his talk is on pragmatism and
the value his 'doing' of parenthood:
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Cora: I was always thinking, gosh, what happens if they take her, if she hasn't been
freed for adoption, but Jeremy said oh no no no, he was kind of positive. And I was
kind of negative, thinking well, don't be too sure until it happens.
Jeremy: The way I looked at it was that if Teresa was placed with us and we wanted
to keep Teresa, was she going to go to get anybody better? I'm not saying that
social services couldn't have taken her from us, but they weren't looking for
anywhere else for her, put it that way. So I was quite confident.

Amanda and Arthur talk about parenthood as a personal life-goal that others had the
power to facilitate or obstruct. Proposals for post-adoption contact are talked about in
terms of deliberate obstacles and unfair play. They do not fully own their decision about
contact but talk about feeling that they needed to agree to arrangements in order to reach
their goal:

Arthur: Where they were suggesting to us to think about post adoption contact, we
just thought they were throwing another spanner in the works.
Amanda: It felt as if they were moving the goalposts.
Arthur: It felt as if they were just changing it all the time. Now on reflection, we are
happy with that.

Conversely, Arthur also feels affirmed in his parenthood by the fact of being formally
approved as an adoptive parent, and knowing that social services considered him fit to
parent the children.
However, for others the legal entitlement conferred by the making of an Adoption Order is
not enough to completely deliver a sense of parenting entitlement. Amanda and Arthur talk
about how the legal order provides some security in the permanence of their relationship
with the children, and reduces the 'threat' to their parenthood represented by birth family
in that they can no longer 'grab1 them away. However, this legal security is not enough to
eliminate emotional insecurity and fear of loss that are founded in a concern that birth
bonds may prove emotionally more powerful for the children than adoptive bonds. As
Amanda describes below:
My threat would have been more emotional, that they would have wanted her
more that they wanted us.
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For Wilma there is a fundamental insecurity associated with having parenthood conferred
upon her by someone else, via a human administrative process that is potentially prone to
error. She talks about the basis of her parenthood as insecure and potentially fallible, in
that there might be loopholes that could mean her parenthood can be undone. This sense
of insecurity is ignited when the birth mother proposes going to court in a challenge to the
Adoption Order that is also a challenge to Wilma's parenthood. In her account of
negotiating subsequent contact arrangments Wilma talks of maintaining her position in
relation to contact as a way of asserting her position as a parent:

That threat of going back to court or taking me to court to get Simon back you
know really did frighten me. I really did think at one point I was gonna lose him you
know ...But I held fire....She backed off so she did and then agreed, I think when the
bit came to the bit she realised it was a pointless exercise because I think she was
assured that the adoption process was all done correctly, there was no loopholes in
it and everything was adhered to, you know up to the point of signing and that she
would have no comeback on it at all so I think she backed off but demanded then
that I respond to any correspondence she sent and I says well so far so good, if she
sends something to me I'll send something back.

Informal Approval
The comments and gestures made by others, particularly birth family members, are
described as providing a powerful informal approval that confers on the adopters a sense
of entitlement in their parenthood. The participants report being told directly, or via a
social worker, that the birth family 'respect us', 'think we are lovely people', and view them
as 'giving the children a life they could never have'. These positive comments and gestures
are not so much taken as compliments of their good parenting but their value is that they
are interpreted as an acceptance of their parental position.
Rebecca talks about how the birth mother's small comments, passed on to her by the social
worker, are quite powerful in affirming her in her parenthood:

She (birth mother) refers to us as their mum and dad and I think she has even said
on occasions that 'you've a much better life than what I could ever give you' or you
know something along those lines...she has also said to me you're doing a good job
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or something like that you know, to me one time, which must be quite hard for her
to actually say. It doesn't in any way make me think, how dare you say that to me.
It makes me, it probably makes me feel quite pleased, because it's re-enforcing you
what we're doing from somebody who may, or may not matter to the children.

This has very real and practical implications for parenting processes exemplified by Cora's
account of feeling afraid to allow the child to play out in the garden before the birth
mother's affirmation of her parenthood lessened the fear of her possible interference. The
birth mother's acceptance of the adoption relieves a fear that she may come and try and
reclaim her or even snatch her, and also lays a psychological foundation for entitlement.
Mia and Jack talk about how they feel the birth grandmother gave them permission to be
parents and endorsed their parenthood. Mia points out that she felt uncertain and guilty at
having the children even though contact was maintained. This leads to Mia feeling
comfortable with the contact and more positive about it:

In the early days that was how I felt you know that she was going to resent the fact
that we had the kids, and yet there we were openly agreed to take them over to
visit her. I'm quite happy with that now. Granny has actually gone to the point of
saying to Willow while I have been there, "you don't know how lucky you are that it
has all worked out. You got away from that early. And you have had stability". She
has actually said that to her in my hearing, which just put me completely at ease
then there is no resentment and actually she can see the benefits for the child. So
now it's just let's just jump in the car, let's go.

Social rituals such as the buying of cards and gifts are talked about as signifiers of approval
of parenthood by friends and family, and are identified by the adopters as important
affirming gestures that they have been denied because of their adoptive status. This is
talked about as a loss of approval that makes them feel that people view adoption as
'second best'. Amanda and Arthur talk about the fact that adoption-related social rituals
are culturally absent, and almost impossible to achieve, and this makes them feel that their
parenthood is in some way covert or suspicious, 'cloak and dagger':

Amanda: It's very difficult because people don't know what to do.
Arthur: They are scared of doing the wrong thing.
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Amanda: Whenever somebody has a baby people will collect for a present or arrive
at the present and that didn't happen...somebody actually came up with a gift and
said "if you had given birth to them we would have been buying you a gift", so,
then it dawned on me. Actually, right enough, very, very few people brought them
gifts, and I find that very, very difficult and it was like not like non-acceptance that's
not right, but it feels as if they are second best. Then there is the adoption card did
anybody in work say 'I've just sent you an adoption card' or 'Congratulations on
your adoption'?
Arthur: You don't see that in Hallmark.
Amanda: Yes (laughs) Hallmark don't really advertise that one well, you get it
through Adoption UK, well the normal person isn't going to know that.

Self-actualised Parental Identity: establishing rules, asserting
position
In this theme, the participants talk of the ways in which they develop a sense of identity as
parents by actively laying claim to the rights and responsibilities that accompany the 'title'
of parent that has been conferred upon them. This process is embedded in the importance
of 'doing' parenting, or providing day-to-day care-giving, as an essential feature of
parenthood. They talk about moving away from the rules and style of parenting that others
have established for their children, and of asserting their ownership and parental position,
most notably by taking control of contact arrangements.

Establishing rules
The participants talk of establishing their own standards and 'rules' for parenting, and
developing confidence in the validity of their own way of doing things. Other care-givers,
the birth family or foster carers guided by social workers, have previously set rules and
habits for the children's day-to-day care. Along with the adoption of their child, they are
adopting all the parenting the child has received up to that point. Peter describes this:

Plus you were also adopting other peoples rules when they came you had the rules
of the foster parents which maybe wouldn't have necessarily been the ones you
would have ...you were living with somebody else's rules for a period of time, and
you were living by a social worker's rules for the first year.
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The participants' accounts of the early days of parenthood reveal a difficult transition and
uncertainty in their own parenthood, undermined by their comparisons with the foster
carer's parenting and a sense of living by social workers' rules. In her account, Rebecca
repeatedly refers to feeling 'guilty' and 'inadequate'. Her experience of feeling 'totally
inadequate' is most intense when she routinely bumps into the children's previous foster
carer at the school gate, and is based on a concern that the foster-carer will think that she
is not parenting the children 'properly' according to her rules and standards.
Social work guidance on parenting is interpreted as rules, which suggests a power
imbalance between the 'expert' social worker and the novice parents which is felt as
disempowering. The adopters describe keeping to the rules of the social worker and foster
carer, as following a style of parenting that they do not own and are not comfortable with.
Their use of phrases such as, 'it wasn't us', and 'we weren't really ourselves', suggests that
this undermines their parental sense of self. Establishing identity and entitlement as
parents, and developing confidence in this role, is about finding their own way of parenting
and negotiating their own rules that reflect their own values.
Amanda and Arthur talk about how their parental identity developed in the 'trial and error'
process of caring for their children and discovering what worked best for their family. As
Arthur says:

I wanted a book, I naively thought let's go to the library and there would be a book.
"Dealing with children when they're adopted and how to deal with crying at night."
I thought there would be a book that would tell you how to do it but there isn't.
We tried everything and found that the best thing we could do in the end was to sit
down on the floor with them.

Through a process of negotiating their own style of parenting and establishing their own
family rules and norms they realised 'that you can be yourself and not live in somebody
else's shadow'.
The adopters acknowledge that the rules they establish for their parenting are influenced
by cultural and social norms and their own experience of being parented. As Caroline puts
this, 'I think you're probably quite influenced by how you were brought up'. Mia's account
illustrates the idea that parenthood is socially constructed and that one's parenting
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changes as social norms change. Comparing her parenting of Willow to experiences with
older birth children Mia says:

The only real differences would be things that in society sort of have changed
rather than we are parenting her differently because she is adopted that's not the
case.

Asserting position
Developing parental identity is described by the participants as a process of establishing
their position as parents and asserting that 'we are the parents now', and developing a
sense of 'ownership' of the children, referring repeatedly to 'our children' and 'our family'.
Amanda describes the contact with birth mother as undermining of her parental identity,
because it serves as a reminder that the children are not 'our own':

The whole contact thing really, really gets to me. I do get a bit stressed It's that
these children are effectively ours and we are expected to bring them up as our
own children, which is what we do, then twice a year we are reminded that they
are not. And that is a kick in the teeth.

There is a sense of struggle and negotiation associated with the adopters' efforts to assert
their parental position that is evident in their accounts of establishing contact
arrangements that they find suitable. Kevin and Laura, and Mary and Brendan's quotations
illustrate the complexities of asserting their parental position in relationships with birth
family, while Pat and Angela and Bert and Margaret talk about having their parental
position recognised by social workers.
Laura and Kevin's account of establishing control of contact arrangements is talked about
as a way of asserting and making explicit their identity as parents, and re-positioning the
birth parent into a different role and relationship. They articulate that by limiting the
frequency of contact, they are shaping the relationship that the children and birth mother
can now have, positioning her as 'not mother', and allowing them to become a family
'independently of the birth mother':
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Kevin: I think it's just the fact that you know we are the children's parents now, and
then the fact that they've got another parent. You do want the whole thing too you
know. Maybe I didn't explain it quite well enough. Our family have got to develop
independently you know of, em, of the birth mother.

Mary and Brendan's account of contact with birth grandparents describes a process of
repeated re-negotiation of their parental position over time. Mary and Brendan talk about
the complexities of asserting control over contact with the extended birth family when they
feel that the arrangements have become unmanageable, with an increasing number of
birth family members becoming involved. Mary refers to herself as 'spineless', suggesting
that asserting control over the contact arrangements is daunting and requires courage and
that she feels frustrated that she has not been able to be more assertive:

It worked well to begin with. Now I know it's gone on for years, and maybe it's our
fault for being spineless and not coming forward and saying this is not what we
agreed to and we're not happy. We did that last year leading up to Christmas
because there was everybody and their granny down and we had no control over
anything...Brendan and I both know that we have to sit them down and address
them, and say well this is not what we agreed to. I think we just have to roll in the
fishing line and draw them back in a wee bit. Because they just seem to be taking
advantage and more liberties and more liberties and em....so it's tough. I don't
want them to think I am a control freak and wanting to control it, but he's my child
now.

In Mary's account there is a tension between asserting control as a fundamental aspect of
parenthood, and not wanting to be perceived negatively for doing so. The use of the term
'control freak' suggests that this is abnormal and undesirable, perhaps indicative of the
cultural negativity attached to being overly controlling as a parent. Mary justifies herself on
the grounds 'but he's my child now' suggesting that 'ownership' confers legitimate
entitlement to control arrangements. However, there is a power struggle associated with
asserting this position, evident in the metaphor of the birth family 'getting away' and the
adoptive parents having to 'reel them in'. Mary and Brendan seem to be unsure about how
insistent they should be in asserting their own position as the parents.
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In Pat and Angela's account, controlling the flow of birth family information to the children,
determining what is and is not appropriate at any given stage and managing how it is
presented, is referred to as a parental prerogative. Undisciplined letter box contact that
does not remain within the boundaries of the agreement restricts their ability to manage
information and in the quotation below Pat refers to this undermining his parental
position:

While we were waiting for adoption, it was not very disciplined. It meant then that
on occasions this would arrive, a big card, it was blatantly obvious it was not for us,
so then, in terms of parental control of that, if that is the right terminology, you
lost the right to sort of decide when was the best time.

Their talk of seeking control and 'discipline' in the contact arrangements suggests a
strenuous asserting of their position, as they talk of having to make their views 'very clear',
get 'quite cross' and talk 'quite abruptly' to have their preferences respected.
When social workers acknowledge the adopters' 'rules' and respect their position, this is
described as affirming of their parental identity. Pat and Angela subsequently talk about
their parental position being respected when the social worker endorses their parental
control over flow of information to the child by ensuring that letters only arrive at agreed
times.
Conversely, Margaret and Bert talk about how the social worker's response to their
concerns regarding proposed new sibling contact leaves them feeling that they are
positioned as 'carers' not 'parents'. Margaret states that her opinion is acknowledged by
the social worker but not listened to or acted-on, therefore she passively complies with
social work decisions about which she has strong misgivings. Feeling constrained to agree
to contact arrangements, and that their opinions are disregarded, undermines their
parental identity and is described as disempowering. This is manifest in their account of
abdicating responsibility, 'I just let them go ahead', and questioning the validity of their
own opinions, 'I might be wrong', and 'that's only my opinion'. In the quotation below
Margaret vividly presents a sense of diminished parental identity:

Margaret: This was the plan that Sarah-Jane and her sister would meet once every
eight weeks, and it would be for an hour in the family centre, and I just said "aye."
Which, I mean, that strikes me as somebody in long term Foster care. That's the
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way I see that... I didn't like them making the plan then ringing me instead of
coming and saying to me "well this is what we are thinking of doing." The plan was
made and then it was phoned down to me. So, I just let them go on ahead.
Mandi: How did that make you feel as a parent?
Margaret: That size (shows an inch between thumb and finger).
What can you do? I would love to be able to say leave it till they are older, which I
would have preferred because Sarah-Jane may be 15, but she hasn't got the ability
of a 15-year-old, that's my concern. The plan was made and then it was phoned
down to me, so I just let them go on ahead.

Parental investment: positive intervention and securing moral
priorities
Being a parent is talked about in the accounts as a form of vocation that involves the
investment of self in the child's well-being. This is talked about as work that deserves one's
best efforts. As Andrea puts this:

It's your life's work, in a way, to give them the opportunity that they can start off in
life with great stability.

Chris talks about the role and responsbility of a parent in terms of giving the child the 'best
start' to help them fulfill their 'best potential'. The ability to carry on this work and make
this parental investment is linked to a parental right, or entitlement, as illustrated by
Wilma's quotation. The use of phrases 'my son' and 'fully responsible' suggest exclusive
parental entitlement, and autonomy in decision-making with the prerogative to choose the
'right' way to parent, the 'right' schooling:

Knowing that he was my son and we could make plans for the future and I could
start thinking about his education and what school he would go to and you know it
was very different from fostering because I was so used to fostering and I don't
have children of my own, it was just the excitement of you know I'm responsible
now fully responsible for this young chap and his future and trying to make sure
that the decisions that I was making on his behalf while he was young were the
right ones and trying not make mistakes although we all do but to try not to
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purposely make mistakes in making his journey into adulthood you know a safe one
and an enjoyable one and something for him to look forward to and I enjoyed that,
and he knows I'm there for him 100% on a daily basis.

Positive Intervention
The language used in this theme, as illustrated in the above quotations, repeatedly uses
temporal references, 'start off in life’, 'how far he's come', 'his future', 'journey into
adulthood', that are suggestive of the child's journey through time, or life journey from
childhood to adulthood. The goal of parental investment is talked about as influencing the
early part of this journey, making an investment of good parenting in childhood, so that the
child can reap a dividend at a later stage of adulthood. The child's positive development is
not talked about as inevitable and given but as something to be achieved or 'reached', and
the goal of parenthood is repeatedly referred to as enabling the child to 'reach their
potential'. In this sense parenting is talked about as an intervention that shapes the child's
life journey. The adopters talk about making 'right choices', providing 'stability' and 'safety'
as a means of making a positive influence on the child's journey that leads to future
fulfilment of potential. Instilling values that guide healthy life-style choices is crucial to this
parental intervention, and is discussed in detail later in this theme. This process is
described as rewarding, and the adopters talk of deriving 'comfort', 'encouragement',
'pride' and 'enjoyment' from seeing the way that their investment alters the child's
outcomes. The dividends of parental investment are most manifest and visible in the
children's educational and skills achievements as the following quotations from Caroline
and Andrea illustrate:

Caroline:

We've come a long way, sometimes if things aren't going well and I

sometimes get a bit despondent about whatever's happening, you know, I stand
back and look, think about what he was like when he came when he was 2,3,4 and
how far he's come and when you see him having left primary school now. PI was a
nightmare, absolute nightmare and when he left at P7 he was a different boy.

Andrea: Well, I am very proud I really am very proud really when I am sitting
writing these letters...It does make me feel very proud. Of course it does. I always
think back to what was written about the children at the start that they wouldn’t
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really have any, I don't mean that they were written off, but I suppose when we
adopted them, we were informed that they probably would have a very low level
of life.

The sense of parental investment as an intervention is reflected also in the adopters' talk of
their child’s early pre-adoptive experience of being parented, which provides a 'difficult
start' that inhibits the child's journey to reaching their potential. In response to this,
adoptive parental investment is talked about as a means of compensating for and
overcoming the legacy of the child's pre-adoptive experiences. Chris and Caroline express
sadness at this and wonder how their children might have been different if they had
received better parental investment from the beginning. Andrea also expresses this:

I have always felt that they have had a very difficult start in life and I would do
everything in my power to make sure that they would reach their potential
whatever that was...It is just a very unfortunate, that is my overwhelming feeling
that it is very unfortunate that the damage that was done was done and that it is
now manifesting itself.

In Andrea's account the temporal language stretches beyond the individual lifespan to
consider the child's place in generational patterns of behaviour in their birth family. Andrea
talks about her parental investment as an intervention that will remove the child from their
place in cyclical patterns of alcohol abuse, or 'breaking the cycle':

The contact with the birth family has maybe given me the impetus to really try
harder to try and insure that they don't go down the route that the birth parents
did. Educating them about alcohol and things like that. It would always be my
impetus that I would like to break this cycle of alcoholism within their families.

Securing moral priorities
The adopters talk about their efforts in bringing the children up with a set of values and
lifestyle standards or norms, and this form of parental investment as potentially threatened
by contact with birth family who they describe as living in 'a different world' represented
by different lifestyles and values. The language used is suggestive of otherness, of the birth
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family living in a 'world' that is unknown and foreign to the adopted child and to which
they do not belong. The adopters talk about different 'backgrounds', 'morals', 'standards'
and 'ethos'. The concerns discussed in this theme can be interpreted as moral in that they
refer to values and lifestyle choices that the adopters consider to be good or bad for their
child. Where there is direct contact, there is potential for the separate worlds to clash, and
to undermine the adopters' ability to secure their own moral priorities for the child.
Contact with birth family is represented as a threat to parental investment in that the child
might assimilate the other's norms, or cross the boundary, 'get drawn into', the other
world, and that this will lead them to make lifestyle choices that they consider harmful,
unhealthy and inhibitive of the child reaching their potential. This is reflected in the use of
language such as 'worried', 'concerned', 'fear', 'frustrating' to describe their emotional
responses.
Andrea explicitly strives for a different lifestyle for her children. While she is nonjudgmental about the birth mother's alcohol misuse, she is also very open with the children
about wanting them to avoid similar difficulties. She has no reticence to proclaim that she
does not want the parents' lifestyle to be repeated or replicated by the children. She
expresses a concern that, because of the foreignness of the birth parents' lifestyles, the
children would find the reality of their lives emotionally distressing and a challenge to their
own sense of identity and self-esteem.
Brendan and Mary articulate that they are trying to teach Robert a set of values and morals
that are their own norms and that they consider important but contact exposes him to a
different set of values from the birth family. When his birth sister has a baby as a teenager,
Brendan and Mary talk about how their response to the situation is at odds with the
message about it that Robert receives from the birth family:

Mary: We didn't want this to be seen as the norm.
Brendan: We didn't want it to be seen as that's all right son that's normal, that's
grand.
Me: so how did you address that with him then?
Mary: We just sat down with him and said that what she had done was illegal and
obviously she was keeping the wrong company. But then her and the boyfriend are
still together and they have two children now, and they are just treated as if they
are a wee married couple
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Brendan: Yeah. That's not normal that's abnormal. But yet during contact it was
'oh look what x and y are doing, isn't this great!' No it's not great!
Mary: And she's expecting again, she's having another wee baby. And Brendan and
I are sitting thinking, where's your morals here, where's the morals you know.

Julia's concerns are heightened because of the child's age in mid-adolescence, and the
stage of their development where they can make autonomous choices, and yet are still
considered too immature to appreciate or manage the complexities of these issues. The
children's ability to make judgements about birth family lifestyles, is further restricted by
the foreignness of birth family lifestyles, and their lack of exposure to issues such as
alcoholism or family violence:

I wouldn't want her to be drawn into this, em, whole thing, the whole scenario, and
whole thing and friends and family cos, that's different, it's a different, how can I
say it, different standards and ethos of living from what she is used to. She (birth
mother) is still in contact with people that are alcoholics, and her friends do drugs
and stuff like that, so you wouldn't want her to get into that with relatives, that's
what I would be concerned about.

Julia's parental concern about birth family contact is mitigated by trust in child's own
maturity and good sense. However, Margaret is 'very concerned' that Sarah-Jane is too
immature to manage contact with her birth sister whom Margaret considers very mature
for her age.
For Bert and Margaret, the fears that the child will be negatively influenced by the birth
family's different lifestyle during contact are realised:

Margaret: I did say to a social worker, "see if social services destroys Sarah-Jane on
me." I didn't say what I was going to do....
Mandi: Is that your fear?
Margaret: I know it. Sarah-Jane had one meeting with her sister and got into
trouble first whack. And, you know, for our hard work over them years, to see it
ending up like that, it's frustrating. (Birth sister) is very into drink and very into
boys, Sarah-Jane is not into boys, not to my knowing, nor drink. (Birth sister's)
family, the mother spends most of her time in bed, over the years in drink and
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drugs, and I don't want Sarah-Jane going down that road. We have reared SarahJane to the best of our ability, haven't we Bert? And, you know, I see my work
crumbling, starting to crumble.

Securing educational outcomes is a higher priority than contact for Gail and Frank, and they
talk about postponing contact so as not to disrupt Joseph doing his 11+ exam. This is not
Joseph's priority. Gail's acknowledges that they might not always be able to secure their
parental priorities, and that birth family might exert influence. She describes her hope that
Joseph follows the example of the sister who attends school, and who therefore shares Gail
and Frank's priorities, rather than the sister who truants, the antithesis of their moral
priorities.
The adopters talk about different responses to the prospect of contact with different
individuals, and this seems to be related to parental investment and the extent to which
these individuals share their moral priorities. They talk about their pleasure and comfort in
contact with people who make a contribution to their child's wellbeing either historically,
currently or as a potential resource for their future, than they are with people who have
harmed them, or they fear may prove negative to their future welfare.
This is illustrated by Valerie's description of accidental contact with the child's previous
foster-carer:

I would have wished the Jack could have been with me that day, because they were
so good to him and we know they were very good and good-natured.

Making 'our family’: Bonding; Ownership; 'Losses and Gains'
Bonding
The adopters repeatedly talk about making family relationships and becoming a family as a
process of 'bonding', and 'developing a bond' with their child. The language used implies a
permanent joining together or 'cementing' relationships' and is talked about in terms of
'family bonding', rather than the bonding of any one individual to another. The adopters'
use of terms such as 'part of us', and 'a complete bond' implies bringing together of
separate individuals to form a new and cohesive whole, or family unit. This melding
together with the child is talked of as permanent and irreversible, changing forever who
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the family and each of the members are. Chris and Caroline refer to the child being an
integral part of who they now are. As Chris says:

They're now part of us...they're an indissoluble part of us.

The bonding is talked about as a reciprocal process in which the child and the parents both
participate and which requires a mutual moulding of selves to one another.
Family membership is talked about as 'being' and 'becoming' part of one whole, and this
requires the total commitment of each

individual.

Membership of two families

simultaneously is seen as a negative and confusing thing, as being 'split in two'. This talk
implies that if the child were to 'be part of both their birth and adoptive families this
would mean loss for the child, in the sense of being fractured, and a loss to the adoptive
family of part of the child. Wilma relates with delight that Simon describes himself as being
exclusively a member of the adoptive family:

I was bowled over when he says 'well sure this is my family', you know I have my
family and it meant for me that through all these years he has become a part of
this family and that's how he feels, you know he doesn't feel as if he belongs to two
or he's split in two, you know he's totally imbued here with me.

Julia's account highlights the child's role in the reciprocal process of family bonding and the
belief that this requires exclusivity of connection. She talks about how her daughter's
ongoing emotional and psychological bonds with the birth family, even in the absence of
contact, inhibited adoptive family bonding:

If you asked me did she bond with me 100% I would say no, because she always
had that in the background, she would never let go with her old life.

There are activities and processes that the family engage in that help to develop these
relationship bonds. Family holidays are mentioned by all the families as important bonding
time. Talking of their first family holiday with Robert, Brendan says:

That fortnight was like cement - like cementing it together. He changed and we
changed.
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Family holidays are experienced as important bonding times because they allow an
extended period of family exclusivity where the focus is on immediate family relationships
with 'no outside influence' or distractions. A focus on the nuclear adoptive family and
asserting a degree of exclusivity is talked about as important for creating and maintaining
family bonds. Valerie and Daniel talk about family time as exclusive time and the
importance of spending time each week 'just to do something together as a family that
there is nobody else involved but this just our time with them'.
Periods of intensive caring, for example when the child is unwell or upset, are also talked
about as pivotal times in the development of family bonds. Amanda and Arthur talk about
not being 'allowed' to engage in this intensive care giving when their children were first
fostered by them, being advised by social workers to 'let them cry' and 'don't sleep with
them' and they now say that in following this advice they have 'sacrificed' and experienced
'losses' to 'the family bond'.
The idea that relationship bonds develop out of what one does, engaging in acts of 'loving'
and 'caring', rather than any inherent characteristic or relationship given, is reflected in
Chris and Caroline's talk of 'love' being a verb rather than a feeling. As Chris puts this:

Love's an action, you love those children and then the feelings come for them...It's
a bit like getting married. You have to work. You're working at a relationship.

Ownership - ‘they’re our family now’
The process of bonding is linked in the accounts to talk of 'belonging', and the adopters
refer to owning their relationship with their child, repeatedly emphasizing the child as 'our
child', 'my son', 'our daughter'. The emphasis on the child's belonging to 'our family',
'they're our family now', implies exclusivity and a complete transfer into the adoptive
family with no sense of belonging elsewhere. This sense of belonging is something that the
adopters are highly motivated to achieve. As Andrea puts it 'you have an overwhelming
urge that you want your children to belong in this family'.
This sense of ownership is talked about as a two-way thing as both parents and child lay
claim to one another and proclaim the permanence of the child's position in the family. The
adopters make reference to verbal statements exchanged with their child that seem to be
important for affirming the sense of belonging. As Valerie describes this:
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From day one she was mine and that was it, and Emily would have said, as well,
from the beginning, that was always to both of us, she would have said that "I'm a
forever and ever child now to you."

The children's 'belonging' to the adopters and to the wider kinship network is affirmed by
extended family and friends who relate to them as 'part of this great big family'. The
adopters make repeated references to their children being 'treated just the same' as
biological nieces, nephews and grandchildren by their extended family. Family and close
friends overlook the 'difference' of the adopted child, as Andrea puts it, 'they were never
made to feel any different', and this is valued as acknowledgement of adopters' and child's
claiming and owning of one another.
Wilma talks about how exclusive 'ownership1 of Simon as 'son' is fundamental to her idea of
what it is to be a family. Her expectation was that Simon would become part of her family
and that he would no longer be part of his birth family, an all or nothing transfer rather
than a simultaneous belonging in two families.

Losses and gains
The adopters' accounts of family forming imply that 'ownership' of the child transfers from
the birth to the adoptive family as the child crosses permanently the boundary between
the two families. This process is described as resulting in a set of losses and gains, reflected
in comments such as,' the mum's loss was my gain'. As Mia puts this:

Willow is absolutely brilliant. Her parents well sort of, well they lost the child and
we gained, but they will never exactly know what they lost and they would
probably never realise just exactly what they have lost. She's brilliant, so she is.

However, there is also a sense in the accounts that this could be a shifting equation, and
that, over time, the balance of gain and loss could alter between the birth parent and
adoptive parents. Andrea anticipates that in the future the children might make choices
that could represent loss to her:

I saw it that our gain was the birth parents' loss and maybe that will change in the
future when the girls are older. I don't know what they will do.
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The metaphor of adoption as loss and gain is linked throughout the participants' accounts
to descriptions of feeling guilty for the loss the birth parents have experienced, as in Cora's
quotation below:

I just feel sorry for them. I would love them to be part of their lives too, and yet I'm
grateful that we have a family, because we have always wanted children. For their
misfortune, we have been fortunate, and I think that is awful too, it makes me feel
guilty sometimes. But we have them because of their misfortune, and it does make
you feel a bit guilty.

Similarly, Wilma refers to feeling that 'it's being very selfish, having him to myself,
suggesting that she feels it is somehow wrong or sanctioned to enjoy 'ownership' of her
relationship with Simon. This is an interesting contrast to normal conventions that regard
parental references to 'my son' as proud and positive, rather than selfish.
Another dimension to the idea of a balance of losses and gains is the participants' fears that
adoptive relationships might be lost to birth family relationships, and that emotionally the
child might chose the birth family over the adoptive family. This fear of loss is a powerful
influence on their feelings of reluctance about contact, which threatens to upset the
balance of losses and gains. As Pedar explains his and Loretta's resistance to birth mother
contact:

I think probably you are afraid of maybe (pause)...you know, maybe losing her, kind
of, in a way.

Associated with Wilma's sense that Simon can only belong to one family is the fear of loss
that accompanies the prospect of contact. Despite enjoying a 'great mother son
relationship', Wilma's ownership of and bond with Simon seems precarious to her, and so
the birth mother's request for contact heightens her fear that Simon might opt out of the
adoptive family bond and embed himself instead in birth family relationships. Her fear also
has a more practical dimension in that the birth mother might abduct him:

I just had that feeling I could end up losing him. What if he wants to be with his
sisters, what if he wants to be a part of that family? ...I thought, you know, she
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could maybe try to abduct him and I obviously didn't want that. I was afraid of that
actually happening. I really did think at one point I was gonna lose him you know.

There is a dichotomy in Gail and Frank's talk of loss. They express fear that new and
increased contact with birth family will result in their son Joseph transferring his emotional
attachment to the birth family resulting in loss for them, but they are also concerned that
without contact he would feel that he is losing out on relationship with his birth family.
Gail's account suggests that she sees the birth family and adoptive family as very separate
and there is a sense that Joseph cannot comfortably sit in both families but might have to
choose between them, resulting in gains for one family and losses for the other.
For some of the adopters the fear of losing the child is based on explicit efforts or 'threats'
by the birth parent that they will reclaim them. Andrea, for example, describes a birth
father who 'strongly contested' the adoption, 'has been looking for (the children) all his
life', and believes that they will want to live with him when they reach the age of 18. Fear
of loss is described by Amanda as an 'emotional fear' related to a concern that the child
might choose birth family relationships over adoptive family bonds.
The child is also talked about having 'lost' or 'losing out on' birth family relationships. Thus,
birth family contact is talked about as a way of mitigating the emotional and relational
losses of the child and birth parent, while simultaneously representing potential loss for the
adoptive parents. It is therefore not surprising that the metaphor of adoption as loss and
gain is linked in the accounts to repeated references to 'weighing up’ and balancing
competing interests in terms of contact. The following quotation from Andrea illustrates
this:

I sat and thought about it for weeks and weeks and I suppose I thought, well it was
my fear versus their right to see their birth children growing up. I weighed it up and
thought about it from their perspective that they had lost so much. I always try to
be balanced about it and sympathetic.

In this quotation Andrea appears to balance her own fear of loss of relationship with her
children, against her perception that the birth parents have a right to continue to have
access to something important that they have lost through adoption, that is witnessing
their children 'growing up'. The idea of loss and gain appears central to Andrea's
motivation to maintain letter contact. She says that she agreed to send regular letters and
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photographs motivated by an acknowledgement that the birth parents did not relinquish
the children but had them removed even though they 'opposed the adoption so strongly'.

Constrained Parental Autonomy: adolescent independence, the
importance of blood bonds and welfare justifications
This theme presents the participants' talk of the factors that constrain them in acting, or
making decisions, according to their own wishes and preferences, particularly in relation to
arrangements for birth family contact. These constraints represent a relinquishing of
parental entitlement to control the child's contact with birth family, and create a personal
conflict between what is considered best for the child and concern over what is ultimately
agreed to.
All of the adopters who have experience of post-adoption contact talk about the dilemma
of determining what arrangements are right and beneficial for their child. Most notably this
dilemma takes the form of a difference of opinion between the adoptive parents and one
of the other parties involved, whether the child, the birth family member or social services.
In their talk of decision-making about contact they refer to agreeing to arrangements out of
deference to social work expertise and the perceived 'rules of the adoption', and their
language suggests passivity, submission and lack of autonomy.

Valerie and Daniel talk

about being 'allowed1 to ask for a review of contact, and the following quotation from Cora
suggests obedience:

They just said this is how it goes. This is what we do and with us being new to it and
all, we just thought, well we have to do what they say.

In this theme the focus is on the factors that limit the participants' ability to establish an
arrangement that matches their own preferences. These factors include: the child's
developmental stage and growing independence; the adopters' belief in the importance of
blood ties; and the assumption that child welfare is the only basis on which the imposition
of their parental wishes can be justified.
The range of parental constraints is illustrated by Gail and Frank's account of their complex
set of motivations for facilitating unplanned sibling contact in adolescence, all described in
terms of feeling compelled. They are compelled by the child's feelings, referring to him
being 'heartbroken' and 'searching and searching and searching' for his siblings via social
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media, and so set aside their own feelings. They also say that they feel compelled by
Joseph's stage of independence and the fact that he is 'very capable' of independent
contact, and by a feelings of insecurity in the adoptive ties and fear that they might lose
Joseph to his birth family relationships. They also report feeling 'pressurised' by the birth
family's insistence, and by the siblings' social worker. As Gail says of the siblings' request
for contact, 'I had to accept it and that was that'.
In the context of these constraints, any resistance or termination of contact is justified on
the basis of the child's welfare. Those who actively oppose proposed contact plans talk
about having to become defiant, 'totally refusing' contact or having to 'get cross' with the
social worker, advocating for the child's well-being.
Valerie and Daniel vividly describe their assertive opposition to proposed contact based on
their parental concern for the child:

Valerie: We were just totally refusing. He said to the judge "if you were battered
and left with fractured ribs would you want to see if that person again."
Me: What was the answer?
Valerie: Well he was still going on and wanting it and we were very determined.
"No!"

Caroline and Chris articulate the idea that asserting control over contact is an essential
aspect of good parenting, and that they 'wouldn't have been suited to be his adoptive
parents' had they not stopped contact that was distressing the child. They talk of the need
to 'live in the real world' where contact is not always possible or in the children's best
interests. As Chris says:

The kids' safety and well-being has to come first. Such is life.

Chris and Caroline talk of their impression that to facilitate birth family contact is the ideal
expected from an adoptive parent, 'ideally you do want to keep contact'. In view of this
Chris suggests that stopping contact is only justifiable if it is to protect the children's saf ety
and not on the basis of parental preferences alone:

As long as your ultimate goal or motivation is what you think is best for the child in
the short, medium and long-term, and not what you as the adult want out of it.
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Adolescent independence
The adoptive parents acknowledge their adolescent children's growing need for
independence and their increasing capacity to exercise autonomy in their lives. At the stage
of early adolescence they talk about the children as simultaneously too young to cope with
the emotional and social complexities of contact, yet old enough to independently manage
the practicalities. The adoptive parents therefore talk about being constrained in their
ability to prohibit or limit contact, recognising their child's capability to make independent
arrangements, and pursue the relationship autonomously and even without their
knowledge.
Gail and Frank explain their eventual agreement to contact as a pragmatic response to the
recognition of Joseph's independence. As Gail says:

I didn't want him to be behind my back doing it. I think that's why we have had to
agree to all, you know, because, he is going to do it anyway and we had to accept...
he would have been getting on the bus and going over to (sibling's home town) by
himself.

Similarly, Amanda describes her daughter as 'a very determined wee girl and if she wants
to do something she will do it' and this influences their motivation to continue with birth
mother contact in recognition that if they as parents did not facilitate and manage it that
the child would 'find a way' to do this for herself that would be beyond their control.
Julia describes how her daughters exercised their autonomy to initiate contact with their
birth mother via Facebook, and expresses concern that their independence outstrips their
maturity saying 'I think they are just too young to cope with it'.
Margaret and Bert also express a concern that their daughter perceives herself to be more
mature and independent than she actually is. Margaret describes below a normative
incremental process of gradually relinquishing control to the child who is pushing for
independence:

Sarah-Jane is nearly 15, and I suppose you have to give her a wee bit of
responsibility, but the responsibility could lead away. I can picture it Sarah-Jane
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going down the town getting on a bus and going to X (large town)(with birth
sibling), I can see that coming.

However, they do not believe that she is ready to cope with the complexities of sibling
contact. They describe her as 'very, very immature, very easily lead, she may be 15, but she
hasn't got the ability of a 15-year-old'. The sibling contact represents a situation where
they feel compelled to allow their child to engage in an activity that they would not have
otherwise chosen to allow based on their assessment of her maturity and ability to cope.
As Margaret says:

In my opinion, I think Sarah-Jane, at 14, is far too young to cope with that, and her
sister, I also think she is too young. I think it would have been better if it had been
left until the two girls were more grown up and fit to handle it better.

The importance of blood bonds
All of the adoptive parents refer repeatedly to their child's 'right to know where they come
from', and their decisions about contact are heavily influenced by a belief that knowing
about their birth family background, and maintaining some connection with biological kin,
are of essential importance to their child's welfare, although they vary in their view of the
weight this should be given in decision making and how it should be actualised. Belief in the
importance of blood ties is referred to as a motivator to facilitate contact, but is also talked
about as a constraint that restricts the adoptive parents' ability to prohibit or limit
relationships they fear may be detrimental, and this leads to feeling conflicted. The
participants' talk in this theme also conflicts with the priorities they express in the theme of
'Parental Investment:

positive

intervention

and securing

moral

priorities' where

relationships with birth family are represented as potentially detrimental and a negative
influence. While they express concern that contact may prove difficult or harmful for their
child, they also express a felt inability to 'stand in the way of or restrict these relationships.
Had their child developed relationships that were similarly potentially negative with
anyone else, the adopters may have exerted parental authority to restrict them.
Loretta and Pedar disagree on the extent to which they feel Deidre should be facilitated
should she seek contact with her birth mother in the future. Their discussion reveals the
constraints and tensions they feel in simultaneously promoting Deidre's rights, protecting
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her needs, and recognising her ability to act autonomously. Loretta embraces contact with
birth siblings but would discourage her daughter from contact with birth parents who she
fears would be a negative influence on her. Pedar expresses similar misgivings but feels
more constrained by Deidre's 'right to know where she comes from' and so would facilitate
her seeking.
Mia and Jack talk about the constraint imposed by the child's rights and needs as a
fundamental and integral part of all parenthood. Willow's 'need to know where she came
from' constrains their actions and decisions in that they agree to contact they are
uncomfortable with, but Mia's account suggests that constraint is a normal part of
parenting:

She needs to know where she came from, that is part of her life and we have no
right to shut out part of her life because we are not entirely comfortable. That's
part of her that's who she is and she needs to know that. Isn't that part of
parenting - the child comes first.

Wilma talks about the fear and insecurity that the prospect of birth mother contact
provokes in her, yet she does agree to indirect contact because she believes it to be in her
son's best interests. Gail also articulates this aspect of adoptive parenthood that prioritises
the child's right to know over parental comfort:

You have to put your own feelings and your own thoughts on the backburner, and
you have to think of what he needs, for his emotions, you know.

Frank talks of his puzzlement that children whose relationships with birth family are not
actualised in caring practices still are 'drawn' in some irrational way to their biological kin
and this is understood by Frank in terms of an essential connection or bloodline: 'you will
never shake off the bloodline, never'. His language is pejorative, suggestive of the blood
connection as parasitic, something that one cannot be free of even if one tries. Gail and
Frank agree to contact because they are concerned that, if they prohibit it, their son may
feel forced to choose between birth and adoptive family relationships and that they might
lose out in this process. Gail expresses this constraint on her decision-making:
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How could you say no you are not seeing your family, how could you say that? If I
had said no, we would have lost him altogether.

This idea of being essentially drawn to birth relatives, or that 'blood is thicker than water'
constrains Margaret and Bert to agree to new sibling contact that they fear will have
negative outcomes for their daughter. Although Margaret and Bert say that they are 'very
concerned, very, very concerned, the outcome, I don't think it's going to be good, but I
hope not', still they say that they cannot prohibit the sibling relationship:

Margaret: I mean, I can't say "no Sarah-Jane you're not going to see your sister." I
can't say that. I wouldn't say that, anyway.
Mandi: Why not?
Margaret: Because, if it was me, I think I would want to see her too. I did look at
her face when she looked out of the window, after all blood is thicker than water,
she was all smiles to her, you know.

It seems from their account that, if this relationship that leads their daughter to get into
trouble at school were with any other peer, Margaret and Bert would attempt to restrict it.
However, Margaret talks of feeling constrained by her empathy, indicated by repetition of
'if it was me', and sense of the importance of the sibling relationship, even though this
conflicts with her wisdom as a parent.
Andrea's account illustrates how the belief in the importance of blood connections extends
to empathic motivations for maintaining letterbox contact with the birth parents. She
weighs her own discomfort against the birth parents rights, 'my fear versus their right to
see their birth children growing up'. She is motivated to provide them with 'great
consolation' based on empathy 'it would be cruel not to do it'. In the following quotation
Andrea uses moral language to justify contact that is at odds with her maternal
preferences:

I feel that the fundamental right thing was done and the parents were kept
informed and didn't have that anguish of worrying "is my child alive or dead?"
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Discussion
The themes in this chapter present parenthood as a funditally relational activity, with
parental entitlement developed in relation to the child birth parents, social work
expectations and cultural notions of parenthood. In talkbout their parental position
the participants' accounts reference two contradictory ral scripts, one that views
parenthood in terms of child welfare and one, widely iden in adoption literature (Miall
and March, 2006; Carsten, 2004; Terrell and Modell,!! that views parenthood as
inevitably emanating from procreation. There is an apparncertainty as to which script
offers the more accurate way of understanding parenthood the inherent contradiction
between these ideas imposes constraints on the adof autonomous discharge of
parental responsibility.

Parental entitlement as relational
This chapter indicates that development of parental entitnt is a social process that is
outworked through interactions across a range of formid informal social contexts.
Having parenthood conferred through social processes iiulture where parenthood is
understood as an inevitable result of biological connectio xperienced to some extent,
as Terrell and Modell (1994) suggest, as risky and insecure
The participants favour a definition of parenthood thnphasises the activities of
parenting over the fact of giving birth. Understanding paiood in terms of care-giving
and the fulfilment of nurturing and protective responsils does seem to afford the
adoptive parents confidence in their parental position, as Leon (2002) suggests,
facilitates a sense of entitlement.
Interaction with others is a pre-requisite for the constm of the self, and it is in
relationship with significant others that we develop our s of personhood, 'individuals
are constituted through their close kin ties' (Smart, 2007, This idea is reflected in the
participants' descriptions of 'being' and 'becoming' paren the course of the relational
activity of 'doing' parenting. Their parental identity is deved through the outworking of
their relationship with their child, as they engage in paremractices and in 'being there'
for the child.
Relating together shapes the identities of all family merr. Kevin's comment that 'we
are the children's parents now' reflects three sets of identansformation brought about
by the adoptive parents' engagement in the 'doing' of ping with their children. The
adopters become 'the parent of this child', the child's id/ is transformed to become
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'the child of these parents' or, as the adopters say, 'our child), by implication, the birth
parent becomes 'no longer the parent of this child'.
The accounts acknowledge the idea that the child's sense of ievelops inter-subjectively
through family interactions, and prioritise the adoptive ear family as the most
important influence on the child's identity. Shaping the chilense of self and how they
should live in the world is talked of as an aspect of parental rnsibility.
These themes also suggest that parental identity and ement are developed in
reference to the birth parents' failure to give proper care. II the participants Wilma
expresses most strongly her anxiety and fear of losing her in response to the birth
mother's request for contact. It is also noteworthy that she ribes the birth mother as
continuing to parent younger children in her care. Wilma spates that her son might
query why he is adopted in this context and it seems that shes so acutely threatened in
her parenthood because the birth mother might also be capaf rearing Simon.
Basing parental entitlement on effective parental capability is contrasted to the birth
parents' lack of ability is perhaps particular to adoptions frare that are usually as a
result of parental abuse or neglect, and rarely with parentcisent. Entitlement in this
context may be more problematic in that it is not conferry the birth parents. One
wonders how easy it would be to seek help or admit to diffici if the core of parenthood
is founded on one's parental effectiveness. It would be usfor those providing post
adoption support to be sensitive to this feature of adoptive p;hood.

Adoption imagined as 'losses and gains'
Previously in adoption a 'gift' or 'donation' metaphor predoited (Modell, 1999). When
a gift is given it is understood that ownership of it transfers the giver to the recipient
with no expectation that the giver will ask for or get it bac that this is in any way a
temporary giving or loan.
A different metaphor of adoption is evident in the sub-tht'losses and gains'. In this
metaphor the respective positions of the 'giver' and 'recipiof the child are shifted. If
one receives from a third party something that someone elselost or had removed from
them, as in the case of adoption from care via Freeing Order, one can imagine that the
loser might expect recompense. The original 'owner' might rightfully continue to lay
claim to that which was theirs and which they did not wishnse and which they would
still like to have ownership of.
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The adopter and the birth parent are linked by their mutual connection to the child but the
configuration in which they are linked is very different than if one imagines adoption as the
giving of the child as a gift by the relinquishing birth parent. The adoption of children from
care via Freeing Order makes it impossible to imagine adoption in this way and indeed is
not apparent anywhere in the accounts of these adoptive parents.

Parenting and child welfare
Ramaekers and Suissa (2012) argue that the 'conceptual landscape' (p.ix) of parenthood in
Western culture is dominated by ideas derived from developmental psychology which has
generated an assumption that the way to understand children is as a linear-developmental
story in which certain parental inputs will achieve certain universally desirable outputs. The
role of parents is to be effective in achieving these outcomes with what parents do at each
stage of the way influencing the next stage and so the ultimate outcome.
This implies that there is a right way and a wrong way to parent and that parental
entitlement is contingent upon proper behaviour. In this context, the birth family are
understood to have failed as parents because they have sabotaged the child's development
through abusive or deficient parenting.
The influence of this thinking is reflected in the participants' presentation of themselves as
protectors of their children's welfare in the present and facilitators of healthy lifestyle
choices in the future. It is seen also in their resistance to contact with birth family members
who they consider 'bad for', or 'a bad influence on' the child, potentially confounding the
achievement of the developmental aims for the child in which the adoptive parents have
invested heavily.
The participants monitor themselves against ideas of what it means to be a 'proper' parent.
This is reflected in the ethical content of their accounts of contact arrangements, where
they provide justifications for their actions and choices based on the welfare of the child.
This suggests that a 'proper' parent both prioritises their child's needs over their own, they
put their feelings 'on the back burner'; and that a 'proper' parent will prioritise the child's
welfare over that of other adults. Therefore, while the birth family might want and benefit
from contact, the adopters act 'properly' to ensure instead the protection of the child.
However this seems to be held in tension with a belief in the importance of and
permanence of blood ties, that 'blood is thicker than water'. This leads to a contradictory
understanding of the position of the birth family who are simultaneously considered to
have forfeited their entitlement by sabotaging the child's development through neglectful
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or abusive care-giving, yet retain some position via the child's entitlement to connection
based on biological ties.
The accounts make frequent reference to a tension between wanting to promote birth
family connections, but of this being in conflict with the parental goal of promoting
emotional wellbeing and healthy lifestyle choices. This tension voiced by the participants
echoes policy ambiguity and debate, noted in recent literature (Smith and Logan, 2002;
Luckock and Hart, 2005), about the extent to which adopters should be constrained to
facilitate contact. This study further suggests professional uncertainty as to the respective
positions of adoptive and birth family members.
It is concerning that the participants felt constrained in the discharge of their entitlement in
relation to birth family contact. Writing about parenting adolescents, Coleman and Hendry
(1999) note that perceived loss of control can lead to parents developing a sense of
helplessness about their role which may result in a more permissive parenting style. Given
the particular vulnerabilities of adopted children it is crucial that adoptive parents are both
equipped and empowered to continue to provide protection, nurturance and guidance
throughout the whole of adolescence. Therefore, it is important, particularly in
adolescence, that professional interventions affirm the value of adoptive bonds (Hajal and
Rosenberg, 1991). It would be useful for future research to explore what might empower
adopters in their role as parents.

The importance of blood ties
A dominant cultural schema is that biological relatedness is a key feature of parenthood
(Johnson-Hanks et al, 2012), and this positions biological reproduction as preferable and
socially superior to adoption. However, adoptive parents, finding their family situation at
odds with this dominant idea, are in a position to reflexively reconsider what biological
relatedness actually means to them.
The participants' accounts are full of talk that considers and balances the respective
importance of biological connection against the engagement in the commitment and
practices of parenting. They are not, however convinced that others see it this way. Indeed,
post-adoption contact is premised on a cultural belief in the importance of blood ties.
It has been suggested that the introduction of assisted reproduction and acceptance of
diversity in gender relations and marital arrangements has meant that it is increasingly
accepted that one's most significant relationships are not necessarily biological (Carsten,
2000). Reflective of this, the participants seem to temper the importance of blood ties by
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asserting the importance of 'doing' family or the constitution of family relationships
through exchange of family practices. Their accounts do not negate the importance of
blood ties but these are relegated as secondary in the everyday experience of actualised
relationships. The focus on 'doing' allows the significance of the lack of biological
connection in everyday family relationships to be minimized.
However, the adopters also express a concern that there are bonds of family which
transcend these constructed, actualised relationships and which ultimately prove more
powerful than adoptive bonds. The ties between the birth family and the child are
recognised by the adopters as being 'sticky' (Smart, 2007) in that they continue to exert
influence on thoughts, feelings and practices.
Birth family contact leads to a tension between the two dominant and apparently
conflicting ideas of what it means to be a parent. Contact can be understood as means of
allowing the child continued access to essential blood connections that are of fundamental
importance to personhood. However, from a child welfare perspective, contact is viewed
by the participants as a threat to the investment they have made in their child's sense of
moral identity and ability to make healthy lifestyle choices. Distancing and limiting
interaction with birth family can therefore, also be understood as a way of taking
responsibility for the child's well-being and development of a healthy sense of self.
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5. Diverse Journeys - Structural
Openness
Introduction
This chapter presents the participants' accounts of the range of ways that structural
openness, that is contact with members of their child's birth family, is experienced. The
various forms of contact are identified and labelled and some factors that influence how
contact is arranged are highlighted. The title of this chapter Diverse Journeys, reflects the
two most striking features of the descriptions of post-adoption contact. The accounts
present a wide diversity of different types of arrangement, with no two families
experiencing the same form and frequency of contact, and all of the families have
experienced some change in arrangements overtime.

Diverse Journeys
The contact arrangements are embedded in complex networks of relationships that link
multiple families. The range of linkages or points of contact between the adoptive and birth
families goes beyond what has been negotiated and formalised in contact agreements.
What is clear from the accounts is that current arrangements are not expected to remain
static but future transitions and changes of direction are anticipated.

Normalised contact
For Mia and Jack and for Loretta and Pedar, the fact that the birth siblings live nearby
allows for a more 'natural' form of contact between siblings that is based on shared
activities and leisure time. Mia and Jack talk of making creative use of community resources
to maintain sibling contact, and have agreed with the adoptive parents of Willow's birth
siblings that the children are enrolled in the same dance class, clubs and secondary school.
The benefit is seen as more ’natural contact for the children and a less onerous burden of
1

facilitation for the parents. As Mia describes this:

Now I sort of feel there is no obligation now to make arranged contact because
they are seeing each other every day and you know they are chatting to each other
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in school. So it's quite natural contact now, and he pressure is off to sort of get
them together all the time and that sort of thing.

Loretta and Pedar talk about the family-like quality of coitact they and Deidre enjoy with
her two younger siblings who are adopted and live rearby. Loretta befriended their
adoptive mother and they meet up weekly and holiday tqether. The following quotation
from Loretta highlights the contrast between this normcised contact and an attempted
relationship with Deidre's older birth sister 'that just didrt work' out despite their efforts
to encourage it. Relating the older sister's comments Loreta says:

She texted Deidre saying "it's different for you, >(brother), and Y (sister), you all
grew up together and you know each other and ycu maintain contact, I don't know
anything and whenever we do meet each other, ve don't really have anything to
say to each other."

Psychological contact
All of the adopters, regardless of the type of contact expTienced or none, talk about the
presence of the birth family in their thoughts, described is being 'concious of the fact of
her existence''being aware' of birth family and having then 'in the back of my mind'.
The families who live in geographical proximity to the birh family have a form of contact
with people connected to, or with artefacts belonging to tie birth family and this enhances
their presence in the thoughts of the adopters. Jeremy Ascribes how driving past where
birth relatives live serves as a prompt for thinking about th?m:

Because Teresa's grandfather has a business in tovn and he has vans on the road
and I would see the name, and it would remind nr of them, you know that there is
a connection there.

Birth relatives are also thought about more actively and deiberately through their symbolic
inclusion in family rituals and in the way they are spokei about, or as in Cora's example
below, prayed for in the home:
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I would have been saying their prayers at night with them and I had promised
mother that whenever I say God bless mommy and daddy, I'll be thinking of you
too.

The fact that the birth family are thought about at key family moments, or significant times
or rites of passage in the child's life, is an indicator of their psychological inclusion as family.
Andrea explains that her motivation to increase and maintain letter contact is driven by her
awareness of the birth mother 'missing big events' such as Graham's baptism or first
communion. The sending of photographs of occasions at which family members are
normally present is a form of including the birth mother in the family event and
acknowledges the significance of her connection with the child.
The quotation below from Valerie and Daniel highlights the dual aspect of this
psychological contact. While they think of the birth mother they also acknowledge that
Emily may also be present in the birth mother's thoughts:

Daniel: All-time you would think "I wonder where is she now, or what is she doing
or is she still about or what?".
Valerie: And whether she has had any more children or has she ever thought of
Emily.

The display of photographs seems to be powerful representation of psychological contact,
which blurs the boundaries between the adoptive and birth family. Wilma talks about
Simon's photograph being given a prominent place by birth family representing their
continued psychological awareness of him, and she interprets this as the birth family
claiming Simon as 'a part of their life'. Wilma feels threatened by this and is concerned that
by agreeing to the requested direct contact that she will be enhancing his place in the birth
family and thereby diminishing his place in the adoptive family. The fact that photographs
of the children are displayed prominently by the birth mother is taken as symbolic of the
birth mother's continued sense of ownership of the children as 'belonging' to her:

The child's very life was there in pictures on her wall. It makes me think there is a
family here who feel that the children really belong to them.
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Andrea's quotation below suggests an unsettling sense of ambiguity between the close
psychological contact, represented by the extensive display by the birth mother of the
children's photographs, and the fact that there is no actual face-to-face contact. The sense
of ambiguity is further heightened for Andrea by the fact that the birth family live in close
geographical proximity, yet they do not physically meet. Andrea's metaphor of parallel lives
suggests that the paths of birth and adoptive families only cross in terms of their mutual
psychological awareness that is communicated to one another via the social worker who
facilitates the letter exchange:

Their lives are running parallel to our as they only live a couple of miles away in
(town) yet we don't see each other and we don't know each other and they
wouldn't want know me and vice versa. I don't really want to know them, so that is
very strange.

Unplanned contact
The participants in five families gave accounts of unplanned contact with birth family which
occurred during their child's middle adolescence. This contact was initiated via informal
social networks and/or social media, and the participants' descriptions illustrate the
developmental nature of contact and changes in arrangements over time. In each case an
agreement for either letterbox or direct contact with one or both birth parents was
established at the time of the adoption but had either been stopped or had not been
reciprocated by birth parents and there had been no formal contact for a several years. All
of the adopted children had birth siblings living with birth family, but none had any specific
agreement for sibling contact. The unplanned contact was mainly initiated by older nonadopted birth siblings who, as they progressed through adolescence, had developed
curiosity and a need for information about absent birth siblings. The quotation from Gail
and Frank below links the birth sibling's age with increasing curiosity as a motivator to seek
contact with their brother:
Gail: The girls have got older.
Frank: And they were curious.
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Gail: He is still their brother and they wanted to find out just what was happening
to him, they were older. So, social services then got involved with the two sisters
who were a lot older at this stage, and they wanted to see Joseph.
Gail describes how they felt compelled to agree to contact 'because the family were
pressurising us to do it and we had to go along with it'.
The participants talk of the siblings' developmental trajectory intersecting that of the
adopted child who is described as being at a less advanced stage of identity development
and curiosity about their birth family origins. The participants describe the contact-seeking
actions of older birth siblings cutting across their child’s pathway and accelerating their
transition into a phase of curiosity about birth family that they anticipated would come at
an older age. Wilma questions her ability to cope with the unplanned request for contact,
and her quotation below suggests a sense of being caught off guard and lacking
preparation:
I felt that at some stage in his life he would search out his mum, I just wasn't
prepared for that at this stage.
The participants express strong expectations that their children's interest in and need for
birth family contact will undergo developmental changes, as discussed in the sub-theme
'Anticipated contact' below. Those who talk of unplanned contact voice their concern that
this is being introduced prematurely, and that it would be better left until early adulthood
when the child would be better equipped to manage it. Adolescence was seen as imposing
normative demands on the child's emotional well-being that were compounded by the
additional complexity of negotiating new birth family relationships. As Julia says of her
daughters:
They find it very hard to cope with their emotions anyway, and then they have this
other emotional upheaval, and personally I think they are just too young to cope
with that at 13. That's asking an awful lot of a 13 year old.

Margaret's quotation below illustrates her concern that for Sarah-Jane the normative
emotional challenges identified by Julia are further compounded by developmental delay:
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I would love to be able to say leave it (sibling contact) till they are older, which I
would have preferred because Sarah-Jane may be 15, but she hasn't got the ability
of a 15-year-old. That's my concern.

Because the unplanned contact occurred at a stage of the adopted child's adolescence
where parental control was diminishing in favour of increased independence the children
are described as too young to cope with the emotional aspects of the contact, but
paradoxically old enough to independently manage the practicalities. The participants
recognise their child's capability to make independent contact arrangements, and pursue
the relationship autonomously and without their knowledge, and talk of feeling
constrained in their ability to prohibit contact.

Social Media
Several of the children used social media, e.g. Facebook or Bebo to make and maintain
contact with their birth family. In only two families this was done outside of the context of
contact that had already been initiated by formal or other informal means. Social media is
described as a tool used by the children to exercise their autonomy in their relationships
with birth family. Julia talks about her concern that this limits her ability to know what
information is passing between the child and birth family, and facilitates the making of
secretive contact arrangements. She describes this as violating the family's privacy and
undermining her parental position. Julia expresses more strongly her concern that social
media inhibits the important relational activity of adoption communication because the
child can get information directly via the internet. The impact of social media is that it
diminishes the opportunity for open communication in the parent/child relationship. As
Julia puts this:

With Facebook, if it wasn't there she would have been asking me questions and I
would have been answering them. I think that would make for a better
relationship, most definitely. Whereas, now they have got the information and they
have bypassed me. So, I think that does have an effect on our relationship between
us. It has taken away the ability for me to sit down and have a conversation with
them, working things through with them, you know, that's just all gone. I'm out of
the loop, and they don't want that anymore because they can go straight there.
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In contrast, Loretta and Pedar talk positively about Deidre using social media with their
knowledge, in an attempt to maintain contact with a sibling in adolescence.
Simon's birth family initiate unplanned contact via Facebook and a mutual friend and this
oblique contact is instantly seen by Wilma as problematic and challenging. She talks about
having a negative 'gut feeling about it' however this is not linked to the form the contact
takes but the challenge that it represents to her 'ownership' of her relationship with Simon.
Wilma describes how she helps Simon decide on the level of contact he wants to have with
his birth mother via Facebook, and negotiates a family policy of open reporting of birth
family contact via social media. When Joseph 'searches' for his birth siblings via social
media, Gail and Frank similarly agree that his on-line communication with them will be
done openly on the family computer which is in a shared space in their home.

Accidental contact
Most of the adopters talk about 'bumping into' birth family and for some this accidental
contact seems less challenging or intense for the child than arranged contact. Gail and
Frank describe an incident where they drove past the birth mother and very soon after she
arrived unannounced at their home. Jeremy and Cora's accounts of accidental contact are
vivid and represent intensely emotional experiences. At the start of her account what is
most dominant in Cora's talk is that the birth father has been described to her as 'violent'
and this seems to be the defining piece of information she has about him:

I was coming out of the health centre, and this man and woman looked at me
straight in the face, and looked at the child and walked straight towards me, and I
just knew that this person knows this baby, and it was the father. I was standing
there quaking in my shoes thinking "this person is violent".

Cora goes on to describe how the birth mother previously lived nearby and passed their
home daily on the bus. She recounts the practical and emotional implications of this, saying
that she was afraid to allow the child to play out in the garden. Once the birth mother
voices her acceptance of the adoption Cora's fear of interference lessens and makes the
prospect of accidental contact less threatening. Cora goes on to describe two further
accidental contacts that have occurred without any negative consequence, and this revises
her opinion of the birth parents who she subsequently assesses as 'both nice people who
just have a problem'. Cora comes to welcome the accidental contact, and uses it as an
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opportunity to update the birth mother on the children's progress and give her a
photograph of the children that she had carried in her wallet.
Grace and Terry also talk of using accidental contact as an opportunity to exchange
information and attempt to restart lapsed contact arrangements.
Wilma welcomes the prospect of accidental contact which she considers less threatening
than formal contact. She anticipates that bumping into Simon's birth mother would be 'like
a natural exchange between friends', therefore it would not pose a threat or challenge to
her parental position of 'being mum':

Wilma: Some days I do wish we would bump into her, because that would be
different if I just bumped into her.
Mandi: in what way is that different?
Wilma: because it hasn't been planned. I don't have that worry of the anticipation
of what's gonna happen and I think it's more natural just to bang into each other. If
I saw her I wouldn't run the other way, or anything. If I saw her I would continue
towards her, you know I wouldn't have any problem with that.

It's just if

somebody said right we'd like you and (birth mother) to meet up with Simon on
such and such a date then I would have a panic attack. Your expectations are
different if you formalise it, you know (birth mother's expectations of that meeting
would be different, Simon's expectations and my expectations would all be very
very different than if we just bumped into each other because there is no
expectation there. You can be more relaxed, (birth mum) could be more relaxed
Simon could be more relaxed.

Some participants talk about preparing strategies for how they might respond to accidental
contact. Rebecca and Peter anticipate that they would talk to the birth mother if they
bumped into her directly, but they would not go out of their way to speak to her if they saw
her at a distance, so they maintain a distance that is 'friendly but not too friendly'. Other
participants describe a fear of accidental contact because of the threatening or violent
nature of the birth parents. Andrea expresses concern that because her daughters are now
old enough visit shops without parental supervision, there is a possibility that they will
'bump into' their birth father. This is made more likely by their geographical proximity,
their strong physical resemblance to their birth father, and by the fact that he actively looks
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out for them. Because of his aggressive nature she prepares the children by role-playing
the scenario of accidental contact.
The participants who describe the birth parent as being aggressively opposed to the
adoption talk about how the prospect of accidental contact restricts their activities as a
family. Margaret and Bert describe their avoidance of the birth father because of his
history of violent behaviour and previous threats towards them. They have a choice of large
towns nearby in which to shop and choose not to visit the town where the birth father is
most likely to frequent. Pat and Angela live geographically close to their eldest child's birth
family and say that they avoid shopping in certain places for fear of bumping into birth
family because the birth father is perceived as a threat to the safety of the children, 'they
had said "it doesn't matter where you put her, we will find her".' The fact that accidental
contact is possible and also probable means that the family have to go out of their way to
avoid it and do not shop as a family, or bring the older girl to their nearest large shopping
town, 'we just can't go to that shopping centre as a family', for fear of being 'spotted'.
This geographical proximity is in contrast to the gulf that is described in terms of culture,
lifestyle and values. Pat and Angela's account shows how their different lifestyle makes it
easier for them to avoid accidental contact with the birth family because, as Pat's
quotation illustrates below, even though they live in the same location, they use and
inhabit this space in very different ways:

This is going to again sound arrogant but it's not intended to be, but, I mean, we
don't go to pubs, if we are going out for a meal, we go to a restaurant. I don't mean
that to sound.... So in terms of the run of the mill stuff we will not bump into
them, because of our world, we Internet shop (instead of shopping in the local
town).

Anticipated contact
All of the participants anticipate the prospect of future contact between their child and
their birth parent or other birth relatives as a means of satisfying what they describe as a
normative curiosity that will come with maturity. They speculate about the future course
the journey of birth family contact might take. The adopters anticipate the children
assuming a more independent and autonomous role in contact arrangements, 'to maybe
go by themselves or arrange something for themselves', and owning birth family
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relationships for themselves, blurring the boundary between their adoptive and birth
families. Each of the families imagine a range of possible changes to contact with various
birth relatives. There are strongly stated intentions to defer to the child's wishes for
contact in the future. As Andrea says 'in the future it's up to them... I can't dictate it'.
However, the future of the child acting independently and contrary to their adoptive
parents' current best advice and wisdom is reserved for when the child reaches 18 years,
the cultural time of 'coming of age' or emergence of adulthood, and a point at which
parental responsibility diminishes in favour of the new adult taking responsibility. Mia
recounts her advice to Willow:

I have told her that leaving it until 18 is best and then we will take it from there. If
she wants to find them, then we will support her in that. But we do want her to
wait until she is 18.

The 'coming of age' of Andrea's daughter has precipitated renewed efforts by her birth
father to seek contact via the social worker, however, the girl is resistant to this. Andrea
says that even at this age of 'adulthood' she lacks the maturity to deal with contact and the
reality of her birth parents’ difficult circumstances, so contact remains a future possibility, 'I
think that with maturity in the future but definitely not at this stage'.
It is speculated that future contact may take the form of new contact with relatives in
whom the child has shown no interest, increased relationship with some birth relatives and
reductions in contact with others. Rebecca and Peter anticipate that the children may ask
to meet birth grandparents in the future. As Peter says:

They have never, ever expressed a desire to meet with them or see them but they
may well do when they're older, and if they do that's fine.

However, they also anticipate that the children may wish to reduce their contact with birth
mother and again they would act on this. Similarly, Mary and Brendan say that if Robert
ever says that he no longer wants to meet up with his birth relatives then they will stop the
arrangement. Valerie and Daniel anticipate that Jack will not want to continue with sibling
contact long-term because their observation is that 'none of them really want it'. However,
they anticipate that in future Emily, who has had no contact with birth family, may want to
initiate this and if so they would pursue this following 'proper procedure' via social
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services, and have agreed a clearly structured planned approach for doing so. They would
encourage of Emily to have some form of contact with an older adopted birth sibling but
defer to her wishes. As Daniel says:

It is her decision in the end because you don't want to be pushing plans down her
throat. You know, "you must go and meet" you have to leave it for her to decide
and if she wants we will back her the whole way with it.

The participants acknowledge that they cannot predict or manage how the birth family
might respond to the child seeking contact in the future. Caroline and Chris talk about
having to 'manage their expectations' should the children seek contact in the future, as
they are concerned that the children would be rejected. They say that if the birth mother
were to demonstrate some interest in the children by engaging in letterbox contact this
would 'ease the transition in the future' to direct contact and allow them to be more
confident of a positive response.
Pat and Angela acknowledge that they have no means to accurately predict how the birth
family might respond to future requests for contact. Pat anticipates having to prepare the
children for the 'trauma' of the extremes of possible reactions:

It may well be that their birth mum may well say I want nothing to do with you and
we will have to cope with that or it may well be at the other end of the scale that
they will maybe meet their birth mother and she will shower them with hugs and
kisses and they will feel uncomfortable, because, "whoa, who is this person?"
They also anticipate a future in which one or both of the children might 'go the other way'
and decide they want no contact with their birth family and talk of having to discuss all the
possible implications and realities of this with them.
Gail and Frank make an effort to develop a collaborative relationship with Joseph's birth
grandmother in order to jointly manage the increased sibling contact they anticipate will be
requested. As Gail describes this:

I said to the granny. "We are going to have to meet up and talk about the future,
about what is going to happen."
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Most of the participants anticipate their own reactions to future contact and plan to
support the child in their contact seeking efforts, but are less sure of their own emotional
response. Andrea illustrates the realism demonstrated by most about the limits of their
anticipated response saying 'I don't know if we will encourage them, to be honest, but we
will support them whatever they decide to do'.
For Julia the children's independent contact seeking has occurred at a younger age than
she had anticipated, yet there still is uncertainty as to how this relationship will develop in
the future. In the quotation below, Julia seems to attempt to interpret the present and
anticipate the future in light of the past, as well as attempt to justify decisions that were
taken in the past in light of the present:

I don't know where it's going to go. I don't know whether she will settle herself
from seeing her a few times. I don't know, looking back on it. If we had kept
contact would it have been any better. I think at the time we made the right
decision because it was affecting her behaviour so badly. Whether she could have
coped with that, as she grew older, I don't know. Maybe that might have negated
all this (unplanned contact) happening, who knows.

Julia's repetition of phrases that refer to 'not knowing' highlights the complexity of decision
making about contact, and the near-impossibility of accurately anticipating the future.

Discussion
In this chapter, the participants talk of birth family contact in relational rather than
structural terms. The focus in these themes is on interaction with various birth relatives,
with whom they have varying quality of relationship. Attempts to classify structural
arrangements within open adoption, for example Grotevant's (2000) categorisation of
open, closed, mediated and stopped contact arrangements, are useful for making research
comparisons across large groups. However, this chapter highlights that these categories are
inadequate for capturing the diversity and complexity of contact arrangements and the
myriad of ways that different birth relatives are related to as kin. Diversity in relationships
is apparent across the group of participants, and within individual families, where some
accounts describe very different arrangements and relationships of very differing quality
with different relatives within the one birth family.
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Boundary ambiguity
The findings presented in this chapter confirm the relevance of the concept of boundary
ambiguity (Boss and Greenberg, 1984), already applied to adoptive families (Fravel et al,
2000; Powell and Afifi, 2005; Clark et al, 2006; McSherry et al, 2013). Birth relatives are
very evidently on the heart and in the mind of the adoptive parents even when there is
very little, or no actual contact with them. However, this is not talked about in exclusively
negative terms. Indeed, in this chapter, boundary ambiguity has been re-conceptualised as
a form of birth family contact, psychological contact. It is associated with symbolic family
practices, discussed further in Chapter 8, that serve to constitute the 'thought about' birth
relatives as part of the child's kinship network.
This chapter, therefore, spotlights boundary ambiguity as a potentially fruitful topic of
further research to explore both the potentially detrimental and potentially constructive
ways this phenomenon might be experienced by adoptive families.

Physical boundaries in public spaces
In this chapter, more problematic than ambiguous psychological boundaries is the
management of physical boundaries between adoptive and birth families in shared public
spaces. The participants talk about their family life and relationships as distinct and
separate from the birth family in that they relate to a different network of relationships
and lead different lifestyles, or move in different social circles. However, their accounts
reveal points of social and geographical overlap in their worlds, typified by the sharing of
the same community and leisure spaces, shopping in the same shops, reading the same
local newspaper and having 'friends of friends' in common. This is due to the close
geographical proximity in which all of the adoptive and birth families in this study live, and
to the child's stage of development and their increased independence in widening social
circles beyond the immediate family. For some families, this potential for overlap leads to
practices of avoidance and conscious restriction of family activity.
A consequence of the geographical proximity of birth and adoptive families is the potential
to have social relationships in common and this generates contact that goes on at a remove
from the individuals involved. Bert and Margaret talk about Sarah-Jane and her birth sister
hearing rumours of one another via mutual friends and acquaintances, 'you know the way
girls talk'. Wilma and Simon are shocked when his school friend relays a message to him
from his birth sister. The ability for the adoptive and birth families to know about one
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another 'on the grapevine', even where there is no actual direct or indirect contact,
represents overlap of the boundaries of their respective social worlds.
Contact via social media is described as a manifestation of this overlap. For those who
describe contact via social media, there had already been contact made accidentally when
birth family were 'bumped into', or via shared friends and acquaintances, or by hearing
about birth family members 'on the grapevine'. The internet seemed to merely widen out
the range of these points of contact, already established in the actual social world,
extending these to the virtual social world thereby increasing the potential for overlapping
boundaries.
The geographical proximity the adoptive families in this study shared with birth family may
be peculiar to close knit communities in Northern Ireland, which is a geographically small
region, and the way that adoptive placements have been matched within each Trust.
However, the impact of social avoidance and restricted of use of public spaces for families
who have adopted children from care would be an important area for future study.

Family life course
In this chapter, the themes highlight how the participants talk about thinking forward and
anticipating changes and transitions in family relationships brought about by increased
desire for contact with birth family. They express a strong expectation that their child will
seek out more birth family information and contact in early adulthood. Expectations about
the timing of family events and stages are supplied by age-related cultural norms, and this
anticipated seeking at age 18 seems founded in norms more akin to traditional closed
adoptions than to the current reality of open adoption of older children.
For the group of adopters who experienced unplanned contact in adolescence, this
precipitated a transition in family life which was experienced as 'off-time' (White and Klein,
2002), or out of step with their expectations about the progression of their family life, and
they did not have the opportunity to develop anticipatory coping for this unexpected
stressor. The implications of this for the adoptive parents have been explored and
published separately (MacDonald and McSherry, 2013).
The absence of relational or formal mechanisms that would allow adoptive parents to
amend contact arrangements to meet their children's developmentally changing contact
needs has already been highlighted (MacDonald and McSherry, 2011). This chapter
highlights the creative ways in which some families have normalised birth family contact,
and how these obviously family-like relationships have the capacity to be flexible and adapt
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as the children grow and change. However, most ohe participants did not have a clear
plan for how they might initiate the increased coact they believed their child would
require in the future. This chapter therefore highligs the value of ongoing study of the
dynamics of adoptive kinship relationships acre the life-course to identify how
collaborative negotiation of contact might best

facilitated. It also highlights the

importance of exploring how birth family relationshipre experienced by adoptees as they
mature into late adolescence and adulthood.
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6. Knowing where they come
from? - Communication
Openness
Introduction
The title of this overarching theme echoes the idea presented in all of the interviews that
the adopted child needs to know 'where they come from'. The knowledge the child needs
is both information about and understanding of the various components of their own life
story, or biography. These components are identified as the reasons for adoption, the
identity of birth parents, grandparents and siblings, and the past and current circumstances
and life styles of birth family members. Knowledge of their life story serves various
purposes for the child, identified as empowering them to make judgements about birth
family relationships, correcting unrealistic imaginings, and fuelling identity development.
The question mark is included in the theme title because there are aspects of the children's
life stories that they have not been told, or do not fully comprehend. Openness about
adoption is referred to as a guiding principle of family communication, but the accounts
demonstrate that giving the child knowledge of their life story is a complex process that is
influenced by multiple actors, constrained by protective instincts and is reliant on
potentially unreliable information sources. The child's life stories are presented as more
than chronologies of uncontested facts, they are described as active stories, still under
construction. Therefore, understanding them involves a more complex process than an
assimilation of factual information.
An apt metaphor to illustrate this theme is that of a sliding tile puzzle, where a picture is
printed across a set of sliding tiles which, as they are shifted, distort and change the image
that can only be seen in its complete and accurate form when all the tiles are manoeuvred
into their proper place. The adopters talk about the complexity of a process whereby
information, in various forms, is revealed, manipulated and managed to generate a picture
of the child's life story that is comprehensible, has meaning and is sensitive to the child's
stage of development.
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Truth telling: ethical relationships; empwering knowledge;
benign truth withholding
Throughout their interviews the participants repeatedly use?rms relating to honesty and
truthfulness. The dense repetition by Rebecca and Peter in tt following quotation of such
terms, 'open and honest', 'up front', 'honesty', 'truth telling'truthful', is reflective of the
frequency with which this theme appears in all of the accoun:

Rebecca: Honesty, it's all part of the whole honesty tng of being up front...
Peter: Of being up front with them, yeah...
Rebecca: Because that's one thing we would be very,'s a thing that's important to
the two of us morally is truth telling, you know and > we've always been truthful
to the children and, you know if there ever is an oasion were they would doubt
us in any way, well you know we will always say, wl have I ever lied to you and
you know they would both say no you haven't, they low we've never lied to them
and I would see it tying in with that, that we've alwaybeen open and honest.

Truth telling is a form of communication openness that h. an ethical dimension, with
honesty referred to as an important value principle, ancan essential foundation for
trusting family relationships. Knowledge of the truth of thr birth family origins is also
talked about as having a functional value as empowering id equipping the children to
make judgements about the boundaries of their relationshii with birth family members.
However, this is referred to as a future consideration, and t; participants anticipate that
knowledge will be required in this way when their children a older. In the present, while
participants talk of an ethic of openness and honesty, this h, limits, and not all truths are
fully told. Certain truths are withheld on the basis that they e 'hard', and too difficult for
the child to comprehend.

Ethical relationships
The participants talk about keeping to an ethical principle oionesty as the foundation of
trust, as Andrea says it is the 'key' to close parent chi relationships. The primary
motivation in telling the child the truth is referred to in ters of building and preserving
the quality of parent/child relationships. The repetition obhrases such as 'they know
we've never lied to them' suggests that it is not sufficient iat lies are not told, but that
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parents are seen and understood by the child to be honest. Pedar's quotation illustrates
how truth telling is talked about as an essential component of trusting relationships:

I think it is important that she knows the truth about everything. Like, it would be a
big shock if she found out someday. How would she trust us if she found out "Oh,
you are not my real mum and dad, I was adopted, my mum and dad were
somebody else"? We wouldn't want to tell her lies, nor hold anything from her. We
are open with her and honest.

Julia talks about the children's use of social media to find out birth family information
undermining the parent/child relationship because it reduces her ability to engage in truth
telling and demonstrate honesty. As she says:

It would be a better relationship for me to be able to be open, for us to be able to
be open about it, that she knows I'm not trying to hide things from her.

Valerie and Daniel, and Wilma refer to the importance of developing a habit of open
communication that extends beyond topics of adoption, and talk about the closeness of
parent/child relationships being evidenced by to their ability to 'talk together about
anything'.
Amanda and Arthur's quotation goes further to associate honesty with being perceived as
'real' parents, and truth telling motivated by concerns of rejection by the children as 'not
real' parents:
Amanda: They have never once said "but you are not my mommy" or "you are not
my daddy".
Arthur: That fear is still there, though, that they will say that. If we had decided to
hide the whole thing away and not mention the mum until something happens and
for whatever reason they find out at that age (15), I think that would be their first
reaction. That would have been my fear. So I would sacrifice anything to avoid that.
Amanda: That to me would have been well you have lived a lie. You have lived a lie.

Amanda's reference to not wanting to 'live a lie', suggests that telling lies might undermine
the integrity of one's life and relationships. Similarly, Gail and Frank talk about openness as
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an attribute of themselves as parents, as something they want to 'be' rather than
something they want to 'do' and say 'We always wanted to be open, always'.

Benign Truth Withholding
While the importance of honesty and openness are emphasised in the accounts, the
participants also talk of truth telling being limited. The withholding of some birth family
information is revealed in comments such as 'we haven't told her everything', and 'he
doesn't know everything'. Cora and Jeremy say that they 'hide' nothing from their daughter
but when they say this they refer to the fact of adoption, rather than the details of their
birth family history. As Cora puts this 'we don't hide anything, they both know that they are
adopted'. This comment suggests that a distinction is made between hiding nothing and
revealing fully all the information that is available.
Withholding of the truth is referred to terms of retaining some difficult facts, as Pedar says
'we haven't really gone into the gory details', and in presenting birth family history in
euphemistic ways that are considered more palatable and comprehensible to the child. The
participants are able to talk of doing this yet still refer to themselves as 'open and honest',
which suggests that withholding or misrepresenting the truth is not considered to equate
to lying or dishonesty. Rather, truth withholding is presented in benign terms motivated by
a desire to the child's emotional and psychological wellbeing and is informed by
assessments of their level of maturity.
Andrea talks about carefully presenting the truth in a way that not only conveys factual
information but also guides the children's judgment of that information. The way that she
talks about their birth mother presents her as a victim of her circumstances and not
culpable, therefore not to be harshly judged for her alcohol misuse.
The following quotation from Wilma illustrates how information is presented in
euphemisms, with more accurate descriptions reserved for a later stage of development:

I said but when mummy had you she'd nobody to help her, and because she was
very young herself she wasn't able to do certain things for you. Sometimes she
didn't know that you needed your nappy changed, or sometimes she forgot maybe
to feed you because she didn't know and there was nobody there to help her or to
tell her or to say oh wee Simon needs fed. He accepted all that. Apparently he
(birth father) was violent and into drugs but I wouldn't say that to Simon at this
stage.
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Gail and Frank are open to an extent but don't tell trough side' of the story partly
because they don't know the detail, partly because t't know what to say and partly
responding to Jack's tendency to 'not think too deepl
Jack and Mia illustrate how the importance of tell truth is balanced against not
wanting to be 'cruel' or 'hurt' the child:

We have been able to explain things withoutruel. It's about explaining how
it is without really hurting her. To this day sh't know that she was placed in
care and not taken into care...it (legal documi) has all been kept for her and
eventually she will see all of that. But she h;s assumed and we have never
corrected her that she was taken into care, ttual fact she was handed, her
mother voluntarily placed her in care. I th would actually be harder to
accept you know it's basically saying that youven away.
Jack: So we will leave that for another time.
Mia: We'll leave that for quite a few years.

In some accounts, partial knowledge of one's parenamily history is described as a
normative feature of family relationships, and not sp adoption. In this context, the
children's lack of detailed knowledge of their birth fconsidered one of the realities
of life. Andrea talks of actively researching her famib find details that she was not
previously aware of, and Pat's quotation below sugpt it is unreasonable to expect
to know everything about one's parents:

You will never know all the answers, I mean/e things that people could ask
me about my birth dad that I still wouldn't kn that is perfectly reasonable.

Empowering knowledge
While the participants protect their children from tier aspects of their life stories,
they acknowledge that fuller information will need tared in the future. Particularly
those with no face-to-face birth parent contact anthe prospect that the child may
request this in the future. In this context, giving the .s' and 'hard realities' is talked
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about as essential preparation for contact, equipping the child to make informed
judgments about the boundaries of their relationships with birth parents.
Willow has contact with her birth grandmother and siblings, but anticipating future
requests for contact with birth parents Jack says:

We would have to tell her all the different bits and pieces so that she just knew
what she was getting into. We would have to try and explain to her and then it is
up to herself if she still wanted to see them or not.

Similarly Pat and Angela anticipate giving the child the 'hard realities' if she would want to
meet her birth parents. However, this relates to a future for which there are no current
plans, and in the meantime they talk of giving just enough information so that the birth
family are not romanticised, but withholding 'hard' information until this is absolutely
necessary.
Julia's daughters have already made the contact with birth family that others anticipate as
a future event. She talks of the importance of giving knowledge to minimise the risk that
the children will be ’duped1 by the birth family. As she says, 'at the end of the day I don’t
want them to be taken in'.

Distorted Vision: 'rose tinted glasses'; occluded pasts; frozen
images; corrective knowledge
The participants refer often to their children 'seeing' or being 'not able to see' with
accuracy what their past and birth family circumstances 'were really like'. Most often they
say that their children 'only see part of the picture' of their birth family origins, and this
theme explores the way in which different facets of this 'picture' are distorted, are
occluded from view, or become more clearly visible. Each sub-theme identifies a lens that
alters the child's ability to accurately 'see' their own history and birth family circumstances.
The lenses that distort vision are the child's imagination of 'perfect' birth parents,
psychological defences that prevent articulation of some memories, and life story books
and communications received early in placement that only show selective images that
become outdated over time. Contact with birth family is talked about by some as a way of
correcting some of the distortions in the child's vision of their birth family.
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'Rose tinted glasses’
The participants talk about the child's vision of the birth family being unrealistically
positive. The child's imagination acts as a 'rose tinted' lens that distorts the birth family to
appear more positive and appealing. These imaginings are described as unrealistic, 'fairy
tale' or 'Walt Disney' representations in which birth family members are seen to be
'romantic', 'glamorised', and 'perfect' and therefore not accurate, but fictional. The
participants make repeated references to their child 'idolising' and 'worshipping' their birth
parents and birth siblings based on inaccurate imaginings of what they are like. This
distortion in their imagined birth family is mediated by photographs and life story books
that present exclusively positive images.
This 'rose tinted' unrealistic vision that the child has of their birth family is juxtaposed in
the accounts with descriptions of the normality of 'real life' in the adoptive family. The
participants talk of feelings of insecurity, 'fear' and 'annoyance' aroused by the contrast
between reality and the child's fictional impressions. Gail and Frank articulate a feeling of
concern that arises from their 'normal' family, being compared unfavourably with the
'idolised', unrealistically positive birth family of Joseph's imagination:

Frank: There was like rose tinted glasses, the book, everything looked lovely and
rosy. It showed you the mommy and she was full of fun and everything looked
brilliant, but it really wasn't brilliant, you know. You have the fear of losing him,
and the thought that he is maybe missing something by not being there.
Gail: Everything looked so rosy, and the two girls looked beautiful, lovely girls. I
mean, our home is just a normal home and things are up and down, up and down,
and I had a picture of him thinking, you know, that's all lovely, and in this house is
always the odd fights and rows, you know what I mean. That was me just thinking
he's not wanting to be in our house any more, he's wanting to be over there.

Peter's quotation below demonstrates how the child's distorted rose tinted vision of her
birth mother is partly a consequence of the adoptive parents withholding some of the
more difficult truths about her circumstances. Peter illustrates the strength of feeling that
others also describe in response to the child 'idolising' the birth mother who is not
considered worthy of the child's worship by the adoptive parents who 'know the facts':
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It was a bit annoying, it was, "oh (birth mum) this, oh (birth mum) that", you felt
like saying shut up, (laughter) she's not an angel. Because you knew what the facts
were. Because, you knew that this isn't the perfect princess, but yet she seemed to
idolise her, in the early days, as someone perfect and we knew the facts.

Julia talks about how the children only see and understand a part of the picture of their
birth family history and birth mother's circumstances, and there are nuances that they do
not see or do not comprehend. The following quotation identifies certain factors that
distort the children's impression of their birth mother and hide from their view the more
negative aspects of the picture. The way in which the birth mother presents her history, the
children's own naivety, and the way in which Julia has protected them from difficult
information, all enhance the children's idealised image of their birth mother:

They are probably still naive about it, and they are saying "oh no she has a different
life, she has changed, she doesn't drink any more, she doesn't need drugs anymore
and she's got her life sorted out." They see that picture. And yes, that's true that
she has, however, she doesn't survive without a lot of support. If social services
withdrew completely from her whether she would be able to survive completely on
her own with these three children, that's another issue. They don't understand that
they just see her coping, they don't see that whole issue of what help she has. They
have got information from her about her background, now that is her version of
her background and I have some issues about whether she is sort of glorifying it a
bit, what her past was, you know, glamorising it in some way.

Julia expresses concern about the potential for the children to 'be taken in' and 'hurt' in
their relationship with their birth mother because this is not founded on an accurate
understanding of her circumstances.
Wilma talks about how the content of Simon's life story book enhances a 'rosy' vision of his
history. The selective inclusion of exclusively 'happy times', and the omission of more
difficult information and details of neglect, distort Simon's vision of his past. Wilma's
reference to Simon needing to know the 'real reason' for his adoption implies that the
account presented in the book is unreal or fictional:
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Yes he has a lovely life story book, and he has nice pictures of him and his mum and
his sisters, and he has all those lovely memories, but I know he'll question but what
is the real reason if I was so happy with this woman and with these sisters why did I
not get staying with them. In that book there's nothing of why he came into care,
you know there's none of the harder questions.

Occluded Pasts
The participants' use of phrases such as 'we don't know everything' indicates that there are
parts of the child's life story that are hidden from their view. Some talk of their child giving
them access to previously unknown details of their life story, helping them construct a
more accurate vision of the child and their experiences. Laura and Kevin recount a
conversation initiated by their children after watching an episode of Tracey Beaker. The
children 'remember back' and give them insight into details of their past that they had
been unaware of but that 'made us very fearful' of what they had experienced during pre
adoption contact visits. As Laura puts it:

They didn't know that we didn't know everything - the kids thought that we knew
when we didn't.

Grace and Terry describe how they 'found out later' about abuse that Maya witnessed as a
young child, and how this helps explain her puzzling behaviour. As Terry says:

For years she did not like tall males, she did not like them at all. If a tall male had
walked in here, she would have been terrified she would have flew across the
room. Part of the problem was that she witnessed an awful lot of things that we
only found out later, no one told us at the time.
There are some details of the past that are not accessible to child or parents even though
the child may have actually experienced them. The participants talk of their suspicions that
some past events are hidden from the view of both parent and child, and these are
referred to as 'a mystery'.
Jeremy and Cora relate an incident of when their daughter reacts with panic to someone
she thinks is drunk. This behaviour is puzzling to them and the child is unable to explain her
reaction, so Jeremy and Cora describe a sense that there is an occluded reason for her
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behaviour, some experience in her past that is unknown to them but which is manifested in
her inexplicable panic. Similarly, Valerie and Daniel are puzzled at their son being 'mentally
disturbed after meeting his siblings', and attribute this to some hidden aspect of past
experience that he cannot articulate. As Valerie says:

Obviously seeing his siblings has triggered something off in him, and I spoke to our
own GP about it and he said there has obviously been some harm done to him in
front of them kids that, just something in his mind which maybe he never will be
able to tell you, but something in his mind triggers that.

Chris and Caroline speculate that their son's lack of curiosity about birth family is
symptomatic of a psychological defence against traumatic early memories that remain a
mystery to them. This in turn inhibits adoption related communication that might allow
insight into the child's past. Chris articulates his concerns that aspects of his son's past are
hidden from everyone's view:

I think it's not a positive memory that he has of his birth family because to my mind
it's not natural that he doesn't inquire about them you know, and to my mind there
is something there, if he isn't inquiring, there's something in his head that's
stopping him.

Frozen images
In this theme the participants talk of how photographs tell a story about the child's history,
but do not give an accurate picture of what their birth family members are like.
Photographs are generally taken to be accurate representations of people and places,
however in this theme they are talked about as presenting a distorted image because they
are a selective capturing of the truth in which certain positive impressions are preserved
and more negative aspects of the truth are left out. They are also rendered unreliable and
inaccurate by the passage of time, becoming outdated representations of a past truth and
not accurately representing the present.
Julia says that the gap in time from last contact to present unplanned contact is a magnifier
that intensifies the child's curiosity because the difference between memory and current
reality is so striking. Similarly, Margaret and Bert also talk about how when Sarah-Jane's
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birth sister seeks contact in adolescence, the passage of time since their last meeting in
early childhood stimulates her curiosity to know 'what she is like now, what she has grew
up to'. The child's vision of her sister is based on old photographs and memories, and the
prospect of an accurate, updated knowledge of her sister 'after all these years' acts as a
powerful motivator for contact. Gail and Frank describe the powerful effect of the contrast
between Joseph's early childhood memories of his siblings and the reality of the updated
photographs he receives in adolescence. They suggest that even these current photographs
are unreliable in that they present the siblings as more glamorous than they are 'in real
life'. As Frank describes this contrast:

These were two big girls that he really couldn't remember from when they were
seven, and now they were a lot older, and they really looked a lot older in the
photographs than they do in real life, they were really glammed up. They are
nothing like the previous ones they are really miles apart.

Cora talks of her reluctance to show the child a photograph of her birth mother that is
outdated, 'very very old', that is 'not terribly good' and does not present the birth mother
well. She expresses disappointment that the birth mother has not sent a more accurate and
flattering image that she could share with the child. Similarly, Valerie talks of how the
photograph that the child has of her birth mother, taken at the time of her birth,
misrepresents their current reality:

Because her mother and father were so young whenever she was born, Emily one
day was looking at the photographs and said "oh mommy she is only a child." And
that's her birth mother. Whenever she looks at the pictures of her, "She is only a
child."

Wilma notes that the impact of the passage of time on one's vision of people and the past
is universal, and that the birth mother's vision of the child also becomes outdated over
time:

He's no longer the little boy that she would have remembered and hankered after,
you know he's different.
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Corrective knowledge
The participants whose children have birth family contact refer to the value of their child
'knowing' their birth mother in particular, and make repeatedly use of the word 'exactly',
as in the child 'knows exactly' who their birth mother is and 'what she is like'. This 'knowing
exactly' is spoken of positively and seems to be valuable in counteracting the tendency to
'glamorise' or 'idolise' the birth mother. 'Knowing' the person, rather than merely having
information about the person, is talked about as a lens that corrects the distorted 'rose
tinted' vision that the child has of their birth parents in their imagination.
For Rebecca and Peter, their concern about the child's 'fairy tale vision' of birth mother is a
motivator to maintain contact. As Rebecca says:

We particularly felt that our daughter, if she didn't continue contact would build up
a fairy tale image of her birth mother and we just thought it would help to keep
things grounded and help them to remember just exactly, you know, what she was
like if they saw her on a regular basis.

The contact allows the children to 'see1 the birth mother as she really is, and the child's
grasp of the reality of the birth mother's situation contributes to the family's comfort with
the direct contact, as Rebecca highlights in the quotation below. Because the child 'sees'
the birth mother accurately, she has no desire to go and live with her, and there are very
few references in Rebecca and Peter's interview to feeling insecure or undermined or
fearful of loss:

She does see, Susie realizes now that her life is very different being with us than
what it would be if she was still with (birth mother), and I don’t think she has any
desire in her heart whatsoever to go and live with her.

Similarly, Amanda and Arthur talk of the value of their child 'knowing' the truth about their
birth mother preventing the development of a 'fairy tale', an imagined story, of what it
might be like to live with her. As Amanda says:

We have never painted their mother as some big fairy godmother. They know
exactly what she is like they see her twice a year so they know exactly who she is
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and where she is from so they don't have this glamorised image of what life with
their mother would be like.

In contrast, Julia talks of contact potentially 'duping' the children as it allows the birth
mother to present a 'glamorised' vision of herself.

Constructing biographies: by child; by adoptive parents; by
birth family; by contact
This theme is about the way that multiple actors shape the child's knowledge and
understanding of their life story. The term 'biographies' is chosen because it refers to
accounts generated about the events that happen in, and are relevant to, a person's life, in
this case the life events of the child prior to adoption and the ongoing events in the lives of
birth family members. The child, the adoptive parents and the birth family each play a
different role in constructing the child's biography by variously influencing the process of
revelation and concealment of information.

By the child
References to 'telling' and 'not telling' the child information about their pre-adoption
history and birth family circumstances presents them as recipients of their own biography.
However, the participants also talk of the children as active agents in shaping the timing
and content of the story they are told. The adoptive parents talk of responding to their
children's cues, or direct questions and show deference to their perceived readiness to
receive certain information. Thus, the child shapes the story they are told by their
expressed curiosity and information-seeking behaviour. Because the adoptive parents are
responsive to the child's cues, gaps remain in their knowledge when they do not ask for
more information, or do not realise that there are different questions that could be asked.
The following quotation from Cora and Jeremy illustrates how the parents respond to the
child's questioning and 'wait' for adoption related topics to 'come up' in family
communication:

Cora: We just deal with it as it comes up, she asks a lot of questions.
Jeremy: Yes she asks a lot of questions, and I think you have to wait, I think it is
very important to wait until she is ready, you know, to want to know these things. I
think it is time enough then.
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Cora goes on to describe how the child's curiosity about her birth family develops as her
understanding of the social world matures and this leads her to ask more detailed
questions as she becomes more capable of understanding the answers:

She never realised there was a dad, you know the way children don't really think of
dad, they think mommy, mommy. And then she said one time, maybe in the last
couple of years since she was about nine or ten, "do I not have a daddy?" It
suddenly dawned on her, "oh, I must have had a daddy!" (Laughs) "It takes 2 to
make a baby", and I say "yes", and she would say "what was he like?" And I said
"well he looks like this" and whatever, and "he just wasn't well".

Angela talks of how her daughter's intense interest leads to detailed conversations even
when she is very young that result in her having 'a very, very good understanding of exactly
why she was adopted'. In contrast, Andrea says that her son's ability to engage in adoption
related talk is constrained by learning disability and this restricts the amount of information
she is able to share with him:

I would say "you know you are very like your birth mother", but he is just not
interested. He has that hyperactivity disorder so you would be talking to him and
his concentration would be away and his eyes would be away looking round the
room.

The participants talk of the child initiating adoption related conversations 'triggered' by
television shows, by news stories about child maltreatment in the media, or small
reminders of their birth family. For example Peter says 'she (birth mother) has a snake so
anytime they see a snake there's a comment made', and the children's television show
about children in care, Tracy Beaker', is noted by many participants as a stimulus for the
child's curiosity about the reasons for their adoption.
Because of these various triggers, family communication about adoption is described as
unpredictable and unplanned. Mia and Jack's reference to 'rolling with' the child's
unanticipated questions highlights the need to respond sensitively and flexibly without
prior warning or preparation. Mia describes below an occasion of when adoption-related
talk was unexpectedly initiated by her daughter:
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She was sitting in the car and she went "my mommy is really, really, really old, isn't
she? And in a wheelchair and that's why she couldn't look after me" and I sort of
thought "where did that come from?" It was out of the blue. We had been singing
songs. I said "no Willow you know that's not true." And then she sort of started
asking questions well where does she live then? And I said, in (names town) you
know that that she went "oh". Obviously she had been fantasising in her own mind
somewhere along the line and making up wee stories in her own head. You would
have got asked things like that out of the blue.

The children who use social media to search for birth family information or maintain
contact are described as using this as a tool to independently access information to satisfy
their curiosity, as Julia says 'they can go straight there', and exercise autonomy in
constructing their own biographies. As noted in the sub-theme 'social media', this can have
consequences for family communication.
Wilma describes how communication about adoption is influenced by Simon's questioning
which in turn is mediated by the content of his life-story book, by what is and is not 'in the
book'. This determines what questions he thinks to ask, it shapes the direction of his
curiosity, and this in turn shapes the history that Wilma tells him:

I don't have any of those questions to answer as yet, of oh why did my mummy not
feed me, or why did my mummy not keep me clean, things like that, because that's
not in the book, it's the happy times.

By adoptive parents
The answers the participants give in response to their children's curiosity are influenced by
tacit knowledge of how ability to understand social information matures in age-related
stages. Speaking of her different interactions with her two adopted children Caroline says:

They're at different development stages you know, so the way that you would
explain it or talk about it, yeah probably it would be different.
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Julia talks about her aspiration to tell each of her daughters about their birth family history
as they become 'old enough to know', but management of her younger daughter's
knowledge is taken out of her hands by the older sister who gives her the information
'before she should have got it'. Her comment suggests strong assumptions that the child's
developmental stage determines what information is appropriate to be given. The child's
stage of development influences the topics that are discussed and the way that historical
information is presented. Mia and Jack describe how they give Willow the same
information in different ways as her understanding matures.
Cora and Jeremy describe their daughter asking about different relationships as her
understanding of biology and families develops. They do not pre-empt the child's
developing curiosity but respond with 'just enough' information to satisfy her curiosity at
the stage she is at, resulting in a staged drip 'feed' of knowledge about the components of
her biography. As Cora says:

I just kind of feed her enough to keep her at that, at whatever age level she’s at. I
think next one will be, we will get to the stage where we say "you do have half
brothers and sisters"-. I would say that will be the next major thing.

By birth relatives
The participants acknowledge the birth family as having unique access to information
about the child's pre-adoptive history and their birth parents' ongoing circumstances. They
talk of birth relatives giving the child information in ways that are beyond their control. The
following quotation from Gail illustrates how the birth siblings act autonomously to give
Joseph biographical details to which he and his adoptive family have had no access:

I don’t know how much the sisters have told him, because I’m sure they have seen
a lot, more so than what he ever would have seen.

Some participants talk of the value of birth family members filling in biographical details for
the child and allowing them insight into the reasons for their adoption from a uniquely
privileged

perspective. For example, Mia and Jack describe how Willow's

birth

grandmother gives a first-hand account of incidents that fill in the detail of her birth family
history.
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However, in most of the accounts, the birth family are presented as minor participants in
constructing the child's biography, either because the information they share is minimal or
is considered unreliable and inaccurate. Those who have direct contact talk of the value of
the child 'knowing' their birth family, as presented above, but make little reference to any
detailed information communicated via contact. Rebecca and Peter, for example, talk
about the birth mother giving the children some information but their language suggests
this is of limited significance, 'she tells them bits and pieces about some of her family'.
Pat and Angela describe the birth parents' contribution to the child's biography as
unreliable because they do not reliably respond to requests for information, and because
what little information is forthcoming is a misrepresentation of the facts as they
understand them. They tried to use letter contact to request information to satisfy the
child's curiosity, and their description of this illustrates their dependence on the birth
parents' willingness and ability to reply. There is a sense in their account of frustration that
their attempts to fill in the details of the child's biography in response to her curiosity are
blocked:

Angela: We used to ask questions.
Pat: Based upon what Brenda wanted to know.
Angela: But then the next letter, she didn't answer the questions, we didn't get a
response.

Pat and Angela also express frustration and 'annoyance' that when the birth father does
reply he does not reveal unsavoury details and so portrays himself more positively. The
birth father writes sentiments that seem contradictory to his abuse of the child and this is
considered dishonest and misleading. As Pat says:

In a letter, "I miss you very much. I will love you forever." Now I know that's not
true. You know the guy knocked seven bells out of her and you get annoyed about
it.

Information given by birth family is accepted cautiously by the participants who express
concern that it may be inaccurate and serve to distort, rather than enhance, understanding
of the child's birth family history. The following quotation from Mary and Brendan
illustrates the suspicion with which birth family involvement in constructing the child's
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biography is viewed. Mary's perception is that the birth grandmother has very little
genuine interest in Robert, therefore is concerned that she will communicate a false
impression of his position within the birth family:

You don't know what they're saying or ideas they're putting into his head, or
...that's my worry you know, whether they're saying 'you can come home and live
with us again you know when you're eighteen' or something.

By Contact
Contact represents loss of control over the outworking of truth telling and truth
withholding by the adoptive parents as it influences the timing and content of what is told
to the child. However, it also shapes communication in a more positive sense mediated by
the empathy and understanding it develops for the birth parents in the adopters, whose
stories are then more 'rounded' and 'sensitive'.
Loss of control over the extent and timing of communication openness is illustrated by
Mary and Brendan's references to contact 'bringing up' the topic of adoption which is
'forced' on the family more often than they might otherwise wish to talk about it. As
Brendan says of the face-to-face contact with birth relatives:

It has brought it up when we didn't necessarily need to have it brought up.
Therefore it's not about letting it go and going into the past and bringing it up
when Robert wants to bring it up or bringing it up when we want to bring it up - it's
being brought up every quarter by the contact which is put into place by the
system. So if we didn't want to think about it for 6 months - we don't have that
option, so that's forced on us.

Margaret and Bert talk about how, during contact Sarah-Jane's birth sister talks to her in a
way that they consider inappropriate for her stage of development. Margaret recounts
some of the inappropriate information her daughter has been told by her birth sister:

She is saying to Sarah-Jane. "I don’t see my father, he wrecked the house, there is a
molestation order out against him, he battered me and battered my mother." I
don't think Sarah-Jane needs to hear stuff like that, not at this stage.
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Similarly, Pat and Angela talk about the content of letters received from birth family forcing
communication about issues they might otherwise choose to postpone until the child is
older. Pat balances an ethic of open communication with a parental responsibility to be
responsive to child's age-related needs, but the content of the letterbox contact confounds
his attempt to balance these two aspects of his parenting. He describes his parental
responsibility to 'control as and when you release elements of information', and to ensure
that the content of open communication is 'age-appropriate'. However, the content of
letters in which 'it's the parent telling you about their issues' represents 'loss' of parental
control. Pat and Angela talk about how the social workers who facilitate contact 'filter out'
and 'edit out', certain 'inappropriate' content from birth family letters, particularly 'names
and places', and thereby mediate their contribution to the child's biography.
Meeting with birth parents is valuable to the participants because it allows them to give
first-hand accounts to satisfy the child's curiosity about their appearance and personality.
Cora describes how, when her daughter asks the question 'what does my mum look like'
she is 'fit to tell her and because it was fresh in my mind'.
The influence of birth family contact on the construction of the child's biography is also
mediated through its influence on the adoptive parents' attitude to the birth parents.
Rebecca describes her 'view1 of the birth mother becoming more rounded and sensitive as
a result of meeting her. This empathy with the birth mother then shapes the 'story' that
Rebecca tells her daughter:

I do have a certain sensitivity towards (birth mother) in the sense of she was
basically on her own with three very young children, and if I'm really honest I'm not
sure how I would have coped in that sort of situation, so I do have a certain
sensitivity and that's probably what helps me in any discussion there is about her,
and the terminology I would use in that I would say things like, "she wasn't able to
cope with that situation". I think the fact that I had met her, and the fact I know all
this information about her, makes me more rounded in my view of the whole thing,
and maybe when Susie is a bit older hopefully I will be able to discuss it with her in
an honest way, but in a sensitive way as well.
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Genealogy: Embodied biography; knowledge as building blocks
of identity
This theme is entitled genealogy because it explores what the adopters say about their
child's birth family lineage and the relevance of this for adoptive and birth family
relationships. They refer to the importance of the child knowing their genealogy to give
them a sense of 'where they come from' and 'where they sit in the world’.
Jeremy and Cora expand this idea to suggest that genealogy is linked in some way to a
destined life path for the child which adoption has the potential to interfere with or
disrupt. Their talk implies that their children have a geographical birth right, an inheritance
of place in the world, geographically and socially, that is theirs by birth. They are comforted
that because the adoptive family live geographically close to where the children were born,
they have remained in the 'place' that would have been theirs by birth:

Jeremy: I suppose for Teresa, she is being reared near enough to where she would
have been. I think that is good.
Cora: The daddy wanted her near. He was born in this town, and he wanted her to
be brought up in this area. So, in a strange sort of way, that will help her because if
she had been with him and her she would have been here anyway.
Jeremy: You can sort of explain to her, you would have had the same friends
anyway, and the same school, and all the rest of it. It's not as if you have come
from another place.

The fundamental importance of genealogy and the child's birth family lineage is illustrated
by statements that refer to the importance of knowing that birth parents are still alive, and
maintaining channels of communication that will alert particpants to the death of birth
relatives. Access to reassurance that the birth parents are still alive, that they still 'exist' is
described by Pat and Angela as part of their motivation to maintain letter contact. Similarly,
Rebecca is confident that she would find out from the social worker who facilitates annual
letter contact with birth grandparents 'if anything was to happen to either of them'.
Andrea expresses her motivation to maintain letterbox contact via social services partly to
be kept informed of the birth mother's welfare, and to create a route for future contact out
of a concern that she could die without the children having had the chance to meet her. In
the quotation below Andrea's concern seems founded in a belief that it is crucial for the
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child to meet their birth mother at some stage, and in the birth mother's risk of early death
due to alcohol misuse:

I was afraid to be honest over the years that the mother would die very young. I
had this fear that they wouldn't get this choice to meet her because of her lifestyle.
I used to think that she would be found dead in an alleyway somewhere and I just
wanted the girls to have that option you know. Say she was to die and they were
never to have met her!

Embodied biography
The history of the child's connection to their birth parents is embodied in their genetic
inheritance and shared DNA. This is evident in the physical resemblance to their birth
parents and shared personality traits. The child's biography is also embodied in the
psychological and physical consequences of poor parenting or abuse experienced pre
adoption, and in some cases pre-birth. The adopters talk about fears, insecurities and
developmental delay resulting from early experiences as a 'legacy' that is handed on to
them by the birth parents, and that continues to shape their experience of family life many
years later.
Genetics are talked about as providing a window onto the child's personality and identity,
because DNA is understood as a predictor and influencer of personality and behaviour.
Andrea makes repeated references to how physically alike the children are to their birth
father. This acts as a constant reminder of the child’s birth family origins, and is a visible
communication of what the birth father is like. Andrea applies her interest in genetics and
family history to her family in an attempt to understand her children and their birth mother
better:
Your DNA and to know who you are it is very important to know who you are and
why you look the way you do your eye colour and your personality. I often wonder
about my girls do they have part of their personality. They are very soft and I
imagine that their mommy there is a very soft-spoken part of her and the drink just
makes her more difficult. So I think they definitely have our family's sense of
humour and we have a great laugh about things, but I think a lot of their
personality is set.
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Pat and Angela acknowledge that they lack the shared genetic information that can help
parents understand their children’s behaviour and parent more sensitively. As Pat says, 'I
have trouble, still to this day, spotting the issues that are going to trigger my kids to lose
their head, because there are none of the natural genes of me.' However, the opportunity
to 'know' the birth parent, even superficially through letter box contact, offers a window
onto the origins of certain personality traits and allows the adopters to identify
characteristics that might be attributable to their DNA , and resemblances to the adoptive
family that are attributable to 'nurture', as Pat's quotation below illustrates:

Brenda is very confident at music, when we wrote and said she is doing the violin,
she came back and said 'oh, that's great her great granny'. And it is really nice to
know, that sort of stuff is nice, you know, because it sort of says to you where you
sit in the world.

The adopters express some concern that certain negative birth family characteristics may
be passed to their children in their genes. In this respect birth family resemblance via
genetic inheritance threatens to undermine or undo parental investment in the child's well
being. Gail and Frank express a hope that Joseph does not resemble his birth sister in terms
of her disinterest in education because that would mean that birth family resemblance
would be at odds with adoptive parental priorities for the child. Andrea's fear that the
children may have a genetic disposition to alcoholism is part of her resistance to contact
with the birth parents who misuse alcohol.
The embodied legacy of the child's birth family history is constantly evident and cannot be
forgotten, ignored or hidden because it is manifest in day-to-day family life. Valerie and
Daniel talk about the legacy of maternal alcohol abuse affecting their family relationships.
They describe Emily as having seeming inexplicable temper tantrums which they found
difficult to understand and manage until they realised that this behaviour was attributable
to damage caused in utero by maternal alcohol abuse. Andrea talks about Graham's 'fetal
alcohol spectrum disorder' as a living legacy of his birth mother's alcohol abuse that clearly
communicates the reason for his adoption. The consequences of maternal alcohol abuse
affect Graham's family relationships, and his siblings feel anger towards the birth mother
because 'our lives have been very difficult'.
Through the embodied legacy of historical maltreatment, the birth parents exert an
unwitting influence into adoptive family relationships. Chris and Caroline's account shows
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how the legacy of previous poor parenting affects not just the child but the whole family,
and the forming of family relationships. As Chris describes this:

James's Aspergers has been a big dominating factor in our family life and you
sometimes think, what if his early family life hadn't been so chaotic would that
have made it easier, might the Aspergers been less pervasive for him? I sometimes
look back and say what if he had better parenting when he was really tiny, would
that have minimised the burden that he has had? And because we are dealing with
that, it has skewed Alan's parenting, so potentially the effect of James's poor
parenting has reached forward and affected Alan. And I think that's sad that that
may have happened.

Knowledge as building blocks of identity
There is a sense in the participants' accounts that the child's identity is something that is
constructed over time, and that accurate knowledge about their birth family background is
an essential component, or building block, to 'complete' their self-concept. Valerie and
Daniel linguistically link identity with origins in the one phrase 'who she was and where she
came from', and talk about information about the birth family background 'that she came
from' as an important part of knowing 'who she is'. Mia and Jack talk of Willow's birth
family history as 'part of her life’, but also as an essential component of her self, 'that's part
of her, that's who she is'. They state that their motivation to maintain birth family contact
is a reluctance to breach her 'right' to access fundamental information about herself.
Andrea points out that the need for knowledge of origins is not exclusive to adoption but is
a normal, universal interest. As she puts it, 'a strong desire to know where you come from
is something that we all carry naturally', and this knowledge is constitutive of the self, 'a big
part of who you are, and it has shaped you'. Similarly, Julia voices an assumption that
wanting to know about one's genetic make-up is a universal desire because it helps explain
who you are, and why you are how you are, a means of identity:

Everybody wants to know their roots, to know where they came from and who
they look like and where they get their personality from and all this sort of stuff.
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However, Andrea also suggests that there are aspects of knowing where you come from
that can be detrimental to a healthy or positive sense of self. She expresses a dilemma
between wanting to promote the children's knowledge of their background but not
wanting the reality of the birth parents' difficulties to have a negative effect on their self
esteem, and this influences her attitude to possible future contact:

I wouldn't want it to affect their self-esteem. Maybe when they see them they
would say "oh I wish I hadn't have come from parents like that." I don't want that
for them because that would affect your self-esteem if you thought "I came from
somebody who lay drunk in the streets like that.

Wilma talks of her parental responsibility to help Simon become a 'whole' person and to
send him into adulthood with a full understanding of all his component parts. While she is
reticent to share difficult information with him at this stage, she associates completeness
of identity and self-concept with having full knowledge of the truth. The implication in her
account is that the knowledge he currently has of 'just the happy side' of his life story is
insufficient for the complete development of self. However, as illustrated by the following
quotation, Wilma talks of her son's need to know the full truth as something that is
anticipated at a future stage of transition to adulthood:

I think it'll be important for him to know the full story, the good times and the not
so good times, just to make him a complete person and a complete man. He's
going to be a young man, I want him to go into adulthood knowing I am Simon X
and these are the different parts that make me Simon X.

Discussion
The complexities of communication openness
The themes in

this chapter further our

understanding of the complexities of

communication openness (Brodzinsky, 2006) from the perspective of adoptive parents. The
findings are consistent with other studies that identify family communication about
adoption differentiated to the child's perceived stage of development (Wrobel et al, 1998,
2004; MacDonald and McSherry, 2011). The adoptive parents appear to be guided by tacit
understanding of a staged development in their child's ability to comprehend social
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phenomena (Brodzinsky, 2006). The descriptions of communication coincide with Stage 2
of the Family Adoption Communication Model (Wrobel et al, 2004), with the children
influencing communication with adoption related questioning and adoptive parents
mediating access to information and adapting answers to the child's perceived stage of
development. This chapter highlights the importance to the participants of being able to
retain parental control of information at this stage.
Some of the children had moved on to Stage 3 of the FAC and were using social media to
independently seek out birth family information. The adopters described a resultant
diminishing of parental involvement in communication and distancing in the parent child
relationship that they were unhappy with and that they considered premature.
Adoptive parents may benefit from empirically based information on child development
and children's ability to assimilate social knowledge to complement their tacit,
experientially based knowledge, and to guide their choices about information disclosure at
different ages. They may also benefit from guidance on managing the process of the child
differentiating from the family during adolescence, and the role that birth family
information may play at this stage.
These themes also echo earlier findings that adoption-related family communication is
transactional with children's cues influencing parental information disclosure (Wrobel et al,
1998; Beckett et al, 2008). The talk of contact 'forcing' the conversation of adoption
suggests a reluctance by adoptive parents to raise adoption related topics unless prompted
by the child. The participants represented their approach to communication as responsive,
rather than passive, (Wrobel, 2003), and adapted to the child's developmental needs.
However, from detailed exploration of the importance of communication openness,
Brodzinsky (2006) suggests that adoptive parents should actively encourage discussion of
feelings, beliefs and fantasies.
While it is encouraging that participants experienced an open and responsive approach to
family communication, which

has been associated with

positive child outcomes

(Brodzinsky, 2006), there was less evidence of pro-active, parent-led communication and
the participants made little reference any open discussion with the child of their own
thoughts and feelings about adoption. The findings therefore suggest that adoptive parents
may need guidance on initiating adoption-related conversations.
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Life-story work
If adoptive parents are to communicate openly with their child about their birth family
history in a way that meets their developmentally changing needs, they need to be
equipped with the necessary information and skills. Life story work with adopted children is
common social work practice, although there is variation how this is carried out (Shotton,
2010), and the inadequacy of life story books that present a version of the truth that is
selected and controlled by professionals has been noted (Baynes, 2008). In the current
study, the product of this work, the life story books, were of limited usefulness in
stimulating family communication or helping the child understand their biography because
of their selectivity and the outdated 'frozen' images they preserved. Life story work may be
best understood as a process through which parents and professionals support the child to
revisit their biography in different ways at different stages (Baynes, 2008). The findings
suggest a need to develop models of life story work (see for example Shotton, 2010) that
go beyond 'telling', to helping the child integrate birth family information into their present
sense of self and their ongoing autobiographical narrative. This will require consideration of
ways to provide the child and their adoptive parents with birth family information that is
current, accurate and age-appropriate. Life story books designed for young children could
be supplemented, for example, with agency or birth parent authored letters to be shared
with the child when older.

Communication openness as a relational process
Communication openness is presented here as a function of relationship, and this relational
dimension accounts for some of the complexity experienced in the process. The child's
understanding of their biography unfolds through relationships that are transactional, with
the child's cues influencing the timing and content of their parent's communication. The
purpose of honesty is to lay a foundation for trusting relationships that have longevity.
Where information is withheld or altered, this is done in the context of the parental
relationship that prioritises protection of the child. Relationship with the birth family,
mediated through contact arrangements, is welcomed as a source of 'exact' knowledge,
but also introduces the potential for birth family members to mis-represent their
circumstances. Knowing the person is different from knowing facts about the person and is
talked about as the most powerful corrective to the child's distorted imagination. However,
in any relationship there are degrees of knowing and how the birth family represent their
circumstances during contact is regarded with caution and some suspicion.
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The purpose of communicating knowledge
This chapter reveals three functional purposes to giving the child knowledge of their birth
family history: to empower the child to make judgments about their relationships with
birth relatives; to correct distorted imaginings; and to provide the building blocks of
identity development. These serve as motivators for communication openness, and
determine the types of information adoptive parents give.
One purpose of knowledge is to empower the child to make judgments about the nature
and extent of their relationships with birth family members. However, this empowering
knowledge only becomes

necessary in

the context of increasingly independent

relationships with birth family as the child matures.
The idea that knowledge of genetic 'roots' serves a purpose as an essential component of
identity reflects a cultural schema, or an 'essential roots' narrative (Smart, 2007, pl06),
that is predominant in Western ideas of parenthood. This presumes that identity is
biologically inherited, that everyone has a right to know their genetic heritage and develop
some relationship to it (Johnson-Hanks et al, 2011). The child's roots are embodied in their
genetic and physical make up, and in this sense 'roots' are talked about as exerting some
limited influence biologically and physically on the child's ongoing development. However,
it is unclear from the accounts what form 'knowing where they come from' takes for the
child. The participants consider certain aspects of their origins to be harmful at early stages
of identity development, and these are 'kept' until the child is mature enough to know the
full truth.
For some, 'knowing' is limited to knowledge of the birth parents name, location and some
basic biographical information. Those who have direct contact with the birth parent have
the opportunity to 'know who she is and what she is like'. This 'knowing' is described in
terms of observing the birth parent, not in terms of a relationship through which they
might get to know them in any deeper sense. In this way origins or roots are talked about
as the place where the child originates, but not as an ongoing social influence in the child's
life. The birth parent is not expected to continue to shape the child's sense of who they are,
indeed the adopters actively resist the possibility of the child 'inheriting' the values and
lifestyle norms of their family of origin.

Truth telling and withholding
The impact of secrecy in family communication has been identified as an important topic
for adoption research (Wrobel et al, 2004; Loxterkamp, 2009). While the participants state
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that they do not 'hide' information or keep secrets from their children, the findings provide
insight into the way that they engage in both truth-telling and truth-withholding when
helping the child understand their biography.
Similar to Reamer and Siegel's (2007) study, the participants in this study balanced ethical
principles of honesty with protective withholding of information. They developed ways of
managing the identified difficulty of communicating difficult truths in a way that is
protective of the child's self-esteem (Jones and Hackett, 2007) by talking euphemistically.
However, this age-related adaptation of the child's history is somewhat at odds with their
stated principles of honesty, echoing Jones and Hackett's (2007) finding that adoptive
parents do not achieve the level of disclosure to which they aspire.
The participants' approach to communication reflects Brodzinsky's (2005) suggestion that
positive self-esteem and identity development are facilitated by avoiding unnecessary
criticism of birth parents and helping the child feel positive about their origins. This
approach has been criticised by Loxterkamp (2009) who asserts that such positivity is
'mendacious' (p435) in situations where children have been maltreated by their parents. In
this context Loxterkamp suggests that truthful, accurate birth family information is
necessary for identity development, allowing the maturing child to choose what parts of
their heritage they wish to identify with, and which aspects they wish to disown.
Distortion and withholding of biographical truth is not a phenomenon specific to adoptive
families. In an exploration of the sociological significance of family secrets, Smart (2009;
2011) indentified a recent insistence on ensuring that children are told the truth about
their biological parentage, and argues that open adoption is a manifestation of this trend.
This is embedded in a culturally dominant belief, identified above, that knowledge of one's
genetic heritage is essential for 'ontological security' (Smart, 2009, p553). However, Smart
(2011) argues that this overlooks the complexity of family life and the function that secrets,
distortions of facts and 'active not-knowing' (p549) serve in preserving kin relationships.
These strategies of truth-withholding may be particularly pertinent in the circumstance of
adoption from care where the only way a relationship with neglectful or abusive birth
parents can be maintained is by ignoring the 'secrets' that would make relationship
impossible to sustain.
From the adopters accounts it is evident that telling the truth is not as simple as making
sure the child knows the identity of their biological parentage. The truth of their origins is
complex, multi-faceted and possibly contested, particularly in the case of adoptions from
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care via Freeing Order. These themes suggest that there is a work that has to be done with
the 'truth' to make it fit for purpose.
The participants also suggest that a definitive biographical account is somewhat elusive as
the 'truth' is subject to a variety of deliberate and unconscious distortions by all involved.
Biography is dependent on memory which can be unreliable. It is not possible to remember
everything so therefore creating a biography involves a process of selection which is guided
by cultural values. The central role of families in shaping individual's memories is not
exclusive to adoptive families. As Smart (2007) suggests, 'families provide the context in
which we learn what to remember and what to forget' (p40).
However, the adopters' ability to compile their child's biography is constrained by their
limited access to information. The adoptive parents do not share the very early part of their
child's biography, and many significant events and memories might be hidden from them.
They are responsible for communicating an understanding of this part of their child's life
story through photos, letters, and life story books which have been produced by others.
Adoptive parents need to be equipped with the necessary information and skills to
communicate in a way that goes beyond 'telling' about adoption, to helping the child
integrate birth family information into their present sense of self and family, in a way that
promotes positive self-esteem. This chapter indicates that there is scope for developing
more effective and accurate memory tools that might facilitate the construction of
sensitive but 'truthful' biographies for adopted children.

Families we live 'with' and families we live 'by'
The desire to amend the child's idealised imaginings of their birth family has a relational
component. The feelings of annoyance and insecurity reported in response to the child's
distorted vision and unrealistic imaginings about birth parents may be attributable to the
dissonance created by a lack of shared social reality between parents and child (Rueter and
Koerner, 2008; Rueter, 2009). These feelings appear to be eased by the development of
shared social reality when the child’s knowledge of birth parents comes into line with what
the adopters know to be true.
The participants' concern that they will compare unfavourably to the idealised birth family
reflects Gillis's (1997) idea of the distinction between the imaginary families we live 'by'
and the actual families we live 'with'. The imagined family is not exclusive to adoption nor
is it a function of having been separated from birth parents, but is a component of all
family life. Smart (2007) argues that all family relationships are, in part, sustained and given
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meaning by the workings of our imaginations which are influenced by 'cultural definitions'
of the 'ideal' family (Morgan, 2011, p7). These are the schemas and discourses that are
dominant within our culture and that determine ideas of what family relationships ought to
be like.
The child's 'imagined' birth family reveals cultural ideals relating to maternal love and the
infallibility of biological parents. This is contradicted by the 'truth' of parental neglect or
abuse of the child that led to their needing to be adopted. However, by choosing not to
disclose fully the facts of the child's maltreatment, the participants perpetuate this 'ideal'
family.
The 'ideal' or 'idolised' birth family of the child's imagination is contrasted with the
experience of real life in the adoptive family, the family they 'live with', which is other than
ideal. This is experienced by the adopters as potentially undermining of adoptive family
relationships where the parents feel that they are evaluated against an ideal that is both
unrealistic and untrue. As Smart (2011) suggests, the families we live 'by' tend to be more
nurturing and do not let us down quite as obviously as the families we live 'with'.
Contact with birth family is talked about as a way of replacing the 'idealised' with the
'exact', thereby reducing the allure of the birth family, and diminishing the contrast
between the imagined birth family and the reality of day-to-day life in the adoptive family.
When the children have direct contact with birth family, this becomes, to an extent, part of
the realistically flawed family that they live 'with'. By diminishing the power of the
imaginary birth family, contact may reduce the potential for adoptive family relationships
to be undermined, and potentially strengthen them.
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7. 'Being different but the same'
- Public Openness
Introduction
The over-arching theme of Public Openness deals with the interface between public and
private life and the public visibility of participants as adoptive families. The participants
query the extent to which their circumstances should be made public, but also talk about
the visibility of their adoptive status being to some extent beyond their control. They make
comparisons between their private experiences and cultural notions of parenthood and
position themselves as being both 'different from' and 'the same as' any other parent. The
participants perceive that the general public also compares adoptive parenthood with
notions of 'normality'. They talk of a clash between their own experience and public
conceptions of adoption, revealed in 'the things people say' which provoke indignation.
Their self-assessment as 'normal' and 'ordinary' is challenged by public attitudes that
position them as 'extra-ordinary' parents, and discredit their children, and this is felt as
stigma. The adopters employ a range of strategies to manage the public visibility of their
circumstances and the dissonance created by public attitudes which invalidate the
authenticity of their private experience.

Social comparisons: Rejecting 'difference', acknowledging
'difference', and balancing the significance of difference
Throughout their accounts the participants repeatedly refer to themselves as 'normal',
'ordinary', 'just the same as everyone else', and to their family lives as 'bog standard'. This
suggests that they make social comparisons in which they, as adoptive parents, assess
themselves as 'no different to' and 'just the same as any other parent'. Implicit in this is an
acknowledgement that others might perceive adoption to be different to other forms of
parenting. They do talk about the ways in which their experience of parenthood differs
from biological parenthood, but not in the ways that others might assume, and not in ways
that significantly alter the essence of their parenthood which is founded in reliable,
consistent, committed care-giving.
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Rejecting Difference
The participants talk of their sense of 'normality' deriving from their engagement in the
same acts of care-giving as any other parent and relegating their adoptive status to a
minimal position in their thoughts. The focus of their accounts of parenthood is on the
'doing' of parenting rather than on the fact of adoption, and their talk suggests that they do
not think of themselves primarily in terms of adoption. They repeatedly refer to themselves
as 'just parents', with no extra-ordinary features, and describe parenthood in terms of dayto-day care-giving, 'you just look after them and care for them as a parent', and fulfilling a
parental role that is no different from the role that any other parent performs. As Pat puts
this, 'you do everything that everybody else does'. The phrase used by Wilma, 'I don't say
oh this is my adopted son you know, this is my son', typifies the way that participants
emphasise the irrelevance of their adoptive status to their day-to-day parenting. The
diminished psychological relevance of adoption is reflected in comments about 'forgetting
they are adopted', and is reinforced by descriptions of the 'quality of the relationship' and
'very close' parent child 'bonds'.
The following quotation from Gail and Frank illustrates the various dimensions of this
theme. They liken themselves to 'natural' parents and their rejection of difference is based
on the felt strength of their love for their adopted son, engaging in the same acts of care
giving as a biological parent would, and setting aside consideration of adoptive status in
daily life:

Gail: I don't feel any different as an adoptive parent as I do as a natural parent. I
still love this child as much as I love my own flesh and blood, I just love him to bits
and I just love her to bits. It's just being a parent, caring for kids. You just do
everything that you do for your own, I don't make any difference.
Frank: Fie is our own. The only thing that's different about it is the contact. I don't
wake up in the mornings and think I must wake up this wee adopted fella, or I have
to get this adopted fella to school (laughs).

Amanda and Arthur liken their experience of parenting and family life to that of other
parents as they 'run around after them' the same as others, and might reflect on things
they would do differently 'but what parent wouldn't?' Amanda emphasises the quality of
the parent/child relationship over the relevance of their adoptive status:
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I think the relationship that we have with them now, I think even if we had given
birth to them, it wouldn't be any better.

Mary and Brendan's account suggests that adoptive status is not an active and present
consideration in their relationship with Robert. They have achieved their goal of
parenthood and reject the idea that it matters how this relationship came about, as
indicated by their Brendan's questioning of the necessity of the label 'adopted':

I'm trying to think in my head here the difference between using the term adoption
and using the term son. We were looking for a wee boy to grow up as our son, and
he is.

Jack and Mia have older birth children so are in a position to compare biologically-based
and adoptive parenting and they reject the idea that the two are different. Their rejection
of difference is framed in terms of equity of care-giving and attention, and setting aside the
label of adoption:

Jack: You don't think of the word adoptive, she is yours and you treat her like your
own.
Mia: You are just a parent.
Jack: You are just a parent. You try to do the same thing with her that you did with
the rest of the kids.

Wilma states that the fact of adoption does not feature in her thoughts until she is forced
to think about it:

I wouldn't sit back, at any point, and I haven’t done at any point and thought to
myself I'm any different from any other parent, you know my dreams and wishes
and hopes for him are the same as any other parent that loves their child.

In this quotation Wilma likens her parental aspirations to those of a parent who 'loves their
child', and throughout her account she emphasises the normality of her love for Simon,
which she describes as 'very maternal', referring to her 'bond' with him as 'natural' and
something that 'happened naturally', not manufactured. Similarly, Andrea talks about the
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'closeness' of her parent/child relationships allowing her to her 'feel' no different to a
biological mother:

I do feel nearly like I gave birth to them. I am aware that I didn't. It's about the
closeness of this particular relationship.

Pat and Angela refer to the normality of their family relationships embedded in a sense of
ownership that is recognised by extended family and friends whose perception of the
children is 'they are just our kids'. Similarly, Valerie and Daniel talk about their children's
acceptance in and relationship with the extended family where the adopted children are
viewed and related to 'no differently' to non-adopted cousins.

Acknowledging 'difference'
Simultaneous with their rejection of difference, the adopters acknowledge that there are
aspects of their experience of parenthood that are specific to their adoptive status. Where
the adopters talk about being 'unique' this is not done in reference to the fact that they
have no biological connection to the child, but is associated with talk of birth family
contact, which they refer to as 'not normal', and of the child's particular needs arising from
their early experiences.
The difference associated with adoptive parenting is talked about as the 'harder work'
required in order to meet the children's additional needs arising from their early adverse
experiences. The participants refer to the child's 'additional needs', 'special needs' and
'extra baggage', describing their parenting as 'parenting plus' that is 'harder work'. The
participants also refer to the presence of 'another family', and talk of being forced to
acknowledge their adoptive status in the context of interaction with birth family, and this is
experienced as challenging.
Julia, talks of 'difference' as the 'hard work' that is necessitated by the children's difficult
background, exacerbated by the age of the child when placed aged five years and having a
stock of memories of life with birth family:

We always knew it was going to be hard work, and that it was going to be different.
Because the children, there was always that other background for them.

For Julia this is additional to 'all the usual parenting stuff which is hard enough in itself'.
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Laura and Kevin talk about a sense of 'difference' based in the fact that they feel their
children's behaviour is more challenging and places greater demands on them as a parents
and that their extended family do not understand that their children need a different way
of parenting. For Laura the acknowledgement of difference by her family is important
because it gives her access to support and empathy in what can be a difficult family
situation. Talking of managing the children's difficult behaviour she says:

Sometimes it could be difficult because I would normally have spoken to my sisters
but they didn't always understand. They would say "sure it is the same for
everybody. We all go through that." But yet you have this feeling that it wasn't
necessarily all the same. It's taken years for the children to be as settled as they are
right now, and that has taken a lot of extra work, it's difficult. It's very important to
have people who know what it's like at this end because it is different.

The following quotation from Pat and Angela suggests a tension between the desire to be
'normal' and 'ordinary', which is associated with parental independence, and the
recognised need for specialist supports:

Angela: I would have been the first person to have wanted social services out of my
life, and to absolutely leave us alone,
Mandi: Why did you feel that?
Angela: Because I just thought we wanted to be a normal ordinary family, and we
didn't need anything but I don't think I quite appreciated that when you get
children you get needs. I do think the children who have been adopted they have
had trauma in their past should be given a wee bit of extra support really.

The participants talk about birth family contact bringing their adoptive status to the fore
and forcing an acknowledgement that they are 'unique' and 'different' to other families.
Frank talks about contact as 'the only difference' that diverts him from his position of not
thinking about adoption; 'other than the contact, you don’t think about it'. While Andrea
asserts that her family life is 'normal' she also acknowledges that it is different from the
family life of others because of the presence of another family:
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It is normal, within the context of what you take as normal, but we have birth
parents who are wanting contact. There is always outside, not influences, but
there's always another family. There is always another family involved.

Similarly, Mary and Brendan talk about contact as the aspect of their experience of
parenthood that is specific to adoption and not shared with other types of parents. As
Brendan puts this:

We're probably unique because parents don't do that, parents don't give their
child away on a quarterly basis. It's totally unique, we allow our son to go and visit
people who have allowed him to go into care.

For Amanda and Arthur the face-to-face contact with birth mother is not a constant feature
in their thinking but it serves as a reminder of their adoptive status. Amanda's phrasing of
this, 'it reminds us that we are not a normal family', suggests a feeling of abnormality, that
they might imagine most of the time that they are a normal family but the contact reminds
them of their actual state of being 'not normal'. Arthur is able to quickly put this thought
'on the back burner' but the emotional impact of contact for Amanda is intense and longerlasting. They talk about their acceptance of contact being based in the fact that the
arrangements are sparse, with meetings with the birth mother limited to twice a year,
therefore not acting as a 'constant reminder', or constant challenge to their sense of
normality.
In contrast, Loretta and Pedar, do not refer to the very regular contact with Deidre's
adopted birth siblings creating a sense of dissonance, possibly because they describe these
relationships as normalised and assimilated into their family. They do, however, talk about
the myriad of day-to-day interactions that can serve as a reminder of the fact of adoption.
Loretta's language in the quotation below is suggestive of being ambushed, of 'going along'
comfortable in their feeling that they are just like any other parents and being
unexpectedly confronted with their adoptive status:

You are going along doing life in general and then suddenly something will come up
and it will hit you, she is not your daughter. Because there is a form to fill in, or you
have go somewhere, and something like that there, and you have to say "no Deidre
is my adoptive daughter", or "she is adopted", that happens.
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Balancing the significance of difference
Where the participants talk about adoptive parenthood being 'different' they also point out
that this difference is of limited significance to their parenting experience. When talking of
the additional difficulties associated with their children's needs they also comment that all
parenting can be fraught with complexity.
The participants' repeated references to 'being realistic' and talk of the normative
constraints of 'real life' suggest pragmatic acceptance that actual experience often differs
from the 'ideal'. Thus the constraints and complexities specific to adoption are balanced
against the reality that 'no family is perfect', and in this context adoption is 'as good as it
gets', suggesting that it compares favourably to a realistically flawed standard. This is
illustrated by the following quotation from Angela's in which she normalises their parenting
difficulties:

We do have different issues, and they are different. But, they are not any more
difficult than a lot of my friends are dealing with, and as one of my friends says,
'you have always got someone to blame it on' (laughs).

The accounts also suggest a balance between cognitive awareness of difference and a
heartfelt rejection of difference. This is typified by Mary's statement, 'I know I'm not their
natural mum but you know I feel as if they're mine'. The balance between what she knows
and what she feels suggests that acknowledgement of her adoptive status as not 'natural'
does not diminish her experience of parental ownership and belonging. Similarly, Andrea
talks about balancing a strong parental identity, 'I really think that I am their mum', with
acknowledgement of the existence of the birth parents, 'I still know that there is the birth
family there too'.
Amanda and Arthur talk about their expectation that the making of the Adoption Order
would be a definitive event, 'a line in the sand', giving them exclusive ownership of the
children as 'our own'. However, through their experience of contact they have come to a
more 'realistic' understanding of adoption, and Amanda refers to the idea of excluding the
birth family as unrealistic, fictive, 'that's just Walt Disney'. Similarly, Pat and Angela also
talk about how the idea of adoption as a total transfer is made untenable by the
importance of the children's background to them:
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Pat: When you go into adoption you think you're bringing youngsters and they're
going to be your family and that’s it now.
Angela: I don't think you realise how important their past is.
Pat: No you don't.

The idea of balance is reflected in the accounts of how adoption is talked about with the
children. The participants talk of being open about the children's adoptive status but also
of consciously down-playing the significance of this, emphasising instead their belonging,
'they are just part of the family'. Jeremy and Cora talk about not wanting to 'highlight' or
'reinforce' the fact of adoption with the children, preferring to emphasise the normality of
their relationship to them as parents, 'that we are just mum and dad, and that's it'. They do
not conceal the fact of adoption but 'minimise it to a degree' in terms of its significance by
referring to it as 'a slight technicality'. This couple choose not to join an adoption peer
support group for the reason that they feel it would emphasise the children's adopted
status. Similarly, Pat and Angela talk about how their interest in adoption peer support has
waned as they 'get on with' the activities of parenting rather than focusing on the fact of
the adoption.
Conversely, Valerie and Daniel and their children are active members of a peer support
group and also describe how the children regularly enjoy watching the videos that were
made for them in preparation for placement. Valerie associates their comfort with this
open acknowledgment of adoptive status with the lack of significance attributed to
adoption within family life:

Things like that always remind them that they are adopted, and it is just like eating
your dinner is the topic. It doesn't matter to us.

Social visibility: public disclosure and boundaries of privacy
All of the participants talk of the need to openly disclose their adoptive status within their
social networks, and of this disclosure often being forced by circumstances beyond their
control. Adoption seems to require an over-stepping of the expected norms guiding the
public disclosure of family information generally considered to be private. This is talked
about as a loss of control over the boundaries of privacy, and is a dimension of adoptive
parenthood that differs from biological parenthood. They talk of being protective of
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information on the child's birth family history which acts as a marker of the boundary of
family privacy.
The participants talk of the measures they take to manage their children's disclosure of
personal adoption-related information within their public interactions. The extent of
communicative openness within the family is influenced by the adoptive parents' comfort
with their children's public disclosure. This, in turn, is related to the extent of the perceived
stigma attached to the child as a consequence of their birth family history, as discussed
below.
The following quotation from Angela illustrates the dimensions of this theme:

Brenda came along at 5 1/2 walking and talking, and full of life, and no matter
where you went she was telling anybody. "This is my fifth mommy" you know."
And then, we had only moved here couple of months when Carrie came along and I
had to go and tell neighbours who'd we didn't really know particularly well, that
there is a little girl who will appear on the street, it she will be our daughter
(laughs). But it is hard, do you remember we were going to buy a bed? We needed
a bed for Brenda, and this chap was asking us all about, you know, who is the bed
for, our daughter, and we didn't really want to go in with the bed salesman, to the
nitty-gritty that we didn't really know exactly when we would need it. So it is very
strange. I found it hard because in some ways it would have been just so much
easier to go in and say, "look, we are adopting a little girl, she's coming in a
fortnight, we think, we don't know much about her, in fact, we still haven't met
her, but we definitely need a bed." You know, but I felt that that wouldn't be
terribly appropriate, you know to be giving the bed sales man that information,
that it was too much. I can remember when Brenda came, it was okay with people
that we knew, but with, we were going to enrol her in Brownies, how much
information do you give them? Those sorts of issues. The likes of Rainbows, I did
tell them because I felt it was important that if she came out with something, that
they wouldn't be going. "Oh, don't be silly." School obviously had to know.

There are different norms of privacy in relation to different people the family interacts with
however, Angela seems uncertain about where to draw the boundary of privacy in these
encounters. Different levels of disclosure are required in different categories of
relationships, as Angela says, she 'had to tell neighbours' and 'school had to know', but she
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queries what is 'appropriate' to publicise in relationships where there is less close contact.
Angela acknowledges that public disclosure of the family's adoptive status is beyond her
control because of the visibility of the older child 'appearing' in the family. Also because
child's disclosure is indiscriminate, 'she was telling anybody', and unpredictable, 'if she
came out with something'. Her quotation suggests that she discloses information to school
and neighbours as a strategy to manage the impact of the child's disclosure and to buffer
the child against negative reactions by ensuring a more understanding response.
Caroline and Chris talk about actively limiting the information they share with their son
because of the possibility that he will publicly disclose birth family history that would be
stigmatising. Their account suggests that they prioritise public privacy over family
communicative openness because of the risk of stigma:

Caroline: Because James has aspergers he can't keep secrets so anything that we
tell him there's a potential he'll go to somebody else and so we have been
cautious. James has pushed quite hard to find out what happened and we've said,
we will tell him but at another time.
Chris: That's the limiting factor in what he's been told, as Caroline said, is his ability
to be confidential.

In contrast, Valerie and Daniel are comfortable with their child's public disclosure and they
do not seek to limit this. They connect this comfort with confidence that the child is fully
accepted within the community, and that she has developed strategies to rebuff negative
reactions. Peter and Rebecca talk about how the school curriculum forces disclosure of the
child's adoptive status. When the children are asked to bring in photographs of themselves
as a baby it emphasizes the difficulty they have in compiling a 'proper' family tree.
Birth family contact is also talked about as contributing to the visibility of the child's
adoptive status and forcing public disclosure. As Jeremy states:

If you're going to have too much contact with the natural parents, it would be hard
to hide.

Loretta and Pedar describe how Deidre's contact with her birth siblings forced a public
acknowledgment of her adopted status that resulted in some teasing by peers. Brendan's
quotation also illustrates this:
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The likes of Robert mentioned one time at school that he was going to contact and
his friend said 'what's contact?' so he had to go down a line to explain what he was
doing to his friend.

Laura and Kevin's account links public disclosure with the idea of the family being
compared against standards of normality. Laura talks of how the children are comfortable
disclosing information because their situation is normal to them and they don’t realise that
it is not perceived as normal by others:

Both of them have had incidents at school where they gave away information that
was completely natural to them. But they didn't realise that it wasn't normal to
have a birth mum that you don't live with.

Laura goes on to link the children's acceptance of the normality of their family situation
with their involvement in adoption peer support group where the children have many
friends who are also adopted.

Stigma:

labelling;

extraordinary

parents;

neutralising

strategies
The term 'stigma' to name this theme is taken directly from the participant's descriptions
of a particular type of social interaction, outside of family and close relationships, in which
they feel that their adoptive status is their primary identifier, and that this results in
misperceptions of the nature of their parenthood. How the experiences described fit with
theory on stigma and its effects is explored in the discussion below.

Labelling
Throughout their interviews the participants repeatedly reject the use of the adjective
'adoptive' to describe their parenthood, referring to this as unnecessary 'labelling',
preferring to describe themselves as 'just parents'. The label 'adoptive' distinguishes the
participants from all other categories of parents, and makes adoption a defining
characteristic of their parental identity. The term 'adoptive' is a public acknowledgement
that adoption is distinct, and therefore different, from biological parenthood, and this is at
odds with participants' assertion that the difference between the two is of limited
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significance. This label prompts others to assume that thcipants' relationships with
their children differ from the norm, contradicting the pents' experience that their
parental behaviour and the quality of their parent/child rehips are no different from
others. As Andrea puts this:

People look at him differently. People look at adopfferently.

The quotation from Loretta below illustrates how the labotive' does not fit with her
parental identity that is embedded in fulfilling all the el aspects of parenthood,
except giving birth, and a strong sense of ownership of he. She further suggests that
the label 'adoptive' leads to a form of discrimination tlmanifested in getting less
recognition by social services than biological parents, s at odds with Loretta's
assertion that the most important feature of parenth reliable care-giving. She
describes it as unfair that the birth parents who are not or the child1 receive more
formal recognition than she and Pedar who are 'here for' tiughter:

I feel that it's always the birth parents who get mognition, and it's never the
adoptive parents. It's always, oh they have rightvhat? I'm not an adoptive
parent, I'm a parent. Why label it? You are a parej are not 'adoptive'. She is
your child, you know what I mean. The only thingf n't do was give birth. You
are parent, and that's just it, why be "adoptive parfou know, that's a label.

The adopted children are also described as being labelh Mary says, 'definitely the
children have labels on them whether they are fostered oted, and that's sad'. Chris
and Caroline talk about a sense of difference being kve by others who retain
'adoptive' as a key feature of the children's identity. T.of the child's behavioural
difficulties associated with Asperger's Syndrome, Caroline

It's nothing to do with him being adopted it's jusng, but sometimes, not so
much in school, but in church where most perould know he's adopted,
sometimes they'll put his behaviour down to beinged.
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Extra-ordinary parents
The participants highlight a distinction between what their friends and family say to them
about adoption, which is generally supportive and empathic, and what 'strangers' or
acquaintances say to them which is described as 'rude' and 'ignorant1. All of the
participants recount such comments made by others, not close to them, about their status
as adoptive parents. They talk about finding these comments shocking or objectionable
because they represent ideas about adoption that differ from their lived experience.
The comments do not indicate social discrediting of the adopters, rather the participants
state that people reward them with praise which they feel is inappropriate and
unwarranted. The reported 'things people say', suggest a social identity that is
extraordinary, which conflicts with their personal parental identity described as 'normal'
and 'ordinary', and this 'feels' stigmatising. As Loretta puts this:

People seem to look at you different - it’s like a stigma.

The reported comments suggest that the adopters are compared to a norm of parenthood
against which they are assessed as having motivations and rewards that differ from those
of other parents. The comments reported by all participants are strikingly similar
suggesting that they are based on a stereotype of an adoptive parent. They also suggest
that this stereotypical parental identity is one that the people making the comments reject
for themselves in statements such as 'I couldn't do what you do'.
In 'the things people say' there are three clear themes that are rejected by the participants.
Other peoples' comments indicate that adopted children are viewed as 'not one's own',
that it is meritorious, self-sacrificing and exceptional to parent 'someone else's child, and
that the children owe a debt of 'gratitude' to their adoptive parents.
The participants report other people commenting on parenting children that are 'not your
own', suggesting that the adopted children are viewed as not belonging to the adopters, as
still belonging to someone else, presumably the birth parent. This contradicts the
participants' strong sense of ownership of the children, and in the following quotation
Valerie rejects this idea as 'ignorant', a word that suggests rudeness and lack of accurate
knowledge of what adoptive parenthood is actually like:
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We know one particular person who would have said "if you can't have your own
why would you want somebody else's?" It's rude more than anything else,
ignorance really. I would kind of class that person as more ignorant than anything.

The comments also suggest that there is a fundamental difference between parenting
'one's own' child and a child that is 'not one’s own'. This is at odds with their assertion that
adoption makes little significant difference to the quality of their parent/child relationships,
and their parental identity embedded in reliable care-giving as the essence of parenthood.
The participants also reject others' suggestions that parental investment should be directed
towards children to whom you have a biological connection. This is the antithesis of the
participants' extensive parental investment in their children's welfare, as discussed in
Chapter 4. In the following quotation Jack and Mia rebuff other people's comments with a
strong sense of family ownership of the child, a rejection of difference between adoptive
and biologically based parenting:

Mia: There is no actual difference there really isn't and I hate it when people say
"your own kids." They are all our own kids.
Jack: There was one time at work there was one of the fellas said. "I don't know
how you could do that." "Do what?" "You know, take on somebody else's kid as
your own," I said. "It's simple. You love them. There is no difference in it." He said.
"I couldn't see me doing it."

The following quotation from Andrea illustrates the participants' rejection of other people's
representation of them as noble and deserving of special merit:

You know I have a neighbour here and she would say "you deserve a medal for
taking on the children" and I would say, "gosh, no!" I look at it a different way
because we had issues of infertility and the motivation really was that we wanted
so much to have a family. That was our motivating thing, but other people look at it
differently. They see maybe the problems with the kids and they say "you deserve
a medal." I don’t like that.

The suggestion that the children owe gratitude to their adoptive parents implies that the
participants are perceived to have more altruistic motivations and to be deprived of the
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normal rewards of parenthood. This is rejected by the participants who insist that their
parental experience is fulfilling and rewarding, as illustrated by Mary and Brendan:

Mary: People say to us 'oh those wee boys and girls must be so grateful to you'.
Brendan: Yeah 'they must be grateful to you'.
Mary: So many people have said that.
Brendan: As though we have done something for them (laughs).
Mary: Brendan and I have looked mortified and gone 'no! We are so grateful for
them'.
Brendan: Because they've fulfilled in us what we can't have ourselves.
Mary: Because if it wasn't for them we wouldn't be the people that we are now.

The perception of extraordinary parenting and altruistic motivations appears to derive from
an impression of the children as particularly vulnerable and having extra needs. Laura and
Kevin, for example, talk of their family's perception of them as "rescuers". Other people
also appear to make an assumption that it is more difficult to love 'someone else's' child.
As Andrea says, "people would have said to me 'did you find it hard to love them?'."
As a result, other people seem to expect extraordinary behaviour from the children as an
expression of gratitude. The suggestion that the children owe a particular debt of gratitude
implies that they are socially discredited in that they are not considered worthy of
unconditional parental investment.
There is also a suggestion that the children are socially discredited by their connection to
their birth parents whose neglectful, abusive, violent, or substance misusing behaviour is
considered highly socially inappropriate, as Mary's quotation illustrates:

They say 'is it any wonder they're in trouble sure they've got bad blood in them'.
That's been said to us.

Neutralising strategies
The participants' accounts reveal a range of strategies that they use to neutralise the effect
of the felt stigma attached to their adoptive status and associated with the child's birth
family history. These include: developing a sense of pride and adapting social rituals to
celebrate adoption; asserting loving, reliable care-giving as the essence of parenthood and
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parent/child bonds; challenging the myth of the 'normal' family; highlighting increasing
social diversity; and limiting the social visibility of adoptive status and birth family
connections.
Rebecca and Peter describe how they held an adoption ceremony like a christening
ceremony, assimilating a public ritual associated with the birth of a child, to reinforce the
message to their children that adoption is not to be ashamed of. As Rebecca describes this:

He is so proud to be adopted. Whenever they were adopted, we're quite involved
in our church, so we had a thanksgiving service and we had invited a lot of friends
for like the equivalent of what would be a christening party sort of thing, and had a
celebration for it. So we've always tried to, you know, make it that there's
absolutely nothing to be ashamed of, it's a very positive thing and they can tell who
they like.

Similarly, Amanda and Arthur include images of birth mother and brother among the family
photographs on public display in their home, asserting the 'normality' of their family life,
acknowledging that this inclusion of another family might not be considered 'normal' by
their friends:

Amanda: At every contact we take photos. We have the photos on the computer,
and randomly photos come up that have them in. We had friends in at the
weekend and the computer just showed their photos randomly, and they asked
"who's that?" And I said "that's (birth mother and brother)". That's normal, that's
our life.
Mandi: What was their reaction to that?
Amanda: I think they were surprised that we are so open.

Valerie and Daniel relate an incident where Emily rebuffs a peer in school who suggests
that they are not her 'real' mother and father. They approve of her response which echoes
their assertion that loving care is more important that biological connection, and that the
quality of the parent/child relationship renders the difference associated with adoption
unimportant:
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Valerie: It would have been said by a child one day to Emily in school. "That's not
your mommy and daddy, they only adopted you."
Mandi: How did Emily respond to that?
Valerie: "But they love me. It doesn't matter." That's a good enough answer, she
was no different than anybody else. It was Emily's own thing to say that "it doesn't
matter to me, I have parents and they love me." That's her own answer, and as far
as we were concerned the best answer she could have gave.

In their talk of realism and 'living in the real world' the participants challenge as a myth the
idea that a 'normal' family type exists. They assert that the idea of a 'normal' family is
somewhat contestable and elusive, that adoptive relationships are as 'normal' as any other
family relationships. Pat questions 'if such a thing exists, a normal family'. Frank and Gail
highlight increasing social diversity and validate adoption as an equally acceptable family
form. The couple question what is meant by 'normality' and say that, in the context of a
society of diverse family forms, adoption is normal:

Gail: Whenever we were younger there were very few mixed families, but see now,
everywhere you look, two children, two parents is nearly not the norm any more.
Frank: We have a young niece, who has two children to two different fellows.
Gail: The little girl across the street lives with her grandparents because her father
died and her mommy is now living with somebody else. Many of the children's
friends have step brothers and sisters.
Frank: There is no such thing as a normal family, we are about as near as you are
going to get.

All of the participants talk of restricting disclosure of details of the children's birth family
history in order to avoid negative reactions or stigma. Caroline and Chris indicate that this
strategy restricts their ability to openly discuss parenting issues with friends and family,
causing them to rely on their own resources and wisdom.
Restricting the visibility of the child's connection to the birth family is talked of as a way of
avoiding the child being socially discredited by association. As Jeremy's quotation
illustrates, this can act as a motivator to restrict contact:
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If you're going to have too much contact with the natural parents, it would be hard
to hide that, especially when they all live in the same town. "Oh, that's your
mommy and daddy, I saw them drunk the other night" (mimics sneering), or
whatever. That would be hard for Teresa to take, although strictly speaking, she
would have nothing to do with them.

Discussion
This chapter has highlighted how participants' sense of self as a parent develops in the
context of social interactions (May, 2011) that provide messages about what is expected in
that social role as well as from reflexive feedback on lived experience. Parenthood is again
talked of in relational terms, and parental social identity is constructed in relation to
dominant cultural ideas of what it means to be a parent. However, this leads to a sense of
dissonance where lived experience is not reflected in cultural norms and is further
invalidated in the context of stigmatising experiences.

Acknowledgment and rejection of difference
In keeping with Kirk's (1964, 1985) Shared Fate theory, the adopters do talk of their
parenthood in terms of being both 'different to' and 'no different to' other parents,
although they question the concept of 'normality' in an increasingly diverse society. While
the participants acknowledge their adoptive status and their child's 'different' origins,
these are bracketed off and are given little significance in everyday life. This is indicative of
what Rosnati (2005) the 'assimilation pact', where parent/child relationships are based on
a simultaneous open acknowledgment the child's dual connection and their full belonging
within the adoptive family.
The participants' references to balancing their awareness of difference indicates that they
occupy a 'moderately acknowledging' (Brodzinsky, 1990), or 'moderately distinguishing'
(Kaye, 1988, 1990) position on the acknowledgement/rejection of difference continuum
(Kirk, 1964, 1985). This moderate position has been identified as facilitative of positive
parent/child relationships (Brodzinsky, 1990; Kaye, 1988,1990).
Birth family contact makes absolute rejection of difference impossible for the participants,
and foregrounds adoptive status at certain times in ways that some participants find
uncomfortable, but does not appear to result in an unhealthy level of 'insistence on
difference' (Brodzinsky, 1990).
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Stigma
These themes concur with previous research that identifies stigma associated with cultural
conceptions of parenthood that represent blood ties as natural (Miall and March, 2006;
Smith, Surrey and Watkins, 2006), adoption as unnatural and not fully equivalent (Wegar,
2006), and the identification and labelling of adoptive parents according to their adoptive
status (Katz Rothman, 2006).
Stigma is generally understood to be socially constructed according to the devalued
meaning that certain attributes of individuals are given in particular social contexts, and
enacted in the context of social relationships. The social environment determines what
personal characteristics or attributes are considered undesirable or deviant, and provides
the context in which negative evaluations of those attributes are communicated.
The participants describe their children being 'marked' as adoptive in a variety of social
situations, and of being thought of as 'belonging' to their birth parents who are 'marked' as
deviant. The attributes of 'adoptive' and 'belonging to deviant birth parents' render the
children different to and less desirable than other children, and are socially discrediting.
The presence of an attribute socially interpreted as discrediting that renders the bearer a
'tainted and discounted' person (Goffman, 1963, pl2) is the most accepted definition of
stigma (Link and Phelan, 2001). From the participants accounts it would appear that the
adopted children are a stigmatised group.
The adoptive parents also 'feel' stigmatised, although the incidents they recount as causing
this feeling are ostensibly complimentary. It therefore warrants a closer examination of
stigma theory to explore why the participants feel stigmatised in these encounters. The
model of stigma proposed by Link and Phelan (2001) builds on the work of seminal
theorists such as Goffman (1963), and brings together the various components in a
comprehensive conceptualisation. It is used here as a lens to review and make sense of the
themes in this chapter. The premise of this model is that stigma exists when the following
interrelated components converge: the human differences between individuals are
labelled; the label links the labelled person to negative stereotypes; there is a separation of
the labelled person, of 'them' from 'us'; the labelled person experiences status loss and
discrimination; there is a power inequality that allows the components of stigma to be
enacted.
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Labelling and stereotyping
The participants refer to the adjective 'adoptive' as a label that distinguishes them from all
other categories of parent. Many human differences are socially insignificant, however the
common use of the identifier 'adoptive' suggests that the way one becomes a parent is
highly salient, that it matters socially whether one becomes a parent through procreation
or through adoption.
The label 'adoptive' appears to be linked in the recounted comments to a stereotype, an
assumed set of characteristics that are 'ignorant' of how adoptive parenthood actually is.
These stereotypes are formed in the context of cultural assumptions about adoption, what
Anzil (2013) terms 'collective imaginaries'. These cultural stereotypes of adopters are
'imaginary' in that they are not supported by evidence.
The stereotype of the adoptive parent is not explicitly a negative one made up of obviously
undesirable characteristics rather, it is apparently complimentary.

However, it is

considered undesirable by the participants. The stereotype fails to attribute ownership of
the adopted child to the adoptive parents. The sense of ownership and belonging are of
central importance to the participants' sense of parental entitlement and kinship. These
are also socially highly salient and valued characteristics of parenthood. Therefore the
stereotype is considered undesirable while ostensibly complimentary because it lacks this
highly desirable attribute of ownership of the child.
The stereotype attributes special merit to the adoptive parent. Implicit in this is the
assumption that adoptive parenting is more difficult and onerous in comparison to
biologically based parenthood. The stereotype reflects a cultural schema of parenthood,
that hard work and parental self-sacrifice are ethical (Johnson-Hanks et al, 2012). The
adoptive parents are stereotyped as worthy, honourable and meritorious because of the
effort and self-sacrifice that this is assumed to entail. However, the attribute of 'hard work'
associated with the label 'adoptive' is also rejected as undesirable in comments that
simultaneously appear to convey praise, 'I couldn't do what you do’.

Separation of'them' from ‘us’
The recounted comments suggest that the speaker views 'adoptive' parents as
fundamentally different from other parents who do not carry that label. The label
'adoptive' is associated with 'an undesired differentness' that is a central component of
stigma (Goffman,1963, pl5), and effectively separates out the participants as 'them' from
'us'. The common use of the terms 'adopter' and 'adoptive' suggests that this is a
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fundamental aspect of the participants' parental identity, that as parents they are thought
to 'be' the thing they are labelled. Alternative terms could be 'parent by adoption' or
'parent who has adopted’, or as the participants would prefer, just 'parent'. This would be
more in keeping with their strongly stated and repeated self-identity that prioritises their
position as parents over their status as adoptive.

Status loss and Discrimination
The label 'adoptive' leads to comparisons with 'real' parenthood and parenting one's 'real'
children. This positioning of the participants as somehow 'not real' parents because they
lack biological connection to the child, represents a significant loss of status. Stigma
threatens the loss or devaluing of what is most at stake, or most valued by the individual
(Yang et al, 2007), therefore this loss of status as 'real' parents is particularly acute for the
participants because of the immense value that they invest in their parent/child
relationships and in their position as parents in a very real, day-to-day enacted sense.
Although references are made to adoptive parents receiving less formal recognition, and
Bert and Margaret describe social workers relating to them as 'carers', there are few
instances of overt individual discrimination in the accounts. Similar to Fisher's (2003)
findings, there is no evidence of social exclusion or diminished access to goods or resources
on the basis of adoptive status. Flowever, the accounts do suggest that the participants are
not able to exercise parental autonomy as freely as other parents might, as outlined in
Chapter 4.
Structural ambiguity associated with the status of adoptive parents has been commented
on (Luckock and Hart, 2005). The lack of influence that the participants initially feel in
relation to their formal and legal approval as parents and the negotiating of contact
suggest that there is a degree of structural status loss associated with the stigma of
adoptive parenthood. Contact arrangements are agreed with consideration to the birth
family's rights to privacy and family life under Article 8 of the Human Rights Act, however it
is unclear whether, or at what stage, the rights of the newly formed adoptive family, under
the same provisions, are given similar consideration by social workers or the courts.
It is a central principle of UK family policy and legislation that family life is a private matter
and uninvited intervention by the state is only warranted in situations of risk of harm to the
child. However, the participants' descriptions in Chapter 4 of living by social worker's 'rules'
and of having to assert their parental position in a range of detailed care-giving situations
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not associated with risk suggests a more intrusive involvement in adoptive family life in the
early days of placement.
Discrimination also operates via the stigmatised person's own socialised beliefs and
subsequent behaviours. Thus the participants will have developed conceptions about
parenthood from childhood as part of their socialisation into their culture, and these
conceptions form a lay theory of what it means to be a parent and influence behaviour.
This is seen in the participant's accounts of constrained parental control over birth family
contact premised on a dominant lay theory that 'blood is thicker than water', even in the
absence of care-giving, even though this is the antithesis of their own experience of
parenthood.

Unequal power relations
The operation of power as necessary to the process of stigma is a unique component of
Link and Phelan's model. Those with and without power label and form stereotypes about
other groups, but stigma occurs when the cognitions of the more powerful group prevail
and carry sufficient influence for there to be negative consequences for the labelled group.
Most of the participants comment on the birth parents' relatively powerless status as
parents and express empathy and gratitude. However, adoption's minority status in a
society that prioritises birth ties (Logan, 2013), places the participants in a less powerful
position than the majority of 'normal' parents.

Micro-aggressions
Stigma is relational and occurs in the process of interpersonal communication at the level
of word, gestures, feelings and conveyed meanings (Yang et al, 2007). The participants say
that they feel stigmatised in the context of social interactions in which they feel that their
parenthood is devalued. The people whose comments are recounted, are not part of the
participant's group of sympathetic others, identified by Coffman as those who share the
attribute, i.e. other adoptive parents, or those who are intimate with and sympathetic to
their situation, therefore stigma is more likely to be enacted in these exchanges. However,
the content of the comments recounted is complimentary, and does not explicitly convey a
negative evaluation of adoptive status.
Research on racism has identified the pervasive use of micro-aggressions, brief everyday
exchanges that communicate denigrating messages, to perpetuate racial-based stigma.
What the participants seem to be describing in their accounts of the 'the things people say'
are unintentional and unconscious forms of micro-aggression identified by Sue et al (2007)
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as 'micro-insults' and 'micro-invalidation'. Micro-insults are defined as communications
that are experienced as rude or insensitive and that convey a hidden insulting message,
unintended and often unrecognised by the perpetrator, while micro-invalidations are
similar exchanges that negate the recipient's experiential reality.
The contrast between the overtly complimentary comments people make and the
perceived insult they convey echoes Miall's (1987, 1996) findings that adoptive mothers'
perception that they are thought of as second best contrasts with positive attitudes about
adoption reported in community surveys. Both sets of findings may be explained by the
concept of micro-aggressions.

Social Visibility and Social Disclosure
Previously, matching practices aimed at making the adoptive status of the family invisible in
their social settings (Berebitsky, 2006), reducing the potential for stigma by allowing them
to appear 'normal' (Terrell and Modell, 1994). Research on trans-racial adoption has
highlighted the increased social visibility of the adoptive status of these families
(Yngvesson, 2007), which leads to more frequent public conversations and questions about
adoption (Vashchenko et al, 2012). Older child adoption and birth family contact similarly
increase the visibility of the family's adoptive status and force a level of public openness
that some participants were uncomfortable with. This was experienced as an invasion or
loss of privacy identified by Goffman (1963) as a feature of stigma.
The participants reduce the potential of stigma by managing social disclosure. Weir's (2002)
exploration of social disclosure patterns focused on disclosure of adoptive status.
Participants here, however, manage visibility of a second potentially stigmatising attribute,
birth family connection. Even those who proudly disclose adoptive status are careful with
birth family information.

The effect of stigma
In this chapter, the participants appear to be stigmatised to an extent. Their accounts
reveal labelling, stereotyping, devalued parental status and separation of adopters as
'other' to the dominant group of biologically related parents. While there are few
indications of overt interpersonal discrimination, there is some evidence in the accounts of
discrimination operating via socialised understandings of parenthood.
Even in the absence of overt discrimination in the form of restricted access to resources,
stigma may exert a pernicious influence by threatening self-esteem with consequent
implications for achievement and mental and physical health (Yang et al, 2007). Lowered
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position in the status hierarchy can affect access to a variety of opportunities, and the
effects of stigma can be pervasive and insidious, resulting in significantly differential
outcomes for stigmatised persons over time, even when specific events that produce
unequal outcomes cannot be identified (Link and Phelan, 2001). Repeated encounters with
adoption-related micro-aggressions may result in anger and mistrust (Sue et al, 2007) that
might inhibit the development of potentially supportive relationships within the
community.
Therefore it would be important to explore further the experience of stigma and
discrimination for adopters and adoptees. It will be difficult for practitioners to help
adopters identify and resist cultural stereotypes, as called for by Smith, Surrey and Watkins
(2006), if they are not aware of how these stereotypes shape their own practice. This study
may help sensitise practitioners to the lived reality of adoptive parenthood, and how this is
contradicted by dominant cultural ideas. Also useful would be a proactive and deliberate
audit of policies and practices surrounding adoption with the aim of identifying and
challenging potential structural discrimination. Practitioners working with older children
adopted from care might benefit from insights derived from research with trans-racial
adoptive families on the management and response to micro-aggressions (e.g. Vashchenko
et al, 2012).

Management of stigma
This chapter reveals some ways in which the adoptive parents employ agency to resist
stigma that devalues their experience of parenthood (Wegar, 2006). In response to 'felt'
stigma the participants 'constructively challenge' or 'artfully dodge' (Link and Phelan,
2001), stigmatising processes by asserting the value of their particular type of parenthood,
or by managing the social visibility of their adoptive status. Similarly, they side step the
potential for stigma for their children by managing access to information about the
stigmatising condition.
Attendance at adoption peer support groups for some is an open demonstration of pride in
adoptive status, a stigma resisting strategy previously noted by Palacios (2009). However,
others are uncomfortable with attendance at such groups as it emphasises adoption within
the family. Similar to adoptive parents in Jones and Hackett's (2011) study, the participants
principally resist stigma by asserting the fundamental value and quality of their
parent/child relationships characterised by intimacy, commitment and care.
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8. Relatedness - Opening Family
Boundaries
An interpretative discussion of the themes

Introduction
In this chapter, the language and conceptual frameworks of contemporary relational
sociology (Jallinoja and Widmer, 2008), were applied to interpret what the participants
meant by their descriptions of experience. In this chapter the analysis is based on an
overview of the data and considers all the themes presented in detail in earlier chapters.
This 'wide-angled' overview reveals patterns of practices and rules for relating shared
across the group of participants.
This section develops an interpretation of the participants' accounts that makes no claim to
being the only interpretation that could be made. There are potentially several other
theoretical frameworks that would also explain these findings, and a researcher viewing
these data through a different lens would undoubtedly develop a different and
complementary interpretation. The rationale for the choice of this particular sociological
lens, through which to view the data, is presented below. This choice was made only after
the initial analysis was completed and represents a genuine attempt to find theory that
would explain and illuminate the participants' experience, rather than a fitting of the
research to a pre-selected theory.

Rationale for the theoretical orientation taken towards
interpreting the themes
The adopters talked of their experience of parenthood primarily in relational terms, and
their accounts are dominated by references to their relationship with their child, and to
their own and their child's relationship with birth relatives. This is, perhaps, unsurprising
since parenthood is essentially relational in that the status of parenthood exists in the fact
of a relationship between the parent and the one being parented, one is a parent in
relation to someone. However, the adopters talk less of dyadic parent-child relationships,
and more of family relationships. Their accounts emphasised the importance to them of
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'doing' family relationships, rejecting the idea that kinship is simply ascribed by birth or
law. They described family relationships that are actively constructed and actualised in
everyday actions of care, commitment and 'being there' for one another.
Therefore, David Morgan's (1996, 2011) conceptualisation of 'family practices' was
considered an appropriate theoretical position to take towards interpreting the
participants' accounts. Morgan proposed the idea of 'family' as a verb as well as a noun,
and the family practices approach focuses on the 'doing' of family rather than on the
'having' of family relationships. It examines the way in which family relationships are
constituted and maintained in the activities of everyday life. This approach is in keeping
with the methodological direction of this study as it is influenced by phenomenological
approaches and seeks to understand how people actually experience kinship (Morgan,
2011).

A related framework for understanding families is the configurational approach (Widmer
and Jallinoja, 2008) that seeks to understand parent/child relationships within their
broader relational context that stretches beyond the nuclear family. These configurations
of family relationships are made as individuals participate together in family practices or
share a strong common concern for someone. Like Morgan's approach, the configurational
perspective looks beyond the nuclear family to wider ideas of kin, and focuses on
actualised relationships rather than abstract ties. The configurational approach seeks to
map the constellations into which families are organised, to describe the interactions by
which these configurations are formed, and to illuminate the informal rules, or tacit
understandings, that shape this process (Jallinoja and Widmer, 2011). Using this conceptual
framework, this chapter presents an examination of which birth family members are
included in or excluded from the participants' family configurations, and how and why
these patterns have come about.
A further concept, linked to the idea of family practices, that has recent developments in
relational sociology is that of 'family display' (Finch, 2000; Dermott and Seymour, 2011)
which includes the demonstrating or 'displaying' that family is being done as a crucial
practice that constitutes family membership. The concept of display is about the
communication of social meanings and the process of family members conveying to one
another, and to outsiders, that the practices they engage in denote 'family', not some other
form of relationship, and that these relationships effectively function as family ones:
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'display is the process by which individuals, and groups of individuals, convey to
each other and to relevant audiences that certain of their actions do constitute
'doing family things' and thereby confirm that these relationships are 'family'
relationships' (Finch, 2007, p66).

Crucially Finch argues that 'display' is an important practice through which family
relationships are constituted and maintained.
The language the authors cited above use in their theorising about families is echoed in the
adopters' accounts of their experience of family life as parents. In particular the
participants' references to 'belonging', 'togetherness', 'being family', 'our family', and a
focus on the display of family photographs, the telling of family stories, the shaping of
truth, the making of family bonds, are all central concerns in this literature. The following
sections offer an interpretative discussion of the themes that emerged from the adopters'
accounts that is based on the concepts outlined above.

Family configurations
No family is a homogenous entity, rather families are collections of individuals who share
differing types of connections and relationships. Likewise the birth family is not referred to
in the adopters' accounts as a single entity, but different members of the child's birth
family are talked about and related to in different ways. This section considers the position
that the various birth family members hold within the adoptive family configuration, and
the underlying principles that guide the adopters' choices about how and where to position
these individuals in their family configuration.
The following quotation from Amanda illustrates how the birth mother is included as family
but holds an ambiguous position in the family configuration. Amanda's quotation also
reveals some of the underlying 'rules' that influence this positioning of the birth mother,
and these are elaborated on in the sections that follow:

The physical having to go and see her, it is one-sided. We are the ones who are
having to run, well I suppose she has to run as well, but we are the ones doing the
running, we are the ones who are preparing the kids and we are the ones who are
making a big effort and changing shifts and coming out of work and stuff like that.
And yes, the benefits will be there for years to come but just at the time you're
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thinking "oh I have to go and see her again." And I really don't want to do this. I
have absolutely no problems with their mother but she wouldn't be my choice of
friend. So, to go and keep doing this over and over again, I just find it very, very
difficult. It's like visiting an old aunt that you don't want to go and see, but we
know that we are doing the right thing.

The way that Amanda refers to the birth mother, who is genealogically and biologically very
closely connected to the child, positions her as distant kin, 'an old aunt'. Amanda and
Arthur relate to the birth mother with the sense of obligation, of having to 'do the right
thing' and visit a relative whose company one does not particularly enjoy, that is
characteristic of family relationships. However, fulfilling this obligation is talked about as
onerous, 'effort',' running', 'I really don't want to do this', and there is the sense that social
exhaustion would prohibit the development of a closer relationship in which the family
obligations would be more intense. As well as a general sense of obligation, Amanda's
motivation is talked about in terms of longer-term benefits, and laying a foundation of
kinship for the child for the future.
Amanda seems to struggle to find an appropriate and accurate label for the birth mother's
position in the family, and uses three kinship terms in the one short section of talk to
describe her. The use of 'their mother' suggests she is kin of the child but not Amanda's kin;
while 'friend' is not an adequate descriptor because friendship is understood to be based
on attraction and choice and these are not features of Amanda's feelings towards her. She
settles on likening the birth mother to 'an old aunt' so positioning her as distant kin,
although even this is considered inadequate in that it is only 'like' an old aunt, and indeed
she is not actually an aunt of either Amanda or the child.

'Family-like' obligations
Family relationships tend to be based on principles of community where relationships are
viewed as mutually obligatory with a tenacious sense of responsibility to one another even
in the absence of warm feelings (Jallinoja, 2008). This is in contrast to non-kin relationships
which are formed around principles of society, mediated by professionals or external
agencies, for example a child's relationship with their teacher or scout leader, and to close
friendships which based on communion, defined by choice and mutual attraction. Amanda
indicates above that her relationship with the birth mother is not based on choice or
attraction, 'she wouldn't be my choice of friend'. Indeed, none of the adopters refer to any
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member of their child’s birth family as a friend, although some experience an ease of
relating that is 'like' friendship.
The participants' accounts of their motivations for maintaining contact demonstrate a
sense of obligation and enduring responsibility to 'keep in touch' that more closely
resembles principles of 'community', making the relationships seem family-like. Amanda's
sense of obligation to the birth mother in the quotation above constitutes this relationship
as a 'family', as opposed to any other type of relationship.
However, the obligation to 'keep in touch' with birth family is partly mediated by formal
agreements. Talk of family-like responsibility in the participants accounts is accompanied
by references to a moral obligation to 'stick to the agreement', or 'keep our side of the
bargain'. Similarly, the involvement of the social worker as a facilitator of contact makes
the relationships with birth family seem more based on principles of society than
community, and hence less family-like. This is particularly true of both direct and indirect
contact with birth mothers, which are mostly mediated by social services. The adolescent
children are reported by their parents to be particularly resistant to the assistance of the
social worker with contact. Conversely, normalised contact with grandparents and siblings
in which there is very little social work involvement is associated with relationships that are
described as being most family-like.

Kinship labels and ambiguous role expectations
The names or kinship labels that are attributed to various individuals indicate their place in
the family configuration (Jallinoja, 2008), and serve as shorthand for a complex set of
culturally influenced expectations about how the family member will behave and should be
related to. Labels such as 'mother' and 'son', 'sister' and 'brother', help define the nature
of the relationship between the labelled individuals and make sense of complex
configurations.
The participants seem to lack a vocabulary to name the kinship positions of birth family
individuals. There is a sense in the adopters' accounts that they do not know how to
describe or name their relationships with the birth family members, in particular the birth
mother, and that they are uncertain of the roles that are associated with these ambiguous
relational positions.
The children are described as using the labels 'sister' and 'brother' in a discriminating way.
The label 'mother' is usually indicative of a central place within one's nuclear or close
extended family. In none of the accounts is the child's birth mother described as occupying
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such a position. This may account for the difficulty the participants seem to have in labeling
the birth mother's kinship position in particular. Laura and Kevin refer to the birth mother
as 'sort of like a friend', in that they consciously do not position her as close family, nor is
she a close friend. This label reflects the relationship characterised by a level of familiarity,
in that she is 'easy to talk to', yet in which they consciously maintain a distance to avoid too
close an involvement in her personal difficulties. Labelling the birth mother as 'like a friend'
positions her at a distance from the nuclear family. The word 'like' suggests that even the
term 'friend' is not precise and accurate but is being used as a simile for this relationship.
Friendship generally implies a degree of closeness, however, Laura and Kevin point out that
they deliberately maintain distance in their relationship with the birth mother, and seem to
have negotiated the level of closeness the label 'friend' implies in this context.
The uncertainty surrounding the appropriate kinship label for the birth mother in Amanda's
quotation above is reflected in her later recounting of social work advice to meet with her
in order to build 'some kind of relationship'. There is a sense in Amanda's account that
neither she, nor Arthur, nor the social worker are clear what 'kind' of relationship this
should be, and they struggle to define the birth mother's role within their family.
Many of the participants express disappointment when birth family members do not
behave in the way expected of the kinship position they are ascribed. Mary and Brendan
compare relationships with Robert's birth family to their experience of their own extended
family relationships. They talk about the birth grandmother's sense of entitlement to
relationship with him, of wanting to be 'granny'. However, the label 'granny' is not
accompanied by the interest, time and attention that they would expect from such a
relationship. They expect that a 'granny' would want to invest time in getting to know their
grandson but when she seems disinterested in him this is taken as an indicator that the
relationship is 'false1 and 'just a show', and Mary expresses hurt and disappointment at
this.

The rule of genealogical proximity
One of the strongest guiding principles, or rules, for the organisation of family
configurations is that of genealogical proximity (Jallinoja and Widmer, 2011), that is those
to whom one is most closely biologically related are considered most to 'be family'. Even in
a context where they have no biological connection to their child, the adoptive parents
appear to follow a rule of genealogical proximity in configuring their families.
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In their talk, the participants appear to attribute genealogical proximity to their adopted
child and fully incorporate them into their family tree as descendents. This is constituted
through powerful and repeated verbal statements that lay claim to the child as 'our own',
'my son', 'our daughter', and asserting that they relate to the child in the same way as a
parent would relate to a genealogically connected child, 'just a parent'.
The most dominant feature of the adopters accounts of their family life is the importance
of their sense of togetherness or 'family belonging' with their child. Bonding as a nuclear
family is talked of as being of primary importance, and a sense of being together, or
'belonging' together, is described as not just being alongside one another, but being unified
with one another, in relationships that are characterised by the commitment and
permanence that are distinctive features of family configurations (Jallinoja, 2008). The
importance of the closeness of the parent/child relationship is reinforced through the
spending of exclusive family time, which means time as a nuclear family.
The adopters' extended family also interact with the child in a way that signifies that they
too have claimed the child, have conferred genealogical proximity upon them, and see
them as if they were biological children of the couple, 'just our kids'. They engage in
practices that affirm and maintain the children's position in the family tree of the adoptive
extended family.
The adopters' accounts of incorporating the child in their lineage, of conferring
genealogical proximity on them, echo Carsten's (2000) suggestion that we no longer take
for granted that our most significant relationships will be with those to whom we are most
closely biologically connected.

Kinship heritages
The participants acknowledge the child's genealogical proximity to the birth family, but do
not own birth family members as their own relatives. Birth family members are understood
to be part of the family tree of the child, but not of the adopters. The terms used to
attempt to describe these relationships acknowledge family connection between the child
and their birth relative, 'their mother', 'their granny', but the label used to describe the
relationship between adopter and birth mother indicates no genealogical connection, 'like
a friend'.
The birth relatives are related to as kin on the child's behalf, and the adoptive parents
demonstrate a strong sense of responsibility for their children's kinship. Motivation to
maintain contact is talked about as 'leaving options open' for future kinship when the
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children will be able to make independent choices about the nature of their relationships
with birth family. This is reflective of the concept of 'kinship heritages' (Mason and Tipper,
2008, p!54), in which current relationships are understood as part of a bigger picture of
kinship that is influenced by the past and stretches forward into the future. The adopters
talk about thinking forward to a time when the children, as autonomous adults, configure
their own families, and leaving options open for the child to make their own choices about
the ways in which they might include or exclude birth family.
In the process of building their child's kinship heritage the adopters demonstrate a sense of
accountability and provide complex ethical justifications for their actions. They work to
maintain connection, limit contact that is harmful, and talk about experiencing guilt,
particularly associated with decisions to stop contact, where the responsibility for limiting
their children's kinship options seems to weigh heavily.
The configuring of birth relatives in the child's kinship heritage appears to be influenced by
a rule of genealogical proximity, with contact reserved for those with close biological
connections to the child. Within the horizontal relationships of the birth family tree,
contact with full siblings is considered most important, and is maintained even when this
gives cause for concern. As Margaret puts it 'how could you say you are not going to see
your sister?' The child's half-siblings are included to a lesser extent, for example, Pat and
Angela talk of initiating, but not continuing, contact with a younger birth half-sibling and
say that their daughter might have wanted to pursue this contact more strenuously 'if he
had maybe been a full sibling'.
In relation to vertical relationships, the child's connections to the generations that go
before them are acknowledged in the maintenance of links with birth grandparents, and to
the generations who come after them, through the seeking out and making contact with
children who are born to the birth parents after the child's adoption. This reflects the
interest that the children are described as displaying in siblings who come after them.
Kinship heritages do not include vertical relationships with friends or new partners of the
biologically related grandparents. Mary and Brendan, for example, do not include the birth
grandmother's partner as family. They express annoyance when he oversteps the boundary
of familiarity and behaves like a family member 'because he didn't really have a part in his
life'.
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Social Exhaustion
Not all biological relatives of the child are related to socially as kin, and only Mary and
Brendan talk of contact with birth aunts or uncles and this is experienced as
unmanageable. The children are biologically related to a great many more individuals in
their birth family than they have an actualised relationship with.
The child's kinship relationships are actualised through contact with only siblings,
grandparents and birth parents, while birth family members with more distant genealogical
connections to the child are rarely mentioned in the adopters' accounts. This limiting of
birth family members related to as kin could be explained by the idea of social exhaustion
(Edwards and Strathern, 2000). We are all biologically related, in a more or less
concentrated or diluted way, to very many people but we do not actively relate socially to
all of them with the commitment and obligations that kinship requires. This sense of social
exhaustion is evident in some of the accounts, particularly of those who do have contact
and who explain the reasons why the birth relative is not more closely related to. For
example, Laura and Kevin, and Amanda and Arthur, suggest that they already have 'enough
of a family' to whom they have obligations and commitments, and do not have the
psychological, emotional or physical capacity to assume this role with birth relatives also.
Amanda's positioning of the birth mother as a distant relative, 'like an old aunt', allows her
to be related to as someone whom one sees infrequently and to whom family obligations
are minimal. Laura and Kevin seem to position the birth mother as more distant again, 'like
a friend of the family' and are explicit that this is a conscious choice made on the basis that
they do not have the capacity to fulfill the responsibilities that close kinship with the birth
mother would require. As Laura says 'we can’t take on birth mum’s problems so that’s
where the distance is'.
Gail and Frank, and Mary and Brendan, seem to apply a rule of social exhaustion in their
talk of limiting the numbers of birth family members with whom they have contact, and the
difficulty in deciding who should be included. As Mary says 'we have to set our boundaries
because where will it stop?' Gail and Frank implicitly acknowledge that family
configurations are generally established on the basis of equity of relating to both the
maternal and paternal sides of the family (Jallinoja, 2008), but recognise that it would be
overwhelming to try to relate socially to all of their son's birth relatives.
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The rule of protection
While the participants demonstrate that a rule of genealogical proximity influences choices
about which birth family members are related to as kin, the exclusion of some birth parents
from the configuration indicates that this is not the only rule that determines their position.
The participants' accounts suggest that they prioritise their child's welfare, or refer to a rule
of protection, to govern the extent to which individuals are included or excluded. Therefore
the position of particular birth relatives in the family configuration differs, not just
according to the closeness of their biological connection, but according to the individual's
characteristics. There is a sense in the accounts that where the birth parents have harmed
or neglected the child they have forfeited the right to be considered as close kin.
Decisions to oppose, or stop contact are justified on the basis that the birth parent has
demonstrably caused the child harm, or has the potential to do so in the future.
The participants refer throughout their interviews to not wanting their child to be 'hurt',
'rejected' or 'disappointed' by birth relatives failing to reciprocate contact, and many of the
letterbox arrangements are ceased on this basis. The difficult lifestyles that some of the
birth parents are described as living, involving alcohol abuse and aggression, are talked
about as potentially contagious and contact is limited in order to protect the child from the
negative influence that exposure to the birth family environment might exert.
Those families who have maintained family-like direct contact with the birth mother, that is
Laura and Kevin, Rebecca and Peter, and Amanda and Arthur, describe her in benign terms
as 'stable', 'positive', 'pleasant' and 'accepting'. The birth mother's influence on the child is
considered minimal and the contact poses no risk of harm, therefore including her in the
family configuration does not conflict with the adopters' rule of protection.
The families who have maintained close family-like contact with birth grandparents, that is
Mary and Brendan, and Mia and Jack, describe how that grandparent was instrumental in
alerting social services initially to neglect and abuse by birth parents, or caring for the child
when they were first admitted to care. These grandparents can be included because they
have proven their commitment to protection of the child's welfare.
Where the family has normalised close contact with birth siblings, and incorporated them
as kin (Mia and Jack, Loretta and Pedar), these siblings are also adopted. There is also
congruence apparent between the values and lifestyles of the two adoptive families.
However, for the families where older birth siblings initiate renewed unplanned contact in
adolescence, exposure to the different lifestyles and values of the birth family through this
contact is a source of intense concern for the adoptive parents. In these situations there is
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a sense of struggle and tension in the accounts between a desire to limit kinship in order to
protect the child from negative influences, and a felt need to promote genealogically close
connections.
While the rule of protection operates to exclude some individuals who are considered
potentially harmful to the child, it also seems to lead to a willingness to include as kin those
who may be a positive resource for the child. Mary talks of birth parent contact being
prohibited on the basis that 'she was just totally neglecting him’. However, contact with the
birth grandmother is maintained because she has demonstrated a commitment to
protecting Robert by caring for him when he was removed from home.

Family boundaries
The inclusion or exclusion of individuals in family configurations requires examination of
the ways in which boundaries of the family are negotiated, established and maintained
through practices that families engage in. References to boundary work in the participants'
accounts suggest practices involving contact with birth family members include them as kin
in the family configuration, and regulate distance and proximity in the relationship.
In reference to the children, the boundaries of the family are talked about as much more
distinct and relate to ideas of ownership, identity and belonging. The adopters make
repeated references to 'our family' and of the child no longer belonging to 'that family',
that is they talk about boundaries around the child, and the extent to which the child is
bounded within the adoptive family and separated from their birth family. These
references to ownership of 'our child' who is, by implication no longer 'theirs', can be
understood as a form of verbal boundary work (Jallinoja, 2011). As Edwards and Strathern
(2000) note, boundaries can be established to demarcate those who belong and those who
do not, but also to differentiate between those who have possession of and those who do
not. Classifying the child as 'our own' in this way establishes a boundary around the
parent/child relationship and is 'a claim to identity, adduced in ways of 'belonging' to a
place or family' (Edwards and Strathern, 2000, pl49), rather than an assertion of rights to
possess the child.
Contact, even if minimal, represents a crossing of the boundary between the birth and
adoptive families. Some participants talk of contact occupying a place on the outskirts of
their family life, while others talk of needing to stay vigilant and guard their family
boundaries to prevent encroachment of contact and birth relatives into adoptive family
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life. The use of contact agreements to create and maintain family boundaries is discussed
below.
Some participants talk of their resistance to direct contact from the start of placement, and
justify this on the child's need to understand the exclusive nature of their relationship with
their adoptive parent, undiluted by loyalty tensions. Demarcating clear adoptive family
boundaries and separation from birth family is referred to as necessary to allow the child to
engage in the process of adoptive family bonding. Julia describes how her daughter
'hankered after' her birth mother and how she terminated contact to facilitate the child's
bonding to her adoptive parents. Julia's justification of this below and the use of the words
'outside' and 'other' are suggestive of a strong boundary separating the birth from the
adoptive family:

We felt the outside contact with the birth mother would affect what we were
trying to do with them as a family. If there was always this other thing that they
were looking towards, we felt that that would in some ways upset everything.

Strongly and weakly bounded practices
Morgan (2011) describes strongly bounded practices as those that emphasise the
distinction between 'them' and 'us' and between those who belong to 'our family' and
those that are outside of 'our family', while weakly bounded practices are those that serve
to blur the boundaries between family and non-family, or allow non-kin to be treated as if
they were kin.
Special occasions, culturally understood as family times, when the norm is that kin will
contact one another or gather together, can demarcate the boundary of the family
configuration. Inclusion in the family assemblage identifies and constitutes the individual as
kin (Jallinoja and Widmer, 2011). The participants talk about contact with birth family being
linked to significant family times such as birthdays and Christmas, and their being thought
about and contacted at these times could be understood as an indicator of their inclusion
as kin. However, the practices of contact at these times also mark the boundaries in that
kinship relationship.
In Northern Irish culture, the Christmas dinner, as a family assemblage, is a strongly
bounded practice where the norm is for only close family or friends who have 'family-like'
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status to attend. Exchanging Christmas gifts is a less strongly bounded practice in that it is
common for families to exchange gifts with close friends who are considered to be like kin.
However, giving Christmas cards is an example of a weakly bounded practice in that these
are routinely exchanged with friends, neighbours, teachers and colleagues, not just kin.
None of the participants talk of inviting birth family to Christmas dinner, or to the child's
birthday parties, where attendance is culturally reserved for close friends and family.
However, the giving of cards at Christmas and birthdays is a common form of contact
among this group of families. The exchange of Christmas gifts with birth family is less
common but is in evidence in some families. Laura and Kevin deliberately initiate an
additional contact at Christmas to exchange gifts, and this is an indicator of the birth
mother's position as kin. Loretta and Pedar share in the strongly bounded practice of family
holidays with Deidre's adopted birth siblings and this seems to constitute them as close kin,
as 'part of our family'.
Arranging contact visits away from the adoptive family home serves to position the birth
relative outside of the circle of close kin who are invited into the home.
Loretta and Pedar meet with the birth siblings in the family holiday space of their caravan,
and these are the relationships that are described explicitly as 'being family'. With this
exception, none of the adopters talk about post-adoption contact visits taking place in their
home, although Robert is collected from the family home. Some of the families visit the
birth grandparent's home (Mia and Jack; Gail and Frank), but mostly contact, particularly
that with the birth mother, was arranged for a public location. Julia describes how, when
the birth mother comes to her home without her permission to collect her daughter, this
represents a violation of the boundaries of her family privacy. Julia talks about how her
daughter would like more overlap between the two families, would like to be 'one big
family'. This is represented by the crossing of the physical boundary of the family home.
Julia sees this as unrealistic, and finds the blurring of boundaries between her 'world' and
the birth mother's 'world' very unsettling.
Thinking about how family relationships are constituted through family practices helps
explain the adopters unease and feelings of concern and threat when the birth family seek
to increase the density or frequency of their exchange of practices with the child through
an increase in contact. This represents the possibility of a blurring of the boundaries around
the child and of their becoming increasingly embedded in the birth family, with resultant
loss to the child's welfare and to adoptive family relationships. There is a sense that the
child could pass from one family to another, and the degrees of connection and separation
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would be altered. Wilma talks about how the birth mother's renewed interest in contact
with Simon provokes great anxiety for her and explains this as:

Any formal contact would be a hope for her that he will want to go back with her
and not come back with me. I believe that would be the case whereas as I say if we
were to meet up in the street it would be very different, she wouldn't have any
expectations of that encounter.

Regulating boundaries with contact agreements
The participants talk of formal agreements that specify arrangements for contact with birth
family and these seem to be valued as a means of regulating family boundaries. They
emphasise the importance of keeping to the negotiated contact arrangements, or 'sticking
to the agreement'. Rebecca and Peter talk about their early anxiety that face-to-face
contact with the children's birth mother might not be 'kept to the pattern', and their relief
that they have never had the 'problem' of the birth mother 'stepping out of line'. Pat and
Angela say that 'sticking to the rules' in terms of contact is important or else 'everything
goes funny'. Mary and Brendan talk about having to assert the boundaries of contact
because the birth grandmother 'over-steps' the terms of the initial agreement. Their talk
indicates a pushing and pulling between the adopters and the birth family around the
parameters of contact. An increasing number of different birth relatives have become
involved in the contact with Robert, and Mary talks about a need to reign in control of the
arrangements, bringing them into line with the original agreement:

I think we just have to roll in the fishing line and draw them back in a wee bit.
Because they just seem to be taking advantage and more liberties and more
liberties, so it's tough.

Family practices
This section identifies some of the practices through which family-like relationships with
birth family are constituted and maintained. The idea of 'doing' family or parenthood in
contrast to simply 'being' or 'having' family or parenthood implies active participation and
commitment on the part of individuals. There is a sense that family relationships have to be
'done' and also that they have to be 'done right', not just any practices will do. This is
reflected in the adopters talk of parenthood being forfeited by the birth parents when they
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do not engage in practices of care and protection, and the 'being there' that actualised
parental relationships require. This section discusses the practices that the adoptive
parents engage in with, or in reference to, members of the birth family that serve to
constitute them as kin.

Proximity
There are different types of proximities or different ways in which individuals within the
family configuration can be 'dose' to one another. The idea of genealogical closeness is
discussed above, but the adopters' accounts also make reference to their geographical,
social and emotional closeness to birth family members. As has been noted earlier,
geographical proximity to birth relatives who are threatening or aggressive leads some of
the adopters, in particular, Angela and Pat and Margaret and Bert, to adopt practices of
social avoidance. In contrast, Mia and Jack are able to normalise Willow's relationships with
her birth siblings because they live in close geographical proximity and can attend the same
clubs, social activities and school and therefore experience social closeness. Loretta and
Pedar's account also demonstrates that living nearby can facilitate social closeness because
it allows frequency of family practices such as weekly visits to Deidre's sibling's home. The
close social proximity results in the adopted birth siblings being considered as close kin. As
Loretta describes this, 'I feel we are all one family'.
Regular contact can promote social closeness between the child and the birth relative but
this does not necessarily lead to emotional closeness, as Mary and Brendan's account
demonstrates. They talk of being disappointed that Robert's grandmother seems
emotionally detached from him despite maintaining a practice of regular visits, and this
combination of social closeness with perceived emotional distance is talked about as
fraudulent with the relationship described as 'a show'.
Conversely, physical closeness is not necessary for the development of emotional closeness
and affectional ties can be actively maintained through family practices even if the
individuals live at a distance from one another. Gail and Frank describe very close
emotional bonds between Joseph and his birth sisters whom he sees infrequently. In this
family, Joseph's emotional closeness to his sisters is talked about as a motivator for Gail
and Frank to develop social closeness to the birth grandmother who cares for them in an
attempt to establish co-operation in managing the sibling contact. The following quotation
from Gail and Frank illustrates how they have embraced birth relatives as kin in the
absence of a day-to-day, socially close relationship :
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Gail: We wouldn't be in and out of each other's houses.
Frank: no, we just facilitate his contact
Gail: it's like an extended family, really. We have accepted that the family are there
and we love them too.

Family practices do not necessarily require physical or social proximity but can be done 'in
reference to' another family member (Morgan, 2011), thus even absent family members
can be incorporated by talking about them (Jallinoja, 2008). Practices that refer to or are in
some way about the birth family members serve to include them as family even if they are
not directly involved. Thus communicative openness can be understood as family practices
performed in reference to the birth family. Through the telling of life stories people who
are barely known can come to seem familiar, thus talking about birth family, telling the
child what is known about what they are like, can constitute them as family. The giving of
photographs can act in a simple but powerful way to personalise and make present the
individual who is referenced in these family practices.

Density
Morgan (2011) refers to family practices differing in density and concentration in different
relationships. Variety in density can refer to the frequency with which family practices are
exchanged between, or are done in reference to certain individuals, and the degree of
emotional significance of the practice. The concentration of the practice refers to the
amount of family practice required by a particular activity.
Most of the adopters describe talking with their child about their birth family only
infrequently and mostly in response to contact or some issue in the media, rather than as a
routine part of family interactions. Andrea talks about getting a brief update on the birth
parents' welfare twice a year from the social worker. These are examples of dilute practices
that are done infrequently in reference to the birth relatives but that establish them as
individual's whose existence and welfare is of consequence within this family. As Andrea
says, it is important to let the children know 'that their mommy and daddy are keeping well
and that they haven't died'.
Angela describes the letter she writes to the birth mother as a family task, 'like an errand',
that has to be performed but is of little emotional significance, 'not an emotional journey
for me'. This contact that takes the form of letters written by the adoptive mother without
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the input of the child, is an example of a diffuse practice, and while this does not carry the
same special family significance (Morgan, 2011), it still serves to constitute the birth family
as family members, albeit distantly.
Rebecca and Peter's children have annual face-to-face contact with their birth mother that
is described as an emotionally sparse contact, an annual 'check-up' where the child can get
reassurance that his birth mother is 'ok' and then 'forget about her for another year'. They
refer to the birth mother as, 'like a friend', thereby positioning her as 'not kin', but position
the birth grandparents as distant kin. This differential positioning of different birth relatives
in the family configuration is reflected in the distinction Rebecca makes in how she writes
contact letters to each, describing the letter to birth grandparents as more enjoyable and
'chatty', therefore more emotionally dense than the letter for the birth mother which is
described as formal and factual.
Contact with birth family necessitates extra practices in already busy family lives. Laura and
Kevin arrange meetings with their children's birth mother three times a year, and talk
about how they resisted a proposed increase in contact visits because this would challenge
their management of the children's busy lifestyles, and threaten to overwhelm the family in
a practical sense. As Laura says:

Birth mum would love to see the kids every day if she could, but the kids have busy
lives too, and they have to be free to get on with their lives, as it is we are meeting
ourselves coming back!

Mia and Jack solved the problem of fitting contact into a busy schedule by enrolling Willow
in the same local secondary school that her adopted birth siblings attend thereby reducing
the time expended on 'running' and supporting their contact practically. Amanda and
Arthur describe the children's busy schedule of school and social activities and say that 'to
try and accommodate contact can be difficult'. Face-to-face meetings with the children's
birth mother take place twice a year and Amanda and Arthur describe the infrequency of
this contact as 'unpressurised' and 'suiting us', and attribute their acceptance of the
arrangements to the fact that they are not dense in a practical sense. As Arthur puts this:

It's very sparse contact and that's part of the reason why we were happy to accept
it.
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However, Amanda describes the contact as very dense in terms of its emotional
significance, describing it as 'a kick in the teeth'. While the contact visit is an infrequent
practice, its emotional significance makes the birth mother more psychologically present in
Amanda's family life.
Laura and Kevin's contact with birth mother is infrequent, but the form that this contact
takes is an example of a concentrated practice, where the outing to the zoo or park
requires an expenditure of time, effort and money that implies that this is a significant
family relationship. Pedar and Loretta describe dense and concentrated practices of
frequent visiting and shared 'family time', or holidaying, with some of Deidre's adopted
birth siblings who are considered 'part of the family'.
Apart from those who have normalised contact with siblings (Loretta and Pedar, Mia and
Jack) the adopters mostly talk about their preference for minimal contact that requires less
dense exchange of family practices and, in most of the accounts, contact is maintained at a
limit of two or three visits or letters per year. Infrequent contact is welcomed because it
limits the frequency with which the family becomes aware of, thinks of, or talks about the
birth family. Laura and Kevin also talk about how the infrequency of contact helps to
establish the boundary of the emotional engagement and social proximity expected in their
relationship with the birth mother, and positions her as close but not too close. As Kevin
describes this:

We would be quite close to her and the children would be quite close to her, but
it's not the sort of relationship that you could have that you can see her every week
or every month. It has to be twice a year I think or three times a year at the most.

Symbolic practices
Some family practices take the form of symbolic gestures that are commonly understood to
denote 'family'. For example Cora's giving the birth mother a lock of the child's hair is a
gesture that acknowledges her position as kin and links the child and birth mother through
this highly personal memento. Birth relatives can be included in the adoptive family via
small symbolic gestures such as the giving of photographs even in the absence of ongoing
contact. These gestures affirm a connection between the birth family and the child that
exists across the boundary of the separated family.
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The participants' references to having the birth family 'in mind' and talking of them, and all
the aspects presented in the theme 'psychological contact' are examples of symbolic family
practices done in reference to members of the birth family and that include the birth family
in the emotional and psychological life of the adoptive family.
The exchange of photographs is also a practice that carries potent symbolic meaning.
Andrea acknowledges that the birth mother was not included among the attendees at the
family assemblages that have been held in celebration of milestones in the child's life, such
as their first communion. The giving of photographs of this important family event includes
the birth mother as kin, and is an acknowledgement that in different circumstances she
would have been present. Identifying family resemblances is a symbolic practice that
embeds (Smart, 2007, 2011) the child as belonging to this particular family, as a child of
these particular parents. Rebecca and Peter describe how their child's birth grandmother
seeks out a brief update from the social worker about the child's welfare. While this is a
very dilute practice it has highly symbolic meaning, and is taken as a marker of relationship
and that allows the birth grandmother to be positioned in the family configuration as
'grandmother'.

Reciprocity
Reciprocity, and a balanced exchange of family practices, is tacitly understood to be an
important principle in kinship relationships. The participants acknowledge that the
parent/child relationship is established on a form of reciprocity that involves an unequal
division of give and take. They talk about parenthood as being fundamentally about the
giving of time, availability and care to the child, of 'putting their interests first'. They
undertake most of the emotion work in relation to birth family contact and assume
responsibility for their child's emotional comfort and relegate their own feelings to 'the
back burner'. In the course of everyday life the children no doubt engage in a myriad of
family practices and are fully involved in the 'doing' of their family relationships, but talk of
this is not a dominant feature of the accounts, perhaps because these exchanges are by
nature routinised (Morgan, 2011), and therefore not noteworthy in the context of the
research interview.
In contrast, the participants' accounts do suggest that reciprocity is expected in their
interactions with birth relatives. The following quotation from Rebecca links reciprocity
with a sense of comfort and harmony in the relationship with the children's birth mother:
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She (birth mother) makes a big effort because it's only once a year and she's always
there, so we have nothing in recent years to be angry with her about.

This comment also reveals the importance of maintaining realistic expectations. The birth
mother is talked about as making a big effort that is manageable for her because contact,
and the associated expectation of reciprocated family practices, is limited to once a year.
The implication from Rebecca's account is that more frequent contact would lead to failed
expectations and an inability to reciprocate the effort that would be required, and that, if
this were to occur then Rebecca and Peter would have reason to 'feel angry' with her.
Talk of lack of reciprocity by the birth family arousing negative feelings and disruption to
the relationship is echoed throughout the adopters' accounts. They talk about how an
imbalance of 'give and take' leads to a sense of inequity and injustice at having to do more
than their 'fair share' of 'running' and 'effort'. Valerie and Daniel's account is illustrative of
this. There is a sense of resentment in Valerie's description of how they do 'all the running'
to facilitate annual meetings with birth siblings, and the drain that this is on the family
resources. As she says, 'it is us that has to do the running the whole time. It's not halfway'.
They do not expect a great deal of the birth mother in return for the effort they expend on
letter contact, a simple acknowledgement would be a form of reciprocity, but the fact that
this is not forthcoming from the birth mother is talked about as a withholding of herself. As
Valerie says:

If she could have only just acknowledged that she had got the letters and what she
thought of Emily's progress but she was giving nothing.

They also talk about this sense of injustice being felt on behalf of the child. He engages in
the family practice of signing his name to annual letters to his birth siblings and the sense
of unfairness that Valerie describes in the quotation below at this not being reciprocated
indicates that this action has meaning and significance beyond the value of the time and
effort that is required to write a signature, and that this should be acknowledged and
matched with a reply:

It's not fair. Jack writes his name on the bottom of the letter, and it's not fair that
he's not getting an answer back to that.
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This expectation that the birth relatives would match Jack's efforts at relating is carried
through in Valerie and Daniel's account of the sibling face-to-face contact where they
express disappointment that his effort expended in visiting them is met with disinterest
and not reciprocated in any effort to get to know him or ask questions about his life.
A number of the participants describe how early efforts to maintain letterbox contact 'died
out' because of a lack of reciprocity by birth family. Viewed from a family practices
perspective this can be seen not just as a response to an offended sense of fairness by the
adopters, but an absence of one of the fundamental building blocks of relatedness. Family
relationships are constituted through the exchange of family practices and so cannot be
sustained in the absence of reciprocity (Morgan, 2011). The exchange of family practices
with birth family is beyond adopters control because it is reliant on the actions of other
individuals. The participants cannot make birth family members engage in the practices
that they would expect.
The participants seem to expect the birth family to reciprocate with family practices that
are commensurate with the effort that they themselves put in, or to respond in kind. The
more dense or concentrated the practices directed at the birth family, the more dense the
practices that are expected in return. In the quotation below, Angela expresses an
expectation of reciprocity, that the consideration and effort that she gives to the contact
would be matched by the birth parents. Describing the letter she routinely sends to them
Angela says:

It is an A4 typed page, size 12 font, so it's a fair wee bit of information. So I try to
give them things that would be of interest, and I think they should respond in kind.

Mary and Brendan express disappointment in Robert's birth grandmother, even though she
reliably attends contact, because she does not demonstrate the degree of interest in him
that they expect. The fact that Robert's grandmother's contact is four times per year, that
she is invited to the family home to collect him for an outing, that she has involved other
birth family relatives without Mary and Brendan sanctioning this are all indicative of dense
and concentrated family practices, but Mary is disappointed that this is not matched by
practices of interest or concern by the grandmother.
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Family display
The concept of family display, a form of communication that conveys the meaning of
relationships, proposed by Finch (2000), suggests that families need to demonstrate that
certain relationships, at any given point in time, are indeed family relationships. This
display allows individuals to communicate that they belong to one another as kin, and to
publicise who holds membership of the family. The implication of Finch's work for adoption
is that relationships within the adoptive family, like any family, and between adoptive and
birth family, cannot be taken for granted as being family relationships, but need to be
conveyed and understood as such through the practices associated with display work.
Displaying one's chosen family relationships to relevant others and having them recognised
and validated as effective family relationships leads to a sense of legitimacy that helps
constitute those very relationships that are being displayed.
Within families individual members display the significance of their family relationships to
one another, and act as the audience for one another's displays. The following brief
quotation from Wilma illustrates how Simon's declaration of belonging in his adoptive
family is received with delight by Wilma who is the intended audience his verbal display:

I was bowled over when he says 'well sure this is my family'.

The section below on the importance of exclusive family time illustrates how family display
between parents and child reinforces family bonds.
Display can also be done to an external audience, illustrated by the participants' talk of the
importance of the validation of their parent/child relationship by their extended family who
relate to the child as 'just our own’. In the preceding chapters, structural openness,
communication openness, and public openness have been identified as essential features
of the participants' experience of adoptive parenthood. The sections below explore how
each of these forms of openness could be understood as forms of family display that have
different audiences. Structural openness, or contact, has the birth family as the audience,
communication openness involves display between the members of the adoptive nuclear
family, and public openness has an external audience of strangers and acquaintances.

Family time as family display
The spending of exclusive family time together, for example on family holidays or when the
child is sick, provides opportunity for family display that is talked about as an opportunity
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for bonding and as constitutive of family relationships. The family holiday or family outing,
and the exclusive 'just us' nature of these times, allows the boundaries of the family to be
displayed. The focus on sharing pleasurable activities that require investment of time,
thought, and possibly money, affirm the special significance of the adoptive nuclear family
relationships. These times are an opportunity to demonstrate that 'we', meaning parents
and child/children, are family in a way that no-one else is.
When the parents have to spend intensive individual time with the sick child this is also an
occasion when parent child relationships are recognised and validated. The participants
talk about these occasions in language that is indicative of attachment and of family
display. Attachment systems are activated at times of stress or threat (Schofield and Beek,
2006) such as is the case when a child is unwell, or being in a strange situation as on
holiday. These situations activate the child's attachment responses and stimulate care
giving and so are experienced as times of intensive 'bonding'. However, the following
quotation from Rebecca indicates that there is also a display that is exchanged between
parent and child at these times:

I first bonded with Dean when he broke his arm, funny enough. Suddenly I saw his
vulnerability and he also saw something in me at that time too because I sat up
with him all night. He was in hospital and I sat up with him all night beside the bed
and the next morning I remember him going "you were there all night, you stayed
with me all night". I know that was important to him and for me. I just saw a
vulnerability in him I'd never seen before, and I just felt a complete bond with him
at that time.

Rebecca talks of her son 'seeing' and recognising her as a caring parent, and of her 'seeing'
him as a vulnerable child in need of her care. This exchange of recognition in the process of
giving and receiving care allowed both parent and child to come to a mutual understanding
of the meaning of their relationship. Rebecca displayed herself as mother and Dean
recognised and validated her as such, as opposed to nurse or child minder or any other
non-family relationship where care might be given but in a less emotionally committed
way, and this was experienced as intensely bonding.
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Structural openness - display between birth and adoptive family
Where there is post-adoption contact the birth family become an 'audience' for the display
of adoptive family relationships. Contact, both direct and indirect, is also an opportunity for
display and recognition of family connections between birth and adoptive family members.
Contact allows the adopters and adoptee to display that they belong to one another as
parent and child, and the birth family, as the audience for that display, can indicate that
they recognise this as a legitimate parent/child relationship and validate it as such, or not.
Contact also allows the adoptive family to display the inclusion and position of the birth
relatives in the child's family configuration, and for each of the individuals involved to
validate these relationships with one another as kinship.
Finch (2000) argues that the validation that is achieved through family display is a
fundamental part of the formation and maintenance of family relationships. Therefore, the
opportunity for display presented by contact can influence the way that relationships in the
adoptive kinship network are constituted. Contact visits that are based around family
activities act as a display of family between the members that serves to affirm the inclusion
of the birth relative as family, and to normalise these relationships.
The concept of family display can help explain some the adopters' preference for accidental
contact, or 'bumping into' birth family, as an opportunity to demonstrate that the
relationship between parent and child is a 'family' relationship and that it works effectively
as such. Wilma talks about welcoming the prospect of bumping into the birth mother but of
being very resistant to the idea of formal contact and this is because the former allows a
display of the 'naturalness' of her parent/child relationship with Simon and the latter would
present an inaccurate picture of her family relationships:

I would say it would help her (birth mother) to see him informally like that. I think
to see the natural rapport that we have rather than the sitting around the table not
knowing what's gonna be said or who's going to say it first. That formal thing, I
don't think it would give a true picture of who we are as a family.

From the participants' accounts it seems that the success of contact is dependent on the
validation by birth family of the adoptive family relationships, as illustrated by the theme
'conferred parenthood: informal approval'. They relate comments that have been made to
or about them by birth family members that acknowledge the quality of their relationship
with the child and legitimise this. Where family-like direct contact is consistently
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maintained the birth relatives are described as responding in ways that validate the
adoption. They are reported to be 'accepting of the situation', and 'speaking positively
about us'.
Rebecca and Peter refer to the birth mother validating the legitimacy of their parental
position saying 'she refers to us as their mum and dad'. The authenticity and sincerity of
the birth mother's response to their family display seems to be important in their
comment, 'she is actually genuinely happy for the children’. Rebecca and Peter also
comment on the birth mother saying "you're doing a good job" and they interpret this as
acknowledgement that the children's wellbeing is attributable to the quality of their
parenting, and as acceptance by the birth mother of her own inability to parent the
children. They associate this positive response to their parenting with their ease of relating
to the birth mother during contact which they describe as 'always very pleasant' and
'chatty'. This makes the geographical proximity of the birth family seem less threatening or
risky.
In contrast, the couples who describe taking care to avoid accidental contact, Margaret and
Bert, and Angela and Pat, both talk about how the birth parents, in particular the birth
fathers, are not accepting of the adoptive family relationships and have threatened
aggression against the adopters or 'to get the children back'. Likewise Andrea's resistance
to direct contact is influenced by the birth parent's lack of recognition of the legitimacy of
the adoptive family relationships. Speaking of the children's birth father she says, 'he is of
the understanding that the children would come back to him at 18'.
Mary and Brendan's account illustrates how contact visits are also an opportunity for birth
relatives to display the family nature of their interactions with the child, and to have this
validated, or not, by the adoptive parents. Mary and Brendan talk about the grandmother's
attempts to discipline Robert in their hearing and the way that they later ignore this. In the
quotation below the grandmother can be seen to be displaying her family connection to
Robert and asserting her family prerogative to discipline him. By allowing Robert to ignore
his grandmother's guidance Mary and Brendan do not validate her position. Here Mary and
Brendan are the audience for the grandmother's display:

Mary: It's very difficult when they turn round and say to him (child) 'I told him he's
not to do that' or 'I told him he's not to be going down there', and leaving him back
to us and saying that they've spoken to him and they've told him he's not to be
doing that. And you're thinking 'eh?' Laying down their own law.
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Mandi: How do you deal with that?
Mary: I don't follow it through, I just let it go.

In some of the participant's accounts structural openness seems to be experienced as a
challenge to the validity and legitimacy of the adoptive family relationships. Contact
represents an occasion where the adoptive nature of the parent/child relationships is
displayed, and this is experienced as a challenging and difficult reminder of 'difference'.
Amanda refers to contact as 'a kick in the teeth' because, while she talks of the children as
'our own', the contact is a reminder that this is not an accurate display of family, that she is
wrong in this construction of her family, and that the children are something other than
'our own'. This is talked about in this strong image that has connotations of an attack on
her person.
Wilma and Andrea talk about the significance of how the letters exchanged by way of
indirect contact are signed. This is talked about as a contest over the child's relative
position in the adoptive and birth families and over who is legitimately called 'mum'. As
Andrea describes this:

I was very reluctant to take it (adoptive mother) off initially because I was their
mother and I was doing the day-to-day rearing when they were sick and had
asthma and there were difficult times. Looking back, obviously the birth parents
didn't want anyone else as the mother.

Andrea experiences this as uncomfortable and a challenge to the self but decides that in
this context where her adoptive family relationships are legitimised by a large, close
extended family, the birth mother's validation is of limited significance and she can allow
her compassion to take precedence over the need to display family in the letter.
For Wilma the birth mother is talked about as a threat as she does not legitimise her
parenthood of Simon. Wilma asks the birth mother to sign her first name and not 'mum' on
the contact letters to avoid confusing the child. She talks about the importance of names as
signifiers of family identity, and from the perspective of family display this seemingly small
request has potent symbolic significance in demanding an acknowledgement of the validity
of the adoptive parent/child relationship from someone who poses a direct challenge to
this.
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Communication openness - displaying who belongs as kin
Communication openness, or talking about the birth family, can be a way of conveying to
the child that they are included as kin. Likewise, lack of talking can also give powerful
messages to the child about their actual significance of birth relatives in the current family
configuration.
Most of the participants refer to 'adoption talk’ or discussions about birth family being
initiated by the child, usually in response to something they have watched on television or
worked on in school or in response to contact. The fact that the adoptive parents are less
likely to initiate these conversations may convey that the birth family are kin but that the
relationships are distant or occasional. Photographs are talked about as an important
component of communication openness, and are a powerful tool for family display in that
they are a visual representation of the membership of the family configuration. This is
discussed further below.
What and how participants choose to tell about birth family history and characteristics
promotes a view of relationship with birth relatives as proper and appropriate. As the
participants talk about birth relatives euphemistically they are displayed as appropriate
individuals to have as family members. Andrea's account illustrates how she deliberately
shapes her communication to represent the children's birth mother as a victim in order to
promote empathy and compassion and thereby convey relationship with her as
appropriate and acceptable:

I try to say to them "don't be judging her (birth mother), it's a disease. I know other
people who are alcoholics, a judge could be an alcoholic, or a priest", trying not to
make them feel that it was just their mummy, or that it was something to be
ashamed about.

Photographs as family display
All of the participants talk of valuing photographs of their child's birth parents. These can
be useful as memory tools in the construction of the child's biography, as highlighted by
the themes in Chapter 6. This section explores how the treatment of photographs can also
be understood as a form of family display.
The rules that influence the public display of photographs represent a cultural image of
what this family understand 'family' to be (Gomila, 2011). Therefore, the way in which birth
and adoptive family members store and present photographs of one another constitutes a
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display that conveys the position that the photographed individuals hold within the family
configuration and the significance of these relationships.
The participants also talk of hearing about the birth mother's use of photographs as family
display, and describe this as unsettling. Wilma and Andrea talk of being told of the birth
mother's prominent display of photographs of the child on the living room wall and the
position and size of the child's photograph is described as carrying significance. Gomila
(2011) refers to such public exhibition of photographs as 'domestic shrines' that are used to
demonstrate the most important aspects of one's family configuration and serve as a public
affirmation of the photographed individual's membership and belonging in the family. How
the photograph of the child is displayed, 'the most humongous picture of Simon in the
living room' is talked about as significant by Wilma and seems to represent a public display
that asserts the significance and embedding of Simon in the birth family. As Wilma says, 'I
would read into it that he is still a massive part of her life'.
A tacit understanding of the process of family display may account for how unsettling and
potentially threatening Andrea and Wilma find the birth mothers' public and prominent
display of the child's photograph. This could be understood as a way of the birth family
laying claim publicly to the child and therefore a challenge to the child's belonging in the
adoptive family.
This public, pride of place display of the child's photograph by the birth family is contrasted
with how photographs of birth family members are displayed in the adoptive family home.
Mostly, photographs of the birth family are understood to belong to the child, to be
important for the child and are either kept in albums or life story books or are displayed in
the child's room only.
Some of the children are described as making very overt displays of birth family
photographs, 'like a shrine', and the language used to talk about these displays indicates
the child's construction of the 'idealised' birth family. The fact that these displays are
confined to the child's bedroom conveys the message that these are kin who belong to the
child but not to the adoptive family as a whole.
Only Amanda and Arthur talk about displaying photographs of birth family in the public
rooms in their home along with other family photographs. These do not have the status of
framed photographs on a wall, which tends to signify that the exhibited individuals and
occasions have an important meaning in the family biography (Gomila, 2011). They are
included in digital albums that are displayed on a slide show, which is a public projection of
this family's relationships and history. Thus they are included as family photographs but not
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especially significant ones. This display that 'family' includes birth mother and birth brother
is noted by Amanda and Arthur to be considered surprising by visitors.

Public openness - displays to 'outsider' audiences
Public openness involves a display of family to an external audience, and it is here that the
participants talk most of their experience of their parent/child relationships being not fully
validated. The most common descriptors the adopters apply to themselves throughout the
accounts could reasonably be taken as indicators of how they wish to be publicly
understood. Rejection of the label of adoption by the adopters seems to be a way of
displaying adoptive family relationships as normal and effective. They choose to reject the
label of adoption and emphasise the ordinariness of their family relationships. They refer to
themselves as 'ordinary', 'just a parent' and to their children as 'our own', 'you don’t talk
about yourself as an adoptive parent' (Jeremy). However, they describe the response of
'society' to their family relationships as confounding their sense of being 'normal' and
'ordinary'.
Not all family display for these participants seems to be voluntary and the theme of public
openness reveals a forced display that is uncomfortable because it exposes the adopters to
the risk of not having their relationships accepted and legitimised. Finch (2007) suggests
that family display, and the resultant validation of relationships as normal and effective, is
an important component of how family relationships are constituted. When the audience
for the display does not validate the relationships as constituting family then this is felt as a
challenge or threat to family. Therefore, public openness, and 'the things people say' are
experienced as a challenge to family.
There are ways that people display their validation of the family relationships and when
these displays are not evident this can be experienced as a failure to legitimise the family
display. Rebecca and Peter engage in very assertive displays that assimilate the display
rituals that surround the birth of a child such as christening, and adapt them to the
adoption experience. However, Amanda talks about not being bought gifts when the
children arrived and this feels like the family relationships are publicly considered 'second
best' in a culture that recognises the birth of a child with gifts.

Conclusion
Two distinct 'logics', the logics of inclusion and exclusion, have been identified as guiding
the configuration of family relationships and it has been argued (Hogbacka, 2011) that
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Western adoption is premised on the logic of exclusion, with adoptive families closed to the
inclusion of the birth relatives as kin. However, this argument is based on inter-country
adoption where there is limited contact of any form with the birth family. The picture that
emerges from these participants' accounts of domestic adoption, in the context of
openness, is more complex than the dichotomy of inclusion and exclusion suggests. The
discussion above reveals that there are complex and nuanced ways in which different birth
relatives are positioned within the adoptive family configuration through practices that
both include and exclude. The participants' engagement in family practices with, or in
reference to, various birth relatives constitutes those individuals as belonging to the child's
kinship network as family.
This chapter suggests that the concept of the adoptive kinship network is valid and salient
for the adoptive parents in this study. Their accounts suggest that they do indeed think of
and relate to birth relatives as their child's kin. The discussion above illuminates some of
the relationship dynamics in the adoptive kinship network by identifying some of the tacit
'rules' that guide the adoptive parents' choices about who is included as kin, and the
practices that make and sustain these relationships as family-like.
It is clear from the discussion above that the rules of relating, identified from the
participants accounts, led to different birth relatives occupying differing positions in the
adoptive family configuration. The closest and most family-like relationships were with
those who fell within the rules of genealogical proximity and protection, that is birth
grandparents and siblings who had demonstrated concern for the child's welfare, or birth
mothers whose influence was assessed as benign. Many of these relationships were more
than just permitted, but were actively valued as a potential supportive resource for the
future. The participants expressed resistance and disquiet at the prospect of relationships
that were inconsistent with their tacit rules of relatedness. This suggests that agreements
for contact established early in the placement are most likely to be sustained beneficially
for the child if they reflect these rules. Contact may not work best with birth parents who
are in opposition to the adoption, but other birth relatives who are more supportive of the
placement may provide the child with valuable and valued life-long connections with their
family of origin.
The participants in this study identified a need to regulate the proximity of their
relationships with birth relatives. This chapter demonstrates how this was, in part, a
regulation of emotional and psychological closeness as previously explored by Grotevant
(2009). However, it also demonstrates how social and physical proximity are important to
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the adoptive parents. Viewing the data through a family practices lens has illuminated the
way that the boundaries of adoptive family life are regulated through everyday activities,
particularly the diverse activities of contact.
This chapter also furthers our understanding of the transactional nature of adoptive kinship
relationships (Neil and Howe, 2004). Neil (2009) found that contact was most satisfying
when birth relatives were accepting of the adoption, but failed to reach its potential if birth
relatives did not accept the placement. The concept of family display, as discussed above,
helps explain why this might be, and therefore, may be a particularly useful concept for
contested adoptions from care. Awareness of the process of family display might help
adoptive parents stand back from and reflexively consider their reactions to encounters
that challenge the validity of their parental position. This might facilitate relationships with
invalidating birth relatives and help adopters resist the effects of stigma.
The precise position of the birth relatives in adoptive family configurations remains
ambiguous, and the adopters seem to lack a vocabulary to describe these relationships.
Birth relatives are referred to using traditional kinship labels, such as 'mother' or
'grandmother' that have a more or less accepted understanding. However, these labels are
talked about as inaccurate because they are associated with role expectations that do not
quite fit with how these relationships are actually experienced, or the types of interactions
that are exchanged with these individuals. A similar stretching of the existing language of
family has been noted to cover the new types of family relationships generated by diverse
family arrangements and routes to parenthood (Smart and Silva, 1999).
This vocabulary of kinship is important because of the roles and practices that are expected
to accompany particular labels. In none of the adopters' accounts is there an expectation
that the birth mother will relate to the child with the intensity and regularity expected of a
'mother', but some of the same commitment to the welfare of the child is expected. It is
apparent however, that there is a greater expectation that the birth grandparents will
behave in the way that the label 'grandparent' suggests. The development of a more
diverse set of terms to label kinship positions in the adoptive family configuration might
allow more realistic relational roles to develop and new sets of family practices to emerge.
It has been suggested (Heaphy, 2011) that some claims to family are more readily validated
by external audiences than others, and that those families that most resemble the idea of
'family' held by the dominant culture are those most likely to be recognised, validated and
legitimised as family. Thus the more publicly the adopters display their connection to the
child's birth family the more they risk loss of public legitimisation of their family
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relationships. Display may be more important for adoptive than other families (Finch,
2007), and this may be particularly so in the context of birth family contact which
represents a situation where family relationships and boundaries are ambiguous. In such
situation 'the need to display family might be felt more acutely than on other occasions'
(Morgan, 2011, p62).
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9. Final Conclusions
In this final chapter I present a summary of the novel contribution to knowledge this thesis
makes, and what the findings tell us about the experience of adoptive parenthood,
reflecting on the strengths and limitations of the study. I also bring closure to the
hermeneutic circle and return the study to its original starting place by identifying key
messages for social work. My aim is to connect the study to the wider community of
adoption practitioners, policy makers and academics by offering suggestions for social work
practice and further research.

Knowledge contribution
This study furthers our understanding of what it is like to be an adoptive parent in the
context of open adoption. The findings confirm some concepts, identified from adoption
literature, as salient to the experience of adoptive parenthood for these participants, and
reveal some significant features that have received less attention in previous research.
This study has confirmed the concept of parental entitlement as a process of becoming and
being a parent, and identified some of the factors associated with the development of
parental identity. Parental entitlement has been presented as an essentially relational
experience, developed in relation to social work expectations, cultural norms and the
incapacity of birth parents. Entitlement to be the child's parent was most significantly
justified and enacted through day-to-day activities of parental care, investment and
protection.
The concepts of structural and communication openness were relevant to the participants'
experience. The findings highlight the extent to which both forms of openness are
relational experiences, and revealed some of the complexity and diversity in how these are
outworked in adoptive family life.
This study has identified a further salient dimension to open adoption that has received
little attention in prior literature, that of public openness. Of particular note is the
experience of social visibility for families who have adopted older children from care, and
the potential for stigma that accompanied this status.
The finding that the adoptive parents related to some of the child's birth relatives as kin
confirms the concept of the adoptive kinship network as relevant to their experience. The
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application of concepts from contemporary relational sociology has made a novel
contribution to understanding the dynamics of adoptive kinship relationships.
A dominant theme running through the findings was that participants talked of parenthood
in terms of both 'being' a parent and 'doing' parenting. Some of the cultural schemas, or
the features of the cultural 'imaginary' of parenthood (Smart, 2007), that influenced the
meanings that participants attributed to their experience of 'being' a parent, have been
identified. The interpretative discussion supplemented understanding of what it means to
'be' an adoptive parent, with an examination of the ways in which adoptive parenthood is
actualised, or 'done', in everyday life, with a particular focus on the doing of kin
relationships.

Strengths and limitations of the study
The two primary strengths of this study are the depth and detail of the analysis, and the
uncovering of new and unanticipated aspects of experience. These were facilitated by the
ideographic approach of IPA, the relatively small sample size, and the process of bracketing
prior assumptions and hypotheses.
A smaller sample size, and a focus on a more discrete and tightly bounded phenomenon of
social experience, may have allowed for an even more nuanced analysis. This also might
have facilitated exploration of connections between themes and allowed for more theory
generation. An example of this is the analysis of the sub-set of participants who
experienced unplanned birth family contact (MacDonald and McSherry, 2013). That paper
reports on a more detailed examination of adoptive parenthood in the context of one very
particular type of openness.
Research that takes a phenomenological approach involves a degree of subjectivism by the
researcher in the interpretation of participants' accounts. Thus, the findings chapters
present my interpretation of the interview transcripts. Another researcher, influenced by
other fore-knowledge and viewing the data through other theoretical lenses, may have
produced another different, but equally valid and credible account. Rather than viewing
this subjectivity as a weakness or methodological taboo to be eliminated (Gubrium and
Holstein, 1998), IPA recognises it as a necessary precondition for making sense of another
person's experience (Willig, 2001).
In writing up the findings I have made extensive use of direct quotations and descriptions
of participants' experience from the full corpus of data. A strength of this approach is that
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it makes the connection between the participants' accounts and my interpretation
transparent (Yardley, 2000). This allows the reader to judge whether the conclusions
offered are credibly derived from the original data. Further, it allows the reader to employ
their own prior knowledge and consider other possible interpretations.
My social work experience afforded me substantial confidence and skill in conducting the
research interviews. These were effective in creating a reflective space in which
participants could talk in depth and detail, and benefit from gaining new insights about
their experience. This produced very rich data which facilitated nuanced and in-depth
analysis. The volume of data was however, also a limitation in that it was difficult to do
justice to its richness in the final write-up. Therefore, only the most salient aspects of the
data are reported on with some inevitable loss of detail.
This study has achieved its aim of giving voice to adoptive parents. In so doing it has
privileged their viewpoint on experiences that also involve other actors such as the
adopted child and their birth relatives. Phenomenology, as a methodological approach,
necessarily privileges the voice of the individual experiencing the phenomenon as providing
best access to understanding that phenomenon.
As has been highlighted throughout the preceding chapters, adoptive parenthood was
experienced as an essentially relational phenomenon, connected in particular to
interactions with the adopted child and their birth relatives. Each of these parties in the
adoptive kinship network has been found to have discrepant perspectives on their shared
relationships (Grotevant, 2009). These differing and potentially divergent perspectives
need to be considered together in order to arrive at a coherent understanding of adoptive
relationships.
This study did not aim to comment on children's experience of the parenting they received
or on the child or birth relative's experience of openness. I have chosen not to report on
the participants' suppositions about these others' feelings and experiences. This avoids
errors of inference based on assuming that one individual can comment on the experience
of another. However, the absence of the voice of adoptees, birth relatives and adoption
practitioners in this study points to the need for further research that includes their
perspectives.
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Key messages
‘Being’ and ‘doing’
The participants talked of the entitlement to 'be' the child's parent deriving from 'doing'
parenting properly, and this appeared to justify the adopters' gain of the child, and the
birth parent' resultant loss. The exploration of the adoptive parents' position in relation to
the child's birth parents in the preceding chapters may sensitise adoption practitioners to
the feelings of gratitude and guilt that this generates. It also highlights the potential for
adopters to feel insecure in their parental identity in situations where the birth family have
gone on to raise other children effectively.
Based on this foundational priniciple of parenthood, the participants viewed it as their
'life's work' to invest in their children's welfare, and this was partly considered reparative
of neglectful or abusive parenting received in early childhood. Adoption researchers, policy
makers and practitioners could usefully engage with adoptive parents to discover what
type of support might empower adopters in their important child welfare role, and validate
their parental position.

The constraints of blood ties
The participants' talked about birth family contact challenging their parental goal of
promoting the child's wellbeing and healthy lifestyle choices. However, they also talked of
wanting to maintain some degree of contact to uphold the child's right to essential birth
connections, and these conflicting goals generated a sense of tension.
The participants did not consider blood ties to be necessary for fulfilled and effective
parenthood or close, committed parent/child relationships. The discussion of family
practices in the preceding chapter reflects the way that the participants' focus on 'doing'
minimised the significance of the lack of biological connection in everyday family
relationships actualised through caring and protective activities. However, a culturally
dominant belief in the importance of blood ties constrained parental autonomy,
particularly in relation to contact with birth relatives who might exert a 'bad influence' on
the child.
Social workers should be aware of the dominance of the cultural schema that views
parenthood as inevitably emanating from procreation, and reflexively audit how their
approach to practice with adoptive families is influenced by this. This finding also highlights
the scope for further linkage between adoption research and other areas where the
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concept of blood ties is contested or problematic, such as research on Assisted
Reproductive Technologies and surrogacy.

Openness is relational
The participants talked of birth family contact in relational rather than structural terms, and
birth relatives were thought of and related to as the child's kin. They had varying types of
relationships with various birth relatives. These relationships were based on tacit rules that
prioritised the child's protection and genealogically close relatives, and that guarded the
family against social exhaustion. Different family practices performed with or in relation to
different birth relatives positioned these individuals at varying proximity to the adoptive
family.
This suggests that it might be more helpful for social workers to think of contact less in
terms of rigid agreements and more in terms of the practicalities of day-to-day family
relationships. Contact may work best with genealogically close birth relatives who are more
supportive of the placement, who can validate the adopters as parents, who can
demonstrate a commitment to the child's welfare, and whose personal circumstances do
not make additional demands on the adoptive family. Thus, the most potentially successful
and beneficial contact arrangements might not be made with birth parents. Social workers
could explore early in placement, which extended birth relatives might best provide the
child with valuable and valued life-long connections.
This study highlights the creative ways in which some families have normalised birth family
contact, and how these obviously family-like relationships have the capacity to be flexible
and adapt as the children grow and change. Further exploration with families who have
assimilated birth relatives into family life in this way might usefully identify the factors that
help these relationships succeed.
The findings also indicated that the current vocabulary of kinship was inadequate to
describe the ambiguous relationships with and role expectations of all birth relatives, but
particularly birth mothers.
Researchers and practitioners could reflect on the way that birth mothers are referred to,
and the meaning of the label 'mother' after adoption. The development of a more diverse
set of terms to label kinship positions in the adoptive family configuration might allow all
parties to develop more realistic relational roles expectations and thus facilitate these
delicate and complex relationships.
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Boundary work
The participants engaged in psychological, social and physical boundary work. This finding
confirms the concept of boundary ambiguity as a potentially fruitful topic of further
research into the dynamics of the adoptive kinship network. The findings suggest that the
psychological awareness of the birth relative associated with their ambiguous loss led to
symbolic family practices that constituted that relative as kin. Research should therefore,
explore

both the

potentially detrimental and

potentially constructive

ways the

phenomenon of boundary ambiguity might be experienced by adoptive families.
It is concerning that some families felt the need to go out of their way to guard the physical
boundary of their family in response to perceived or verbalised birth relative threat. This
may be particular to the geographical proximity of adoptive and birth families in Northern
Ireland, where children are generally placed within their Health and Social Care Trust area
of origin. However, it is important that social workers realise the extent of social avoidance
and restricted of use of public spaces by families who have adopted children from care. The
impact of these restrictions and perceived threats on adoptive family life would be an
important area for future study.

Openness across the child’s life-span
The participants anticipated that their children's interest in and relationship with various
birth relatives would change, and most likely increase, as they progressed into adulthood.
This highlights the importance of exploring how birth family relationships are experienced
by adoptees across their life-course.
Adoptive parents may benefit from empirically based information on child development to
guide their choices about the amount and type of information they disclose and the extent
of their interaction with birth relatives at different stages of childhood and adolescence.
It may also be helpful, in the early stages of placement, for social workers to help adopters
think of contact in terms of establishing connections, or building kinships heritages, for
such a time that their child wants and needs more intensive engagement with birth
relatives.
Further research into adoptees experience of birth family relationships in late adolescence
and adulthood might usefully equip adoptive parents to think through the implications of
relating to birth relatives as kin of the child rather than kin of the adoptive family.
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Transactional communication
In Chapter 6, communication openness is presented as a function of transactional
relationships. The participants engaged in adoption-related conversations in response to
their children's cues and prompted by indirect and direct contact. They also emphasised
the importance of retaining parental control of the information their child received.
The participants described how the account of the child's early life and birth family
circumstances is shaped by the agency, the birth relatives, the child and the adopters.
Therefore, the 'truth' of the child's biography is somewhat elusive and subject to a variety
of conscious and unconscious distortions by all involved.
The findings suggest that adoptive parents may need guidance on initiating adoptionrelated conversations. They also need to be equipped with the necessary information and
skills to communicate in a way that goes beyond 'telling' about adoption, to helping the
child integrate birth family information into their present sense of self and family, in a way
that promotes positive self-esteem. This might be facilitated by the development of more
effective models of life story work and more accurate memory tools.

Researchers and

practitioners might therefore, usefully collaborate to explore how best to facilitate the
construction of sensitive but 'truthful' biographies for children adopted from care.

The function of communication
The participants identified three functional purposes to giving the child knowledge of their
birth family history: to empower the child; to correct their distorted imaginings about birth
relatives; and to facilitate identity development. These served as motivators for
communication openness, and determined the type of information adoptive parents gave.
The participants engaged in truth-telling in order to preserve trust in their parent/child
relationships; to equip the increasingly independent child to make judgments about their
birth family relationships; and to help build a complete sense of identity. However, they
also engaged in truth-withholding when helping the child to understand their biography.
This also may serve a purpose as a form of family display that helps preserve the kinship
quality of relationships with birth relatives.

A strategy of truth-withholding may be

particularly pertinent in the circumstance of adoption from care where the only way a
relationship with neglectful or abusive birth parents can be maintained is by ignoring the
'secrets' that would make relationship impossible to sustain.
This highlights the need to continue and expand the current discussion around truthfulness
in open adoption (Loxterkamp, 2009) to sensitively explore why adoptive parents, and
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indeed adoption practitioners, might withhold some difficult truths. Again the thinking and
debates of truthfulness in relation to ART and surrogacy (Smart, 2009, 2011) might usefully
be applied to adoption.

Stigma
The participants' accounts suggest that they experienced stigma in the form of stereo
typing, status loss and micro-aggressions on the basis of their adoptive status.
In their accounts of the 'the things people say' the participants seemed to describe
experiencing micro-aggressions, that conveyed hidden and unintended insulting messages
that negated their experiential reality of parenthood. They appeared to be viewed via a
widely-held stereotype of an adoptive parent that was ostensibly complimentary, but
ultimately socially undesirable. This stereo-type failed to attribute ownership of the
adopted child to the adoptive parents; attributed special merit to the adoptive parent;
assumed that adoptive parenting is more onerous compared to biologically based
parenting; and positioned the adopters as somehow 'not real' parents because they lack
biological connection to the child. Each of these features contradicted the lived reality of
their day-to-day experience of parenthood. This stereo-typing also resulted in social and
structural status loss. Older child adoption and birth family contact appeared to increase
the social visibility of the family's adoptive status, increasing the perceived potential for
stigma.
It would be important for researchers to explore further the experience of stigma and
discrimination for children and parents in open adoptions from care. It would also be useful
for practitioners and policy makers to engage in a proactive audit of policies and practices
surrounding adoption with the aim of identifying and challenging potential structural
discrimination. Social workers should be alert to and support the ways in which adoptive
parents attempt to resist the devaluing effect of stigma, and respond sensitively to their
efforts to minimise social visibility by limiting birth family contact. Practitioners working on
domestic adoption by heterosexual couples might benefit from training based on the
burgeoning research on how trans-racial and gay and lesbian adoptive families manage
their 'different' status.
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Final thoughts
"Things are not what we say they are. The word 'water' is not itself drinkable.
Words point to things, but they can never be the things they point to" (Holloway,
1998, p2).

The above quotation conveys the idea of the double hermeneutic upon which the findings
of this study have been produced. I have employed the personal, professional and
academic language at my disposal to interpret the accounts of the participants who have,
in turn, used the language of their culture to interpret their experience. This study is
therefore, a pointing to 'the thing itself, an attempt to capture in words the lived reality of
the experience of adoptive parenthood. My acknowledgement to the participants, and to
all adoptive parents, is that my empathic questioning of the accounts of experience is not
the same as living that experience. From my position as an onlooker I have, however, been
able to bring a different perspective that reveals, and helps explain, some of the
complexity, challenge and reward of adoptive parenthood in the context of open adoption.
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Appendices
Appendix 1 - Summary of Research Protocol
Study aim
Adoption practice has undergone significant transformation in recent decades. Currently in
the UK the majority of adoptions are of children in care, and are the culmination of lengthy
contested court proceedings. As a result children are now rarely adopted in infancy. Many
of these older children arrive in their adoptive placement with some existing relationships
with their birth family, which it is often considered inhumane to sever. Therefore one of
the most notable and contentious developments in adoption practice is the continuation of
the child's contact with their birth family post-adoption. This is in contrast to the previous
model, prevalent until the 1960's, of the confidential adoption of relinquished infants.
In view of these changes this study aims to:
a.

To increase understanding of the experience of contemporary adoptive
parenthood.

b.

To increase understanding of the impact of changes in adoption policy and
practices of openness on adoptive family life.

c.

To allow the voices of adoptive parents to be heard.

d.

To generate new ways of conceptualising adoptive parenthood and open
adoption.

e.

To identify and disseminate suggestions for good social work practice in
adoption.

This will be a qualitative, ideographic study exploring adoptive parents' experience of post
adoption contact; their concept of parenthood; the development of their parental identity;
their experience of undertaking their parenting role; their reflections on the effect of
contact or lack of contact on their child's welfare. The study aims to access individual
subjective experience of these phenomena through qualitative interviews analysed using
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (Smith, Jarman and Osborn, 1999).
Research Design
The sampling, data collection and analysis are designed around the methodological
framework of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith, Jarman and Osborn,
1999), which has its theoretical foundations in both phenomenology and hermeneutics
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(Eatough and Smith, 2008). IPA is concerned with the individual's subjective report of the
phenomenon under examination, seeking to understand experience from the participants'
point of view. Language is taken to be a conventionalised expression of experience, and
interpretation of a spoken or written account provides the researcher with a means to
share that experience (Willig, 2001).
IPA is an ideographic method in that the account of each individual participant is analysed
in fine detail before looking for common themes within, or between groups of participants.
On the basis of responses to a telephone questionnaire, participants will be grouped
according to contact type i.e. direct contact, indirect contact and no contact. A separate IPA
analysis will be undertaken on the data from each group separately, and the findings across
groups will be compared.
The Sample

The study will use a purposive sample of 30 participants selected on the basis of their
homogeneity of experience in terms of all being adoptive parents who have adopted within
a similar socio-historical context. This sample size is in keeping with the idiographic
commitment of IPA, and will facilitate the fine-grained hermeneutic analysis required by
the method (Eatough and Smith, 2008).
The sample will be drawn from the adoptive parents of 85 adopted children whose
placement histories have been tracked through the Care Pathways and Outcomes Study
conducted by the Institute of Child Care Research at Queen's University(McSherry et al,
2008), but who have had no direct involvement at any stage with the Pathways study. All of
the children were in care in Northern Ireland and aged under 5 on 31st March, 2000. The
children currently range in age from 9yrs to 13yrs, and the majority were adopted between
2000 and 2004.
A brief telephone questionnaire, designed to profile post-adoption contact arrangements
across the sample, will be completed with all participants. On the basis of completed
questionnaires, participants will be grouped according to the type of contact their child has
i.e. direct contact, indirect contact and no contact. The study aims to recruit 30 sets of
adoptive parents to participate in semi-structured interviews, 10 participants selected
randomly from each of these contact groups.
Separate analyses will be completed on the interview data from each group, and then the
findings compared across these three groups and any differences identified.
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(Fig.l) Process of Recruitment
Stage 1 Designated HSC Trust social worker uses
soscare records to identify child and retrieve
adoptive parents' name and address from the
adoption case file.

2 weeks

Stage 2 Designated SW sends introductory letter
to adoptive parents outlining the study. After 2
weeks designated SW telephones those adoptive
parents who have not yet indicated a wish to optin or opt-out, to ascertain consent to pass name
and contact details to researcher.

Adoptive parent optsout/does not consent toTrust
giving their name and address
to the researcher - no further
action

2 weeks

2 weeks

Stage 3 Name, address and telephone number of
adoptive parents obtained from designated SW.
Information packs posted to potential participants.
Covering letter will offer two-week period to
contact researcher to opt-out of study.

Adoptive parent contacts
researcher to opt-out of study
- no further action

2 weeks

1

Stage 4 Telephone call to adoptive parents.
Completion of brief telephone questionnaire
profiling contact arrangements. Adoptive parents
asked if they are willing to participate in a semi-

Informed verbal
-ewnsent to
telephone
Questionnaire

striirtured interview

Those not wishing to be
interviewed will be
included for analysis of
questionnaire data only

Stage 5 Data from telephone questionnaires collated.
Participants grouped according to contact type:
Direct, indirect and no contact. Equal numbers of
interview participants selected from each contact
type grouping.
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Stage 6 Data collection via semi-structured
interviews.

>.

Informed wri
consent to
interview

Access to Participants

Participants will be contacted via gate keepers in each of the HSC Trusts for Northern
Ireland. The flowchart above (Fig.l) outlines the process of recruitment and anticipated
timescales.
Introductory information about the study will be sent to potential participants via a local
collaborator, who will be an adoption social worker, in each of the HSC Trusts.
Two weeks after the introductory letter is sent, the adoption social worker will telephone
the adoptive parents to ascertain whether or not they consent to their name, address and
telephone number being given to the researcher, and to receiving further information
about the study. During the two week period, adoptive parents will have the option of
contacting the adoption social worker directly in order to opt-in or opt-out of the study in
advance of the adoption social worker's telephone call.
After the specified two week period, the adoption SW will give the researcher the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of all those adoptive parents who have consented to
their details being given to the study, and to receiving further information.
The researcher will send invitation letters and information sheets to all potential
participants who have given consent. Those who receive the information sheet, and who
wish to participate in the telephone questionnaire (stage 4) need do nothing at this stage
and will be contacted by the researcher by telephone after a two week period. Those who
receive the information sheet, and who do not want to take part in the study will be given
instructions on how to contact the researcher to indicate that they want no further
involvement.
Letters to potential participants will specify that receipt of information about the study in
no way obligates them to take part, and that their decision about participation will have no
impact on their eligibility to services from the HSC Trust.
Participants can choose not to become involved in the study, or to end their involvement
with the study at any time. Explicit consent will be sought from potential participants by
the HSC Trust prior to their name and contact details being given to the study. Potential
participants will also be offered 2 further explicit opportunities to indicate via telephone
call, text message, email or letter, that they do not wish to take part: 1 - participants who
receive the information pack will have 2 weeks to contact the researcher to prior to being
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telephoned; 2 - participants who complete the telephone questionnaire can indicate that
they do not wish to participate in an interview.
Participants who complete the telephone questionnaire will be grouped according to type
of contact experienced i.e. direct contact, indirect contact or no contact. Equal numbers
from each group will be randomly selected to be invited to participate in an interview.
Interviews will be arranged by telephone, or by email if participants prefer.
Those who are not selected to be invited for interview will be sent a letter explaining the
process of selecting an appropriate number of interviewees to the study, thanking them for
their positive response and offering an option to be kept informed of the findings.
Informed consent to the research will be sought prior to the collection of any data. This will
be done verbally prior to completion of the telephone questionnaire (stage 4), and in
writing prior to the semi-structured interview.
Data Collection
Profiling Contact Arrangements

A profile of the type and extent of birth family contact experienced by this group of families
will be obtained via a brief telephone questionnaire. From the background information
available held by the Care Pathways and Outcomes Study on each child correlations
between age, age at adoption, gender, reasons for becoming Looked After, originating
Trust area etc. and contact type will be explored statistically. This quantitative data will be
analysed using SPSS 15 for windows, applying descriptive statistics, frequency tables and
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).
Qualitative Interviews

Qualitative data will be obtained through semi-structured interviews with adoptive
parents. This study acknowledges the constructionist view that "interviews are not neutral
tools of data gathering but active interactions between two....people leading to negotiated,
contextually based results" (Fontana and Frey, 2000, p.646). However, these accounts are
held to reveal something of the personal relevance and meaning of the phenomenon for
the participant (Eatough and Smith, 2008), albeit in a given context, at a given time.
The purpose of the interviews will be to facilitate and encourage the participants to reflect
upon and talk about their experiences as fully as they wish. In order to keep the interviews
focused on the research topic a common interview schedule will be followed for each
participant. This will be constructed of open-ended, non-leading questions and prompts
focused on broad subject areas including: the participants' motivation to adopt; what
adoption means to them; their expectations of adoptive parenthood; their satisfaction with
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the adoption experience; their perceptions of the child's birth family; the benefits and
dilemmas associated with their particular type of contact or lack of contact; changes in
contact arrangements since the child was placed; the benefits and dilemmas associated
with talking to the child about adoption and their birth family origins. However, since the
focus is on the individual, and since participants will differ in their experiences, the
interview will remain flexible and allow participants to raise issues of importance to
themselves but not previously thought of by the researcher. For each topic the participants
will be asked to reflect on how their views and experiences have changed over time.
In two parent families both the adoptive mother and father will be invited to participate
jointly in the interview. This is appropriate to the aim of the study which is to examine
adoptive parenthood and not specifically motherhood or fatherhood. It is acknowledged,
however that mothers' and fathers' perspectives on family life may at times differ
(Grotevant, 2000). Throughout the interview the researcher will, therefore, encourage both
parents equally to talk about their experiences, and to voice divergent views where they
exist. At the analysis stage any differences between mothers and fathers will be examined.
It is likely however, that couples will feel that they can only give the time for one parent to
take part in the interview. In this case it is acknowledged that the interview data will not
give as complete an insight into parenting experiences.
The interviews will take place either in the family home or at a location of the participant's
choosing, and will last approximately 1.5 hours.
Analysis

With the permission of the participants, the semi-structured interviews will be audio
recorded

and

transcribed.

The transcripts will

be

analysed

using

Interpretative

Phenomenological Analysis (Smith et al.„ 1999), and more specifically, follow the guidance
aimed at analysing a relatively large sample of transcripts and integrating themes across a
larger number of cases.
A clear audit trail will be maintained that makes transparent the process of interpretation
and analysis from the original account and allows others, including the thesis supervisors,
to confirm whether the understanding and conclusions proposed are credible. The
extensive use of verbatim extracts in the writing-up will ground the analysis in the data and
provide a level of 'thick description' (Bryman, 2004) upon which the reader can base their
assessment of the interpretations offered. These measures will help ensure that the
research is credible, transferable and dependable (Cuba and Lincoln, 1994).
Potential Risks and Benefits to Participants
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This study will give adoptive parents the opportunity to share their own particular
perspective on post-adoption contact and the experience of parenting an adopted child
within the context of current policy and practice. This is a concrete acknowledgement that
what they have to say is important and is viewed as such, and may contribute to informing
future policy and practice developments.
Participation in the research may also act as a catalyst for more discussion between
adoptive mothers and fathers, and with their children, about adoption-related issues.
Greater openness about adoption is generally regarded to foster strong positive
relationships between adoptive parents and children.
The personal and sensitive nature of the topics under investigation has the potential to be
unsettling to participants, or undermining of their confidence and self-esteem. To minimise
this risk participants will be told, prior to the interview, the broad subject areas that it is
hoped to explore, and it will be made clear to them that they are under no obligation to
divulge any information that they consider to be too sensitive or personal. They will also be
told at the start that they can take a pause, or stop the interview at any time.
As a trained social worker with 10 years experience of working with families in need and
adoptive families, I have some expertise in interviewing people on personal topics. This,
along with the supervision process, will help ensure that the research interviews are
conducted in as competent and as sensitive a way as possible.
It is recognised that the interview may raise difficult or unsettling issues for adoptive
parents and they may require support after the interview, or wish to explore some matters
further. A list of potentially useful supports will be given to all participants that will include
contact details for their local adoption team, and voluntary support organisations including
Adopt, Adoption UK and BAAF Northern Ireland.
Data Protection Issues

The anonymity of all participants will be maintained and data will only be made public in a
completely unattributable or aggregate form. Information that may identify individual
respondents will be collected and stored separately.

All data collection, storage and

processing will comply with the principles of the Data Protection Act 1998 and the EU
Directive 95/46 on Data Protection. Written consent to digital recording of the interviews
will be sought from each participant. While participants will be assured that their
confidentiality and privacy will be respected at all stages of the research, it will also be
made clear to them that if the researcher has any concerns about the safety or well-being
of a child they may have an obligation under the Children (Nl) Order 1995 to report this to
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their supervisor and, if necessary to social services. All data will be securely stored on a
password protected computer or locked filing cabinet. Interview recordings will be
anonymised as they are transcribed. At the writing up stage, care will be taken not to
disclose characteristics, events, or sequences of events that would lead to participants
being identified.
Ethical Considerations

An ethics application will be submitted to the Office of Research Ethics Committees for
Northern Ireland (ORECNI) and data collection will only commence upon receipt of a
favourable opinion. The study will observe the British Psychological Society (BPS) Ethical
Principles for Conducting Research and their Code of Conduct regarding access to and
storage of confidential information. The research governance framework for health and
social care (DHSSPS, 2006) will also be observed.

While adoptive parents would not

necessarily be considered a vulnerable group of research participants, because of the
sensitive nature of the topic, the study will be guided also by recommendations for
research with vulnerable groups (Connolly, 2003).
Full and comprehensive information on the nature and purpose of the study will be given
to potential participants to allow them to make an informed choice about participation.
This will included what the study aims to achieve, what will be expected from participants
in terms of time commitment and personal disclosure, what will happen to the data, and
procedures in place for maintaining confidentiality. The potential value of the study will be
highlighted to participants in order to encourage them to take part. They will be given a
copy of the Care Pathways and Outcomes Study report for parents to demonstrate how this
study fits into that research, and how the participation of other adoptive parents has been
utilised. Care will be taken not to exaggerate the significance of this study, and it will be
made clear that there is personal gain for the researcher in the form of achieving a Phd.
Participants will be informed that in addition to a university thesis, their data may be
subsequently used in published journal articles or books, or for training of adoption
practitioners.
Participants will be informed that once they agree to take part in the study they can
subsequently withdraw without needing to provide a reason. Participants will be given
contact details for myself and my supervisor, and will be encouraged to make contact
should they have any queries or concerns about the conduct of the interviews, or the
research in general.
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Appendix 2 - Flowchart of recruitment process
Stage 1 Designated HSC Trust social worker uses soscare

records to identify child and retrieve adoptive parents'
name and address from the adoption case file.

Stage 2 Designated SW sends introductory letter to adoptive

2 weeks

parents outlining the study After 2 weeks designated SW
telephones those adoptive parents who have not yet indicated a
wish to opt-in or opt-out, to ascertain consent to pass name and
contact details to researcher.

Adoptive parent optsout/does not consent to
Trust giving their name
and address to the
researcher - no further

2 weeks

Stage 3 Name, address and telephone number of adoptive

2 weeks

parents obtained from designated SW. Information packs
posted to potential participants. Covering letter will offer
two-week period to contact researcher to opt-out of study.

Adoptive parent contacts
researcher to opt-out of
study - no further action

2 weeks

Stage 4 Telephone call to adoptive parents.

Completion of brief telephone questionnaire
profiling contact arrangements. Adoptive parents
asked if they are willing to participate in a semistructured interview.

Informed
verbal
consent to
telephone
survey

Stage 5 Data from telephone questionnaires collated.

Those not wishing
to be interviewed
will be included
for analysis of
questionnaire
data only

Participants grouped according to contact type:
Direct, indirect and no contact. Equal numbers of
interview participants selected from each contacttype grouping.

Stage 6 Data collection via semi-structured

interviews.

Stage 7 Analysis of interview transcripts using

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). Separate
analyses on data from each contact-type grouping.
Comparison of findings across contact-type groups.

Informed
written
consent to
interview
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HSC REC 2
05 March 2010
Dr Dominic McSherry
Senior Research Fellow, Institute of Child Care Research
Queen's University, Belfast
6 College Park
Belfast
BT7 UP
Dear Dr McSherry
Study Title:
REC reference number:
Protocol number:

Post-Adoption Contact and Adoptive Parents'
Experiences of Parenthood.
10/NIR02/11
2.0

Thank you for your letter of 13 January 2010, responding to the Committee’s request for
further information on the above research and submitting revised documentation.
The further information was considered by a sub-committee of the REC at a meeting held on
4 March 2010. A list of the sub-committee members is attached.
Confirmation of ethical opinion
On behalf of the Committee, I am pleased to confirm a favourable ethical opinion for the
above research on the basis described in the application form, protocol and supporting
documentation as revised, subject to the conditions specified below.
Ethical review of research sites
The favourable opinion applies to all NHS sites taking part in the study, subject to
management permission being obtained from the NHS/HSC R&D office prior to the start of
the study (see “Conditions of the favourable opinion” below).
Conditions of the favourable opinion
The favourable opinion is subject to the following conditions being met prior to the start of the
study.
Management permission or approval must be obtained from each host organisation prior to
the start of the study at the site concerned.
For NHS research sites only, management permission for research (“R&D approval”) should
be obtained from the relevant care organisation(s) in accordance with NHS research
governance arrangements. Guidance on applying for NHS permission for research is
available in the Integrated Research Application System or at http://www.rdforum.nhs.uk.
Where the only involvement of the NHS organisation is as a Participant Identification Centre,
management permission for research is not required but the R&D office should be notified of
the study. Guidance should be sought from the R&D office where necessary.

Sponsors are not required to notify the Committee of approvals from host organisations.

It is the responsibility of the sponsor to ensure that all the conditions are complied
with before the start of the study or its initiation at a particular site (as applicable).
Approved documents

The final list of documents reviewed and approved by the Committee is as follows:
Document

Version

Date

Covering Letter

Signed Mandi MacDonald

13 January 2010

REC application

IRAS

08 December 2009

Protocol

1.0

12 January 2010

Summary/Synopsis

1.0

12 January 2010

Protocol

1.0 Home Visits

12 January 2010

Investigator CV
Letter of invitation to participant

Dominic McSherry (Cl), Amanda
MacDonald (Student)
1.0 Trust

12 January 2010

Letter of invitation to participant

1.0 Researcher

12 January 2010

Participant Information Sheet

1.0

12 January 2010

Participant Consent Form

1.0

12 January 2010

Interview Schedules/Topic Guides

1.0

12 January 2010

Questionnaire

1.0 Telephone

12 January 2010

Evidence of insurance or indemnity

QUB

12 January 2010

Letter from Sponsor

QUB

12 January 2010

Referees or other scientific critique report

QUB

08 January 2010

Differentiation Report

QUB

03 July 2009

Letter from Funder

ESRC

23 August 2007

Protocol

2.0

18 February 2010

Letter of invitation to participant

2.0 Trust

18 February 2010

Summary/Synopsis

2.0

18 February 2010

Response to Request for Further
Information

Cover letter addressing response to
provisional opinion

13 January 2010

Statement of compliance

The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements for
Research Ethics Committees (July 2001) and complies fully with the Standard Operating
Procedures for Research Ethics Committees in the UK.
After ethical review

Now that you have completed the application process please visit the National Research
Ethics Service website > After Review
You are invited to give your view of the service that you have received from the National
Research Ethics Service and the application procedure. If you wish to make your views
known please use the feedback form available on the website.
The attached document “After ethical review - guidance for researchers” g'w/es detailed
guidance on reporting requirements for studies with a favourable opinion, including:
•

Notifying substantial amendments

Adding new sites and investigators
Progress and safety reports
Notifying the end of the study
The NRES website also provides guidance on these topics, which is updated in the light of
changes in reporting requirements or procedures.
We would also like to inform you that we consult regularly with stakeholders to improve our
service. If you would like to join our Reference Group please email
referenceqroup@nres.npsa.nhs.uk.
10/NIR02/11

Yours sincerely

Dr Theresa Donaldson
Chair

Email: katrina.walls@hscni.net

Please quote this number on all correspondence

NHS REC Form

IRAS Version 2.2

Reference:
10/nir02/11

_
.
______

The integrated dataset required for your project will be created from the answers you give to the following questions. The
system will generate only those questions and sections which (a) apply to your study type and (b) are required by the bodies
reviewing your study. Please ensure you answer all the questions before proceeding with your applications.

Please enter a short title for this project (maximum 70 characters)
Post-Adoption Contact and Adoptive Parenthood (v1.0)

1. Is your project an audit or service evaluation?
O Yes

#No

2. Select one category from the list below:
Q Clinical trial of an investigational medicinal product
Q Clinical investigation or other study of a medical device
Combined trial of an investigational medicinal product and an investigational medical device
Q Other clinical trial or clinical investigation
* Study administering questionnaires/interviews for quantitative analysis, or using mixed quantitative/qualitative
methodology

Q Study involving qualitative methods only
( Study limited to working with human tissue samples, other human biological samples and/or data (specific project
only)
O Research tissue bank

O Research database
If your work does not fit any of these categories, select the option below:
O Other study

2a. Please answer the following question(s):
a) Does the study involve the use of any ionising radiation?
b) Will you be taking new human tissue samples (or other human biological samples)?
c) Will you be using existing human tissue samples (or other human biological samples)?

O Yes
C Yes
Q Yes

®No
# No
# No

3. In which countries of the UK will the research sites be located?(77dc all that apply)
T] England
[j Scotland
□ Wales
(y Northern Ireland
3a. In which country of the UK will the lead R&D office be located?
Q England

Q Scotland
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O Wales
•> Northern Ireland

4. Which review bodies are you applying to?

jV NHS/HSC Research and Development offices
[V Research Ethics Committee
Q National Information Governance Board for Health and Social Care (NIGB)
|H Ministry of Justice (MoJ)

5. Will any research sites in this study be NHS organisations?
(*)

Yes

No

6. Do you plan to include any participants who are children?

O Yes

(*}

No

7. Do you plan to include any participants who are adults unable to consent for themselves through physical or mental
incapacity? The guidance notes explain how an adult is defined for this purpose.

O Yes

® No

8. Do you plan to include any participants who are prisoners or young offenders in the custody of HM Prison Service in
England or Wales?

OYes

#No

9. Is the study, or any part of the study, being undertaken as an educational project?

*: Yes

No

9a. Is the project being undertaken in part fulfilment of a PhD or other doctorate?
%

Yes

Q No

10. Is this project financially supported by the United States Department for Health and Human Services?

0 Yes

0 No
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Integrated Research Application System
Application Form for Research administering questionnaires/interviews for quantitative analysis or mixed
methodology study

National Patient Safety Agency
PJatitmal Hesaareh Ethics Same©

Application to NHS/HSC Research Ethics Committee

The Chief Investigator should complete this form. Guidance on the questions is available wherever you see this
symbol displayed. We recommend reading the guidance first. The complete guidance and a glossary are available by
selecting Help.

Short title and version number: (maximum 70 characters - this will be inserted as header on all forms)

Post-Adoption Contact and Adoptive Parenthood (v1.0)

Please complete these details after you have booked the REC application for review.

REC Name:

REC 2 - ORECNI
REC Reference Number:

Submission date:

10/nir02/11

18/01/2010

A1. Full title of the research:

Post-Adoption Contact and Adoptive Parents' Experiences of Parenthood.

A2-1. Give details of the educational course or degree for which this research is being undertaken:

Name and level of course/ degree:
PhD Research - Social Work
Name of educational establishment:
School of sociology, social policy and social work, Queen's University, Belfast
Name and contact details of academic supervisor:
Title Forename/Initials Surname
Dr Dominic
McSherry
Address

Institute of Child Care Research
Queens University, 6 College Park
Belfast

Post Code
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E-mail

dominic.mcsherry@qub.ac.uk

Telephone

02890975980

Fax

02890975900

IRAS Version 2.2

Name and contact details of student:
Title Forename/lnitials Surname
Mrs Amanda
MacDonald
Address

5 The Esplanade
Holywood

E-mail

BT18 9JG
amacdonald06@qub.ac.uk

Telephone

02890873625

Fax

02890975900

Post Code

A copy of a current CV for the student (maximum 2 pages of A4) must be submitted with the application.

A2-2. Who will act as Chief Investigator for this study?

o Student
*>) Academic supervisor

Q Other
A3. Chief Investigator:

Title Forename/Initials Surname
Dr Dominic
McSherry
Post

Senior Research Fellow

Qualifications

BA PhD

Employer

Queen's University Belfast

Work Address

Institute of Child Care Research
6 College Park
Belfast

Post Code

BT7 1LP

Work E-mail

dominic.mcsherry@qub.ac.uk

* Personal E-mail
02890975980

Work Telephone
* Personal Telephone/Mobile
Fax

02890975900

* This information is optional. It will not be placed in the public domain or disclosed to any other third party without
prior consent.
A copv of a current CV (maximum 2 pages of A4) for the Chief Investigator must be submitted with the application.

A4. Who is the contact on behalf of the sponsor for all correspondence relating to applications for this project?
This contact will receive copies of all correspondence from REC and R&D reviewers that is sent to the Cl.

Title Forename/Initials Surname
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Miss Marice

Lunny

Research Policy Office

Address

Lanyon North
Queen's University Belfast
Post Code

Bt7 1NN

E-mail

m.lunny@qub.ac.uk

Telephone

02890972594

Fax

02890972570

A5-1. Research reference numbers. Please give any relevant references for your study:
Applicant's/organisation's own reference number, e.g. R & D (if
available):
Sponsor's/protocol number:

B10/01

Protocol Version:

v1.0

Protocol Date:

12/01/2010

Funder's reference number:
International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Number (ISRCTN):
ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier (NCT number):
European Clinical Trials Database (EudraCT) number:
Project website:
Ref.Number Description

Reference Number

OREC Nl

10/nir02/11

A5-2. Is this application linked to a previous study or another current application?
(*> Yes

> No

Please give brief details and reference numbers.
The proposed study arose from the findings Phase 2 of the Care Pathways and Outcomes Study which identified a
need for futher research into the effects of post-adoption contact. Phase 3 of the Pathways study is currently being
undertaken by the Institute of Child Care Research at Queen's University, Belfast, where the Principal Investigator is Dr
Dominic McSherry (REC Ref: 08/NIR01/48).
The Care Pathways and Outcomes Study has tracked the placement histories of a population of 374 children who were
in care in Northern Ireland and aged under 5 on 31st March, 2000. Participants will be recruited from the adoptive
parents of a sub-sample (n=85) of this population who have had no direct involvement at any stage with the study.
Dr McSherry will supervise this proposed PhD research project and the researcher will have access to consultation
and advice from the Pathways Research team.

A6-1. Summary of the study. Please provide a brief summary of the research (maximum 300 words) using language
easily understood by lay reviewers and members of the public. This summary will be published on the website of the
National Research Ethics Service following the ethical review.
Adoption practice has undergone significant transformation in recent decades. Currently in the UK the majority of
adoptions are of children in care, and are the culmination of lengthy contested court proceedings. As a result children
are now rarely adopted in infancy. Many of these older children arrive in their adoptive placement with some existing
relationships with their birth family, which it is often considered inhumane to sever. Therefore one of the most notable
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and contentious developments in adoption practice is the continuation of the child’s contact with their birth family. Post
adoption contact may counteract the disadvantages previously associated with confidential adoptions, however it also
brings its own potential risks and difficulties (Wrobel et al,2003), yet research into its effects is still evolving (McSherry
et al, 2008).
The purpose of this study is to understand the growing practice of birth family contact from the perspective of adoptive
parents, and to answer the question:
What effect does post-adoption contact have on adoptive parenting?
The experiences of adoptive parents who have direct, indirect, or no birth family contact will be compared.
Participants will be selected from a group of adoptive parents whose adopted child was under 5 years old and in care
in Northern Ireland on 31st March 2000. A telephone questionnaire will be completed with 85 adoptive parents to
profile contact arrangements across the sample. 30 sets of adoptive parents will be interviewed in depth about their
parenting and contact experiences.
The qualitative data will be analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (Smith, Jarman and Osborn,
1999).

A6-2. Summary of main issues. Please summarise the main ethical and design issues arising from the study and say how
you have addressed them.

Although adoptive parents would not necessarily be considered a vulnerable group of research participants, the
personal and sensitive nature of the topics under investigation has the potential to be unsettling, or undermining of
their confidence and self-esteem. Therefore, in thinking about meeting ethical requirements in the study, I have been
guided by principles for research with vulnerable groups(Connolly, 2003.
The main ethical issues arising from the research are 1) ensuring that consent to participate is fully informed; 2)
reducing the likelihood of participants becoming upset, and where this may occur, having appropriate strategies in
place to deal sensitively with such a scenario; 3) responding to concerns regarding the welfare and protection of
children should the need arise; 4) maintaining the confidentiality of participants; 5)ensuring the safety and welfare of
the researcher.
Informed consent
Full and comprehensive information on the nature and purpose of the study will be given to potential participants to
allow them to make an informed choice about participation. This will include what the study aims to achieve, what will
be expected from participants in terms of time commitment and personal disclosure, what will happen to the data, and
procedures in place for maintaining confidentiality. The potential value of the study will be highlighted to participants in
order to encourage them to take part. They will be given a copy of the Care Pathways and Outcomes Study report for
parents to demonstrate how this study fits into that research, and how the participation of other adoptive parents has
been utilised. Care will be taken not to exaggerate the significance of this study, and it will be made clear that there is
personal gain for the researcher in the form of achieving a Phd. Participants will be informed that in addition to a
university thesis, their data may be subsequently used in published journal articles or books, or for training of adoption
practitioners.
Consent to have the interview digitally recorded will be sought. Given the length and intensity of interviews it will not be
possible to fully and acurately capture what participants say without a recording. Therefore, only recorded interviews
will be included in the analysis. If a participant wishes to participate an interview, but does not want this to be recorded,
they will be informed that their views will help inform my understanding of the topic but will not be formally included in
the study.
Participants will be informed that once they agree to take part in the study they can subsequently withdraw without
needing to provide a reason.
Minimising potential upset to participants
Prior to the interview, participants will be informed of the broad subject areas that it is hoped to explore, and it will be
made clear to them that they are under no obligation to divulge any information that they consider to be too sensitive or
personal. They will also be told at the start that they can take a pause, or stop the interview at any time.
It is recognised that the interview may raise difficult or unsettling issues for adoptive parents and they may require
support after the interview, or wish to explore some matters further. A list of potentially useful supports will be given to
all participants that will include contact details for the HSC Trust local collaborator, who will be an adoption social
worker or manager, and for voluntary support organisations including Adopt, Adoption UK and BAAF Northern Ireland.
As a trained social worker with 10years experience working with families in need and adoptive families, I have some
expertise in interviewing people on personal topics, and in assisting people to identify and access appropriate
supports. The participant information sheet and interview schedule, along with draft correspondence to participants,
have been reviewed, for their sensitivity and appropriateness, by adoptive parents involved in Adoption UK. Additionally,
I plan to conduct a small number of pilot interviews with adoptive parents who have volunteered to assist in this way.
This, along with the supervision process, will help ensure that I conduct the research interviews in as competent and
sensitive way possible.
The study is designed around the methodological framework of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith,
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Jarman and Osborn, 1999). IPA reflects a phenomenological approach, aiming to explore a participant's perceptions
and experiences from his or her own perspective, while also recognising that the exploration of that data is a dynamic
process of interpretation which implies the researcher's own perspecive and an interaction between the researcher
and participant (Willig, 2001). IPA is an ideographic method in that the account of each individual participant is
analysed in fine detail before looking for common themes within or between groups of participants.
I have recently completed training on all aspects of using IPA as a method, including designing and conducting
interviews, which will help ensure that the data collection will be appropriate to meet the research aims.
Participants will be given contact details for myself and my supervisor, and will be encouraged to make contact should
they have any queries or concerns about the conduct of the interviews, or the research in general.
Child Protection
While participants will be assured that their confidentiality and privacy will be respected at all stages of the research, it
will also be made clear to them that if I have any concerns about the safety or well-being of a child I may have an
obligation under the Children (Nl) Order 1995 to report this to my supervisor and, if necessary, to social services.
Having worked for 10 years as a social worker and senior social worker in child protection and family support in the
Belfast Trust, I have a sensitivity to the safeguarding of children's welfare and familiarity with the management of risk to
children. Additionally I will have access, via my supervisor, to the supports available to the Care Pathways and
Outcomes research team. The Pathways team have, following the guidance of the Area Child Protection Committee's
Regional Policy and Procedures, established a child protection and welfare panel which is composed of a number of
social work professionals teaching within the school of Sociology, Social Policy and Social Work, QUB, each of whom
has a particular expertise in the area of child protection and welfare. If I have concerns regarding the welfare of a child,
and where there are no immediate child protection issues, I will discuss these immediately with my supervisor who
will in turn take advice from the panel as to the most appropriate course of action to be taken.
Confidentiality
All data will be securely stored in a locked filing cabinet at the Institute of Child Care Research, Queens University.
Interview recordings will be anonymised as they are transcribed. Transcripts will be analysed using a standard
computer softeware package e.g. NVIVO. All data entered on computer will be securely stored on the password
protected Home space of the Queen's University network. This data will be accessible only by myself and the study
supervisor.At the writing up stage care will be taken not to disclose characteristics, events, or sequences of events that
would lead to participants being identified.
Researcher Safety
Interviews with adoptive parents will be conducted by myself alone in their own home or at a mutually acceptable
neutral venue. In order to ensure my safety, while at the same time protecting participant confidentiality, I will provide my
supervisor with the time, date and venue of all sheduled interviews and contact him by text message on my return.
Fortnightly academic supervision meetings will provide an opportunity to discuss any isses or difficulties arising from
the interviews.

A10. What is the principal research question/objective? Please put this in language comprehensible to a lay person.
What effect does post-adoption birth family contact have on adoptive parenting?

A11. What are the secondary research questions/objectives if applicable? Please put this in language comprehensible to
a lay person.
1. What is the nature of birth family contact experienced by a sample of families who have adopted in Northern Ireland
since March 2000?
2. How has the experience of post-adoption contact evolved since the child was first placed?
3. How do adoptive parents having direct, indirect or no post-adoption contact experience the following aspects of
adoptive parenting:
a) Satisfying their adopted child’s curiosity and information needs?
b) Communicating with their child about adoption?
c) Bonding with their adopted child?
d)
Development of the child's attachment to themselves?
e) Developing a sense of identity and entitlement as an adoptive parent.
f) Satisfaction with the experience of adoption.
4. Do adoptive parents’ experiences of parenting differ according to the level and type of post-adoption contact with birth
family?
5. What are the benefits and dilemmas associated with the various types of post-adoption birth family contact for
families with children in early adolescence?
Date: 18/01/2010
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A12. What is the scientific justification for the research? Please put this in language comprehensible to a lay person.
Context
The Prime Minister’s Review of Adoption (DOH, 2000) set adoption targets for local authorities and initiated a major
drive across the UK to increase the rate of adoptions from care. While this was initially slow to develop in Northern
Ireland (Kelly and McSherry, 2003), recently there has been a dramatic increase in the use of adoption for children
Looked After by the Health and Social Care Trusts. Of a total population sample of 374 children who were in care in
Northern Ireland and aged under 5 on 31st March, 2000, 38% were adopted by 2004 (McSherry et al, 2008).
This trend is consistent with research that reports adoption as delivering positive outcomes for the adopted child.
Sinclair et al. (2005) reported that, when compared to children in fostercare, adopted children did better on most
outcome variables, and attributed this, in part, to the sense of family belonging that adoptive placements generate in
children. The current phase of the longitudinal 'Care Pathways and Outcomes Study' (McSherry et al, 2008) will provide
further insight into differences in outcomes between adoption, long-term fostercare and rehabilitation to family for
children in Northern Ireland and reasons for any differences.
Since the 1960’s there have been significant changes in the characteristics of adoptive family life. One of the most
noteable changes in adoption practice has been the steady evolution away from secrecy towards open communication
with the adopted child about their birth family history. This has been influenced by research showing the importance of
origins to the adopted person’s healthy identity formation (Triseliotis, 1973). More recently, there has been a significant
increase in the numbers of adopted children who have ongoing written or face-to-face contact with members of their
birth family post-adoption.
While post-adoption contact may be viewed as a means of counteracting the disadvantages previously associated with
secrecy (Fratter, 1996), it is not a panacea but is a complex phenomenon that brings its own potential risks and
difficulties (Wrobel et al,2003). However, since contact has been a rapidly developing aspect of adoption practice
(McSherry et al, 2008), research into its effects is still evolving.

Existing Research
The main purpose of post-adoption contact is to help meet the adopted child’s identity and developmental needs (Neil
and Howe, 2004). Research to date has found no clear association between contact and outcomes for the child in
terms of their social, emotional or behavioural development, but suggests that while often it presents a risk to the
child’s psycho-social and/or physical wellbeing, and in some situations will be too risky to proceed, in other situations
it can bring benefits to all involved (Neil and Howe, 2004).
Developmental outcomes for children in all types of families are influenced by the quality and style of parenting they
receive(Howe, 1998). Therefore, the child should not be viewed in isolation from the adoptive family system into which
they are placed, and from whom it is anticipated they will receive nurturing, love and support throughout their lifespan.
Brodzinsky (1987) argues that adoptive parents are faced with additional adoption-related parenting tasks that ‘interact
with and complicate the more universal developmental tasks of family life’ (p30). These tasks have been identified as:
the transition to adoptive parenthood; facilitating the development of new attachments; communicating with the child
about adoption; helping the child understand their origins, and supporting their curiosity about birth family (Brodzinsky
and Pinderhughes, 2002; Palacios and Sanchez-Sandoval, 2005). While this list is not exhaustive Palacios and
Sanchez-Sandoval (2005) propose that these are the specific features of adoptive family life that carry the greatest
potential for increased parental stress.
While Brodzinsky and Pinderhughes (2002) suggest that post-adoption contact has radically altered the way adopted
children are being parented, it is unclear from the current literature what effect contact has on the capacity of adoptive
parents to understand and meet the child’s complex developmental needs, and to fulfil the additional parenting tasks
associated with adoption.
Adoptive Parenting
It is also unclear from the current literature what effect contact has upon adopters’ concept of their parental role and
identity. Adoption is viewed by many adopters as primarily a means to achieving parenthood, creating a family and
enjoying the benefits of a loving parent-child relationship (Smith and Logan, 2002; Triseliotis, Feast and Kyle, 2005;
McSherry et al, 2008). Ongoing contact with birth parents may not sit comfortably with their concept of, or aspirations for,
adoptive parenthood (Logan, 1999). Whether reluctant adoptive parents should be constrained to maintain birth family
contact for the benefit of the child is the subject of ongoing debate (Luckock and Hart, 2005). Listening to the
perspective of adopters is therefore important, especially since the extent to which their expectations and goals are
fulfilled by the adoption experience may influence their satisfaction with the adoptive placement, and satisfaction level
in turn is often taken as an indicator of the success or failure of the adoption (Palacios and Sanchez-Sandoval, 2005).
A key issue that has been identified for adoptive parents is whether they perceive themselves as a ’real’ family, with a
both a legal and emotional right to parent the child (Fratter, 1996; Logan and Smith, 2005). While courts can confer the
legal right by way of an Adoption Order, the emotional right must be appropriated through a process of internal
attribution. This is commonly referred to as a sense of entitlement, which is understood as the development of identity
as an adoptive parent.
There is a need for research into whether birth family contact enhances or diminishes adopters’ sense of entitlement
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as this may have a direct impact on the child’s adoption experience. Fratter (1996) proposes that problems in
developing a sense of entitlement can inhibit the attachment between parent and child. The children of adoptive
parents who have a stronger sense of their own parenthood have been found to display a greater sense of belonging
in the adoptive family (Rosnati, 2005).
Brodzinsky (2005) proposes that adoptive parents’ ability to maintain open communication within the family about
adoption is crucial for the child’s healthy psychological adjustment. However, children’s ability to assimilate adoption
information changes in clear developmental stages, and it is not until early to middle adolescence that adoptees can
fully grasp the meaning and implications of adoption (Brodzinsky, Singer and Braff, 1984). Adoptive parents therefore
need to remain flexibly responsive to the child’s changing contact and information needs. Similarly research is needed
that takes a developmental perspective on the effects of contact.

A13. Please give a full summary of your design and methodology. It should be clear exactly what will happen to the
research participant, how many times and in what order. Please complete this section in language comprehensible to the lay
person. Do not simply reproduce or refer to the protocol. Further guidance is available in the guidance notes.
Research Design
The selection of participants, data collection and analysis are designed around the methodological framework of
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith, Jarman and Osborn, 1999. IPA reflects a phenomenological
approach, aiming to explore a participant's perceptions and experiences from his or her own perspective, while also
recognising that the exploration of that data is a dynamic process of interpretation which implies the researcher's own
perspective and an interaction between the researcher and participant (Willig, 2001). Language is taken to be a
conventionalised expression of experience, therefore the researcher gains access to the participant's experience
through their spoken or written accounts of it. This study accepts the view that “interviews are not neutral tools of data
gathering but active interactions between two....people leading to negotiated, contextually based results”. (Fontana and
Frey, 2000, p.646). However, these accounts are held to reveal something of the personal relevance and meaning of
the phenomenon for the participant (Eatough and Smith, 2008), albeit in a given context, at a given time.
IPA is an ideographic method in that the account of each individual participant is analysed in fine detail before looking
for common themes within or between groups of participants.
Selection of Participants
The study aims to recruit 30 sets of adoptive parents to participate in semi-structured interviews. Participants will be
selected on the basis of their homogeneity of experience in terms of all being adoptive parents who have adopted
within a similar timeframe in Northern Ireland. This sample size is in keeping with the idiographic commitment of IPA,
and will facilitate the fine-grained hermeneutic analysis required by the method (Eatough and Smith, 2008).
The sample will be drawn from the adoptive parents of 85 adopted children whose placement histories have been
tracked through the Care Pathways and Outcomes Study conducted by the Institute of Child Care Research at Queen’s
University(McSherry et al, 2008), but who have had no direct involvement at any stage with the Pathways study. All of the
children were in care in Northern Ireland and aged under 5 on 31st March, 2000. The children currently range in age
from 9yrs to 13yrs, and the majority were adopted between 2000 and 2004.
Access to participants will be achieved via gate keepers in each of the Health and Social Care Trusts for Northern
Ireland. Please see the Research Protocol for details of the recruitement process.
Data Collection
A profile of the type and extent of birth family contact experienced by this group of families will be obtained via a brief
telephone questionnaire. Answers to the questionnaire will facilitate the selection of interview participants.
The brief questionnaire will take approximately 5 minutes to complete. It will be accompanied by information on the
study and will invite recipients to indicate whether they would be willing to participate in the semi-structured interview.
Respondents will be grouped according to whether they have direct contact, indirect contact or no contact with the
adopted child's birth family. 10 sets of adoptive parents will be randomly selected from each group to be invited to
participate in an interview.
Qualitative data will be obtained through semi-structured interviews with adoptive parents. The purpose of the interview
is to facilitate and encourage the participants to reflect upon and talk about their experiences as fully as they wish. In
order to keep the interviews focused on the research topic a common interview schedule will be followed for each
participant. This will be constructed of open-ended, non-leading questions and prompts focused on broad subject
areas including: the participants’ motivation to adopt; what adoption means to them; their satisfaction with the adoption
experience; their perceptions of the child’s birth family; the benefits and dilemmas associated with their particular type
of contact or lack of contact; changes in contact arrangements since the child was placed; the benefits and dilemmas
associated with talking to the child about adoption and their birth family origins. Please see the Interview Schedule for
a detailed list of proposed questions and prompts.
Since the focus is on the individual, and since participants will differ in their experiences, the interview will remain
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flexible and allow participants to raise issues of importance to themselves but not previously thought of by the
researcher. For each topic the participants will be asked to reflect on how their views and experiences have changed
over time.
The interviews will take place either in the family home or at a mutually acceptable neutral venue, and will last
approximately 1.5 hours.
In two parent families both the adoptive mother and father will be invited to participate jointly in the interview. This is
appropriate to the aim of the study which is to examine adoptive parenthood and not specifically motherhood or
fatherhood. It is acknowledged, however that mothers and fathers may have different perspectives on family life
(Grotevant, 2000). Throughout the interview the researcher will encourage both parents equally to talk about their
experiences, and to voice divergent views where they exist. At the analysis stage any differences between mothers and
fathers will be examined. It is likely however, that couples will feel that they can only give the time for one parent to take
part in the interview. In this case it is acknowledged that the interview data will not give as complete an insight into
parenting experiences.
Analysis
With the permission of the participants, the semi-structured interviews will be audio recorded and transcribed. The
transcripts will be analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (Smith, Jarman and Osborn, 1999), and
more specifically, follow the guidance aimed at analysing a relatively large sample of transcripts and integrating
themes across a larger number of cases. Each transcript will be analysed individually with common themes identified,
and themes across the 'direct contact', 'indirect contact' and 'no contact' groupings compared once the initial analysis is
complete.
A clear audit trail will be maintained that makes transparent the process of interpretation and analysis from the original
account and allows others, particularly the thesis supervisor, to confirm whether the understanding and conclusions
proposed are credible. The extensive use of verbatim extracts in the writing-up will ground the analysis in the data and
provide a level of ‘thick description’ (Bryman, 2004) upon which the reader can base their assessment of the
interpretations offered. These measures will help ensure that the research is credible, transferable and dependable
(Cuba and Lincoln, 1994).

A14-1. In which aspects of the research process have you actively involved, or will you involve, patients, service users,
and/or their carers, or members of the public?
[vj Design of the research
[vj Management of the research
j

Undertaking the research

[j Analysis of results
fy> Dissemination of findings
[

None of the above

Give details of involvement, or if none please justify the absence of involvement.
This study is part funded by the British Association for Adoption and Fostering and BAAF's Northern Ireland director
contributes to the supervision process. In order to ensure the relevance of the study to current social work practice
adoption practitioners and managers have been consulted.
Adoptive parents who are members of Adoption UK have reviewed the participant information sheets and interview
schedule and to commented on their clarity and sensitivity. A small number of pilot interviews will be conducted with
adoptive parents who have volunteered to assist in this way. The pilot interview are for the purpose of refining the
researcher's interview skills.

A17-1. Please list the principal inclusion criteria (list the most important, max 5000 characters).
Participants will be recruited on the basis of their homogeneity of experience in terms of all being adoptive parents who
have adopted within a similar timeframe in Northern Ireland.
The Care Pathways and Outcomes Study has tracked the placement histories of a population of 374 children who were
in care in Northern Ireland and aged under 5 on 31st March, 2000. Participants will be recruited from the adoptive
parents of a sub-sample (n=85) of this population who have had no direct involvement at any stage with the study.
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A17-2. Please list the principal exclusion criteria (list the most important, max 5000 characters).

The method of analysis (IPA) requires a fine grained hermeneutic analysis of what the participant says about their
experience and this in turn requires the researcher to be able to fully understand the language used. Therefore letters
to adoptive parents will be in the researcher's first language which is English. All prospective participants will have
undergone the adoption assessment process in Northern Ireland and are therefore likely to be comfortable
communicating in English. Where someone indicates that they would like to take part in an interview and that their first
language is not English the practicalities of this will be discussed with them. Whether to include that person as a
participant will be decided on the basis of their own assessment of the likelihood that the researcher will be able to
fully communicate with them.
•*........... '
■

A18. Give details of all non-clinical intervention(s) or procedure(s) that will be received by participants as part of the
research protocol. These include seeking consent, interviews, non-clinical observations and use of questionnaires.

Please complete the columns for each intervention/procedure as follows:
1. Total number of interventions/procedures to be received by each participant as part of the research protocol.
2. If this intervention/procedure would be routinely given to participants as part of their care outside the research,
how many of the total would be routine?
3. Average time taken per intervention/procedure (minutes, hours or days)
4. Details of who will conduct the intervention/procedure, and where it will take place.

Interventionor
procedure

^

Telephone
Questionnaire

1

Face to face
semi-structured
interview

2

1

3

4

15mins

A brief telephone questionnaire will ask participants to indicate whether they have
had contact with birth family and if so what arrangements are, or have been, in
place for this. Responses to the questionnaire will be used to profile contact
experiences across the sample. Informed verbal consent will be obtained prior to
completing the questionnaire. Participants will have received an information pack
in advance of the telephone call with an option to contact the researcher if they do
not wish to participate in the study. The telephone questionnaire will ask
respondents whether they would be willing to participate in an interview. The
questionnaire responses will by used to group potential interview participants
according to contact type so that equal numbers of participants with direct contact,
indirect contact and no contact experience can be selected for interview.

11/2
hours

Adoptive parents will be interviewed in their own home or a mutually agreed
neutral venue. In two parent families the adoptive mother and father will be invited
to participate jointly in the interview. Each interview will last approximately 1 1/2
hours. A common interview schedule, constructed of open-ended, non-leading
questions and prompts focused on broad subject areas, will be used for each
participant, however interviews will remain flexible to allow participants to raise
issues of importance to themselves.
I am a qualified social worker with 10 years experience of working in child
protection, family support and adoption services. The communication, interviewing
and facilitation skills developed through my social work experience, in particular of
working with birth and adoptive parents, should usefully transfer to the research
interview context. In September 2008 I completed a Masters in Research Methods
which included an advanced module in qualitative research. In June 2009 I
completed a two day training programme at Dublin City University on using
Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis which included training on designing
schedules and appropriate interview techniques. As an occassional assistant to
the Care Pathways and Outcomes research team I have had opportunity to
observe a number of research interviews with children and carers.

A21. How long do you expect each participant to be in the study in total?

It is anticipated that all interviews with particpants will be completed within 6 months of their first contact with the study.
Those who wish to be kept informed of the outcomes will receive a summary of findings approximately one year later.
Date: 18/01/2010
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Time required of each participant will be approximately 15minutes to complete the telephone questionnaire and 1 /1/2
hours of direct interview, plus approximately 15 minutes of arranging and preparing for interview.

A22. What are the potential risks and burdens for research participants and how will you minimise them?

For all studies, describe any potential adverse effects, pain, discomfort, distress, intrusion, inconvenience or changes
to lifestyle. Only describe risks or burdens that could occur as a result of participation in the research. Say what steps
would be taken to minimise risks and burdens as far as possible.
The personal and sensitive nature of the topics under investigation has the potential to be unsettling to participants, or
undermining of their confidence and self-esteem. To minimise this risk participants will be told, prior to the interview,
the broad subject areas that it is hoped to explore, and it will be made clear to them that they are under no obligation
to divulge any information that they consider to be too sensitive or personal. They will also be told at the start that they
can take a pause, or stop the interview at any time.
As a trained social worker with 10 years experience of working with families in need and adoptive families, I have
some expertise in interviewing people on personal topics. This, along with the supervision process, will help ensure
that the research interviews are conducted in as competent and sensitive way possible.

A23. Will interviews/ questionnaires or group discussions include topics that might be sensitive, embarrassing or
upsetting, or is it possible that criminal or other disclosures requiring action could occur during the study?

0 Yes

O No

If Yes, please give details of procedures in place to deal with these issues:
Discussion of sensitive topics
This study will explore participants' experiences of parenting their adopted child and will therefore touch on subjects
that are of a personal and sensitive nature. The interviews therefore have the potential to be unsettling, upsetting or
undermining of participant's self-confidence. Potential participants will receive detailed information on the study to
allow them to make an informed choice about whether they wish to participate. This information will include the
broad subject areas that it is hoped to explore during the interview and will make clear that they are under no
obligation to divulge or discuss anything that they consider too sensitive or personal.
It will be made clear at the start of the interview that participants can take a pause or stop the interview at any time. I
will also continuously monitor for possible signs of distress and periodically ask participants if they are happy to
continue. If a participant becomes upset then the interview will be stopped and the voice recorder switched off. The
participant will be given time to compose themselves then given the choice to either resume or terminate the
interview at that point.
If difficult or unsettling issues emerge during the interview, adoptive parents may require additional support, or wish
to explore some matters further. A list of potentially useful supports will be given to all participants that will include
contact details for for the HSC Trust local collaborator, who will be an adoption social worker or manager, and for
voluntary support organisations including Adopt, Adoption UK and BAAF Northern Ireland.
The participant information sheet and interview schedule, along with draft correspondence to participants, have been
reviewed, for their sensitivity and appropriateness, by adoptive parents involved in Adoption UK.
As a trained social worker with 10years experience working with families in need and adoptive families, I have some
expertise in interviewing people on personal topics, and in assisting people to identify and access appropriate
supports. Additionally, I plan to conduct a small number of pilot interviews with adoptive parents who have
volunteered to assist in this way. This, along with the supervision process, will help ensure that I conduct the
research interviews in as competent and sensitive way possible.
I have recently completed training on all aspects of using IRA as a method, including designing and conducting
interviews, which will help ensure that the data collection will be appropriate to meet the research aims.
Participants will be given contact details for myself and my supervisor, and will be encouraged to make contact
should they have any queries or concerns about the conduct of the interviews, or the research in general.
Child Protection
It is possible that in the course of the study information may be disclosed that causes me to be concerned for the
safety or welfare of a child. While participants will be assured that their confidentiality and privacy will be respected at
all stages of the research, it will also be made clear from the outset that if I have any concerns about the safety or
well-being of a child I may have an obligation under the Children (Nl) Order 1995 to report this to my supervisor and,
if necessary to social services.
Having worked for 10 years as a social worker and senior social worker in child protection and family support in the
Belfast Trust, I have a sensitivity to the safeguarding of children's welfare and familiarity with the management of risk
to children. Additionally I will have access, via my supervisor, to the supports available to the Care Pathways and
Outcomes research team. The Pathways team have, following the guidance of the Area Child Protection
Committee's Regional Policy and Procedures, established a child protection and welfare panel which is composed
of a number of social work professionals teaching within the school of Sociology, Social Policy and Social Work,
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QUB, each of whom has a particular expertise in the area of child protection and welfare. If I have concerns regarding
the welfare of a child, and where there are no immediate child protection issues, I will discuss these immediately
with my supervisor who will in turn take advice from the panel as to the most appropriate course of action to be taken.

A24. What is the potential for benefit to research participants?

This study will give adoptive parents opportunity to share their own perspective on post-adoption contact and the
experience of parenting an adopted child within the context of current adoption policy and practice. This is a concrete
acknowledgement that what they have to say is important and is viewed as such.
Pariticipation in the research may also act as a catalyst for more discussion between adoptive mothers and fathers,
and with their children, about adoption-related issues. Greater openness about adoption is generally regarded to
foster strong positive relationships between adoptive parents and children.
In more indirect terms, participation by adoptive parents in this research will help ensure that their voice contributes to
informing policy makers and that decision making about adoption policy and practice is informed by contemporary
Nothern Irish research.

A26. What are the potential risks for the researchers themselves? (if any)

Interviews with adoptive parents will be conducted by myself alone in their own home or at a mutually acceptable
neutral venue. In order to ensure my safety, while at the same time protecting participant confidentiality, I will provide my
supervisor with the time, date and venue of all sheduled interviews and contact him by text message on my return.
Fortnightly academic supervision meetings will provide an opportunity to discuss any isses or difficulties arising from
the interviews.

'

' $

A27-1. How will potential participants, records or samples be identified? Who will carry this out and what resources will
be used?For example, identification may involve a disease register, computerised search of GP records, or review of

medical records. Indicate whether this will be done by the direct healthcare team or by researchers acting under
arrangements with the responsible care organisation(s).
Participants will be recruited from the adoptive parents of 85 adopted children whose placement histories have been
tracked through the Care Pathways and Outcomes Study conducted by the Institute of Child Care Research at Queen’s
University(McSherry et al, 2008), but who have had no direct involvement at any stage with the Pathways study.
The process of identifying and recruiting participants is as follows:
Social Services will act as the gate keepers in relation to initial contacts with the adoptive parents. A coding system has
been established by the Pathways Research team that will allow Social Services to identify the families involved. In
each of the HSC Trusts a local collaborator, who will be an adoption social worker or social work manager, will retrieve
identifying information from the adoption social work case file. A letter containing introductory information about the
study will be sent to potential participants via the local collaborator. Participants who wish to take part in the study do
not need to do anything in response to this letter. Those who do not wish to take part will have a two week period in
which to indicate by email, text message, telephone call or letter, to the local collaborator, that they do not want their
contact details to be given to me. After the specified two week period, the local collaborator will give me the names,
addresses and telephone numbers of all those adoptive parents who have not requested otherwise.
Letters to potential participants will specify that receipt of information about the study in no way obligates them to take
part, and that their decision about participation will have no impact on their eligibility to services from the HSC Trust.
I will send an invitation letter and participant information sheet to all potential participants whose names and
addresses I receive. Adoptive parents who receive this communication, and who wish to participate in the telephone
questionnaire, need do nothing at this stage. I will make contact with them by telephone after a two week period in
order to complete the telephone questionnaire, as specified in the invitation letter.
Those who receive the letter and information sheet, and who do not want to take part in the study, will be given
instructions on how to contact me by telephone, text message, email or letter, to indicate that they want no further
involvement.
Participants who complete the telephone questionnaire will be grouped according to type of contact experienced i.e.
direct contact, indirect contact or no contact. Equal numbers from each group will be randomly selected to be invited to
participate in an interview. Interviews will be arranged by telephone, or by email if participants prefer.
Those who are not selected to be invited for interview will be sent a letter explaining the process of selecting an
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appropriate number of interviewees to the study, thanking them for their positive response and offering an option to be
kept informed of the findings.
Participants can choose not to become involved in the study, or to end their involvement with the study at any time. They
will, however be offered 3 explicit opportunities to indicate via telephone call, text message, email or letter, that they do
not wish to take part: 1 - participants receiving the introductory letter will have 2 weeks in which they can contact the
designated social worker prior to their name and address being given to the researcher; 2 - participants who receive
the information pack will have 2 weeks to contact the researcher to prior to being telephoned; 3 - participants who
complete the telephone questionnaire can indicate that they do not wish to participate in an interview.
Informed consent to the research will be sought prior to the collection of any data. This will be done verbally prior to
completion of the telephone questionnaire, and in writing prior to the semi-structured interview.
The Research Protocol contains a flowchart which outlines this recruitment process and anticipated timescales.

A27-2. Will the identification of potential participants involve reviewing or screening the identifiable personal
information of patients, service users or any other person?

O Yes

<♦> No

Please give details below:
Potential participants will be selected from a sub-sample of children whose care histories have been tracked by the
Care Pathways and Outcomes research team via soscare downloads but who have had no direct contact with that
study. The Pathways research team have established a coding system that anonymises the the identifiable personal
information of these families. Initial identification of potential participants will be undertaken by a designated adoption
social worker, or social work manager, in each of the HSC Trusts who will send out introductory letters allowing
recipients to opt out of the study. I will be given identifiable information, in the form of names, addresses and telephone
numbers, of potential participants only once this initial contact has been made and the opt-out period is over. I will have
access via the Pathways research to background information such as reason for child's admission to care, number of
care placements, age when adopted etc. presented in tabulated form. I will not have access to case records or other
personal information.

A28. Will any participants be recruited by publicity through posters, leaflets, adverts or websites?

O Yes

£ No

A29. How and by whom will potential participants first be approached?

Social Services will act as the gate keepers in relation to initial contacts with the adoptive parents.
A coding system has been established by the Pathways Research team that will allow Social Services to identify the
families involved. In each of the HSC Trusts a local collaborator, who will be an adoption social worker or social work
manager, will retrieve identifying information from the adoption social work case file. A letter containing introductory
information about the study will be sent to potential participants via the local collaborator. Participants who wish to take
part in the study do not need to do anything in response to this letter. Those who do not wish to take part will have a two
week period in which to indicate by email, text message, telephone call or letter, to the local collaborator, that they do
not want their contact details to be given to me. After the specified two week period, the local collaborator will give me
the names, addresses and telephone numbers of all those adoptive parents who have not requested otherwise.
Letters to potential participants will specify that receipt of information about the study in no way obligates them to take
part, and that their decision about participation will have no impact on their eligibility to services from the HSC Trust.
I will send an invitation letter and participant information sheet to all potential participants whose names and
addresses I receive.

A30-1. Will you obtain informed consent from or on behalf of research participants?

■:♦> Yes

Q No

If you will be obtaining consent from adult participants, please give details of who will take consent and how it will be
done, with details of any steps to provide information (a written information sheet, videos, or interactive material).
Arrangements for adults unable to consent for themselves should be described separately in Part B Section 6, and for
children in Part B Section 7.
If you plan to seek informed consent from vulnerable groups, say how you will ensure that consent is voluntary and
fully informed.
Consent will be informed by providing potential participants with an information sheet two weeks before completion
of the telephone questionnaire. The information sheet will provide full and comprehensive information about what the
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study aims to achieve, what will be expected from participants in terms of time commitment and personal disclosure,
what will happen to the data, and procedures in place for maintaining confidentiality. The potential value of the study
will be highlighted to participants in order to encourage them to take part. They will be given a copy of the Care
Pathways and Outcomes Study report for parents to demonstrate how this study fits into that research, and how the
participation of other adoptive parents has been utilised. Care will be taken not to exaggerate the significance of this
study, and it will be made clear that there is personal gain for the researcher in the form of achieving a Phd.
Participants will be informed that in addition to a university thesis, their data may be subsequently used in published
journal articles or books, or for training of adoption practitioners.
Participants will be informed that once they agree to take part in the study they can subsequently withdraw without
needing to provide a reason. It will also be made clear that their decision to participate, or not, will in no way affect
their access or eligibility to supports or services.
Stage 1 of the research is a telephone call to administer a brief questionnaire profiling contact arrangements. Verbal
consent will be obtained before asking the questions. Potential participants will have had opportunity to opt-out of
receiving this telephone call.
Stage 2 is an interview, and written consent will be otained immediately prior to the interview. The consent form will be
read through with participants and will be designed to check that they have read and understood the information
provided on the study and to allow any queries to be discussed prior to commencing the interview.
If you are not obtaining consent, please explain why not.
Please enclose a copy of the information sheet(s) and consent form(s).

A30-2. Will you record informed consent (or advice from consultees) in writing?

0 Yes

No

A31. How long will you allow potential participants to decide whether or not to take part?

Participants can choose not to become involved in the study, or to end their involvement with the study at any time. They
will, however be offered 3 explicit opportunities to indicate via telephone call, text message, email or letter, that they do
not wish to take part: 1 - participants receiving the introductory letter will have 2 weeks in which they can contact the
designated social worker prior to their name and address being given to the researcher; 2 - participants who receive
the information pack will have 2 weeks to contact the researcher to prior to being telephoned; 3 - participants who
complete the telephone questionnaire can indicate that they do not wish to participate in an interview.
Informed consent to the research will be sought prior to the collection of any data. This will be done verbally prior to
completion of the telephone questionnaire, and in writing prior to the semi-structured interview.
The Research Protocol contains a flowchart which outlines this recruitment process and anticipated timescales.

A33-1. What arrangements have been made for persons who might not adequately understand verbal explanations or
written information given in English, or who have special communication needs?^.^. translation, use of interpreters)

All letters and information in relation to the study have been reviewed by the study supervisor, Dr. Dominic McSherry
who has extensive experience in preparing research materials for parents. They are written in plain, jargon-free
language which should make them easier for adoptive parents to read and understand.
All prospective participants will have undergone the adoption assessment process in Northern Ireland and are
therefore likely to be comfortable communicating in English. Where someone indicates that they would like to take part
in an interview and that their first language is not English the practicalities of this will be discussed with them. Whether
to include that person as a participant will be decided on the basis of their own assessment of the likelihood that the
researcher will be able to fully communicate with them. The use of translators will not be practicable as this could
confound the analysis process. IRA, as a method of analysis, involves an intensive examination of the meaning of what
the participant says, and requires the researcher to be able to fully understand the language used.
Where major communication difficulties present themselves at the interview visit, I will ask the adoptive parents to
postpone the interview to allow me to discuss with my supervisor how the difficulties might be overcome.

A35. What steps would you take if a participant, who has given informed consent, loses capacity to consent during the
study? Tick one option only.
(?) The participant and all identifiable data or tissue collected would be withdrawn from the study. Data or tissue which

is not identifiable to the research team may be retained.

O The participant would be withdrawn from the study.
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be retained and used in the study. No further data or tissue would be collected or any other research procedures carried
out on or in relation to the participant.

O The participant would continue to be included in the study.
O Not applicable - informed consent will not be sought from any participants in this research.
Further details:

A36. Will you be undertaking any of the following activities at any stage (including in the identification of potential
participants)?^/^ as appropriate)
□ Access to medical records by those outside the direct healthcare team
| j Electronic transfer by magnetic or optical media, email or computer networks
□ Sharing of personal data with other organisations
□ Export of personal data outside the EEA
fvj Use of personal addresses, postcodes, faxes, emails or telephone numbers
0 Publication of direct quotations from respondents
[j Publication of data that might allow identification of individuals
jvj Use of audio/visual recording devices
[j Storage of personal data on any of the following:
[vi Manual files including X-rays
[ j NHS computers
[

Home or other personal computers

[vj University computers
[ ] Private company computers
[j Laptop computers

Further details:

A38. How will you ensure the confidentiality of personal data?Please provide a general statement of the policy and
procedures for ensuring confidentiality, e.g. anonymisation or pseudonymisation of data.
Each participant will be given a code number which will be used only by myself and the supervisor to identify all data
relating to them. Interviews will by anonymised as they are transcribed, with individuals referred to by their status only,
e.g. adopted child, birth mother. At the writing up stage some selected direct quotes will be used where appropriate,
and pseudonyms will be inserted where this is necessary to allow the material to be easily read. Care will be taken not
to disclose characteristics, events or sequences of events that would lead to participants being identified. In all public
documents data will only be presented in an unattributable or aggregate form.

A40. Who will have access to participants' personal data during the study? Where access is by individuals outside the
direct care team, please justify and say whether consent will be sought.
The names, addresses and telephone numbers of participants will be obtained from Social Services case files by the
designated adoption social worker in each HSC Trust. Potential participants will have an opportunity to refuse their
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contact details being given to me by the designated social worker. Aside from myself these details will be available
only to my supervisor for the purpose of monitoring the research, and ensuring my safety during interviews.

—

—

A43. How long will personal data be stored or accessed after the study has ended?

Q Less than 3 months

O 3-6 months
6-12 months
Q 12 months - 3 years
Over 3 years

If longer than 12 months, please justify:
It is the policy of Queen's University that research data should be retained for 5 years post study, however all personal
information will be destroyed at the end of the study.

A46. Will research participants receive any payments, reimbursement of expenses or any other benefits or incentives
for taking part in this research?

O Yes

0 No

A47. Will individual researchers receive any personal payment over and above normal salary, or any other benefits or
incentives, for taking part in this research?

Yes

>' No

A48. Does the Chief Investigator or any other investigator/collaborator have any direct personal involvement (e.g.
financial, share holding, personal relationship etc.) in the organisations sponsoring or funding the research that may
give rise to a possible conflict of interest?

Yes

#>No

A49-1. Will you inform the participants’ General Practitioners (and/or any other health or care professional responsible
for their care) that they are taking part in the study?

Yes

>} No

If Yes, please enclose a copy of the information sheet/letter for the GP/health professional with a version number and date.

A50. Will the research be registered on a public database?

>:*} Yes

0 No

Please give details, or justify if not registering the research.
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The study is registered with the RCUK Programme of Je-S Projects - project code ES/G039321/1.

A51. How do you intend to report and disseminate the results of the study?T/c/c as appropriate:
[vj Peer reviewed scientific journals
Cl Internal report
|vj Conference presentation
[” Publication on website
□ Other publication
[H Submission to regulatory authorities
[ Access to raw data and right to publish freely by all investigators in study or by Independent Steering Committee
on behalf of all investigators
[

No plans to report or disseminate the results

jvt Other (please specify)
PhD thesis to be read by internal and external examiners and to be made available in the Queens University library.
A summary of findings will be sent to participants.

A53.Will you inform participants of the results?
* Yes

w

No

Please give details of how you will inform participants or justify if not doing so.
The results will be fully written up in the format of a Phd thesis which will be publicly available via the library of Queens
University. A summary of findings will be written and this will be sent to participants.

—

A54. How has the scientific quality of the research been assessed?T/c/r as appropriate:
fl Independent external review
f

Review within a company

[ ] Review within a multi-centre research group
[vj Review within the Chief Investigator's institution or host organisation
| | Review within the research team
jvj Review by educational supervisor

E Other
Justify and describe the review process and outcome. If the review has been undertaken but not seen by the
researcher, give details of the body which has undertaken the review:
The proposal for the study was reviewed by the ESRC and awarded funding within the terms of a CASE Studentship.
A panel of academics from the school of sociology, social policy and social work at Queen's University, reviewed the
study as per the university's differentiation process and gave a favourable opinion and outcome.
The study has been peer reviewed by Dr Karen Winter, Lecturer in Social Work, Queen's University.
For all studies except non-doctoral student research, please enclose a copy of any available scientific critique reports,
together with any related correspondence.
For non-doctoral student research, please enclose a copy of the assessment from your educational supervisor/ institution.

A56. How have the statistical aspects of the research been re vie wed ?T/c/( as appropriate:
[ j Review by independent statistician commissioned by funder or sponsor
r Other review by independent statistician
[

Review by company statistician
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□ Review by a statistician within the Chief Investigator’s institution
L Review by a statistician within the research team or multi-centre group
f~1 Review by educational supervisor
[j Other review by individual with relevant statistical expertise
0 No review necessary as only frequencies and associations will be assessed - details of statistical input not
required
In all cases please give details below of the individual responsible for reviewing the statistical aspects. If advice has
been provided in confidence, give details of the department and institution concerned.

Title Forename/Initials Surname
Department
Institution
Work Address

Post Code
Telephone
Fax
Mobile
E-mail
Please enclose a copy of any available comments or reports from a statistician.

A57. What is the primary outcome measure for the study?
This is primarily a qualitative study.

A58. What are the secondary outcome measures? (77 any)

A59. What is the sample size for the research? How many participants/samples/data records do you plan to study in total?
If there is more than one group, please give further details below.
Total UK sample size:

85

Total international sample size (including UK):
Total in European Economic Area:
Further details:
85 sets of adoptive parents will be sent an introductory letter about the study by the designated social worker. These
are the adoptive parents of 85 adopted children whose placement histories have been tracked through the Care
Pathways and Outcomes Study conducted by the Institute of Child Care Research at Queen’s University(McSherry et al,
2008), but who have had no direct involvement at any stage with the Pathways study.
A telephone questionnaire will be completed with all those who are willing to be included at this initial stage. This will
be designed to profile contact arrangements across the sample. On the basis of this, all participants who are
agreeable to being interviewed will be organised into three groupings according to contact type i.e. direct contact,
indirect contact and no contact. 10 sets of adoptive parents from each group (30 in total) will be selected to be
interviewed. Where there are more that 10 potential particpants in a group this will be a random selection.
In two parent families both adoptive mother and father will be interviewed jointly. This potentially increases the number
of participants interviewed to 60. However, it is acknowledged that in some families it will not be possible to interview
both parents.

A60. How was the sample size decided upon? If a formal sample size calculation was used, indicate how this was done,
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giving sufficient information to justify and reproduce the calculation.
The sampling, data collection and analysis are all designed around the methodological framework of Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith, Jarman and Osborn, 1999), which is concerned with the individual’s
subjective report of the phenomenon under examination, seeking to understand experience from the participants’ point
of view. This involves a very intensive and fine-grained analysis of interview data. A sample size of 30 is in keeping with
the idiographic commitment of IPA, and will facilitate the level of analysis required by the method. The sample size
follows a trend in IPA research where numbers of participants range from one to thirty (Brocki and Wearden, 2006) with
a mean number of fifteen.

A61. Will participants be allocated to groups at random?

O Yes

(?) No

A62. Please describe the methods of analysis (statistical or other appropriate methods, e.g. for qualitative research) by
which the data will be evaluated to meet the study objectives.

The sampling, data collection and analysis are designed around the methodological framework of Interpretative
Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) (Smith, Jarman and Osborn, 1999), which has its theoretical foundations in both
phenomenology and hermeneutics (Eatough and Smith, 2008). IPA is concerned with the individual’s subjective report
of the phenomenon under examination, seeking to understand experience from the participants’ point of view.
Language is taken to be a conventionalised expression of experience, and interpretation of a spoken or written account
provides the researcher with a means to share that experience (Willig, 2001).
A clear audit trail will be maintained that makes transparent the process of interpretation and analysis from the original
account and allows others, including the thesis supervisors, to confirm whether the understanding and conclusions
proposed are credible. The extensive use of verbatim extracts in the writing-up will ground the analysis in the data and
provide a level of ’thick description’ (Bryman, 2004) upon which the reader can base their assessment of the
interpretations offered. These measures will help ensure that the research is credible, transferable and dependable
(Guba and Lincoln, 1994).

A63. Other key investigators/collaborators. Please include all grant co-applicants, protocol co-authors and other key

members of the Chief Investigator’s team, including non-doctora! student researchers.

Title Forename/Initials Surname
Mrs Frances
Nicholson
Post

Director BAAF Northern Ireland

Qualifications
Employer

British Association for Adoption and Fostering

Work Address

BAAFNI
Botanic House, 1-5 Botanic Avenue
Belfast

Post Code

BT7 1JG

Telephone

(028) 90315 494

Fax
Mobile
Work Email

northern.ireland@baaf.org.uk

A64-1. Sponsor
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Appendix 4 - Protocol for home visits
Researcher Safety

In order to ensure the safety of the researcher, while at the same time protecting
participant confidentiality, the study supervisor should be informed of the date, time and
venue of all scheduled interviews with participants. The researcher should contact the
supervisor by phone or text message on leaving the interview venue.
If the researcher feels uncomfortable, threatened or endangered in any interview situation,
the interview should be terminated. The interviewer should inform the study supervisor
and file and incident report.
Support for the Researcher

Fortnightly academic supervision meetings will provide an opportunity to discuss any issues
or difficulties arising from the interviews. The researcher will have access to consultation
and advice from the members of the Care Pathways and Outcomes research team.
Responding to a Situation of Risk or Disclosure

While participants will be assured that their confidentiality and privacy will be respected at
all stages of the research, it will also be made clear at the start of the interview that if the
researcher has any concerns about the safety or well-being of a child they may have an
obligation under the Children (Nl) Order 1995 to report this to the study supervisor and, if
necessary, to social services. If, during the course of the interview, there is disclosure of
information that indicates risk to a child, the researcher must respond to the participant in
a non-judgemental and non-threatening manner and refrain from asking leading questions.
The participant should be informed that the information will be discussed with the study
supervisor who will advise on the most appropriate course of action.
Immediate action should be taken if the researcher finds children alone and unsupervised
or in the care of an inebriated parent or parents. The researcher should contact the local
HSC Trust social work child protection team and/or PSNI child welfare unit. If the
researcher requires advice as to whether a concern requires immediate action, they should
contact the study supervisor, or the child protection advisor to the Care Pathways and
Outcomes Study, Dr John Devaney for advice on how best to proceed. The researcher
should ensure that they bring the relevant telephone numbers with them to the interview.
The researcher should complete an incident report on leaving the interview. The child
protection panel for the Care Pathways and Outcomes Study should be informed of the
details of the disclosure or incident and provided with a copy of the incident report.
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Appendix 5 - Participant invitation letter
Queens University headed paper

Institute of Child Care Research
Queen’s University Belfast
6 College Park
Belfast BT7 1LP
Tel:07816674052
amacdonald06@qub.ac.uk

21st July, 2010
Dear Mr and Mrs,
I am writing to invite you to take part in a research study
entitled 'Post-Adoption Contact and Adoptive Parent’s Experiences of Parenthood’,
which I am carrying out as a PhD student at the Institute of Child Care Research,
Queen’s University, Belfast. The purpose of this study is to find out about your
experiences as an adoptive parent and, in particular, your perspective on post
adoption birth family contact. I am interested in comparing the experiences of
adoptive parents who have had a variety of contact arrangements including letter
contact, face-to-face meetings and no contact with members of their child’s birth
family.
The research involves a telephone call to complete a brief questionnaire asking
whether you have ever had contact with your child’s birth family and, if so, what the
arrangements have been for this. You may then be invited to take part in an
interview to discuss, in more detail, your experiences as an adoptive parent.
You are under no obligation to take part in this research. If you do choose to take
part, you can withdraw at any time without having to give a reason. Your identity will
be kept confidential throughout. Before you decide, it is important to understand why
the research is being done and what it will involve. Therefore, please take time to
read the enclosed information sheet carefully.
If you would like to take part you do not have to do anything at this stage. I will
telephone you within the next few weeks to complete a short questionnaire. If you
like you can send me an email or text message letting me know when would be a
convenient time to call you.
If you do not wish to take part in the research please let me know by telephoning me
or sending me an email, letter or text message. My contact details are at the top of
this letter.
I would value your participation in this research, as your contribution will assist with
the development of a better understanding of the effect of contact on adoptive
families. The information gathered during this research will be written into a PhD
thesis which will help inform future policy and practice in relation to post-adoption
contact.
Thank you for taking the time to consider this information.
Yours Sincerely,
Mandi MacDonald
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Appendix 6 - Participant information sheet
Queens University Headed Paper
1.

What is the purpose of this study?

The purpose of this study is to understand contemporary adoption, and in
particular the growing practice of birth family contact, from the perspective of
adoptive parents. I aim to explore what effect post-adoption contact has on
adoptive parenting and on children in early adolescence. I am interested in
comparing the experiences of adoptive parents who have experienced direct,
indirect, or no birth family contact.
2.

Why have I been invited to take part?

You have been invited to participate in this research because you have adopted a
child who is now aged between 10 and 15 years. You have been selected from a
group of adoptive parents whose adopted child was under 5 years old and in care
in Northern Ireland on 31st March 2000. I am interested in finding out about your
experiences as an adoptive parent, your views on birth family contact and what
you perceive to be the benefits and dilemmas associated with contact, or lack of
contact, for you and your child.
3.

Who is conducting the research?

My name is Mandi MacDonald. I am a PhD student based at the Institute of Child
Care Research, Queen's University Belfast. Until recently I worked as a Senior Social
Worker in the Permanence and Adoption Team of the Belfast HSC Trust.
The research is supervised by Dr Dominic McSherry, Senior Research Fellow at the
Institute of Child Care Research at QUB, and by the director of BAAF Northern
Ireland. The research is jointly funded by the Economic and Social Research
Council, the British Association for Adoption and Fostering, and the Research and
Development Office.
4.

Do I have to take part?

No, it is up to you to decide whether or not to take part. If you do, you will be given
this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent form. If you do not
want to take part you can let me know by telephoning me or sending me a text
message or email.
If you do want to take part you do not have to do anything at this stage. I will
contact you by telephone within the next few weeks to answer any queries you
may have about the research, to ask you to complete a short questionnaire. If you
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are willing to be interviewed in more detail I will arrange a convenient time to visit
you.
When I visit you I will go through this information sheet with you, and ask you to
sign a consent form to show that you understand what is involved in the study and
have agreed to take part.
You are still free to withdraw at any time, and without giving a reason.
5.

What will I have to do?

Initially you will be asked to complete a short telephone questionnaire. I will ask
you over the phone whether you have ever had any form of contact with your
child's birth family, and if so, what arrangements have been in place for this
contact.
You will be asked if you would be willing for me to visit you to interview you in
more detail about your experience as an adoptive parent. You do not have to agree
to an interview.
In order for the research to be useful, it is important that I interview a large
number of adoptive parents. It may not be possible, however for me to interview
everyone who wishes to take part. If this is the case I will randomly select people to
interview.
If you agree to take part in the interview, this will take place in your own home (or
another location of your preference), and at a time that suits you. The interview
will last approximately one hour in which you will be invited to talk about your
motivation to adopt; how you have found the experience of being an adoptive
parent; any contact you have had with your child's birth family; how you have
found talking to your child about adoption and their birth family history. You will be
free to pause or stop the interview at any time.
With your prior consent the interview will be recorded and transcribed in order to
ensure that I have an accurate record of all that you tell me for analysis.
6.

What are the possible benefits of taking part?

The research provides you with an opportunity to contribute to a process of
sharing knowledge of what it is like to parent an adopted child within the context
of current adoption policy, and to assist with the development of a better
understanding of the effect of contact on adoptive families. The information
gathered during this research will be written into a thesis which leads to the award
of a PhD degree. This thesis will be publicly available to academics and students via
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the Queen's University library. The findings may also be disseminated to
professionals and policy makers in this field, though a number of published papers
and training seminars. In this way, your contribution will help inform future policy
and practice developments in relation to the assessment of children's contact
needs and supports for adoptive families.
7.

What are the possible disadvantages of taking part?

I am aware that the interview may touch on areas that are difficult or sensitive for
you. If there are certain questions that you do not wish to answer, that is fine. You
will be free to skip any questions, and to pause or stop the interview at any time.
Every care will be taken to ensure that you are comfortable with the content and
conduct of the interview.
8.

What if there is a problem?

Any concerns you may have about the study, or how you have been dealt with, can
be raised and addressed at any time. In the first instance, you can contact me
directly to discuss your concerns. Alternatively, you can contact my supervisor, Dr
Dominic McSherry. You can find our contact details at the end of this information
sheet. If, after speaking with me or my supervisor, you remain concerned or
unhappy, and wish to complain formally, you can contact Prof Geraldine
MacDonald, Director of the Institute of Child Care Research, (Queen's University
Belfast,

6

College

Park,

Belfast,

BT7

IIP,

028

9097

1489,

gera Idine.macdona Id (5)qub.ac.uk).
9.

What will happen if I don't want to carry on with the study?

Your participation in this study is voluntary. You can withdraw from the study at
any time without giving a reason. If you do withdraw I will destroy any information
I might have gathered from you. Whether or not you take part will not affect any
services that you or your child receives.
10. Will my participation in this study be kept confidential?

All information gathered in the course of the research will be kept strictly
confidential. However, if you disclose anything during the interview that indicates
that a child may be at risk or involved in harmful activity, I will be obliged to discuss
this with my supervisor and to pass this information on to the relevant authority. If
this situation arises, I will talk with you about this first to discuss what will happen.
The recording of your interview will be anonymised as it is transcribed. The
recording of your interview will then be deleted from the portable recording device
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and stored securely on the password protected Queen's University computing
network, along with the transcript and all other project data. Relevant sections of
the recording and interview transcript may be looked at by research supervisors,
who also have a duty to ensure your confidentiality is maintained.
All your information will be stored securely, and anonymised so that only myself
and my supervisor will be aware of your identity and personal details. The findings
of the study will be written up in such a way as to prevent any individual or family
being identified in the final thesis and any subsequent papers or training materials.
The anonymised data will be retained for two years and then destroyed in
accordance with the Queen's University Data Disposal Policy. The procedures for
handling, processing, storage and destruction of data gathered in this study are
compliant with the Data Protection Act 1998, and the Queen's University Data
Protection Policy.
11. What will happen to the results of the study?

The anonymised data will be used to produce a thesis on which I will be examined
and, if successful, awarded a PhD degree by Queen's University. This thesis will be
publicly available to academics and students via the Queen's University library.
Associated papers will be presented to peer reviewed journals, and may be
disseminated at conferences, workshops and training seminars with relevant
professionals and policy makers, and adoption support groups in Northern Ireland.
A summary of research findings will be prepared for participants and sent to you.
You will not be identified in any publication unless you have explicitly consented to
this.
12. Who has reviewed the study?

The research has been reviewed and given approval by, the Office for Research
Ethics Committees (ORECNI).
13. How can I contact the researcher and supervisor?

You can contact me or my supervisor by telephone or email.
Mandi

MacDonald

by

telephone

(07816674052)

or

email:

amacdonald06(5)qub.ac-uk.
Dr

Dominic

McSherry

by

telephone

(028

9097

5980)

or

email:

dominic.mcsherry@qub.ac.uk.
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Appendix 7 - Telephone Survey Questionnaire
Consent
Have you read and understood the information sheet about this study sent to you on (date)?
Yes / No
Do you have any further questions you would like to ask about the study?
Yes / No
Do you agree to complete this telephone questionnaire about post-adoption contact?
Yes / No

Ql. Have you ever had any form of contact with any member of your adopted child's birth family?
Yes / No
Q2. Who have you had contact with?
Birth mother
Birth father
Paternal
Aunts/ uncles
Maternal
siblings
grandparents
grandparents

Q3. What form of contact has this been, and how often has it taken place?
Birth
Birth
Paternal
Maternal
siblings
mother
father
grandparents
grandparents
Exchange of
letters
Telephone
calls
Face to face
meetings

Aunts/uncles

Q4. What form of contact do you have now and how often does this take place? (indicate frequency
in the grid e.g. 'quarterly').
Birth
Birth
Aunts/uncles
Maternal
Paternal
siblings
mother
father
grandparents
grandparents
Exchange of
letters
Telephone
calls
Face to face
meetings
Q5. Does your adopted child take part in the contact?
Yes / No / Sometimes
Please
comment......................................................................................................................
Q6. Who takes primary responsibility for arranging the contact?
Adoptive parent / birth relative / social services / other
Q7. Do Social Services assist in any way with the contact?
Yes / No
Comment,
Would you be agreeable to participate in an interview at a later date to discuss your experiences of
adoption and contact in more detail?
Yes / No
Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire.
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Appendix 8 - Consent to interview form
Queens University
Belfast
Participant Identification Number:

CONSENT FORM
Title of Project: Post-Adoption Contact and Adoptive Parents’
Experiences of Parenthood
Name of Researcher: Mandi MacDonald

Please initial box
1. I confirm that I have read and understand the informadon sheet
dated..........................
(version........... ) for the above study. I have had the
opportunity to consider the information, ask questions and have had these answered
satisfactorily.
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any
time, without giving
yving :any reason, and without affecting any services that I, or my child,
receive.

□

3. I understand that relevant sections of any data collected during the study may be
looked at by research supervisors, and that information gathered will be stored securely,
coded anonymously and presented in aggregate form so that I will not be recognised
from it. I understand that all information which is gathered during the course of the
research will be kept strictly confidential unless child protection, issues arise.
(If you disclose anything during the interview that indicates that a child is at risk of,
or involved in, harmful activity, we will be obliged to pass this information on to the
relevant authority. If this situation arises we will talk to you first and discuss what
will happen.)
' □
4.

I understand that the researchers will be writing down what I say and/or tape

recording the discussion.
5.

I agree to take part in the above study.

Name of Participant

Researcher

Date

Date Signature

Signature

Appendix 9 - Interview Guide
Semi-Structured Interview Schedule

The purpose of the interview will be to facilitate and encourage the participants to reflect
upon and talk about their experiences as fully as they wish. In order to keep the interviews
focused on the research topic a common interview schedule will be followed for each
participant. This schedule is constructed of open-ended, non-leading questions and
prompts focused on broad subject areas. However, since the focus is on the individual, and
since participants will differ in their experiences, the interview schedule should be used
flexibly to allow participants to raise issues of importance to him or herself, but not
previously thought of by the researcher. For each topic the participants will be encouraged
to reflect on how their views and experiences have changed over time.
Topic 1: Motivation to Adopt / Satisfaction with Adoption

Question. Can you tell me how you came to adopt (child's name).
Probes: Why did you want to adopt?
Q. Has the experience of adoption been as you had expected?
P. What did you anticipate it would be like?
P. In what way has your experience differed from what you were expecting?
Q. On a time line, can you highlight some key moments since you adopted (child's name)?
(The participant will be asked to draw a line that represents the period of time
from the beginning of the adoption until the present, to be used as an aid to recollection
and discussion of important events and the process of change.)
P. What have been the positive experiences?
P. Have there been times that have been more difficult?
Q. How do your parents, siblings and friends relate to (child's name)?
P. How do you think they view him/her?
P. Has their relationship with him/her changed over the years?
Topic 2: Development of Parent/Child Relationship - Bonding / Attachment

Q. When I say the word bonding - how would you describe what that means?
Q. How would you describe your bond with (child's name)?
P. Do you think there is anything that has helped you feel more bonded to your
child/ has been good for your relationship with him/her? Highlight any events on the time
line.
P. Has there been anything that has inhibited the development of your relationship
with him/her?
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Q. How would you describe (child's name) attachment to you or relationship with
you?
P. Has there been anything that has helped or hindered the development of a
secure attachment to you? Highlight any key events on the time line.
Topic 3: Contact

Q: Can you tell me about any contact you have with (child's) birth family?
P. What arrangements for contact were agreed when (child's name) was placed
with you?
P. What are the arrangements now?
P. Can you indicate on the time line how the arrangements have changed, and
why?
Topic 4: Birth Family

Q. Can you tell me about your child's birth family?
P. When you think about birth family members, how do you feel?
P. How has your view of the birth family changed over the years?
Q. What do you think (child) thinks about their birth family? Has this changed as they have
got older?
Q. What role, if any, do you feel birth family members have in (child's) life? Has this
changed as they have got older?
Q. How do you feel that your contact/lack of contact has influenced your view, and your
child's view, of the birth family?
TopicS: Talking about adoption.

Q. How have you explained adoption to (child's name)?
P. What sort of questions has your child asked about their adoption or birth family
and how have you answered these?
P. How has your contact/lack of contact helped or hindered you in talking to
(child's name) about their adoption?
Topic 6: Concept of Parenthood

Q. How would you describe what an adoptive parent is or does?
Q. Do you feel that your contact/lack of contact with the birth family has had any bearing
on your sense of parenthood? In what way?
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Appendix 10 - Literature review search strategy
Literature review on adopters' experience of parenthood

OED definition of 'parenthood' - the state of being a parent and the responsibilities
involved.
Search and review strategies will follow Higgins and Pinkerton's (1998) six steps to a
rigorous literature review.
Clarification of purpose

Q. What is the contribution of this review to achieving the aim of the research?
A. Awareness of what others' have written about adoptive parents' experience of
parenthood will contribute to an understanding of this phenomenon.
Key concepts, models and theories will help order and inform the interpretative stage of
the analysis.
Q. What is the primary focus of the review?
A. to gain a comprehensive understanding of how adoptive parenthood is described,
conceptualised and theorised in existing academic literature. To focus in particular,but not
exclusively, on the UK context.
Search strategy

Four types of literature will be included: theoretical, research, policy and practice (Wallace
and Wray, 2011).
There is a body of biographical and autobiographical literature by adoptees, adopters and
birth family. This gives an insight into the experience of adoptive parenthood that this
review will miss, however to synthesise this literature into a review of research, theory and
policy would constitute a separate study and is beyond the scope of this work.
Policy, legislation and cultural expectations shape the experience and meaning of adoption.
Because all participants represent UK domestic adoptions only policy and legislation
relating to this context will be reviewed. There may be aspects of adoptive parenthood that
are common across domestic, and international adoption, and across different countries.
The state and tasks of adoptive parenthood are similar in transnational adoptions, but the
process of creating a replica of a biological family is complicated when the 'difference'
between the adoptive parents and their child is, in many cases, immediately obvious, since
they tend also to be transracial' and the tension between 'real' family and 'adoptive' family
is intensified by issues of racial identity (Yngvesson, 2007). Yngvesson notes anecdotal
evidence of increasing numbers of international adoptions where there is a meeting with
birth parents and that has, in some cases, has evolved into ongoing contact and
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relationship with various birth kin. Therefore, research and papers that seek to illuminate
and theorise about the more universal aspects of adoptive parenthood will be reviewed.
Texts that deal exclusively with kin adoption i.e. grandparent or step parent adoptions, will
not be included and I acknowledge that this is based on an assumption that kin adoption
leads to a different experience of adoptive parenthood, particularly in relation to contact
with birth family as the nature, meaning and significance of pre-adoptive relationships with
birth parents are likely to be very different.
Only literature relating to non-kin adoptions will be included.

Include

Exclude

written in English

Not available in English

-non-kin adoption

-step-parent adoption
-kinship adoption

Theoretical and research papers and books

Non- peer reviewed papers

Uk policy documents

International policy

Books and peer reviewed papers reporting on

International practice literature

UK practice
-'grey literature' written in Uk

International 'grey' literature
Newspaper,

magazine or other journalistic

articles
? books and articles written to advise and

Fictional and biographical or autobiographical

support adoptive parents - UK only

accounts of adoption

Topics and keywords:
Adoptive parenting

Child outcomes

Adoptive kinship

Child focused papers

Adoptive family life and relationships

Child well-being

Adopter well-being

Adoptee's experience

Adoption support

Critical synopsis

Higgins and Pinkerton suggest using a proforma for critically reviewing and extracting
information from individual texts to ensure standardisation and comprehensive coverage
of the studies. Wallace and Wray's (2011) format for Critical Synopsis will be used for this.
This includes the following series of questions that will be asked of each text:
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Why am I reading this? What are the authors trying to do? What are the authors saying
that is relevant to what I am trying to find out? How convincing is what the authors are
saying? What use can I make of this?
Where to search?

Online search for journal articles (via QUB library electronic resources) in the following
databases:
Keyword, title and abstract searches; adopt* and parent*; adopt* and family*; adopt* and
kin*; adopt* and relations*; adopt* and support; adopt and mother* or father*;
Search for books via www.copac.ac.uk using the above search terms.
Uk government websites and BAAF website for policy documents.
Ask - supervisors, BAAF.
Adoption Research Initiative website.
Web pages of research centres and universities with publications in adoption.
ICAR - international conference on adoption research - search the web pages of delegates
and presenters.
Bibliographies of review articles.
Keep the search updated with zetoc alerts using the above search terms
Searches
18th July 2010

Adopt* and (separately) parent* kin* family* mother* father* in abstract and title and
subject
In ASSIA, JSTOR arts and sciences, social sciences citation indexes, sociological abstracts,
swetswise, medline from 2005
15th May 2013

IBSS; Sociological abstracts, social care online
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Appendix 11 - Pen portraits of participants and their adoption
and contact journeys
Rebecca and Peter

Rebecca and Peter initally fostered their two children, who are birth siblings, on a dual
approved basis. When placed, contact with their birth mother increased from sporadic to
monthly, supervised by a social worker. The post-adoption agreement was for annual faceto-face contact with their birth mother, and this has continued.The activity-based contact is
facilitated by a social worker. Rebecca has chosen to also write the birth mother a letter in
advance of the contact to update her on the children's progress and interests. There was
also an arrangement for three times a year direct contact with an older birth sister who is
fostered, however the foster carer has not responded to recent efforts to arrange this.
They send an annual letter, accompanied by photographs, to paternal grandparents via the
social worker. The children are not aware of this letter contact. The children have had no
form of contact with their birth father since before they were placed with Rebecca and
Peter.

Laura and Kevin

Laura and Kevin initally fostered their two children, birth siblings, on a dual approved basis.
Pre-adoption the contact was weekly with birth parents 'because the plan was for the kids
to go home'. The agreement post-adoption was for face-to-face contact twice per year with
the birth mother. This is based around a family activity with birth mother that Laura and
Kevin arrange and participate in. The family introduced a third contact in the year, at the
birth mother's request, to exchange gifts at Christmas time. There had been a plan for
letterbox contact with the birth father but 'he never took it up'.

Amanda and Arthur

Amanda and Arthur initially fostered their children, who are siblings, on a dual-approved
basis. Pre-adoption they had contact with their birth mother monthly in a family centre.
The post-adoption agreement was for twice-yearly meetings with birth mother which have
continued to be organised with the social worker and accompanied by Amanda. The birth
mother cares for a younger birth brother who is included in the contact. The contact is
activity based and what they do has been altered as the children get older, 'trying to get
something that will accommodate them all'.
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Loretta and Pedar

Deidre was admitted to care at Smooths old and moved to her adoptive home with Loretta
and Pedar aged ISmonths. Weekly contact with birth parents in the intervening months
was arranged 'but they never showed up', so contact was terminated. Deidre has 5 birth
full and half siblings who are all adopted elsewhere. Pedar describes a very complex birth
family configuration with children separated into various placements, with attempts at
contact in a variety of forms with each of them. Two younger siblings are adopted together
and live nearby and the familyhave a close relationship with that family, seeing one
another weekly and holidaying together. There was no formal arrangement for contact
with the other siblings, however recently contact has been made via Facebook, with some
attempted face-to-face contact with Loretta and Pedar's support, but this did not continue
because the relationships were strained because 'they are like strangers'.

Mary and Brendan

Robert was placed with Mary and Brendan on a dual approved basis and was adopted
aged7yrs. Robert has contact with his maternal grandmother who had looked after him for
a period prior to adoption but was unable to continue this kinship placement. The post
adoption agreement was for his grandmother to visit him four times a year. In recent years
she has been accompanied by a variety of birth relatives, 'his half sister, her children, her
half aunties, uncles'. His birth sister communicates with him via text messages. He has no
contact with his birth parents.

Mia and Jack

Willow was placed with Mia and Jack on a short-term fostering basis when she was a baby.
When her care plan was changed to adoption they successfully applied to adopt her. They
have two adult birth children. While Willow was fostered her birth mother and father did
not attend the contact that was arranged for them. Willow meets regularly with her
paternal grandmother and with two of her birth siblings who are adopted nearby and who
attend the same school and leisure activities. An older fostered brother requested contact
with Willow and they agreed to maintain letter box contact with a view to eventually
'taking it further'. However, the letters and photographs they sent were not reciprocated
or replied to, so the contact 'just died a death'. Willow has two younger birth siblings who
were born after she was adopted. She has never met them and has no contact with them,
but the birth grandmother keeps Mia updated on their progress.
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Cora and Jeremy

Cora and Jeremy's two adopted daughters, birth siblings, were initially placed on a dual
approved foster care basis. Prior to living with Jeremy and Cora the children had been in
foster care and the parents did not attend the contact that was arranged. When they
moved to the dual approved placement the birth parents showed a renewed interest in
monthly contact which the couple recount as being very distressing to the children. Post
adoption there was an agreement for letterbox contact but this 'didn't get off the ground'.
The birth parents did not provide the agreed letters and the couple did not pursue this.
Post-adoption there has been no formal contact, but the birth parents live nearby and Cora
has 'bumped into' both the birth mother and father separately on two occasions each. She
has used this accidental contact as an opportunity to give the birth mother a photograph of
the children.

Valerie and Daniel

Valerie and Daniel have adopted two children, Emily and Jack, who are not related by birth.
Emily has no form of contact with her birth family and Jack has an annual meeting with his
birth siblings. Emily was placed in foster care as a new born infant and had no subsequent
contact with her birth mother. Valerie and Daniel sent letters and photographs to her birth
mother via social services for two years after the adoption until social services lost contact
her. They send a letter annually to Jack's birth parents via social services but do not receive
any correspondence in return. They also send annual letters to each sibling but get no
reply. Emily has an older adopted birth sibling whom she has never met, although Valerie
has met the adoptive mother. They have offered Emily the option of telephone, letter or
email contact or to meet up but she has declined this.

Caroline and Chris

Caroline and Chris have two adopted sons, birth siblings, who were placed initially on a
dual approved basis. When the children were first placed they had weekly contact with
birth parents and siblings, which they found distressing. Post-adoption they have had no
birth family contact, a decision based on the birth father's potential for aggression. They
initially sent letters to birth parents via social services but stopped this because they got no
reply. The children have several adopted birth siblings and Caroline tried to maintain
contact with two who were adopted together, but got little response from the other family
'so it just petered out over time'.
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Andrea
Andrea and her husband adopted Graham's two older birth half-sisters before he was born.
He was admitted to care as an infant and had very limited contact with his birth parents
pre-adoption. There is no direct contact and Andrea has met neither parent, but she sends
letters and photographs to the birth mother and the older girls' birth father via the social
worker. This was initially agreed as annual letters and photos but Andrea has increased this
to twice a year. There is no contact with Graham's birth father. The children are aware that
their birth parents would like to meet them and are anxious about the possibility of
accidental contact.

Angela and Pat
Angela

and Pat have adopted two non-related daughters, Brenda and Carrie, both of

whom lived with their birth family prior to being admitted to care at the ages of three and
two years respectively. For both, birth family contact was maintained while they were in
foster care prior to their adoption. Post-adoption they have maintained letter box contact
with both families via social services. When Brenda was aged 10 they were told via a birth
parent's letter about the birth of a younger brother who had been placed for adoption, and
they made contact with his adopters and received a photograph and an agreement that
Brenda could write to him if she wished, although she has not wanted to do so.

Julia

Julia has two adopted daughters, Jessica and Louise, who are birth siblings. While the
children had been fostered, prior to their adoptive placement with Julia and her husband,
they had monthly birth parent contact supervised by a social worker and this continued up
until the adoption order was made. Post-adoption, the direct contact was stopped because
of the negative effect on the child's emotional and behavioural presentation. The post
adoption agreement was for letter contact with their birth mother, and Julia encourages
the children to participate in this. Letters and cards are exchanged twice a year, via social
services, to co-incide with the children's birthdays. When the girls were aged 13 and 15
years old they made contact with their birth mother via Facebook. When Julia discovered
this she arranged for face-to-face contact with the birth mother to be supervised by an
adoption social worker. The older girl was resistant to the social work supervision and
made secretive independent arrangements to meet with her birth mother on several
occasions.
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Grace and Terry

Maya was placed with Grace and Terry on a short term fostering basis aged 1 year and
when her care plan was changed they adopted her at age Syears. While fostered she had
contact with her birth mother but this was terminated due to the birth mother's erratic
attendance. She has regular contact with her older sister who is adopted nearby. She has
other siblings whom she has no contact with but about whom she thinks and talks often.

Wilma

Wilma initially fostered Simon on a short-term basis, and while his care plan was for a
return home he had weekly supervised contact with his birth mother. Post-adoption the
agreement was for letterbox contact to be exchanged twice a year, although this
arrangement had been contested by the birth mother who had wanted face-to-face
contact. Simon's birth mother recently sent him a friend request via Facebook and, asked
after him via a mutual school friend who knew both Simon and his birth sister. In discussion
with Wilma, he chose to ignore this initially. His birth mother also re-initiated the letter
contact via social services and requested face-to-face contact, and indicated that she would
go to court to challenge the adoption. Wilma resisted the request for face-to-face contact,
concerned that it would undermine the adoption, but letter contact has since been
maintained.

Margaret and Bert

Sarah-Jane was initially placed with Margaret and Bert on a short-term fostering basis and
had supervised contact with her birth parents, although their attendance was erratic. Post
adoption the agreement was for face-to-face contact three times per year with her birth
father and the older birth sister who remained living with her birth family. The birth father
did not regularly attend the contact, and when he did he was antagonistic to the adoptive
parents, so his contact was terminated, and the sibling contact along with it.
When Sarah-Jane was aged 12 social workers involved with her older birth sibling arranged
for letter exchange to be established and when Sarah-Jane was 14 her aunt applied to the
court for face-to-face contact on the sister's behalf. Sarah-Jane was initially resistant but
then made an agreement for contact every 2 months in a family centre. When the girls
moved on to post-secondary education they both attended the same college and have
informal contact there.
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Gail and Frank

Gail and Frank initially fostered Joseph and during that time contact was arranged regularly
in their home, although birth parent attendance was erratic. They went on to adopt him
when his care plan was changed, and by that stage contact was stopped and the birth
parents had 'disappeared off the face of the earth'. Post-adoption, the agreement was for
exchange of letters twice a year with the birth mother but she has not engaged in this.
When Joseph was aged 9 she visited their home asking to see him. Gail asked her to go
through social services to talk about the possibility of contact but the birth mother made
no further contact with social services or the family. When he was aged 10 Joseph's older
siblings, who live with their maternal grandmother, made a request for contact with him
via their social worker and they exchanged letters and photographs. Joseph then made
contact with his sisters directly via Bebo and the couple arranged for him to meet up with
them. Joseph is of an age where he can meet up with his sisters by himself, although this is
arranged with his parents, and this gives him access to his maternal grandmother whom he
visits with his sisters.
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Appendix 12 - Screen shot of MaxQda user interface
This is an example of the first stage of analysis of beginning to identify emergent
themes in each transcript.
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This shows all four windows of the interface open at once and the theme memo
which can be viewed by rolling the cursor over the yellow Post-it icons. Any
combination of the four windows can be opened or closed at any time. Moving
clockwise from top-left of the screen the first window, the ‘document system’, lists
each of the transcripts and some or all of these can be activated to allow the coded
segments of talk attached to each theme to be retrieved. In this example the
transcript of Mia and Jack’s interview is activated as indicated by the blue
highlighting. The next window, the ‘document browser’ presents the entire transcript
which is viewed by scrolling as in Word documents. The transcript is divided into
sections according to speaker and these are numbered on the left. The tabs along
the top correspond to each transcript which is stored and can be viewed and
retrieved separately by clicking on its tab. This facilitates easy comparison between
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different transcripts, but retains each transcript as a whole at all times. The coloured
lines along the left of the transcript indicate that these segments of talk have been
attributed to the themes named in the margin. The data attributed to each theme
can be readily viewed in its context within the overall interview, as indicated by the
blue highlighting on the transcript. The yellow box in this window is the memo
containing early observations and tentative interpretations of this theme. The
window below this, ‘retrieved segments’, displays all the segments of data attributed
to whichever theme or themes have been activated. The final window, 'code system’
lists the all the themes. These are organised hierarchically as a series of nested
sub-themes. A separate higher-order theme is created for each transcript, labelled
with the participants’ pseudonyms, and all themes for each transcript are organised
below this. Themes can be easily renamed and can be re-organised by 'dragging
and dropping’. Sections of transcript are attributed to themes by dragging and
dropping sections of highlighted text onto the theme. Lists can be expanded and
collapsed to allow a focus on all the sub-themes for one transcript, or allow an over
view of themes across all the transcripts. In this example some of the themes for
Jack and Mia’s transcript have been expanded and the theme ‘real mummy’ has
been activated. The themes for all other transcripts have been collapsed but could
be readily expanded and viewed with a mouse click. This function facilitates an
ideographic focus and allows easy comparison across the group.
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Appendix 13 - Screen shot of emergent themes for one
participant
Example of first level of analysis, emergent themes, for Jack and Mia. Screen shot
from MaxQda with example of a code memo.
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Appendix 14 - Table of themes for all participants
Themes imported from MaxQda
Over-arching

Super-ordinate

Sub-themes

Rebecca, Peter

social circles
overlapping worlds
PUBLIC OPENNESS
stigma
neutralising stigma
public openness
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE
; future place
u n i m porta nt/forgotten
presence in mind
KINSHIP POSTIONS
relationship boundaries
birth mother
grandparents = family not friends
role expectations
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
MAKING 'OUR' FAMILY
bonding
CONFERRED PARENTHOOD
birth family affirmation
foster carer's opinion
SELF-ACTUALISED PARENTAL IDENTITY
establishing rules
transition to parenthood
difference
gratitude
PARENTAL INVESTMENT
different lifestyles
CONSTRAINED PARENTAL AUTONOMY
PARENTING PROCESSES
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
GENEALOGY
family resemblance
genetics
TALKING
truth-telling
value of information
openness by birth mother
information
triggers for adoption talk
KNOWING
fairy tale
WORSHIPPING
SEEING
CONSTRUCTING VISION
age
empathy
relationship with
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social worker
progression of
contact

______

concern
social work input
acceptance of by birth mother
being friendly
trust
give and take
Facebook
separated siblings
paternal grandparents
ease of relationship
child's wishes
sticking to the agreement
comfort zones
training
memories
get used to it
motivation
arrangements

__________

Laura, Kevin

_______

social circles
: overlapping worlds
PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS
balancing difference
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DIFFERENCE
peer support/adoption UK
our normality
LOOKING FROM THE OUTSIDE
other people's concept
family don't understand the difference
if you had told us before we adopted...
STIGMA

.

things people say
public openness
family
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE
future contact
competition
positioning contact in family life
KINSHIP POSTIONS
birth mother
relationship boundaries
kinship labels
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
PARENTAL INVESTMENT
different lifestyles
MAKING 'OUR' FAMILY
basis of family
establishing boundaries
SELF-ACTUALISED IDENTITY
goal attainment
asserting position
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
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TALKING
adoption talk
parent's vision of child
KNOWING
relationship with
social worker
like family friend
availability of support
getting the decision right
SW scared of parents
judge makes the rules
putting faith in SW
shapes concept of adoption
circumstances
birth father aggression
progression of
contact
Foster-carer contact
ongoing SW contact
future contact
keeping the boundaries
for the children
relationship dynamics
comfort with arrangements
children's comfort
birth parent comfort
flexibility for the children
arrangements
birth father contact
relationship
children's relationship with birth parent
pre-adoption
facilitating the relationship
Amanda, Arthur

PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS
competition for the 'bond'
HOW MUCH IS TO DO WITH ADOPTION
rejection of difference
our normality
TOTAL TRANSFER
contact a reminder of difference
peer support/adopiton uk
LOOKING FROM THE OUTSIDE
changed times
STIGMA
stigma emphasises difference
people don't know what to do
losing out on ritual
public openness
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE
future contact
positioning of contact
competition
KINSHIP POSTIONS
kinship labels
not mum
some kind of relationship
PARENTAL
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ENTITLEMENT
MAKING 'OUR' FAMILY

family forming
basis of family
CONFERRED PARENTHOOD

public undermining
affirmed by social ritual
sw affirmation
goal attainment
affirmed by birth parent
SELF-ACTUALISED IDENTITY

establishing rules
contact really gets to me
difference
insecurity
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD

child's autonomy
PARENTAL INVESTMENT
PARENTING PROCESSES

I wanted a book that would tell you how to do
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
TALKING

truth telling
KNOWING

relationship with
social worker
circumstances
age when placed
progression of
contact
comfort
all give no take
future contact
no harm
sibling contact
value of being involved
helping it along
siblimg differences
agreement
moving goalposts
pre-adoption
arrangements
age
Mary, Brendan

PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS
REJECTION OF DIFFERENCE

family resemblance
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DIFFERENCE
STIGMA

the things people say
the label
public openness
heartbreak
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE

position of contact
place of child in birth family

competition
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extra baggage
not part of our lives
KINSHIP POSTIONS

role expectations
kinship labels
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
LOSSES AND GAINS

gratitude
CONFERRED PARENTHOOD

undermined by birth family
MAKING 'OUR' FAMILY

basis for family
ownership
'family'challenged by contact
family forming
PARENTAL INVESTMENT

different lifestyles
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD

undermined by sw
loss of control
SELF ACTUALISED IDENTITY

goal attainment
PARENTING PROCESSES

parental control
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
GENEALOGY

not our genes
TALKING

triggers for talk
forced acknowledgement
CONTSTRUCTING VISION

putting ideas in his head
KNOWING

age
relationship with
social worker
circumstances
progression of
contact
texting
balance of influence
changes
rejection
don’t let it show
child's choice
presents
adopter involvement in contact
settling prioritised over contact
not for me
planning appropriate activities
option to change
rules
preferences
younger is easier
control
boundaries
grandparent contact
approval of the adoption
everything changes

Grace, Terry

feelings towards
birth family
PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DIFFERENCE
REJECTION OF DIFFERENCE
STIGMA
PUBLIC OPENNESS
NEUTRALISING STIGMA
RELATEDNESS
KINSHIP POSITIONS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY
GENETICS
ESTABLISHING FAMILY
PARENTAL
ENTULEMENT
PARENTAL INVESTMENT
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD
PARENTAL INVESTMENT
IDENTITY/ENTITLEMENT
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
CONSTRUCTING VISION
SEEING
WORSHIPPING
KNOWING

__________ [

_________

__ __

age
knowing where you've come from
TALKING

progression of
contact
sibling contact
accidental contact
social circles
overlapping worlds
different lifestyles
Loretta, Pedar

social circles
overlapping worlds
passing by
overlap with other adoptive family
PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS

forced acknowledgement of difference
stigma
public openness
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE

future place
all one family
siblings a source of life long support
place of child in birth family
KINSHIP POSTIONS

kinship labels
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
MAKING 'OUR' FAMILY

basis of family relationships
ownership
IDENTITY/ENTITLEMENT

'real' mum and dad
what is a parent?
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publicly undermined
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD

childs right to know
PARENTING PROCESSES

more protective
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
TALKING

witholding gory details
lack of information
truth telling
contact encourages openness
KNOWING

understanding
circumstances
progression of
contact
mother father difference
future contact
protecting child
facebook
up to us
adoption a cut-off
not deserving
pre-adoption
sibling contact
new contact not working out
Mia, Jack

social circles
overlapping worlds
geographical proximity
accidental contact
PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS

rejection of difference
balancing difference
diverse family forms
public openness
STIGMA

the things people say
age
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE

future place
losses and gains
family diversity
KINSHIP POSTIONS

role expectations
kinship labels
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
MAKING OUR FAMILY

ownership
family forming
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD
PARENTING PROCESSES

socially influenced
IDENTITY/ENTITLEMENT

affirmed by birth family
'real' mum and dad
what is a parent?
KNOWING WHERE
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THEY COME FROM
TALKING

triggers for talk
CONSTRUCTING THE VISION

avoiding a shock
withholding hard facts
explaining without hurting
! through contact
KNOWING

knowing where you come from
lack of information
know what you're getting into
relationship with
social worker
circumstances
foster placement
progression of
contact
for child's sake
the future
down to us
pre-adoption contact
safety
responsive to birth family
sibling adoptive family
managing discomfort
verbal agreement
sibling contact
shared activities
died a death
extended birth family contact
approval of the adoption
hub for information
Jeremy, Cora

social circles
overlapping worlds
geographical proximity
accidental contact
PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS

lucky
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DIFFERENCE
REJECTION OF DIFFERENCE

balancing difference
public openness
STIGMA

empathy for birth
parents
progression of
contact
sibling differences
an added burden
foster carer contact
adoptive extended family views
for the child's sake
legacy of difficult contact
pre-adoption dual approved
photographs
meeting birth mother
a mirrored experience
mailbox
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just told
but could have refused
never really pursued
circumstances
violence
relationship with
social worker
at one remove from court
individual sw good/ agency bad
assertiveness a spur
: like a roundabout
social worker relationship with court
pre-adoption
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
GENEALOGY

legacy of difficult experiences
resemblance
how much is genes?
birth right
SEEING

old photos
TALKING

truth telling
triggers for talk
KNOWING

occluded history
being 'fit to tell'
CONSTRUCTING VISION

curiosity
age-related
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
MAKING OUR FAMILY

importance of blood sibling
contact interferes with building security
PARENTAL INVESTMENT

different lifestyles
PARENTING PROCESSES

assertiveness
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD
■

other people's rules
IDENTITY/ENTITLEMENT

goal attainment
sw gatekeepers to adoption
nobody better
birth parent permission
pre-adoption dually approved
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE

losses and gains
recognition of birth mother
role expectations
presence in mind
enough of a family
KINSHIP POSTIONS

i role expectations
age
Valerie, Daniel

social circles
overlapping worlds
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welcomed overlap
: with other adoptive family
PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS
rejection of importance of difference
acknowledgement of difference
REJECTION OF DIFFERENCE
a good situation
peer support/adoption Uk
STIGMA
childs response
the things people say
PUBLIC OPENNESS
LOOKING FROM THE OUTSIDE
feelings toward birth
family
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE
future place
enough family
place of child in birth family

^------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .— -------------------

presence in mind

KINSHIP POSITIONS
not sister
strangers
role expectations
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
CONFERRED PARENTHOOD
deal sealed by court
MAKING OUR FAMILY
family forming
ownership
IDENTITY/ENTITLEMENT
goal attainment
what is a parent?
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD

-i---------- —............................. ...... ........

other people's rules
'allowed'
PARENTAL INVESTMENT
assertive parenthood
compensating for lack of parenting
puzzling behaviour
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
GENEALOGY
legacy of maternal alcohol use
genetics
CONSTRUCTING THE VISION
information
TALKING
information file
open family communication
triggers for talk
KNOWING
mystery
knowing where you come from
SEEING
old photos
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relationship with
social worker
professionals don't understand
'allowed'
signifiers of impermanence
availability
gateway to adoption
circumstances
two children different contact
child behaviour
short term fostercare
progression of
contact
safety
mental disturbance
no relationship
: 2nd child's contact
not needed
reluctance
unsuitable arrangements
assertive opposition
pre-adoption
meeting birth parent
functional
fostercare contact
negotiating arrangements
proper procedure
future contact
defer to child's wishes
sibling contact
parents supportive
unwanted
letterbox
give and take
changes
lost contact
faded away
Caroline, Chris

social circles
overlapping worlds
minimising risk of overlap
PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS
BALANCING DIFFERENCE
A BLESSING
REJECTION OF DIFFERENCE
HOW MUCH IS TO DO WITH ADOPTION
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DIFFERENCE
LOOKING FROM THE OUTSIDE

extended family views
PUBLIC OPENNESS
STIGMA

friends v's strangers
mother father difference
guilt and blame
feelings towards
birth family
progression of
contact
birth mother/father difference
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extended family views
only one side keen
photographs
future contact
safety
motivation
just let it go
contact not reciprocated
contract
siblings
childs best iinterests
not about own interests
social work influence
foster carer contact
pre-adoption contact
relationship
court control
settling child is priority
putting a stop to it for childs sake
relationship with
social worker
influencers
hands tied
gateway to adoption
post adoption support
fighting our corner
different viewpoints
defer to sw expertise
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
GENEALOGY

shaped by birth family legacy
CONSTRUCTING VISION

limiting information
managing expectations
sw expertise as explanation
curiosity
KNOWING

mystery
knowing where you sit
SEEING

photos
TALKING

age-related
mother/father difference
triggers for talk
information
identity
circumstances
family abuse
fostered siblings
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
MAKING OUR FAMILY

ownership
shaped by child's condition
family forming
settling
impact of child's condition
PARENTAL INVESTMENT

legacy of poor parenting
different lifestyles
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reaping rewards
IDENTITY/ENTITLEMENT

goal attainment
security and permanence
socially constructed
transition to parenthood
what is a parent?
parenting entitlement
PARENTING PROCESSES

assertiveness
bonding
compensating for lack of parenting
socially influenced
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD

other people's rules
child's interests
contact not reciprocated
manage the system
limited influence
theory v's reality
guard against deluding self
training
ideal world v’s real life
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE

future place
positioning contact
KINSHIP POSTIONS

'real' mum and dad
kinship labels
relationship boundaries
age
Andrea

social circles
overlapping worlds

\

so near yet so far
sw as a point of overlap
fear of overlap

PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS
ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF DIFFERENCE
REJECTION OF DIFFERENCE

a big circle/triangle
A BLESSING
STIGMA

ignorance
surprise re contact
friends v's strangers
the things people say
feelings towards
birth family
balance
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
MAKING OUR FAMILY

extended adoptive family
sense of belonging
family forming
PARENTAL INVESTMENT

compensating for lack of parenting
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different lifestyles
fulfilling child's potential
breaking the cycle
threat to parental investment
your life's work
reaping rewards
PARENTING PROCESSES

socially influenced
educator
trust
INDENTITY/ENTITLEMENT

transition
enhanced by birth family difficulties
what is a parent?
less of a threat
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD

empathy for birth family
after all these years
circumstances
adopted siblings
child's special needs
birth father opposition to adoption
birth father aggression
reason for adoption
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
GENEALOGY

legacy of alcohol misuse
resemblance
genetics
CONSTRUCTING VISION

non-judgemental
managing difficult information
the adoption story
curiosity
TALKING

open family communication
truth telling
age related
KNOWING

information
knowing where you came from
access to information
all child wants to know...
SEEING

photos
child's limited capacity to understand

■

relationship with
! social worker
post-adoption support
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMIILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE
....

H
■
■

[

[

i future place
breaking the cycle
creators only
childs place in birth family
child's denial of other family
losses and gains
presence in mind
no input
sibling adopted
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KINSHIP POSITIONS

a stranger
kinship labels
relationship boundaries
importance of family
progression of
contact
photos
if things had been different
pre-adoption
original plan
looking forward looking back
effect of contact on relationship
foster carer contact
i wish...
source of information
sw intermediary
future contact
parent seeking more contact
mis-match with child's wants
risks
childs engagement in contact
| birth parent engagement_
adopter motivation
doing the right thing
for me - to know her
reticence
making it real for child
beliefs
curiosity
empathy
if she were to die...
changes
letterbox
age
vulnerability
readiness
18

developmental delay
Pat, Angela

social circles
overlapping worlds
birth family threat
concerning
restricting family movement
eliminating potential for contact
geographical proximity
PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS
TOTAL TRANSFER
HOW MUCH IS TO DO WITH ADOPTION?
ACCEPTANCE OF DIFFERENCE
REJECTION OF DIFFERENCE
PUBLIC OPENNESS

different boundaries of privacy
STIGMA

people don't realise they are adopted
curiosity
sentimentality
not believed
adopters feelings
towards birth family
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age
searching when older
immature for age
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE
postion of contact
future positioning
KINSHIP POSITIONS
kinship labels
importance of
information
relationship with SW
losing/gaining ground
their SW / our SW
asserting parenthood
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
GENEALOGY
where you sit in the world
CONSTRUCTING VISION
SW witholding information
dependent on birth family response
managing expectations
don't shatter illusions
influenced by childs age at placement
curiosity
the hard realities
TALKING
forced by contact
age related
WORSHIPPING
romantic vision
KNOWING
understanding
incomplete vision is normal
untruths
SEEING
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
MAKING OUR FAMILY
extended kin
family resemblance
family forming
PARENTAL INVESTMENT
different lifestyles
IDENTITY/ENTITLEMENT
goal attainment
affirmed by SW
PARENTING PROCESSES
assertiveness
^ control of information
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD
bolstered by well-managed contact
restricted by overlapping worlds
restricted by childs age at placement
diminished by undisciplined contact
Progression of
contact
foster carer contact
pre-adoption circumstances
benefits of contact
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works for us
preparing for future contact decisions
letter contact
content of letters
new siblings
adopter motivation
something that has to be done
if it was me
establishing the agreement
postbox service
honouring the agreement
pre-adoption
sticking to the limits
circumstances
2 adopted children
need for equity of contact
Julia

social circles
different lifestyles
maturity
PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS
TOTAL TRANSFER
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DIFFERENCE
STIGMA

the things people say
FAMILY UNDERSTAND

circumstances
child's difficulties
circumstances leading to adoption
birth family circumstances
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE

place of child in birth family
presence in child's mind
competition
that world/this world
violation of family space
KINSHIP POSITION
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
GENEALOGY

family resemblance
TALKING

age related
good for relationship
KNOWING

facebook
being taken in
SEEING

only seeing part of the picture
idealised vision
child can't see the issues
WORSHIPPING
CONSTRUCTING THE VISION

versions of the story
child resistant
managing difficult information
after all these years
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
MAKING OUR FAMILY
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extended family
never let go of her old life
'family' challenged by contact
PARENTAL INVESTMENT
different lifestyles
PARENTING PROCESSES
assertiveness
INDENTITY/ENTITLEMENT
'real' mum and dad
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD
adolescent autonomy
Facebook cuts out parent
adopters feelings
towards birth family
age
teenagers with added worries
too young to cope
child's autonomy
contact when 'old enough'
progression of
contact
pre-adoptive contact
child taking control
suspicious of motives
uncertainty
child feeling obligated
secret contact
curiosity a motivator
planned meeting
social work involvement
appropriate channels
difficult emotions
child conflicted
how to cope?
can of worms
no choice
Facebook
encouraging letter contact
stages in child's response to contact
sibling differences
initial agreement

T.................................

Wilma

social circles
overlapping worlds
accidental contact
siblings overlapping social circles
PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS
BAtANCING DIFFERENCE
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DIFFERENCE
A BLESSING
REJECTION OF DIFFERENCE
TOTAL TRANSFER
STIGMA
the things people say
circumstances
birth family circumstances
reason for adoption
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
MAKING OUR FAMILY
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losses and gains
family loyalty
insecurity
family forming
'family' challenged by contact
family identity
ownership
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD
constraints on parenting
IDENTITY/ENTITLED! ENT
feeling selfish
metaphor of battle
what is a parent?
goal attainment
PARENTAL INVESTMENT
exciting
different lifestyles
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE
tussle for position
limited part of his life
place of child in birth family
position of contact
the only family
that family

h

KINSHIP POSITIONS
kinship labels
becoming the mum
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
CONSTRUCTING THE VISION
managing difficult information
TALKING
triggers for talk
open communication
comfortable talking
age related

I
SEEING

lifestory book
seeing part of the picture
KNOWING
age and stage of development
knowing where you come from
mates
suspected hidden
agendas
after all these years
the gap
time intensifies curiosity
out of the blue
change
progression of
contact
pre-adoption contact
Facebook
social work involvement
adopter resistant
birth mum control
unexpected
contact through verbalisation
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child's wishes
strong emotions
fear
negative emotions
how to respond?
shock
initiated by birth sibling
motivation
child's best interest
not wanting decisions queried
age
adolescent development
Margaret, Bert

social circles
overlapping worlds
siblings overlapping social circles
PUBLIC OPENNESS
SOCIAL COMPARISONS
REJECTION OF DIFFERENCE
STIGMA
exposed to friends
circumstances
relationship with birth parents

-

fear of birth father aggression

f""-— ------------------------------------- ———— --------- ------------- -—~~~

RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE

position of contact
place of child in birth family
GENETICS
KINSHIP POSITIONS
kinship labels
age
too young to cope
immature for her age
complex information hard to cope with
better left til later
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
CONSTRUCTING THE VISION
curiosity
sibling a source of information
managing difficult information
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
MAKING OUR FAMILY
family loyalty
basis of family
PARENTING PROCESSES
assertiveness
INDENTITY/ENTITLEMENT
parental opinion endorsed by SW
undermined by SW
PARENTAL INVESTMENT

...........

different lifestyles
j threat to parental investment
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD

what can you do?
made to do something wouldn't choose to do
belief in importance of blood ties
empathy
social worker control
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birth sibling control
adolescent autonomy
lacking confidence in own opinion
after all these years
continuity preferable
progression of
contact
pre-adoptive contact
social workers responsibility
child exercising control
curiosity a motivator
court involvement
child's needs and wishes
social worker instrumental
initiated by sibling
birth parent obstruction
lack of parental bond
initial formal arrangement
Gail, Frank

social circles
overlapping worlds

__ _

PUBLIC OPENNESS
STIGMA

family diversity
bullying
circumstances
birth family circumstances
RELATEDNESS
PLACE OF BIRTH FAMILY IN ADOPTIVE FAMILY LIFE

position of contact
place of child in birth family
KINSHIP POSITIONS

relationship boundaries
extended family
kinship labels
mates
SOCIAL
COMPARISONS
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF DIFFERENCE
REJECTION OF DIFFERENCE
CONTACT EMPHASISES DIFFERENCE
KNOWING WHERE
THEY COME FROM
GENEALOGY

resemblance
blood ties
WORSHIPPING

religious imagry re child's view of birth family
SEEING

idealised vision
illusion v's reality
rost tinted glasses/unfavourable comparisons
photos
KNOWING

the adoption story
limited information
TALKING

a time and a place
'being' open
CONSTRUCTING THE VISON

managing difficult information
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curiosity
PARENTAL
ENTITLEMENT
CONFERRED PARENTHOOD
legal basis
MAKING OUR FAMILY
family forming
basis of family
ownership
PARENTAL INVESTMENT
different lifestyles
parental priorities
conflicting priorities
education a priority
CONSTRAINED PARENTHOOD
feeling compelled
child's needs first
importance of blood ties
adolescent independence
progression of
contact
BEBO
negotiation
Child's autonomy
birth family push for contact
Jack's wants and needs
stalling/resisting
SW involvement
sibling needs and wants
unplanned contact
time
adopters view of own role in contact plans
birth mum slipping away
pre-adoption
centrality of emotion
heart break
contradiction - contact easy
other emotional responses
; a motivator for contact
empathic
caused by contact
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